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1. 0 SCOPE 
This document describes the requirements and processing logic 
for the L-ACIE Error Model program (LEM). This program is an 
integral part of the Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACE) 
system. 
1. 1 PROGRAM CAPABILITIES 
LEM is that portion of the LPP (LACIE Performance Predictor) 
which simulates the sample segment classification, strata yield estima­
tion, and production aggregation. LEM controls repetitive Monte Carlo 
trials based on input error distributions to obtain statistical estimates 
of the wheat area, yield, and production at different levels of aggregation. 
LEM interfaces with the rest of the LPP through a set of data files. The 
input files for LEM 'consist of the following: 
e Segment ID file 
o Crop Calendar file 
* Substrata Historical file 
o CAMS Error Model file 
o YES Error Model file 
o Signature Extension file 
e Data Acquisition file 
The program generates two output files for use by the output 
processor.
 
In addition, three intermediate files (Segment Truth file, CAMS 
Output file, and YES Output file) are generated by various modules within 
LEM and may be saved for subsequent runs on the LEM program-per­
mitting the bypassing of specified modules on those runs. 
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1. Z 	 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND ORGANIZATION 
The program will be initially developed on the CDC 6600 Timesharing 
system and later converted to the UNIVAC 1108 under Exec II and Exec VIII. 
In order to make program development, modification, check out, and con­
version easier, the following guidelines will be observed: 
a. 	 Modular programming techniques will be used. in 
particular, the LEM program will contain the following 
subprograms: 
o 	 Segment Truth Generator 
§ 	 CAMS Simulator 
o 	 YES Simulator 
o 	 CAS Simulation 
b. 	 All error processing will be through a standard error 
routine ERRMES. 
c. 	 The program will be coded in ANSI Standard FORTRAN. 
To provide for compatibility between the CDC 6600 and 
the UNIVAC 1108, the "Rules for Program Development" 
written by G. Hull for the LACIE Project will be faithfully 
observed.
 
d. 	 In order to clarify the coding, comments will be used 
extensively throughout the program. In parti -ular: 
o 	 Each local quantity will be described within the sub­
routine using it. 
o 	 Comments will be used to relate the coding to the 






* 	 Only 1 case may be run at a time. 
o0 Only I country may be considered in a case. 
e A maximum of 999 Monte Carlo trials may be run in a case 
and a maximum of 100 trials may b-e executed on any given run. 
o 	 A maximum of 4 crop calendar windows and 14 additional 
,.prediction points can be processed. 
o 	 A maximum of 10 regions per country can be processed. 
o 	 A maximum of 50 zones per country can be processed. 
o 	 A maximum of Z0 strata per zone can be processed. . 
o 	 A maximum of 325 strata per country can be processed. 
o 	 A maximum of 60 substrata per strata can be processed. 
o 	 A maximum of 3200 substrata per country can be processed. 
o 	 A maximum of 300 substrata per zone can be processed. 
o 	 A maximum of 4000 segments per country can be processed. 
o 	 A maximum of 300 acquired segments per zone can be processed. 
o 	 A maximum of 4000 segments per country can be processed. 
o 	 All control card input data will be echo printed. 
o 	 All control card input data will be checked for errors before 
any error will cause the processing of a case to terminate. 
o 	 In a repetitive Monte Carlo trial case, normally the i idividual 
subprogram reports will be allowed to print during the first 
and last trialonly. An option will exist to eliminate all reports or 
allow printing of all reports for each trial or for just the last trial. 
* 	 All input data files will be checked for correct case numbers. 
* 	 The program will require less than 20, 000 words of storage 
in the CPU of the UNIVAC 1108. 
* 	 The program will have a restart capability which will allow the 
program to continue with additional Monte Carlo iterations start­
ing from the last iteration of the previous run. 
" 	 All files will be in country, region, zone, stratum, substratum 
and segment order (to whatever level that is appropriate). 






There are one control card set and up to seven files required for 
input to the LEM program. The control card set specifies the problem 
title, the initial random number seeds, and various program control 
flags. The following files may be generated by other programs within 
the LACIE system and input to LEM': 
* Segment ID file 
o Crop Calendar .file 
o Substrata Historical file 
o CAMS Error Model file 
o YES Error Model file 
o Signature Extension file 
o Data Acquisition file 
In addition, the following files may be generated by- LEM on one 
run and then saved and input back into LEM on a subsequent run: 
o Segment Truth file o CAS Cumulative Output File 
* CAMS Output file a CAS Distribution Output File 
o YES Output file 
2. 1 CARD INPUT 
2. 	1. 1 List of Data Quantities 
See Input Data Description sheet on the following pages. 
2. 1. 2 	 Card Formats 
The LEM program requires four control cards. Each card has a 
fixed field format as shown in Figure 2-1. 
"LEM" is punched in columns 75-77 of each control card and a 
sequence number is punched in columns 79-80. 
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Card 1 Header card: ,Alphanumeric problem header entered inin Columns 75-77 and 01 in Columns 79-80. Columns 1-60, LEM is entered 
1 6 13 17 20 24 28 32 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 66 69 72 75. 79 
Card 2 U P < Z 
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Ln 
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Input Data Description 
Card Nomina 
Col. Name Dimension Value R~an ge Description 
1-60 TITLE 10 blanks -Problem header to be printed at the top of each output page. 
(format 10A6) 
1-4' ICASE 1 0 0-9999 Case number 
6-Il CUNTRY 1 ..... Country (must agree with all input files). 
13-15 NTRIAL 1 1 1-9.99 Total number of Monte Carlo iterations at the end of the current run 
(NTRIAL- (including previous runs if this is a restart). NTRIAL must be 100 
RSTART < if CAS distribution file is to be generated (i.e., if DISTFF - 0 in CAS 
100) input) 
17-19 RSTART 1 0 0-999 Restart Flag: 
= n 1 0 to restart after n Monte Carlo iterations, 0 if this is not a 
restart. 
Z0-22 IPRINT 1 0 0-3 Iteration Print Flag (for Segment Truth Generator) 
0 to print first and last iterations; 1 to print each iteration; 2 to 
0' print last iteration only; 3 to suppress printing. 
Z4-z6 STARTR 1 0 0-999 Starting region number.j 
Both zero or both non-zero 
28-30 STARTZ 1 0 0-999 Starting zone number. J 
32-34 ENDR 1 0 0-999 Ending region number. 1 
36-38 ENDZ 1 0 0-999 Ending zone number.' 3 Both zero or both non-zero 
39-41 ISTG 1 0 0-3 Segment Truth Flag: 
0 to vary error statistically, 
from the first iteration only, 
1 to hold error 







previously generated Segment Truth file, 
Truth error (error is zero). 
3 to eliminate the Segment ,o 
0­
< N 
42-44 ICAMS 1 0 0-3 CAMS Error Flag:,.o 
U sage is similar to the usage of the Segment Truth flag described
above except that for the case in which ICAIS = 2, the CAMS Output 
file is used. g 
Input Data Description 
Card Nomina n 
Col. Name Dimension Value I Range Description 
45-47 IYES 1 0 0-3 YES Error Flag: 
Usage is similar tO the usage of the Segment 
above except that for the case in which IYES 
Truth flag described 
= 2, the YES Output 
file is used. 
48-50 IACQ 1. 0 0-1 SegmenCAcquisition Flag: 
0 to include segment acquisition conditions, 
acquisition conditions. 
1 to eliminate segment 
51-53 ICLASS 1 0 0-2 Classification Error Flag: 
0 to vary classification error in CAMS, 1 to hold the classification 
error constant, 2 to eliminate the classification error (set it to zero). 
54-56 ISEXT 1 0 0-2 Signature Extension Error Flag: 
0 to vary Signature Extension Error, I to hold Signature Extension 
Error constant, .Z to eliminate the Signature Extension Error (error 
is zero). 
57-59 ISCC 1 0 0-2 Segment Crop Calendar Error: 
0 to vary the error, 1 to hold the error constant, 2 to eliminate the 
error (error is zero). -
66-68 IPRCAM 1 0 0-3 Iteration print flag for CAMS: 
Usage is similar to that of IPRINT. 
69-71 IPRYES 1 0 0-3 Iteration print flag for YES: 
Usage is similar to that of IPRINT. 
72-74 IPRCAS 1 0 0-3 Iteration print flag for CAS: a 




Input Data Description 
Card Nomina4 
Col. Name Dimension Value Range Description 
1-4 ICSESG 1 0 0-9999 Case number for Segment ID file. 
5-8 ICSECW 1 0 0-9999 Case number for Crop Calendar file. 
9-12 ICSESH 1 0 0-9999 Case number for Substrata Historical file. 
13-16 ICSECE 1 0 0-9999 Case number for CAMS Error Model file. 0-
17-Z0 ICSEYM 1 0 0-9999 Case number for YES Erior Model file. L 
21-24 ICSESE 1 0 0-9999 Case number for Signature Extension file. 
25-28 ICSEAC 1 0 0-9999 Case number for Data Acquisition file. 
29-32 ICSEST 1 0 0-9999 Case nuinber for Segment Truth file. 












Case number for YES Output file. 
Initial random number, seed for Segment Truth Error (odd positive 
integer in F-format). 
61-72 RSEED2 I I i-
999999999999I 
Initial random number seed for Classification Error. 
" 
1-12 RSEED3 I 1 1- Initial random number seed for Signature Extension Error. 
999999999999 
13-24 RSEED4 1 1 I- Initial random number seed for Segment Crop Calendar Error. 






2. 1. 3 Deck Set Up 
Each of the four LEM control cards is required and they must be 
in card number order. In addition, control cards are always required 
for the CAMS module even if this module is not used. If CAMS is skipped 
(e.g., ICAMS = 2), then the corresponding control cards must still be 
include 1. Finally, the control cards for CAS must always be specified. 
Thd contents and format of 'the CAMS and CAS control cards are specified 
in the Problem Descriptions for CAMS and CAS. 
2. 1. 4 Rules for Entering Data on Cards 
1. Integers must be right justified. 
Z. Alphanumeric fields should be left justified. 
3. Real (i. e., floating point) fields must have the decimal point 
present.
 
2. 2 I'NPUT FILES 
The following files may be input to the LEM program: 
Source Destination 
Segment ID File LUMP STG 
Crop Window (Calendar) File LUMP CAMS 
Substrata Historical File LUMP STG, CAS 
CAMS Erroi' Model File SEE CAMS 
YES Error Model File SEE YES 
Signature Extension File SEE CAMS 
Data Acquisition File SACS CAMS 
Segment Truth File STG CAMS 
CAMS Output File CAMS CAS 
YES Output File YES CAS 
CAS Cumulative File CAS CAS 
CAS Distribution File CAS CAS 
Note that the last five files listed above are generated by modules 




2.3 	 RESTRICTIONS 
1. 	 In general, the various error sources may be independently 
varied, held constant, or eliminated by specifying appropriate 
values for the input parameters ISTG, ICAMS,, IYES, ICLASS, 
ISEXT, ISCC, ICASZ, and ICAS3. However, the user may not 
syecify ISTG = 0 unless ICAMS is also zero. The reason for 
this restriction is that if ICAMS = 1 or 3 for example, the CAMS 
Output file will be generated on the first iteration and then used 
on all subsequent iterations. If ISTG were zero indicating that 
the 	Segment Truth error was to be varied, the program would 
be in trouble because to vary the Segment Truth error means 
that the results on the CAMS Output file must also be variable 
even if the CAMS errors are constant or zero. The way 
around this restriction is to specify both ICAMS = 0 and 
ISTG = 0 and then to 9pecify non-zero values for ICLASS, 
ISEXT, and ISCC. In this manner the CAMS Output file will 
be written on each iteration even though the CAMS errors are 
really constant. 
2. 	 The variable possible combinations of the input parameters 
ICAMS, ISTG, IYES, ICLASS, ISEXT, and ISCC as well as 
other options (CAMS classification model, multi-temporal 
sampling, and acquisition effects) are presented in the chart 
on the following page. 
3. On a restart run the input case number ICASE must agree with 
the case number on both of the following files which may be input 
to LEM: 
* 	 CAS Cumulative Output file 




0 0, 1,2 
1 1,2 
Z x 





































0 vary error, 
1 hold error constant; use first iteration results, 
2 > hold error constant; use previously generated file, 
3 > eliminate error. 
For ISEXT, ISCC, ICLASS 
0 > vary error, 
1 4 hold error constant, 
2 . eliminate error. 
For Multi-Temporal Sampling 
ZZ7, include multi-temporal sampling effects, 




For Acquisition Effects! 
0 include segment acquisition effects, 
1 
Model = 1 or 
eliminate segment acquisition effects. 




4. 	 On a restart run the CAS Cumulative Output file and the CAS 
Distribution Output file must always be specified. In addition, 
the Segment Truth file, the CAMS Output file and/or the YES 
Output file should be specified if the input flags ISTG, ICAMS, 
and/or IYES are set to 1, 2, or 3. Note, however, that if the 
CAMS Output file is specified, then it is not necessary to specify 






3. 1 OVERVIEW 
The LEM program consists of control logic to execute one or more 
application subprograms as selected by the user through the control card 
parameters. The effect of various input error distributions is taken into 
account by use of a Monte Carlo technique employing a random number 
generator. The application subprograms are as follows: 
Segment Truth Generator 
This subprogram generates true proportion of wheat and the 
true proportion of mixed pixels for each sample segment. 
CAMS Simulator 
This subprogram models the LACIE segment classification 
process and associated errors to provide an estimate of the 
proportion of wheat in each satellite acquired sample segment 
and a measure of the classification error. 
YES Simulator 
This subprogram models the yield estimation process and 
associated errors in order to provide an estimate of the wheat 
yield for each strata and a measure of the yield error. 
CAS Simulator 
This subprogram models the LACIE aggregation technique 
including the aggregation of wheat area and production to the 
country level and the estimation of the accuracy of the aggre­
gation. GAS also compares the estimates to the truth baseline 
to compute actual errors. 
3.2 PROGRAM.FLOW 
An overall flow diagram of the LEM program is presented on 
Pages 14-16.
 
REPRODUhBILIT OF THE 
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K First - Test 
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3.3 	 PROCEDURES AND EQUATIONS 
3. 	 3. 1 Job Initialization 
Initialize storage, flags, and counters. 
3. 	3. Z Read All Control Cards 
(LEM, CAMS, and CAS) 
3.3. 	3 Input Check 
e Check all parameters from control cards for errors. 
e Read header records of all input files and compare country 
and case number from each file to input values. 
3. 	3.4 Monte Carlo Loop 
Perform steps for each Monte Carlo trial. 
1. 	 CALL ERRMC to properly initialize the random number 
seeds for the various error sources as specified by 
input fl6gs. 
2. 	 Obtain the Segment Truth data by calling STG or by having 
CAMS read from the Segment Truth file as specified by 
the Segment Truth error flag.
 




e 	 Calculate PMK. by calling BETAD with 
mean = IW K and 
standard deviation = PW - CVK 2 
0 Calculate PMK by calling BETAD with 
I 
mean = PWK * (6 PM) and 
1 







8PM = 	 ratio of mixed pixels to true proportion 
wheat 
3. Obtain the 	CAMS error data by calling CAMS or by having GAS 
read from the CAMS Output file as specified by the CAMS 
error flag. 
4. 	 Obtain the YES error data by calling YES or by having CAS 
read from the YES Output file as specified by the YES 
error flag. 
5., 	 Call GAS 
3. 3. 	5 Program Termination 
After the final Monte Carlo iteration, call WRAPUP to terminate 





4.0 OU TPUT 
The LEM program produces printed reports in the Segment Truth 
Generator, CAMS, YES, and CAS modules and generates two output files 
for further processing by the LEM Post Processor. In addition, three 
intermediate files are generated by the Segment Truth Generator, CAMS, 
and YEE modules. Finally, program status information about each sub­
program and LEM itself after each Monte Carlo trial and at the end of 
the program execution are printed out. 
4. 1 PRINTED DATA 
4. 1. 1 Printed Reports 
Printed reports 	are generated by the Segment Truth Generator, 
CAMS, YES, and CAS modules. The Segment- Truth Report consists of 
the substrata true PW, each segment true PW, and each segment true PM 
plus the average segment true PW for each substratum. The CAMS 
module generates two reports -- a CAMS estimated proportion wheat sum­
mary and an error source report. YES generates a report specifying the 
true yield of each stratum, and for each prediction point of each stratum, 
the estimated yield, estimated date, standard error, and percent error. 
CAS generates a summary report for the LEM simulation. The content 
and format of the CAMS, YES, and CAS modules will be described in the 
Problem Definitions for each of those subprograms. The format of the 
Segment Truth report is as follows: 
Segment Truth Report 
True True 	 True
 
Substrata Segment Ave. Error Segment

PW PW PW PW PM
 
XXX 	 XXX XXX XXX XXX 
XXX XXX 
XXX XXX 






4. 	1. 2 Intermediate Debug 
At the present there is no Intermediate Debugging printout specified. 
However, it is anticipated that during checkout the contents of various 
files will be printed out as the data records are written. 
4. 	1. 3 Status Information 
At the conclusion of the run the following status information is 
printed 	out: 
" Number of data records read from each input file 
* Number of non-fatal errors detected in the input data 
o Number of non-fatal errors detected during execution 
o Number of Monte Carlo trials completed 
" Final random number seeds (to be input. on restart run) 
o Number of data records written on each output file 
4. 	1.4 Echo Print Input Card Images 
The data specified on the input control cards is always printed out 
in a format that is similar to the format on the input card images. 
Due to differences in the FORTRAN read and write formats, the printout 
may be slightly different from the input card images. For example, a 






4. Z 	 FILES 
There are two output files generated by LEM -- the GAS Cumulative 
Output File and the GAS Distribution Data File. In addition, intermediate 
files are generated by the Segment Truth Generator, CAMS, and YES. 
These intermediate files may be saved and input on subsequent runs allow­
ing specified subprograms to be bypassed provided the corresponding 
error contributions are constant. 
4. Z. I CAS Cumulative Output File 
This file contains the cumulative information being generated from 
Monte Carlo analysis. 
4. 	Z. 2 GAS Distribution Data' 
This file provides distribution data to be analyzed by the post 
processor.
 
4. Z. 3 	-Segment Truth File 
This file contains all of the essential Segment Truth data. It may be 
saved and input to LEM on a subsequent run allowing the Segment Truth 
Generator to be bypassed. However, on that subsequent run the Segment 
Truth data will be constant. 
4. 2. 4 CAMS Output File 
This file contains all of the essential CAMS output data. It may be 
saved and input to LEM on a subsequent run allowing CAMS to be bypassed. 
However, on that subsequent run the CAMS data will be constant. 
4. 2. 5 YES Output File 
This file contains all of the essential YES output data. It may be 
saved and input to LEM on a subsequent run allowing YES to be bypassed. 
However, on that subsequent run the YES data will be constant. 
REPRODUCIILITY OF THB 
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5. 0 ERROR PROCESSING 
5.1 GENERAL 
The program will attempt to find as many errors as possible during 
the processing of the input control cards. The program will continue 
checking for additional input errors if any input error is detected. There 
are two levels of error. These are: 
Level 1 - non-fatal, continue processing. 
Level 2 - job fatal. Terminate job after processing all input 
control cards. 
When a level I error is detected,' the program will print an informative 
message and continue processing. When a level 2 error is detected, the 
program will print an informative message, set a fatal error flag, and 
continue processing. When all control cards have been processed the 
program will continue executing if no fatal errors were found or will 
return control back to the operating system if at least one fatal error is 
detected.
 
The errors which may be detected by the LEM control program 
itself are described below. Any error conditions which are detected by 
CAMS, YES, or CAS will be described separately in the Problem Definitions 
for CAMS, YES, or CAS. 
5. 2 INPUT ERRORS DETECTED BY LEM 
1. Message: 
TOO MANY MONTE CARLO TRIALS REQUESTED. NTRIAL=n, 
RSTART = r. MAX. NO. OF TRIALS PER RUN IS m. 
Meaning. 
On the LEM control cards the user has specified n- r Monte Carlo 
trials for the current run but the program permits a maximum of 
m trials for any single run. 
Remedy: 
Fatal error -- the user should check NTRIAL and RSTART and 







2. 	 Message: 
RSTART r MUST BE LESS THAN NTRAL n. 
Meaning: 
RSTART, the final iteration number from th, ,previous run 
from which the user is trying to restart, must be less than 
NTRIAL, the total number of iterations desired at the end of 
the current run. 
Remedy:
 
Fatal error -- RSTART is fixed. Hence, NTRIAL must be
 
increased on the LEM control cards.
 
3. 	 Message: 
STARTR = n I MUST BE BETWEEN 0 AND ENDR =.n 2 . ENDR 
MUST BE . LE. m. 
Meaning 
The starting region n 1 and the ending region nZ must satisfy 
the inequalities 
0 n 1 9n Z m 




Fatal error -- the user should check STARTR alad ENDR on the
 
LEM control cards to be sure they satisfy the above inequalities. 
4. 	 Message: 
STARTZ = n 1 MUST BE BETWEEN 0 AND ENDZ = n.. ENDZ 




The starting zone n1 

inequalitie's 
0 fn n Z m 
and the ending zone nZ mast satisfy the 







Fatal error -- the user should check STARTZ and ENDZ on 
the LEM control cards to be sure they satisfy the above 
inequalities. 
5. Message: 
ISTG nl, ICAMS = n, AND IYES = n3 MUST ALL BE 0, 1, 2, 
OR 3. 
Meaning: 
One or more of the parameters ISTG, ICAMS, and IYES have 
an illegal value specified. The only allowable values are 0, 1, 
2, or 3. 
Remedy: 
Fatal error -- specify the proper value(s) for the offending 
parameter(s) on the LEM control cards. 
6. Message: 
IF ICAMS IS NONZERO, THEN ISTG MUST BE NONZERO. 
I.E. IF THE CAMS ERRORS ARE HELD CONSTANT, THEN 
SO MUST THE SEGMENT TRUTH ERROR. 
'Meaning: 
Self-explanatory. The user cannot vary the Segment Truth error 
while holding the CAMS errors constant by setting ICAMS 0. 
However, it is possible to hold the Segment Truth error constant 
while varying the CAMS errors. 
Remedy: 








CASE NUMBER = nI OR COUNTRY C 1 FROM SEGMENT ID 
FILE DOES NOT AGREE WITH INPUTS ICSESG = n2 AND 
CUNTRY = C 2 . 
Meaning: 
Possibly the wrong Segment ID file has been specified-, or the 
wrong values have been specified for the parameters ICSESG 
and CUNTRY on the LEM control cards. 
Remedy: 
Fatal error -- mount the proper Segment ID file or specify the 
correct values for ICSESG and CUNTRY on the LEM control 
cards. It might be necessary to dump the header record of the 
Segment ID file. 
8. Message: 
CASE NUMBER = n 1 OR COUNTRY C1 FROM CROP WINDOW 
FILE DOES NOT AGREE WITH INPUTS ICSECW = n 2 AND 
CUNTRY = C 2 . 
Meaning: 
Possibly the wrong Crop Window file has been specified, or the 
wrong values have been specified for the parameters ICSECW 
and CUNTRY on the LEM control cards. 
Remedy: 
Fatal error -- mount the proper Crop Window file or specify the 
correct values for ICSECW and CUNTRY on the LEM control cards. 








CASE NUMBER = OR COUNTRY C FROM CAMS ERROR 
FILE DOES NOT AGREE WITH INPUTSICSECE = AND 
n 1 
n2 




Possibly the wrong CAMS error file has been specified, or the 
wrong values have been specified for the parameters ICSECE 
and CUNTRY on the LEM control cards. 
Remedy: 
Fatal error -- mount the proper CAMS error file or specify 
the correct values for ICSECE and CUNTRY on the LEM control 
cards. It might be necessary to dump the header record of the 
CAMS error file. 
10. Message: 
CASE NUMBER = n I OR COUNTRY C FROM THE SIGNATURE 
EXTENSION FILE DOES NOT AGREE WITH INlJ TS ICSESE = n 
AND CUNTRY = C 2 . 
Meaning: 
Possibly the wrong signature extension file has been specified, 
or the wrong values have been specified for the parameters 
ICSESE and CUNTRY on the LEM control cards. 
Remedy: 
Fatal error -- mount the proper signature extension file or 
specify the correct values for ICSESE and CUNTRY. It might 








CASE NUMBER = n I OR COUNTRY CI FROM THE DATA 
ACQUISITION FILE DOES NOT AGREE WITH INPUTS ICSEAC = 
n2 AND CUNTRY = C2 . 
Meaning: -
Possibly the wrong Data Acquisition file has been specified, or 
the wrong ,values have been specified for the parameters ICSEAC 
and CUNTRY on the LEM control cards. 
Remedy: 
Fatal error -- mount the proper Data Acquisition file or specify 
the correct values of ICSEAC and CUNTRY . It might be necessary 
to dump the header record of the Data Acquisition file. 
IZ. Message: 
CASE NUMBER = n 1 OR COUNTRY C ! FROM THE YES ERROR 
MODEL FILE DOES NOT AGREE WITH INPUTS ICSEYM= n z 
AND CUNTRY = C 2 . 
Meaning: 
Possibly the wrong YES Error Model file has been specified or 
the wrong values have been specified for the parameters ICSEYM 
and CUNTRY on the LEM control cards. 
Remedy: 
Fatal error -- mount the proper YES Error Model file or specify 
the correct values forICSEYMand CUNTRY. It might be necessary 
to dump the header record of the YES Error Model file. 
13. Message: 
CASE NUMBER = n I OR COUNTRY C1 FROM THE SUBSTRATA 
HISTORICAL FILE DOES NOT AGREE WITHINPUTS ICSESH = n2 






Possibly the wrong Substrata Historical file has been specified 
or the wrong values have been specified for the parameters 
ICSESH and CUNTRY on the LEM control cards. 
Remedy: 
Fatal error -- mount the proper Substrata Historical file or 
specify the correct values for ICSESH and CUNTRY. It might 
be necessary to dump the header record of the Substrata 
Historical file. 
14. Message: 
CASE NUMBER = n 1 OR COUNTRY = C1 FROM THE SEGMENT
 
TRUTH FILE DOES NOT AGREE WITH INPUTS ICSEST = nz AND
 




Possibly the wrong file has been specified as the Segment-Truth
 
file, or the wrong values have been specified for ICSEST and
 




Fatal error -- mount the proper Segment Truth file or specify
 
the correct values for ICSEST and CUNTRY. It might be necessary
 
to dump the header record of the Segment Truth file.
 
15. Message: 
CASE NUMBER = n 1 OR COUNTRY = C 1 FROM THE CAMS 
OUTPUT FILE DOES NOT AGREE WITH INPUTS ICSECO = n2 
AND CUNTRY = C 2. 
Meaning 
Possibly the wrong file has been specified as the CAMS Output 
file, or the wrong values have been specified for ICSECO and 






Fatal error -- mount the proper CAMS Output file or specify
 
the correct values for ICSECO and CUNTRY. It might be
 
necessary to dump the header record of the CAMS Output file.
 
16. -Message: 
CASE NUMBER = n I OR COUNTRY = C 1 FROM THE YES 
OUTPUT FILE DOES NOT AGREE WITH INPUTS ICSEYS = nz 
AND CUNTRY = C 2 . 
Meaning: 
Possibly the wrong file has been specified as the YES Output
 
file, or the wrong values have been specified for ICSEYS and
 




Fatal error -- mount the proper YES Output file or specify the
 
correct values for ICSEYS and CUNTRY. It might be necessary
 
to dump the header record of the YES Output file.
 
17. Message: 
CASE NUMBER = n1 OR COUNTRY = C1 FROM THE GAS CUM 
OUTPUT FILE DOES NOT AGREE WITH INPUTS ICASE z 




On a restart run the case number and country of the CAS Cum
 
Output file must agree with the parameters ICASE and CUNTRY
 
on the LEM control cards. Possibly the wrong file has been
 
mounted, or the wrong values have been specified for ICASE and
 




Fatal error -- mount the proper CAMS Cum file or specify the
 
proper values for ICASE and CUNTRY. It might be necessary
 







CASE NUMBER = n1 OR COUNTRY = C I FROM THE GAS 
DIST OUTPUT FILE DOES NOT AGREE WITH INPUTS 
ICASE = n AND CUNTRY = C 2 
Meaning 
On a restart run the case number and country of the CAS 
Distribution Output file must agree with the parameters ICASE 
and CUNTRY on the LEM control cards. Possibly the wrong 
file has been mounted, or the wrong values have been specified 
for ICASE and CUNTRY on the LEM control cards. 
Remedy: 
Fatal error -- mount the proper GAS Distribution file or specify 
the proper values for ICASE and CUNTRY. It might be necessary 
to dump the header record of the GAS Distribution file. 
19. Messae: 





The file label specified in the'first two words of the header­
record of the file "filename" does not correspond to the expected 
label. Possibly the wrong file has been mounte'd. 
Remedy: 
Mount the proper file. It might be necessary to dump the header 
record of the designated file. 
20. Message: 
IMPROPER LABEL AND SEQUENCE NUMBER ON A LEM 
CONTROL CARD. LABEL AND SEQ. NO. = 
Meaning: 
The four LEM control cards are supposed to have. LEM(D Oi 
entered in Columns 75-80 (where i = 1, 2, 3, or 4). Possibly 






Be sure the LEM control cards are in the proper order and 
that the label and sequence numbers are entered properly. 
21. 	 Message: 
ITERATION NUMBER NT FROM filename' FILE = n DOES 
NOT AGREE WITH RSTART = r FROM LEM CONTROL CARD.
 




The iteration number NT from both the CAS Cumulative file
 
(CASCUM) and the CAS Distribution file (CASDIS) must be con­
sistent with the value of RSTART specified on the LEM control 
cards. Possibly the wrong file has been specified or else 
RSTART is specified incorrectly. 
Remedy:
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5.3 PROCESSING ERRORS 
. Each of the modules STG, CAMS, YES, and CAS performs its own 
error checking during execution. The error messages for CAMS and 
CAS are described separately in the problem descriptioas for those 
modules, The error messages for the Segment Truth (senerator and the 
YES module are described below. 
5. 3. 1 Processing Errors Detected by the Segment Truth Generator 
1. Message: 












The region, zone, strata, and/or substrata ID's do not agree between 
the SEGID file and the SUBHST file. Perhaps the wrong file has been 
specified for one or both files. This error message was intended 
primarily for checkout purposes. The error should not occur during 
production usage. 
Remedy: 
Non-fatal error -- the segment from the SEGID file will be dropped 
and execution will continue. However, the user should check both files 
to be sure the proper files have been specified. It may be necessary 
to dump part or all of one or both files. 
2. Message: 
SEGMENT u IS NOT IN IDSEG FROM SUBHST FOR REGION r, ZONE z,
 
STRATA s, SUBSTRATA k
 







The indicated segment ID ar from the Segment ID file was not found in 
the array IDSEG read from the SUBHST file. Apparently the SEGID 




Non-fatal error -- the indicated segment will be ignored and execution
 
will proceed. However, the user should check both files to be sure the 
proper files have been specified. 
3. Message: 
ERROR RETURN FROM BETAD ROUTINE.
 
IER= f. PWK =PWk SIGMA =ao PWKI = PW
 
Meaning: 
An error return from the Beta Distribution routine has occurred in 
STG. (See the writeup of BETAD for details.) The error flag f indicates 
the nature of the error. 
f = 1 XBAR= PWK (X= PWk) is not in the range 0 X l, 
X was reset within BETAD. 
f=2 arnot in.the range 0 atx 1-X 
-
where E l0
ar was reset within BETAD. 
f = 3 Fatal error 
P1W . could not be found within 35 iterations.
xi 
Remedy: 
If IER = 1 or 2, the error is non-fatal and the program continues 
execution. 






4. 	 . Message 
ERROR RETURN FROM BETAD ROUTINE.
 











If IER = 1 or 2, the error is non-fatal and the program continues 
execution. 
If IER = 3, then the user should check the values PW DELTPM, and 
CV 3 from the SUBHST file. 
5. 	 Message: 
WARNING... NSEGS = n .NE. NSEG 
(FROM SUBHST) = m
 




The number of segments read from the SEGID file does not agree with
 
IqSEG, the number of segments on the SUBHST file. Possibly the two
 
files are inconsistent. The error is considered to be non-fatal by the
 
program, but the error may be quite serious and the results should be
 
regarded with suspicion. 
Remedy:
 
Check to be sure thb SEGID and SUBHST files are consistent. It might
 
be necessary to dump all or part of both files.
 
6. 	 Message: 







For some reason the Segment Truth Generator failed to process any 
segments. This is a very degenerate situation and should not normally 
be encountered in production runs. The most likely explanation is that 
all of the substrata processed by STG had zero segments. 
Remedy: 
Non-fatal error -- however, this condition will probably cause an abort 
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Problem Descripti6n - CAMS 
1. 0 	 SCOPE 
1. 1 	 PROBLEM CAPABILITIES 
The CAMS model provides an estimate of the-proportion wheat in 
each segment selected by the acquisition program. Up to four estimates 
per segment are given, one for an acquisition date in each of four crop 
windows. It gives a Monte Carlo simulation of three types of errors: 
1. 	 Crop calendar errors 
2. 	 Signature extension errors (ordinary segments) 
3. 	 Classification errors - an error category including crop 
calendar, multi-temporal sampling effects, and input 
classification errors (training segments) 
A fourth type of error modeled is multi-temporal sampling effects, 
which remains constant during a run. A fifth type of error is allowed 
by the choice between two classification models. The more complex 
model 1 allows for mixed crops, and includes the effect of omission 
and commission errors - the confusion -created by other crops growing 
in the area. -Options allow the omission of the effects of each type of 
error. 
Since the signature extension error is not well understood, CAMS 
allows for the choice of either an additive or multiplicative factor. 
Signature extension requires acquisition of a training segment within a 
fixed period preceding the ordinary segment acquisition. If this con­
dition is not met, then the ordinary segment is either classified as a 
training segment or not classified at all. The option desired is controlled 
by user input. 
CAMSrequires five input files and some card input. It produces 
an output file for CAS to use for aggregation of the wheat area estimates. 
On option, it also produces a report of the wheat estimates, and on option 






1. 2 	 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND ORGANIZATION* 
CAMS will be developed in FORTRAN as an overlay of the LEM 
program. See the LEM problem description, Section 1. 2. 
1.3 	 OPERATIONAL ASSUMPTIONS 
Sue the LEM problem description, Section 1. 3. 
2
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2. 	 0 INPUT 
CAMS requires five input files and some card data. 
2. 1 CARDS 
Some data needed by CAMS is included on the LEM control card 
See L M problem description, Section 2. 1. CAMS also requires: 
1. A 	control card, specifying options 
2. A 	multi-temporal matrix 
3. Crop calendar error coefficients 
Besides the LEM card, CAMS requires a total of 13 cards, which must 
be in order. See Figure 4 for the deck setup. 
2. 1. 1 List of Data Quantities and Formats 
a. LEM control card, see LEM Section 2. 1. Data relevant to 
CAMS includes:
 
ISEXT Signature extension error option, = 0, 1 simulate error
 
= 2 bypass error
 
ISCC Crop calendar error option, = 0, 1 simulate 
= 2 bypass
 
ICLASS Classification error option, = 0, 1 simulate 
= Z bypass 
IACQ Acquisition file option, = 0 include file 
= 1 no acquisition file 
ICAMS CAMS error option, = 0, 1 simulate 
= 3 bypass all errors 
SEED2 Random no. seed for classification error 
SEED3 Random no. seed for signature extension error 
SEED4 
- Random no. seed for crop calendar error 
IPRCAM Print flag for CAMS - this controls if a report is 
printed - the flag, IREP, on the CAMS control 











CAMS control card, see Figure I for the format and list of 
quantities. See Figure 4 for the total deck setup. 
Multi-temporal sampling matrix. The multi-temporal 
sampling model describes the-effect of the acquisition of a 
sample segment in more than one bio-window. There are 
15 possible non-zero acquisition states for a sample segment. 
These states are shown below. 
11 34 1,21, 31, 42j,32, 413, 411,2,'3 1, 2, 4 1, 3, 4 2, 3, 4 1,2,, 
I I I II 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91 0 11 1Z .13 14 15 
The effect of acquisition conditions corresponding to any 
particular state is modeled by a weighting factor, M. For 
ease of handling, three values of M are chosen as program 
inputs associated with groupings of the 15 acquisition states. 
These values indicate no improvement (M 1 = 1), small improve­
ment (M2 < 1), and large improvement (M 3 < M2 ) in the accuracy 
of classification of the segment with a given acquisition state 
over classification in the present window (last window in the state 
definition) alone. 
The values needed are which M (Ml, MZ, or M3) to use for each 
of the 15 groupings,. and the values of MZ and M3 (MI 1- Note). 
that by definition, for group no. 1, 2, 3, and. 4, MI = 1, and 
Ml = 1 >M2 >1M3. See Figure 2 for the description. 
A total of eight cards are needed for the matrix, each with the 
above information, since the acquisition conditions depend on 
a. wheat type - winter or spring, b. the model - 1 or 2 (model 1 
requires three cards, one for wheat, mixed, and other components; 
model Z requires only one card). See Ffrgure 4 for the order and 
setup. 
If model 1 is being used, the cards for model 2 must be present 
but may have blank fields except for the id (CAMS) and sequence 




values are not used. If data for both winter and spring is not 
available, the data may be left blank (except id and sequence 
number), but the cards mast be present, and if CAMS tries to 
use 	the missing data, an error will be reported. If the multi­
temporal error bypass is specified (IMULTI=I), then all the 
cards must be present but all the data but the id and sequence 
number may be left blank. 
d. 	 Crop calendar coefficients. The effect of crop calendar errors 
on segment classification, particularly in'an analytic sense, is 
not well established at this time. For this reason, a simple 
generic model -was chosen to represent this effect. This model 
generates a bias (B) and standard deviation (or) from a quadratic 
function with user input coefficients. 
B = 	 G1 (At) + G2 (At) z 
= H 1 (At) + H2 (At) 2 
The value of the coefficients are to be determined from off-line 
analysis, curve fitting, etc. , to represent the observed effects. 
The values for GI, GZ, HI, and HZ are needed. See Figure 3 
for a description of the quantities and format. Model I requires 
these four values for the three components, wheat, mixed, and 
other, a total of 12 values. Model 2 requires only the four values, 
since the mixed crop effect is not present. Since these values 
may be different for winter and spring wheat, two sets must be 
inputted. Thus, four cards are always needed: 
1. 	 Spring wheat - model 1 - 3x4 values 
Z.: 	 Spring wheat - model Z - 4 values 
3. 	 Winter wheat - model 1 - 3x4 values 
4. 	 Winter wheat - model 2 - 4 values 
If model 1 is used, the cards for model 2 must be present but 
may have blank fields except for the id, CAMS, and sequence 
number, and vice versa for model 2. If data for both winter 
and spring is not available, the data may be left blank except for id 
and sequencO number, but the cards must be present, and if CAMS 
needs the missing data, an error will be reported. If the crop calendar 
error bypass is specified (ISCC=Z), then all the cards must still be 
present, but all the id and sequence number fields may be left blank. 
See Figure 4 for the full CAMS deck setup. 
5 
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2. 	1. 2 Deck Setup 
See Figure 4. CAMS requires 13 card inputs. 
2. 1. 4 Rules for Entering Data 
See LEM problem description, Section 2.'. 4, for general rules 
for entering data. 
2. 2 	 FILES 
CAMS requires five input files: 
1. CAMS error file (CAMERR) from SEE program 
Z. Segment truth file (SEGTRU) intermediate LEM file 
3. Data acquisition file (ACQUIS) from SAGS program 
4. Crop calendar file (CROPW) from LUMP program 
5. Signature extension file (SIGEXT) from SE program 
See the file description, Section Z. 4 of the Users Manual,- for the formats 
and contents. If certain error simulation types are bypassed, the associated 
input file need not be loaded. See Section 3. 3 for a description of all the 
CAMS error control flags and.error bypasses. If the IACQ flag is 1 on the 
LEM control card, all CAMS error simulation is bypassed, and only the 
SEGTRU and CROPW files need be loaded. If the crop calendar error is 
bypassed (ISCC=Z), the CROPW flag file need not be loaded. If the signa­
ture extension error is bypassed (ISEXT=Z), the SIGEXT file need not be 
loaded, The ICAMS and ICLASS flags can cause more than one type error 




Name Dimension Value Range Units 	 Description 
IMODEL 1-2 Flag 	 = 1 use model 1, c6mplex model 
= Z use model 2, simple model 
IMULTI 0 0-1 Flag 	 = 0 include multi-temporal sampling error 
V 0 bypass multi-temporal sampling error 
ISIGEX 0 0-1 Flag 	 0 0 use multiplicative model of signature extension 
= 0 use additive model of signature extension 
ISKIP 0 0-1 Flag 	 = 0 skip if cannot correlate ordinary 
@ 0 classify as training with training segment 
ITMAX 0-99 Days 	 Maximum no. of days between training and ordinary segment 
acquisition dates for successful correlation, 
IREP 0 0-1 Flag = 	 0 include error breakdown factors in estimate report 
0 print estimate report only 
IWIND 4 1-4 From 	which window to take the probability of classifying as wheat 
given mixed to calculate the proportion of pure wheat 	pixels; if 
blank, defaults to window 4. This quantity is PW/M) on the 
- I CAMERR input file; see file descriptions, SectionInput Data - CAMS Control Card Format 
c. c. I Z 3 4 5 7 8 	 75 7 
___ Z}CA 	 MS 
Nq 4 P4 f-









Name Dimension Value Range Units 	 Description' 
I ROUP .15 1-3 	 Which value of M to use for each acquisition state, see 2. 1.1, c., 
for which windows are in each state 
= 1 use Ml (- 1), no improvement 
= Z use MZ, small improvement 
= 3 use M3, large improvement 
Restriction: IGROUP(1), IGROUP(Z), IGROUP(3) and IGRIOUP(4) 
are always = 1, by definition, and so need not be 
inputted. 
MZ 0 Value of M2, small improvement,0<MZ<I. 
M3 0<M3<1. 	 Value of M3, large improvement
 
Restriction: M3 <MZ < 1, by definition.
 
ISEQ 2-9 	 Sequence no' - the matrix iequires eight cards, each with the
 




00 Input Data - Multi-Temporal Matrix Format 
c.c. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1Z 14 18 	 75 79 
0 0 0 I0 0I 0 0I 0 
4-.. 
11ixtI F4. 3 F4. 3 	 A4 12 t 
C)coaqo 




,Name Dimension Value Range Units Description 
GI' +9. 999, Crop calendar error coefficient 
GZ +99.99 Crop calendar error coefficient 
HI +9. 999 Crop calendar error coefficient 
HZ +99.99 Crop calendar error coefficient 
ISEQ 10-13 Sequence number - the calendar requires four cards. See Deck 
Setup, Figure 4; 
Input Data - Crop Calendar Format 
Model 1: 
c.c.l 7 13 19 Z5 26 32 38 44 50 51 57 63 69 75 79 
5 
S 






c. c. 1 7 13 19. 75 79 
aJ 
F6.3 F6.2 F6.3 F6;2 A4 12 Q 





- for mixed 
forother 
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Figure.4. CAMS Deck Setup 
ci 
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3.0 	 PROCESSING 
3. 1 OVERVIEW 
See Figure 5 for an overview of the program flow in CAMS. CAMS 
operates on two passes through the acquisition data. The training seg­
ments are classified on the first pass and the ordinary segments on the 
second pass. The flow for models 1 and Z are essentially the same, but 
for the more complex model 1 the error factors must be computed for 
each of the three divisions, wheat, mixed, and other, whereas for model 2 
this breakdown does not take place. A random access scratch file with all 
the training segments is needed to figure out correlation of ordinary with 
training segments. 
3. 2 PROGRAM FLOW 
See Figure 6 for a block diagram of CAMS, at a more detailed level 
than Figure 5. It shows the possible options allowed by CAMS through its 
control card. The subroutine CAMSIN, shown in Figure 5, is called by 
LEM tb read in the CAMS control card, multi-temporal matrix, and crop 
calendar coefficients, which are passed to the actual CAMS subprogram 
by LEM after error checking. 
3. 3 	 PROCEDURES AND EQUATIONS 
This corresponds to the 'Figure 6 flowchart. It specifies all the 
necessary equations. 
CAMS flow can be broken down into: 
A. 	 Initialization 
B. 	 Pass 1 - training segments 
1. 	 Compute multi-temporal effects 
2. 	 Compute crop calendar errors 
3. 	 Compute input classification and total classification 
error (includes 1 and 2) 
4. 	 Compute PEST, estimated proportion wheat 
5. 	 Write report 
i1
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DO FOR EACH SEGMENTInitialize 
-.. ­
= 
//cquis. Fihl YES iET InputRead EST TRUE 
Inpt TACQ TSTAR 
NO 
YE S





Write on Output File 
WRITE (CAMSF) 
PASS 1: TRAINING SEGMENTSCleanup 
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-.. DO FOR EACH ACQUISITION IN SEGMENT 
IXass? 
b PsYES Set bypass values 
YES CAALMS=T O f Compute MNO 

Model Z CALL MULTI 
Setbypassas N
 
Set bypa svaus NOde (WHE) 
values 
 I CALL MULTI 
'MULTI-TEMPORAL EFFECTS F Compute M (MIX) 
CALL MULTI 
Compute MI(OTH)mm 
. CA L L k U TI 
YES ]Compute BCC SIGCC 
C Z IModelCALL CROP 








Ii >I .1 
SCompute error-factor tor 
'wheat, XI (WHE)





- Mode Model I Iompue e'rror'actor orodle o 
XI 2 mixed, XI (MIX )I
'CALL CLASS CALL CLASS I 
INPUT CLASSIFICATION AND 
______ ___
mpteeror tactor tar
'CLASSIFICATION ERROR TOTALO] '" >I< aotherrXI(0TH)CALL C ASi 
Compute Pest L " 











3 PASS 2 - ORDINARY SEGMENTS 
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lead input file s- -7 
next ordinary segment, also
write training segments to 
output file CALL INPTDO FOR EACH ACQUISITION IN SEGMENT 






I NO 	 TREAT A S 
TRAINING SEGMENT 
I YES 
valesCompute error factor XI 
YES si.ext. NO Model •CALL SGEXT 
NO 
 for wheat, XI (WHE) 
K 	 CALL SGEXT 
Set bypass 
SIGN ATUEEXSIORO Compute errorCompute.eror factorfactor
values 	 for mix d, X1 (MIX) 
CALL SGEXT{ SIGNATURE EXTENSION ERROR 	 Jt 
eCompute error factor
 






W rite on output file 
-'i 	 -[Cleanup
 




C. 	 .Pass 2 - ordinary segments 
1. 	 Correlate with training segment 
2. 	 Compute signature extension error (includes B. 3. for 
associated, training segment) 
3. Compute PEST, estii-nated proportion.wheat 
.4. Write report 
This is the flow of Figure 5. Figure 6 includes the complications intro­
duced by options to bypass error effects, summarized below: 
Error Type: Flag: IMULTI ISCCICLASSIISEXTIICAMSIMODELIACQ 
1. Multi-temporal 	 X X X X 
2. Crop calendar 	 X X X X 
3. Input classification 	 X X X 
4. Signature extension 	 X X X 
5. Mixed crops 	 X X 
where X means error effect is bypassed. 
If a more general flag is on, it will overrule the more .specific flags. 
All flags are on either the LEM or CAMS control cards. The IMODEL 
variable is not a flag, but specifies the model 1 or Z, but specifying model 2 
has the effect of bypassing the mixed crop effects. What these mean, applied 
to the equations, will be spelled out later. In the equations, the W: M, and 0 
stand for terms associated with wheat, mixed, and other. For model 2, M 
and 0 terms are zero. Note that the equations are presented from final to 
start. 




The heart of this pass is the calculation of PEST, the
 
estimated proportion of wheat:
 
la. PEST = P(W) * XI(W) + P(M) * XI(M) + P(O) * )U(O)
 
where P(W), P(M), and P(O) 	true proportion of pure 





The 	total error would then be: 
lb. 	 PERR = PEST - PT(W) 
ic. 	 P(W) = PT(W) 
- PT(M) * PW(M,IWIND) 
PT(W), PT(M) from SEGTRU file 
Note: If out of range, PT(M) recomputed as: 
If PT(M) * PW(M, IWIND) < PT(M) + PT(W) - 100 
then PT(M))=(i00 -PT(W))/(i00 -PW(M,IWIND) 
If PT(M) -* PW(M, IWIND) > PT(W) 
then PT(M) =PT(W)/PW(M,IWIND) 
PW(M, IWIND) from CAMERR file 
IWIND from CAMS control card 
Id. 	 P(M) = PT(M) 
le. 	P(O) = 100 - P(M) - P(W) 
and where XE(W), XI(M), and XI(O) are the probability 
of classifying as wheat, given wheat, mixed, or other,
and includes all the error factors 
BZ. Compute XI (type) - classification error 
The XIs are computed by first computing XBARS and
 




Za. 	 CALL BETAD (SEED(2), XBAR (TYPE), SIGMA (TYPE), 
XI (TYPE), 0) 
where SEED(Z) is the random no. seed from card input 
for classification error 
TYPE = W, M, 0 - call Betad three times 
Zb. SIGMA (TYPE) = PW (TYPE, WINDOW) *IM (TYPE) *SIG(TYPE) 
where 	 PW from CAMERR file
 
M multi-temporal error factor
 
SIG crop calendar/input classification error 
factor sigma 
WINDOW which window current acquisition 
date in = 1, 2, 3, or 4 
Zc.. XBAR (TYPE) = PW (TYPE, WINDOW) * (I. +M (TYPE) * B (TYPE)) 
where PW same as above 
M same as above 





Add input classification errors 
3a. B (TYPE) = BERR (TYPE, WINDOW) + BCC (TYPE) 
where BERR input classification error bias 
from CAM-ERR file 
BCC crop calendar Error bias 
3b. SIG (TYPE) = 
SQRT (SIGERR (TYPE, WINDOW) * SIGERR (TYPE, WINDOW) 
+ SIGCC (TYPE) *1SIGCC (TYPE)) 
where SIGERR input classification error sigma 
from CAMERR 
SIGCC crop calendar error sigma 
B3. 	 Compute BCC (TYPE), ,SIGCC (TYPE) - crop calendar error. 
-Compute the crop calendar error, BCC and SIGCC: 
4a. BCC = G (TYPE, SEASON, 1) * DELTA + 
G (TYPE, SEASON, 2) * DELTA * DELTA 
where G from card input 
SEASON winter or spring, from SEGTRU 
DELTA difference between true and observed 
windows 
4b. SIGCC = ABS (H (TYPE, SEASON, 1) * DELTA + 
H (TYPE, SEASON, 2) *DELTA * DELTA) 
where H from card input 
SEASON same as above 
DELTA same as abovE 
4c. DELTA = (TSEG- TSTART)/(ENDSEG-BGNSEG+ 1) 
4d. TSTART = ERR (SEASON, WINDOW) 
ERR from CROPW. file 
4e. ENDSEG= END (SEASON, WINDOW) + TSEG
 
BGNSEG= START (SEASON, WINDOW) +TSEG
 
END, START from CROPW file
 
Compute TSEG only for first acquisition in each 
window; for rest, use same value. 
5a. ITSEG = RN*SD (SEASON)
 





5b. CALL BETAD(SEED(4), 0, 0, RN, 1, IER) 
SEED(4) crop calendar seed, from card input returns 
RN random no. from normal distribution 
B4. 	 Compute M (TYPE). - multi-temporal -natrix error factor. 
This is just a table lookup. 
6a. I 	 (TYPE) = MS (TYPE, SEASON, IWHATM) 
MS from card input 
6b. I-WHATM = IGROUP (TYPE, SEASON, ISTATE) 
IGROUP from card input 
6c. ISTATE = INDEX(IWIN(l), IWIN(2), IWIN(3), IWIN(4)) 
INDEX local array set up to yield correct value 
IWIN local array calculated in CAMS specifying which 
windows have had acquisitions processed, 
= 1 no, = 2 yes 
These are all the equations necessary to compute PEST. If model 2 is specified, 
TYPE=WHEAT only for all steps Js computed, PW (W,WINDOW)=PT(w)/100, 
and also la. becomes P(W)=100. If the ICLASS or ICAMS bypasses are specified, 
XI (TYPE) = PW (TYPE, WINDOW) 
where PW from CAMERR file 
and only step BI. needs to be done. If IMULTI bypass is specified, step 
B4. is skipped and M (TYPE) = 1. If ISCC bypass is specified, step B3. is 
skipped and BCC (TYPE) = , SIGCC (TYPE) = 0. 
The acquisition date for each window on the output fi .e is set to the 
first acquisition date in each window from the ACQUIS file. 
Error factors must be calculated and saved for each error type for 
the error. report, if necessary. These equations are: 
For total error: 
ic. TOT = PERR 
Id. V (TYPE) = (XI (TYPE) - XBAR (TYPE))!
 






le. ERTOT (TYPE) = M (TYPE) *(B (TYPE) + V (TYPE)) 
if. ERBIAS (TYPE) = M (TYPE) * B (TYPE) 
1g. ERRAND(TYPE) = M (TYPE) *V (TYPE) 
For 	classification error: 
2d. CLTOT (TYPE)-= B (TYPE) + V (TYPE). 
Ze. CLBIAS (TYPE) = B (TYPE) 
2f. CLRAND (TYPE) = V (TYPE) 
For 	crop calendar: 
51. DELTA 
5g. CROPD = .TSEG - TSTART 
For 	multi-temporal: 
6d. MULT (TYPE) = M (TYPE) 
C. 	 Pass Z - ordinary segments 
CI. 	 Compute PEST 
The heart of this pass is the calculation of PEST, the 
estimated proportion of wheat. The equations are the 
same as for B. Pass 1, la-ld. However, the error 
factors XI are computed differently. 
C2. Compute XI (TYPE) - signature extension error 
The XI's are again computed from XBARs and SIGMAS, 
and picking a random no. from a Beta distribution. 
Za. CALL BETAD (SEED(3), XBAR (TYPE), SIGMA (TYPE),, 
Xl 	(TYPE), 0) 
where SEED(3) is the random no. seed from card 
input for signature extension error 
Zb. XBAR(TYPE) = PW (TYPE, WINDOW) * 
(I. 	 + TERTOT (TYPE) *ZB (TYPE, 1) + ZB (TYPE, 2)) 
where PW from CAMERR file 
TERTOT from training segment value for 
ERTOT 
ZBs from SIGEXT file 
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ZB (TYPE, 1) = ZB (TYPE, 1) + 1 
- multiplicative factor is increased 




Zc. 	 SIGMA (TYPE) = -PW (TYPE, WINDOW) * 
AB-S (TERTOT (TYPE) * ISIGEX * ZSIG (TYPE, 1, IUSE) 
+ (I -	 ISIGEX) *ZSIG (TYPE, 2, IUSE)) 
where 	 PW from CAMERR file 
TERTOT same as above 
ZSIG from SIGEXT file 
ISIGEX from card input 
IUSE calculated during correlation 
C3. 	 Compute IUSE - correlation of training with ordinary 
segment 
3a. 	 IUSE = I of IPRIOR(I), I = 1, 6 for training segment 
which was ok; if none, I = 7 
where IPRIOR from SEGTRU file 
For 	each training segment until good one: 
3b. 	 Find closest training acquisition date previous to 
acquisition date of ordinary segment 
3c. Subtract the two and check against 
ITMAX = max. no. of days from card input 
These are all the equations needed to compute PEST. The output acquisition 
dates are from the ACQUIS file. If model Z is specified, TYPE = WHEAT 
only for all steps, PW(W,, WINDOW) =PT(W)/lIl0, and also la becomes P(W)­
100. 	 If the ISEXT or ICAMS bypasses are specified, instead of B2 step, do: 
XI (TYPE) = PW (TYPE, WINDOW) * (I + TERTOT (TYPE)) 
where 	 PW from CAMERR file 
TERTOT from training segment value for ERTOT 
If there was no correlation, the segment is either skipped or treated just 
like a training, segmentfor that acquisition. If the IACQ bypass is specified, 
PEST = PT(W) and no error calculations for either traini'ng or ordinary 
segments are done. The acquisition date on the output file is set'to START 






Error factors must be calculated and saved for each error type 
for the error report, if necessary. These equations are: 
For total error: 
ic. TOT= PERR 
where PT(W) from SEGTRTU file 
id. SE - PEST 
Id. ALOCAL = P(W) - (I + TERTOT(W)) -PW(W, WINDOW) + 
P(M) * ( 1+ TERTOT (M)) -PW (M, WINDOW) + 
P(O) (I + TERTOT(O)) *PW(O, WINDOW) 
le, ERTOT (TYPE) = TERTOT (TYPE) * Z (TYPE, 1) + Z (TYPE, 2) 
if. V (TYPE, 1) =(XI (TYPE) - XBAR (TYPE))/
(PW (TYPE, WINDOW) *TERTOT (TYPE)) ISIGEXT = 1 
V (TYPE, 2) = 0 I 
V (TYPE, 1) = 0 ISIGEXT = 0 
V (TYPE, 2) = (XI (TYPE) - XBAR (TYPE)) / 
PW (TYPE, WINDOW) 
Note: If SIGMA=0, then V(TYPE, 2)=0, V(TYPE, 1)=0,
and no calculation done. 
ig. ERBIAS (TYPE) = TM (TYPE) "TB (TYPE) *ZB (TYPE, 1) 
+ZB (TYPE, 2) 
where TM and TB are vi and B of assoc. training segment 
lb. ERRAND (TYPE) = TM (TYPE) ­
(TV(TYPE) - ZB (TYPE, 1) + TB (TYPE) *V ITYPE, 1)
+TV (TYPE) * V (TYPE, 1)) +V (TYPE, 2) 
where TV is V from assoc. training segment 
For classification error: 
2d. CLTOT (TYPE) = (TB (TYPE) + TV (TYPE)) 
* Z(TYPE, i) + Z(TYPE, 2) 
2e. CLBIAS (TYPE) = TB (TYPE)*ZB(TYPE, I)+ZB(TYPE, 2) 
2f. CLRAND (TYPE) = TV (TYPE)*ZB(TYPE, 1) 
+ TB (TYPE) * V (TYPE, 1) + TV (TYPE) *V (TYPE, 1) 





For signature extension: 
Zg. Z (TYPE, 1) = ZB (TYPE, 1) +V (TYPE, 1) 
Zh. Z (TYPE, 2) = ZB (TYPE, Z) +V (TYPE, Z) 
For training segment: 
2i. PID = IPRIOR (lUSE) 
Zj. TRAINA = (PEST/ALOCAL) * 100 
2k. TRAIND = (PEST - ALOCAL)/ALOCAL * 100 
Note: If ALOCAL = 0, TRAINA = 
If ALOCAL = 0 and PEST = 0, 
TRAINA = 100, TRAIND = 0. 






4. 1 PRINT DATA 
4. 1. 1 Reports 
On option, CAMS produces a yield estimate report which, on option, 
also includes a breakdown of the error factor's. These options are con­
trolled by the IPRCAM flag on the LEM control card and the IREP flag on 
the 	CAMS control card. 
Figure 7 gives the layout of the report. The report is divided into 
two parts, for training and ordinary segments. 
needed for each category. 
Section. 3 gives the equations 
4. 1. 2 Echo Print Input Card Images 
The 13 CAMS input cards are always echo 
missing data will appear as zeros. 
printed. Defaulted or 
4. Z FILES 
CAMS outputs one output file, the CAMS output file (CAMSF), to be 
used by CAS. See the file description, Section 2. 4 of the Users Manual for 
the format and contents. 
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COUNTRY XXXX, REGION XX, ZONE XXX, STRATA XXX, SUBSTRATA XXXX, TRAINING SEGMENT XXXX 
















XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX/XX/XX (PES) (TOT) TOT (ERTOT) (ERTOT) (ERTOT) (CLTOT) (CLTOT) (CLTOT) (DELTA) W (MULT) 
BIAS (ERBIAS) (ERBIAS) (ERBIAS) (CLBIAS) (CLBAS) (CLBIAS) (CROPD) M (MULT) 
XX/XX/XX XXX. XX fl. XXX 
RAND (ERRAND) (ERRAND) (ERRAND) (CLRAND) (CLRAND)(CLRAND) 






* * * * * *ut  * * * * * * * *~' * * 4 * * * * wanted, from In 
to the right
omitted. 
XXX, SUBSTRATA XXXX, ORDINARY SEGMENT XXXX COUNTRY XXXX, REGION XX, ZONE XXX, STRATA 
TRUE PROPORTION WHEAT = XXX. XX 
TRAINSIG. EXT.ERRORACQ DATE ESTI. TOTAL .OTHER WHEAT MIXED OTHER ZI ZZ SE CROP WI.A4DOW MNO/DY/YR PROP. ERRORR, WHEAT MIXED 
(Z) (Z) (TID)
xx/X x/Xx, (PES) (TOT) TOT (ERTOT) (ERTOT) (ERTOT) (CLTOT) (CLTOT) (CLTOT) W XXXXXX'CXXXXXXXXX 
M (Z) (Z) (TRAINA)BIAS (ERBIAS) (ERBIAS) (ERBIAS) (CLBIAS) (CLBIAS) (CLBIAS) 
0 (Z) (Z) (TRAIND)(LO CAL) RAND (ERRAND)(ERRAND)(ERRAND)(CLRAND)(CLRAND)(CLRAND) 
Note: If model 2, MIXED and OTHER quantities will appear as zeros. 
r) 
If unable to correlate ordinary segment acquisiton with training segment and so treated as training 
segment,
and P, 00ZI will have the CROP CAL data,
column will appear as out of range (all *Is) and SIG. EXT.TRAIN SEG. W 
SIG. EXT. ZZ the MULTI-TEMP data. 
01' 
Figure 7. CAMS Estimate and Error Reports 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF TIE 
ORIGINAL PAGE tl FOOD. 
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5. 0 	 ERROR PROCESSING 
5.1 	 GENERAL 
See the LEM problem description, Section 5. 1, for a summary of 
overall error handling. 
5.2 	 INPUT DATA ERRORS 
1. 	 CAMS XX MODEL NOT I OR - X 
Fatal error - model number on CAMS control card, CAMS 01, 
is not I or 2. See Figure 1. 
2. 	 CAMS XX ITMAX NOT BETWEEN 0 AND 99 - XX 
Fatal error - ITMAX value on CAMS control card bad. See 
Figure 1. 
3. 	 CAMS XX IWIND NOT BETWEEN 0 AND 4 - X 
Fatal error - IWIND value bad (note that 1-4 good values, 0 = 
default value, set to 4) on CAMS control card. See Figure 1. 
4. 	 BAD CAMS ID OR SEQUENCE NO. - XXX XX 
Fatal error - CAMS control cards bad, perhaps out of order, 
or missing one. See Figure 4. 
5. CAMS XX CROP CALENDAR COEF. OUT OF RANGE - XXXXX 
Fatal error - crop calendar coefficient should Le between 
+9. 999 or +99. 99. See Figure 3. 
6. 	 CAMS XX BAD MULTI-TEMPORAL MATRIX VALUE M(X) - XXXX 
Fatal error - MZ hot in range M3 MZ < 1. 0 or M3 not in range 
0 ! M3 MZ. See Figure 2, 
7. 	 CAMS XX BAD MULTI-TEMPORAL MATRIX VALUE IGROUP (XX)' - X 





5.3 PROCESSING ERRORS 
1. CAMS INPUT TAPE SEGTRU - BEGINNING REGION AND ZONE 
NOT FOUND 
Fatal error - start region and zone specified on LEM control 
card, LEM 0Z, is not present in file. 
2. 	 CAMS INPUT TAPE SEGTRU - ENDING REGION AND ZONE 
NOT FOUND 
Warning - end region and zone were not found, so CAMS processed 
all records until EOF (end-of-file). 
3. 	 CAMS INPUT TAPE XXXX - MISSING RECORD 
Fatal error - input tape does not correlate>correctly with key 
tape 	SEGTRU - perhaps wrong file mounted for SEGID or this 
input tape. 
4. 	 BETA DISTRIBUTION ERROR - FLAG = X 
Warning - Beta distribution subroutine, BETAD, returns error 
for mean production error: 
a. 	 FLAG= 1 mean not in range 0 mean I so if mean > 1, 
mean set to 1; mean < 0, mean set to 0. (mean = 
XBAR of Equations B2-2c., CZ-Zb. in Section 
3.3) 
I IA AR 
. FLAG = 2 	 sigma not in range 0 :5;sigma !XBAR 4 
so was reset within BETAD. -- XBAR+ 10 -
FLAG = 3 	 the random number could not be found within 35 
iterations via the inverse incomplete Beta function 
method, so XI set to XBAR. - (See Section 3. 3, 
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1. 0 	 SCOPE 
'.his document describes the requirements and processing logic 
for the GAS Simulator Module of the LACIE Error Model Program (LEiM), 
which is an integral part of the Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment 
(LACIE) system. 
1. 1 	 PROGRAM CAPABILITIES 
The purpose of the GAS Simulator is to model the LACIE aggrega­
tion technique including the aggregation of wheat area and production at 
the stratum, zone, region, and country levels and the estimation of the 
accuracy of the technique. 
The 	GAS simulator provides the following functions: 
(1) 	 Calculate area and production estimates and standard, 
statistics at the stratum, zone, region, and country 
level. 
(2) 	 Calculate the estimated confidence level associated 
with the 90% accuracy criterion at the country level. 
(3) 	 Compute the mean values of the estimates, errors, and 
variances of area, yield, and production for repetitive 
Monte Carlo trials. 
(4) 	 Calculate the true simulation confidence level associated 
with the.90% accuracy criterion at the country level based 
on the statistics of repetitive Monte Carlo trials, 
(5) 	 Output the CAS summary reports and CAS Output Files. 
The CAS aggregation is performed at various prediction intervals 
during the growing season. The GAS simulator determines the present 
interval and obtains the appropriate'information from the YES and CAMS 
output files and, the Substrata Historical File. 
1 
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GAS processes the area data on the substrata level. The substrata 
Group No. is determined in order to determine the proper aggregation 
scheme. Group I substrata parameters are computed if any segments have 
been acquired for the substratum, otherwise it is reassigned to Group Ill. 
Group II parameters are computed if any segment has been acquired in the 
collection of 3roup Thsubst-ata in the stratum, otherwise these substrata' 
are reassigned to Group III. Appropriate historical data is obtained for the 
Group III substrata. 
Once the appropriate parameters have been computed, the Group I, II, 
and III substrata estimates are made and aggregated to the stratum level. 
Here they are combined to give the total stratum estimate. 
The variances are computed for each group and aggregated to the 
stratum level and combined. Group I and Group II variances use a least 
squares fit of the historical vs. estimate data for the stratum as part of the 
variance computation. In order to compute the within-county variance esti­
mates, all of the substrata (counties) within a zone are grouped into homo­
geneous classes and the within-class variance estimates are obtained by the 
least squares fit and then used for the within-county variance estimate. 
The strata yield data from the YES Output File is combined with the 
area data to determine production. Area and production are then aggregated 
to the zone, region, and country levels. Production variance is also com­
puted and aggregated along with the area variance. The estimated confidence 
level is computed from this variance data and the mean value at the country 
level for area and production. 
The simulation also keeps track of the error between the LACIE 
estimate and the true value. These errors are computed for area, yield, 
and production at various levels of aggregation. During successive Monte 
Carlo trials, these values and other appropriate parameters are accumulated 
to enable computation of the simulation mean and variance of each parameter 
and error at various levels of aggregation. The Monte Carlo statistics are 
used to compute the simulation confidence level about the true mean. 
The results of the simulation are output in the GAS summary output 
reports. The data is also maintained on the CAMS Cumulative and Distribu­






1. 2 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND ORGANIZATION 
See- Section 1. Z of the Problem Description for the LEM program. 
1. 3 OPERATIONAL ASSUMPTIONS 





2. 0 INPUT 
One control card set and three input files are required as inputs to 
the GAS simulator. The control card set specifies parameters and flags 
which control the execution of the GAS simulator. 
Data files are used to input data to GAS from the YES and CAMS 
modules within LEM and from the LUMP program. 
2. 	 1 CARD INPUT 
Three control cards are required by the GAS simulator. The first 
contains various flags and parameters. The second and third control 
cards specify the prediction dates for which the GAS computations are to 
be performed. 
2. 	 1. 1 List of Data Quantities 
See the Input Data Description sheet on Page 5. 
2. 1. 2 Card Formats 
Each GAS control card has a fixed field format as shown in Figure 2. 1. 
"CAS" is entered in Columns 75-77 of each control card, and a 
sequence number is entered in Columns 79-80. 
2. 	1. 3 Deck Setup 
Each of the three GAS control cards is required (even if only seven 
or less prediction points are specified), and they must be in the proper 
order. Furthermore, the GAS control cards must follow the LEM control 
cards and the CAMS control cards as specified in Section 2. 1. 3 of the 
Problem Description for the LEM program. 
Z. 1. 4 Rules 	for Entering Data on Cards 
1. Integers must be right justified. 




with a 	maximum of seven dates per card. 
4
 




Value Range Description 
NHISTY 1 - 1-20 M Number of historical years for Group III ratio 
calculations. (No longer used; Set = 1) 
4-6H 1 - 3-99 H Minimum nuriier of segments required for applying 
S2 regression equation. 
7-9 TOPT 1 0 0, 1 T - option flag: 
= 0 to set T = 0, 
= I to calculate T 
where T is the second term of the variance equation for 
2S, 
10-12 AUNITS 1 0 0,1 'Units Option: 
= I to print area In hectares and production in metric tons, 
= 0 to print area in acres and production inbu'shels 
13-15 DISTFF 1 0 0, 1 CAS distribution file flag: 
U'= 
= 01 to'generateotherwise CAS distribution file, 
16-27 WIND 4 0 0, 1 Prediction bio-window flags: 
IWIND(n) = 1 
= 0 
to process bio-window n, 
otherwise 
28-39 WPRIOR 4 0 0-4 Bio-window priorities: 
List of bio-windows in decreasing order of priority. 
e.g., A, 1, 3, 2 or .0 
3,1, 0,0 
N 
40-42 APREP 1 0 0,.1 Print option for area and production summary repo4t:. 
= I to print report, 




1-48 IPRD 3, 14 0. >4 year
01-12 montl 
Prediction dates (up to 
IPRD (1, n) = year 14 dates):'- 1900 , 
1-31 day IPRD (2,n) 





The prediction dates must be in ascending order. The first 
zero date terminates the list. 
1 
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2. 2 INPUT FILES 
The following files are required as inputs to CAS. 
YES Output File - Strata yield data from the YES 
module 
Substrata Historical File - Substrata information generated by 
LUMP 
CAMS Output Data - Segment data generated by the CAMS 
module 
In addition, on a restart run the CAS Cumulative File and on option, the GAS 
Distribition run must be input since the data on those files is accumulated 






3, 1 OVERVIEW 
The GAS simulator module is divided into two major subdivisions. 
The first subdivision consists of two subroutines, CASIN and CASERI, 
which process the GAS control cards and write- input error messages, 
respectively. The remaining portion of GAS executes as an overlay sub­
program under the control of the LEM driver. 
3. 2 PROGRAM FLOW 
Flow diagrams for the GAS simulator are presented in Figures 3-1 
through 3-5. Figure 3-1 is an overall flow chart with very little detail. 
It represents the GAS driver. Figure 3-Z shows the detail of the substrata 
classification logic. Figure 3-3 shows the detail of the first pass GAS logic, 
which generates data sets 1-9 for a given bio-window or prediction date. 
Figure 3-4 shows the detail of the second pass logic, which computes the 
area variances for all strata with acquired segments. Figure 3-5 shows 
the detail of the third pass CAS logic, which generates data sets 10-17, and 
19 for the same bio-window or prediction date. 
3.3 PROCEDURES AND EQUATIONS 
The symbols used in this section are defined in Appendix A. The data 
6et de'scriptions are given in Appendix B. The equations are given in 
Appendix C. 
As seen in the flow diagrams, the GAS logic consists of the following 
tasks: 
o Initialization 
* Determination of substrata classes
 
o, First pass calculations
 
o Second pass calculations 
o Third pass calculations 
* Report generation 
3. 3. 1 Initialization 
The general initialization tasks are performed by subroutine CASINT. 
1. Rewinding all input files 




3. 	 Determining number of records to skip on files YESOUT, 
CAMSF, and SUBHST in order to position them at the 
proper starting region and zone (STARTR and STARTZ). 
3. 3. Z Determination of Substrata Classes 
The determination of the substrata classes is performed in subroutine 
CLASSN, vihich is called by subroutine CASPP on the first Monte Carlo 
iteration of each computer run for each bio-window or prediction date. 
1. 	 Substrata historical data is read from either the SUBHST file 
or the ISUBHZ file. If the first bio-window or prediction point 
is being processed, then the substrata historical file SUBHST 
is used. Otherwise, the intermediate substrata historical file 
ISTJBHZ is used. 
Z. 	 Each zone in the country is processed one at a time. Within 
each zone the collection of substrata is partitioned into one or 
more homogeneous classes of substrata. By this partitioning 
process a class number is assigned to each substrata in the 
zone. 
3. 	 After each zone is partitioned and a class number is assigned 
to each substrata within that zone, the substrata data along with 
the assigned class number is written back onto the-ISUBHZ file. 
4. 	 The details of the partitioning process are given in the writeup 
of subroutine CLASSN. 
3.3. 	3 First Pass Calculations 
The first pass calculations are performed in subroutine CASPP, 
which is called for each bio-window or prediction date. 
1. 	 Correctly position the files YESOUT, CAMSF, and SUBHST 
at the proper starting region and zone. 
2. 	 Read the strata yield data from the YESOUT file. 
3. 	 Read the substrata historical data from the SUBHST file.­
4. 	 The substrata group number is examined and if it is 1 or Z, 
the segment data is read from the CAMSF file. 
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5. 	 Depending upon the substrata group number, the segment 
data is aggregated into data set 1 or 2, or data set 3 is 
generated. 
6. 	 Again depending upon-the substrata group number, the sub­
strata data (data -set 1, 2, or 3) is aggregated into data set 
4, 5, or 6. 
7. 	 If no Group II segments are acquired in the strata, then data 
set 5 is added to data set 6 and data set 5 is cleared to zero. 
8. 	 The strata data in data sets 4, 5, and 6 is aggregated into 
data set 7 at the zone level. 
9. 	 The zone data in data set 7 is then aggregated into data set 8 
at the region level. 
10. 	 The region data in data set 8 is aggregated into data set 9 at 
the country level. 
3. 3. 4 Second Pass Calculations 
The second pass calculations are performed in subroutine CAS2, which 
is called by CASPP. 
1. 	 If no segments were obtained for the entire country, the message 
NO ACQUISITIONS IN COUNTRY is printed out and the rest of 
the logic is skipped. 
2. 	 The region, zone, strata, and substrata pointers for the direct 
access files CASDSF and ISUBHZ are initialized. 
3. 	 The next record (data set 8) from file CASDSF is read into 
memory. 
4. 	 The next zone record (data set 7) from file CASDSF is read into 
memory. 
5. 	 The next strata record (data sets 4, 5, 6) from file CASDSF is 
read into memory. 
6. " 	 The next substrata record from file ISUBHZ is read into memory. 
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7. 	 If the substrata class number is zero, if there are less than
 
two acquired segments in the zone, or if there are no acquired
 
segments in the strata, then the rest of the substrata computa­
tions are skipped (steps 8-10).
 
8. 	 Next the group number is tested. if it is 3, then the rest of the
 
substrata computati6ns are skipped.
 
9. 	 If the group number is 2, then Mj , the number of acquired
 
Group II segments in the strata is tested. If it is zero, then
 
the rest of the substrata computations are skipped. If MZli > 0,
 
then the computation of the substrata variance multiplier is
 
completed by multiplying VMULTK by WAZS/MZj°
 
10. 	 If the group number is 1 or 2, then VMULTK is multiplied by 
S2 for the proper substrata class and the result is added to the 
quantity V1VZS = Vis + V2 S , 
11. 	 Steps 6-10 are performed for each substrata in the stratum. 
12. 	 After all of the substrata in the strata are processed, MIKZKZ, 
the number of acquired segments in the zone is examined. If 
it is less than 2, then steps 13-17 are skipped. If M1KZKZ > 2, 
then the number of acquired segments in the stratum is examined. 
If there are no acquired segments in the stratum, then steps 13-17 
are 	skipped. 
13. 	 The term T is added to VIVZS = V + V and to the group Z 
analytic area variance ANVS2. 
14. 	 The quantity 2 
= A WA 
is computed. 
15. 	 Finally, the area variance VS = TS2 (VIs + VZS ) and the analytic 
area variance ANVARS = T S (ANVSI + ANVS2) are computed 
for the current stratum, which has at least one acquired segment. 
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16. 	 The strata record (data sets 4, 5, 6) is then written back onto 
the CASDSF file. 
17. 	 Also, the terms V + V2S are added to the sum 
ESTVZ = D (V1 s + Vzs) 
zone
 
and the terms ANVSI + ANVSZ are added to the sum
 




18. 	 If there were no acquired segments in the stratum or if there 
were less than two acquired segments in the zone, then the 
historical wheat area for the stratum is added to HWAZ3. 
19. 	 Steps 5-18 are performed for each stratum in the zone. When 
the last stratum of the zone has been processed, the zone data 
record (data set 7) is written back onto file GASDSF. 
20. 	 Then if there were at least two acquired segments in the zone, 
ESTVZ is added to ESTVRI and ANALVZ is added to ANALVR. 
21. 	 Steps 4-20 are performed for each zone in the region. 
22. 	 If there were any zones in the region with at least two acquired 
segments, then the region data record (data set 8) is written 
back onto the CASDSF file. 
23. 	 Also, ESTVR is added to ESTVC and ANALVR is added to 
ANALVC. 
24. 	 Steps 3-23 are performed for each region in the country. 
25. 	 When all regions have been processed, control is returned 
back to subroutine CASPP, which called CAS2. 
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3. 3. 	 5 Third Pass Calculations 
The third pass calculations are performed in subroutine CAS3, 
which is called by CASPP. 
1. 	 If no segments were acquired for the entire country, then a 
return to CASPP is performed. 
Z. 	 Data from the zone, region, and country levels (data sets 7, 
8, and 9) is combined with the strata data in data sets 4, 5 
and 6 to generate data set 10 at the strata level. 
3. 	 The strata data in data set 10 is aggregated up to the zone 
level (data set 11). It is also accumulated in data set 14 of 
the GAS Gum file over all Monte Carlo iterations. 
4. 	 If the print flag is set (as directed by the LEM input parameter 
(IPRCAS), the strata portion of the Area and Production Sum­
mary report is printed out. 
5. 	 Next the zone data in data set 11 is aggregated up to the region 
level (data set 12). It is also accumulated in data set 15 of 
the GAS Cum file and is entered into the GAS Distribution file 
(data set 19). 
6. 	 If the print flag is set, the zone portion of the Area and Pro­
duction Summary report is printed out. 
7. 	 Then the region data in data set 12 is aggregated up to the 
country level (data set 13). It is also accumulated in data 
set 16 of the GAS Cum file and is entered into the GAS Distri­
bution file (data set 19). 
8. 	 If the print flag is set, the region portion of the Area and 
Production Summary report is printed out. 
9. 	 Finally the country data in data set 13 is accumulated in data 
set 17 of the GAS Cum file and is entered into the CAS Distri­





10. 	 If.the print flag is set, then the country data for this bio­
window or prediction date is saved for the Country Summary 
report to be printed after all bio-windows and prediction 
dates have been processed. 
11. 	 Also if the print flag is set, the country portion of, the Area 
and Production Summary report is printed out. 
3. 3. 6 Report Generation 
The Area and Production Summary report is printed out during the 
second pass as each strata, zone, region, and country is processed. 
The Country Summary report is printed out after all bio-windows 
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4. 1 PRINTED DATA 
4, 1. 1 Printed Reports 
Two reports, the Area and Production Summary Report and the 
Country Summary Report, may be generated by the CAS Simulator under 
the control of the IPRCAS parameter on the LEM control cards and the 
APREP parameter on the CAS control cards. If APREP = 1, then the 
Area and Production Summary Report will be produced on each iteration 
that the Country Summary Report is produced. If APREP = 0, then the 
Area and Production Report will not be generated at all. The Country 
Summary Report may be produced on each Monte Carlo iteration, on 
the first and last iterations only, on the last iteration only, or not at all, 
depending upon the setting of the IPRCAS parameter (see Section 2. 1 of 
the Problem Description for the LEM Program). 
The forniat of the Area and Production Summary Report is shown 
in Figure 4-1, and the format of the Country Summary Report is shown 
in Figures 4-Z and 4-3. 
4. 1. 2 Intermediate Debug 
At the present there is no Intermediate Debugging printout specified. 
However, during checkout the contents of the various data sets will be 
printed out as they are generated. 
4. 1. 3 Status Information 
During the execution of the CAS Simulator, miscellaneous status 
information will be collected and passed on to LEM for printing out at the 
end of the run. In particular, the number of records read from the Input 
Files and the number of records written onto the CAS Cumulative Output 
File and the GAS Distribution Output File will be saved for printing. 
4. 1. 4 Echo Print Input Card Images 
The data specified on the CAS control cards is always printed out 
in a format that' is almost identical to the format 6n the input card 
images. Due to differences in the FORTRAN read and write formats, 
19
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the printout may be slightly different from the input card images. For 
example, a blank field will be printed out as -0 rather than being left 
blank. 
4. 2 FILES 
There are two files output by the CAS Simulator -- the CAS 
Cumulacive Output File, which consists of Data Sets 14, 15, 16, and 17, 
and the CAS Distribution Output File, which consists of Data Set 19. 
Both of these files are random access files. The formats and contents 






5.0 ERROR PROCESSING 
5. 1 GENERAL 
The program will attempt to find as many errors as possible during 
the processing of the input control cards. The program will continue 
checking for additional input errors if any input error is detected. There 
are two levels of error. These are: 
Level 1 - non-fatal, continue processing. 
Level 2 - job fatal. Terminate job after processing all input 
control cards. 
When a level 1 error is detected, the program will print an informative 
message and continue processing. When a level 2 error is detected, the 
program will print an informative message, set a fatal error flag, and 
continue processing. When all control cards have been processed, the 
program will continue executing if no fatal errors were found or will 
return control back to the operating system if at least one fatal error is 
detected. 
The errors which may be detected by the GAS Simulator are 
described below. 
5. Z INPUT ERRORS DETECTED BY CAS 
1. Message: 
IMPROPER LABEL AND SEQUENCE NUMBER ON A CAS CONTROL 
CARD. LABEL AND SEQ. NO. = 
Meaning 
Fatal error--- the three CAS control cards are supposed to have 
GAS Oi entered in Columns 75-80 (where i = 1, 2, or 3). Possibly 
the control &ardsare out of order. The GAS control cards must 









Be sure that the LEM, CAMS, and CAS control cards are all present,
 
and are in the proper order. Check the label and sequence numbers
 
to be sure they are entered properly.
 
2. Message: 
NHIST = m IS OUT OF RANGE.
 








Change the input value of NEIST or change the limits of NHIST within
 
the CAS Simulator (subroutine CASIN). (No longer relevant.)* 
3. Message: 
H = h IS OUT OF RANGE
 




Non-fatal error -- HE must be within range
 
3 !HH r99 
in order to apply the regression relation for S 2 . 
Remedy: 
Change the input value of HH or change the limits for HH within the CAS 
Simulator (subroutine CASIN). The program will set HH = 99999 so 
that the first formula for S0 2 will always be used. 
4. Message: 
ILLEGAL WINDOW SPECIFIED IN WPRIOR = Wl, W2 . W 3 , W 4 








Fatal error -- an improper value has been specified for one or more
 
of the windows in the array WPRIOR. The 'only allowable values are
 




Correct the offending values.
 
'5. 	 Message: 
ALL ENTRIES IN WPRIOR ARE ZERO 
Meaning: 
Fatal error -- each entry in the array WPRIOR is zero, but at least 




Specify at least one non-zero window number in the array WPRIOR.
 
6. 	 Message: 
ILLEGAL PREDICTION DATE yy/rnm/dd SPECIFIED. YEAR = yy 
MUST BE . GE. 64, MONTH mm MUST BE 1-12, DAY MUST BE 
1-31 
Meaning: 
Fatal error -- an illegal prediction date has been spe cified in the 






1 ! day S 31
 
Note: Dates such as Feb. 30 or Sept. 31 will be accepted by the 
program without being recognized as being in error. 
Remedy: 






PREDICTION DATES NOT IN ASCENDING ORDER OR DUPLICATES. 
Meaning: 
Fatal error -- the prediction dates entered in the irray IPRD must be 
in ascending order with no duplicates. 
Remedy:
 




5.3 PROCESSING ERRORS DETECTED BY CAS 
1. Message: 
DIVISION BY ZERO NOT ALLOWED
 




Fatal error -- the program detected a zero divisor in attempting to.
 






The user should attempt to discover why the indicated quantity was 
zero. Usually potential zero divisors were supposed to be anticipated 
during the analysis leading to the coding of the GAS Si-nulator. The 
program logic should avoid the calculation of zero div;.sors. 
Z. Me s sage 
IF NT = 1, VARIANCE ERRORS AND CONFIDENCE LEVELS CAN 
NOT BE COMPUTED AND WILL ARBITRARILY SET TO ZERO. 
Meaning: 
Non-fatal error -- on the first Monte Carlo iteration it is not possible 
to compute the variance errors VEAG, VEPc, and VEY C and the 
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3. Message: 
STARTING REGION rst NOT FOUND ON filename FILE. 
(where filename is YESOUT, SUBHST, or CAMSIF) 
Meaning: 
Fatal error -- the starting region rst specified by STARTR on the 
GAS control cards was not found on the indicated file. Either 
STARTR is incorrect or something is wrong with the indicated file. 
.Remedy: 
Change STARTR or mount the correct file. It might be necessary 
to dump part of the file to determine the starting region and zone 
numbers. 
4. Message: 
STARTING ZONE zst NOT FOUND ON filename FILE 
(where filename is YESOUT, SUBHST, or CAMSF) 
Meaning: 
Fatal error -- the starting zone zst specified by STARTZ on the 
GAS control cards was not found on the indicated file. Either 
STARTZ is incorrect or something is wrong with the indicated file. 
-Remedy: 
Change STARTZ or mount the correct file. It might be necessary to 
dump part of the file to determine the starting region and zone numbers. 
5. Message: 
ENDING REGION rend NOT FOUND ON filename FILE 
(where filename is YESOUT, SUBHST, or CAMSF) 
- Meaning: 
Non-fatal error -- the ending region rend specified by ENDR on the 
GAS control cards was not found on the indicated file. Either ENDR 
is incorrect or something is wrong with the indicated file. The pro­







Change ENDR. Zero is a permissible value indicating to use all
 
regions up to the end of data.
 
6. 	 Message: 
ENDING ZONE z end NOT FOUND ON filename FILE
 




Non-fatal error -- the ending zone z end specified by ENDZ on the 
CAS control cards was not found on the indicated file. Either ENDZ 
is incorrect or something is wrong with the indicated file. The pro­
gram will use all zones up to the end of the last region or the region 
indicated by ENDR. 
Remedy:
 
Change ENDZ. Zero is a permissible value indicating to use all
 
zones of the final region (ENDR).
 
7. 	 Message: 
ZERO PREDICTION DATES ON YESOUT FILE FOR REGION r, 




Fatal error -- all six prediction dates from the YESOItT file are
 
-	 zero for the indicated region, zone, and stratum. Thus the program 
cannot determine which value of estimated yield to use. Something 
must be wrong with the YESOUT file. 
Remedy:
 
Dump out part of the YESOUT file to check the prediction dates and
 
yields. In particular record n+l should be checked.
 
8. 	 Message: 
ILLEGAL GROUP NUMBER g FROM SUBHST FOR REGION r, ZONE z, 






Fatal error -- the group number g from the n t h data record of the
 
Substrata Historical File SUBHST is not 1, 2, or 3, indicating
 




Dunp out the n+1 record of file SUBHST to check the group number
 
and other substrata data.
 
9. 	 Message: 
NAGR = n OR NA = m FROM FILE SUBHST ARE ZERO. GROUP 
NUMBER g IS CHANGED TO 3. 
Meaning­
Non-fatal error -- one or both of the quantities NAGR and NA from 
the Substrata Historical File are zero. Thus the group number g 
was changed to 3 by the GAS Simulator. 
Remedy:
 
The input to the LUMP program, which generated SUBHST. If
 
NAGR or NA are zero, then the group number should be 3.
 
10. 	 Message: 
INCONSISTENCY BETWEEN YESOUT AND SUBHST FILES. 
RECORD REGION ZONE STRATA 
YESOUT n I r I z I s I 
SUBHST n2 r2 z 2 s 2 
Meaning:
 
Fatal error -- the region, zone, and strata from the YESOUT and
 
SUBHST files do not agree. Agreement was supposed to be assured
 






This error should never occur in production. The logic of the YES 
and CAS modules should be carefully checked. Also it might be 
necessary to dump portions of the two files. 
i. "Message: 
INCONSISTENCY BETWEEN SUBHST AND CAMSF. 
RECORD REGION ZONE STRATA SUBSTRATA 
SUBHST 
 nI rI z1 sI k1
 
CAMSF n2 r 2 z s k Z 
Meaning: 
Fatal error -- the region, zone, strata, and substrata from the 
SUBHST and CAMSF files do not agree. Agreement should have been 
assured by the CAMS module. Actually, the CAMS module uses the 
CROPW file rather than SUBHST, but the two files should agree with 
each other and thus with CAMSF. 
Remedy: 
This error should never occur in production. The logic of the CAMS 
and GAS modules should be carefully checked. Also, it might be 
necessary to-dump portions of the two files. 
12. Message:. 
ERROR RETURN FROM BETA DISTRIBUTION SUBROUTINE. 
ERROR FLAG = n. 
Meaning: 
Non-fatal or fatal error, depending upon error flag (see writeup of 
-BETAD routine) -- an error wa-s detected by the BETAD subroutine 
while GAS was attempting to compute PWTK, the production wheat 
for the most recent non-epoch year (eq. (13) in CAS). 




1. X not within range 0 X 1 so was reset within BETAD. 
Z. ar not within range 
0 !9C7<f; YI 
-
where E= i0- 4 
so Ur was reset within BETAD. 
3. Fatal error. The random number could not be found within 35 
iterations via the inverse incomplete Beta function'method. 
X is the mean value PWK 
or is the standard deviation 
a = CV I 11PW E 
13. Message: 
NO SEGMENTS IN SUBSTRATA k, STRATA s, ZONE z, REGION r 
(SUBHST RECORD n). 
Meaning: 
Fatal error -- the program detected a group I substrata with no 
segments. Only group i or group III substrata with no segments 
are permitted. 
Remedy: 
Check record n+1 of the SUBHST file (in particular check GRPNO and 
NSEG). This error should never occur during production. 
14. Message: 




Fatal error -- the denominator DENOM = HWAlZ + RNZ(v) * (MYVl2) 
in Eqnso 93.4, 93e, and 93f in the calculation of TsZ and O'sZ is zero or 
negative (subroutine DSIO). This probably indicates that the group I, II 
historical wheat area and the rmultiyear variance are zero. The pro­
gram logic should never reach this point (see message 15). 
32 
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Remedy: 
Modify the input to the LUMP program so the historical wheat area 
is non-zero. 
15. 	 Message: 
WARNING... HIST PW = PW FOR SUBSTRATA k, STRATA s, 
ZONE z, REGION r.
 




Non-fatal -- the program will not accept a group I or group IT sub­
strata with a zero (or negative) value of historical PW from the
 




Non required -- the program will automatically change the group
 
number to 3 and proceed. The user may wish to enter a non-zero
 
value of HIST PW in the LUMP input data.
 
16. 	 Message: 
INPUT PREDICTION DATE (m)'= d
 
.LT. ALL PREDICTION DATES ON YESOUT FILE FOR STRATA s,
 




th 	 th 
Non-fatal -+ the mth Zulu prediction date (obtained from the m
 
prediction date on the CAS input control card data) is less than all
 
prediction dates on the YESOUT file for the indicated stratum on the
 




The error is non-fatal. The program will drop the indicated stratum
 
and proceed, However, the user may wish to check the prediction
 















Fatal error .- a maximum of 100 Monte Carlo iterations is allowed,
 




Specify NTRIAL ! 100 in the LEM control card data or specify DISTFF = 0
 
in the GAS control card data. If more than 100 iterations are required
 
and if the CAS distribution file is desired, then the dinciensions of the
 
arrays CASDSB and BUFFR in common block /CASCNMI/ may have, to be
 
increased. Also the routine RWDISF would have to be modified.
 
18. Message 
SYMBOL IN EQ. n = a
 




Non-fatal -- in subroutine YSUB, which calculates a quantity Y, the 
argument a for the square root is negative, which could cause trouble. 
To avoid the proble'm, the program resets 
a=0. if a<0 
and prints a warning if 
Vt b x 10 7 
Remedy: 
Non required -- the error is non-fatal, and execution will continue with 
a = 0 and Y = 10- 30. However, if jal is significantly large, the user 
should investigate why; 
Note: To prevent excessive amounts of printout, this message will be 






LESS THAN 2 ACQUIRED SEGMENTS IN CLASS c OF ZONE z REGION r 
NO. OF ACQ. SEGMENTS = n 
Meaning: 
Warning -- -There was only one acquired segment in the indicated class c 
of zone z, region r. Hence, neither the regression formula nor the 
variance formula could be used to compute S , the within-class estimated 
area variance. S will be set to zero. 
Remedy: 
This is a non-fatal error and there probably is not much the user can do 
about the situation. Execution will proceed with S set to zero for the 
indicated class. 
20. Message: 
EITHER TOO MANY SUBSTRATA OR SEGMENTS IN REGION-NNNN 
ZONE-NNNN 
FATAL ERRORS IN PASS 0 OF GAS. RUN ABORTED. 
Meaning: 
Fatal error -- A maximum of 300 substrata or 300 acquired segments 
are allowed in a zone. 
Remedy: 
Reallocate the segments so that there are not so many in any one zone 








A. 1 Introduction 
In Section A. 3 of this Appendix are listed most of the engineering 
symbols used in the GAS Problem Description. In order to shorten the 
list, only the primary forms of many of the symbols are given. The 
conventions described below may be used to distinguish between related 
forms ofthe same basic symbol. 
Let v be an arbitrary quantity (e. g., WA for wheat area). 
Then 
v 	 denotes the true value; 
v 	 denotes the historical value; 
A 
v 	 denotes the estimated value; 
v4 	 denotes the value for level 4 
where 
= i for a segment, 
= K for a substrata,
 
Z= S for a stratum,
 
S = Z for a zone,
 
' = R for a region,
 
= C for a country; 
v1z *denotes the value of v for Group I segments aggregated 
to level t,, 
v^. "denotes the value of v-for Group IT segments aggregated 
to level .L; 
v3t 	 denotes the'value of v for Group III substrata aggregated 





Thus, for example, 
A 
WA 2 s denotes the estimated wheat area for Group II segments 
aggregated up to the strata level, 
PW denotes the historical proportion of wheat at thelevel, substrata 
PADZ denotes the estimated production of wheat at the zone level. 
A. 2 Summation Notation 
The summation notation Z is used extensively in the GAS Problem 













Z denote aggregation up to the zone level, 
R 
L denotes aggregation up to the region level, 
C 
Z denotes aggregation up to the country level, 
MilK 
Z denotes aggregation of Group I segments up to the substrata 
i level, 
MZK 











L denotes aggregation of Group I substrata up to the strata level,
.K 
52 
Z denotes aggregation of Group II segments up to the strata level,i, K 
Sz
 
E denotes aggregation of Group H substrata up to the strata level, 
K 
S3 
B denotes aggregation of Group ImI substrata up to the strata level,
K 
NT 
D denotes accumulation over all Monte Carlo iterations, 
dlas s
 
B denotes summation over all substrata in a class.
 
i,K 





I. A -	 Regression coefficient used to calculate S
z 
(SUBHST) 	 th
2. (AREA)K 	 Land area of the K substratum. 
(Block3. 	 AREAPS Data) Area per segment.

(Built-in value = 10289.712 hectares)
 
24. B -	 Regression coefficient used to calculate S 
A5. CL WA (13) 	 Confidence level about the estimated WA. 




7. 	 CL WA (13) Confidence level about the true WA using the
 
(True/WC) within county variance.
 
A 
8. CL PRD (13) 	 Confidence level about the estimated production. 
9. 	 CL PRD (13) Confidence level about the true production using 
(True/Est.) the estimated variance. 
10. 	 CL PRD (13) Confidence level about the true production using 








11. CTIL (1)-.(6) 	 Number of Group I substrata. 
and
 
CT 3 t (10)-(17) Number of Group II substrata.
 
CT3-t Number of Group III substrata.
 
12. 	 CV 1 (SUBHST) Coefficient of variation for year-to-year 
change in PW. 
13. CV (SUBHST) 	 Coefficient of variation for within county2 

variation of PW. 
14. 	 C0V3 ( ' ) Coefficient of variation for within county 
variation of proportion of mixed pixels. 
i5. CV, ( Ratio of 1964 Historical WA to (1969) Historical WA (used to compute T). 
16. 	 Et (7) - (10) Ratio of estimated group 1, 2 WA to historical 
group 1,Z WA. 
17. EA-, (10)-(17) 	 Error in WA. 
18. EP (10)-(17) 	 Error in production. 
19. EYt (10)-(17) 	 Percent error in yield. 
20. 	 H (Input) Minimum number of segments required for 
applying SZ regression equation. 
z. 	M (Input) Number of historical years for Group III ratio
 
calculation. (No longer used)
 
22. M (4) 	 Number of Group I segments at strata level. 
23. M14 (1)-(17) 	 Number of Group I segments which have been acquired. 
24. M 2j (5) 	 Number of Group II segments at strata level. 




26. 	 NA (SUBHST) Number of allocated segments in the substratum 
(from Substrata Historical File). 
A-4
 






27. 	 NK (SUBHST), Number of agricultural segments (NAGR from 
Substrata Historical File). 
28. NT -	 Number of Monte Carlo iterations. 
29. PRt (10)-(17) 	 Production. 
30. PW -	 Proportion wheat. 
31. PWt, (1)-(7) 	 Proportion wheat. 
32. PW (), (4) 	 Proportion of wheat for Group I segments. 
33. PW'2 , (Z), (5) 	 Proportion of wheat for Group II segments. 
34. (PWK) 	 Proportion wheat for segment i and substratum K. 
1 
35. 	 P(X) Analytic function used to compute confidence 
levels. 
A 
36. Q 	 Intermediate quantity used to calculate V2 S. 
A 
37. RK 	 Intermediate quantity used to calculate WA K .
 
$8. RN 	 Random number used to compute WAlK. 
39. 	 RNl(v) Random number used to compute aT.(No longer used) 
2 
40. RN2(v) -	 Random number used to compute 'r . (No longer used) 
A A 
S2
41. 	 (7) Intermediate factor used to compute VS and V 2S (within county area variance). 
42. S -	 Computed value of S 
A 
43. T (5) 	 Intermediate factor used to compute V2S, 
A 
44. V-	 Estimated Group I area variance. 
45. V
A 
2V 	 Estimated Group II area variance. 
A A A A 












46. VARt (10)-(17) 	 Area variance. 
A 
47. VPRt (10)-(17) 	 Production variance. 
4 
48. VYIt, (10)-(17) 	 Yield variance. 
49. WA (1)-(17) 	 Wheat area. 
50. WA (1)-(17) 	 Wheat area. 
51. WA 1 (1), (4) 	 Wheat area from Group I segments. 
52. WA (2), (5) 	 Wheat area from Group II segments. 
53. WA3L (3), (6) 	 Wheat area from Group III segments. 
54. WA' K (2) 	 Most recent non-epoch year. 
55. 	 (WA I,z) (7)-(0) Combined wheat area from Group I and 
Group IIsegments. 
56. Y, (10)-(17) 	 Yield. 
57. YS (10) 	 True yield for strata (from YES Output File). 
58. 	 V - Year index used in computing a 2 and 9 . (No longer 
used) 
59. 	 - Intermediate quantities used to compute T. 
IT VK' K all represent the sa-neI 	 set of 
K quantities. The index (X, K, or K' is a 
dummy index used to distinguish different 
KI substrata. 
60. 	 iK" Another intermediate quantity used to compute T. 
7KIis computed by a different equation than ", 
irK' IRK,
 
61. ar 	 Standard deviation used in Beta distribution. 
A 
62. 	 2 -
2 
Intermediate quantity used to compute VARS. 
(No longer used) 
A263. T2 	 Intermediate quantity used to compute VAR. 
A-6
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APPENDIX B 
DATA SET DEFINITIONS 
The equations within each data set are listed in approximate order of 
computation. 
Data 	Set I (Group I Substrata) 
Program Engineer
 
Symbol Symbol Equation Definition
 
1. 	 ISUBST Substrata ID 
2. 	 TWAK WAIK (7) True WA (wheat area) 
3. 	 HWAK WA IK (8) Historical WA
 
EWAK A (9) Estimated WA
4. 	 WA IK 
A 








7.MIK Il 	 No. of Group I segments which 
have 	been acquired 




9. 	 SUIMPKZ (5a) PV 
10. 	 SUMPK (6a) PWi K 
11. 	 CTIK CT Group I flag:1 	 = 1 if any acquired segments 
in substrata, 
= 0 otherwise 
12. 	 ANALVK (1Z) Group I analytic variance 





Data Set 2 (Group I Substrata) 
Program Engineer
 
Symbol Symbol Equation Definition
 
I. ISUBST 	 Substrata ID 
Z. TWAK WAZK (7) 	 True WA (wheat area) 
3. HWAK VAZK (8) 	 Historical WA 
4. NEYWAK WAlK (14) 	 Non-epoch year WA (No longer used) 




A 26. EPWZK (3b) 	 L PW Zizi 




8. SMPKPI 	 (4b) (PW (P
K)(WZi) 
9. SUMPK2 	 (5b) PW 
10. SUMPK 	 (6b) Z PW Ki 
11. 	 CTZK CTz Group II flag: 
= 1 if any acquired segments in 
substrata, 
= 0 otherwise 
12. ANALVK (17) 	 Group J. Analytic variance 




Data Set 3 (Group III Substrata) 
Program Engineer
 
Symbol Symbol Equation Definition
 
1. ISUBST 	 Substrata ID 
Z. TWAK WA (7) 	 True WA (wheat area) 
3. HWAK WA3K (8) 	 Historical WA 
4. CT3K CT 3 	 Group III flag: 
1 if substrata is Group liM or-
reclassified as Group III 
Data Set 4 (Group I Component of Strata Data) 
Program Engineer
 
Symbol Symbol Equation Definition
 
1. STRATA 	 Strata ID 
2. TWASI WAis (19) 	 True WA (wheat area) 
3. HWASI WAis (Z0) 	 Historical WA 
4. EWASI WAis (21) 	 Estimated WA 
5. 	 MlIJS MI (22) Number of acquired Group I 
segments in strata 
6. 	 CTIS (37) No. of Group I substrata with 
acquired segments 









Symbol Symbol Equation Definition
 
1. STRATA 	 Strata ID 
2. TWASZ WA 2s (31) 	 True WA (wheat area) 
3. HWASZ WA 2 S (32) 	 Historical WA 
A4. EWASZ WA 2 S (33) 	 Estimated WA 
5. 	 MZJS zj (34) Number of acquired Group II 
segments in strata 
6. 	 CTZS (38) No. of Group H substrata with 
acquired segments 
7. 	 T T (39) Second term in variance 
equation for 2S 
8. ANVS2 (40) 	 Group II analytic variance 
A 
9. 	 PZIDPK (46) 2 










Symbol Symbol Equation Definition
 
1. STRATA Strata ID 
2. TWAS3 WA 3 s (47) True WA (wheat area) 
3. HWAS3 WA 3 s (48) Historical WA 
4. CT3S No. of Group III substrata 
In addition to Data Sets 4, 5, and 6, the following strata-dependent quantities 
need to be written on an intermediate scratch file for second pass processing: 
YS = YS = True yield for strata 
A
ESTYS = YS = Estimated yield for strata
 
EVYRS = V&{ S = Variance of yield for strata
 
'VVZS=VIS+V 2S= Estimated group 1, Z area variance 
VARS = V = Estimated area variance for strata 
I S 









Symbol Equation Definition 
1. ZONE Zone ID 
2. TWAZ WAZ (56) True WA (wheat area) 
(Also in Data Set i1) 
3. HWAZZ (WA 1 , Z)Z (57) Group 1, istorical WA (if MIKZKZ > 2) 
4. EZ Ez (63) 




(MlK + M2 K) 
6. ANALVZ (69) Group 1, 2 analytic area variance 












Group 1, Z historical WA 
(if MIK2KZ 1) 
Group 1, 2 estimated WA 
(if MIK2KZ > 1) 
10. HWAZ3 WAsz (68) Total historical wheat area for 
all strata in zone without acquired 
segments 







(WA1 2) (93a) 
(50) 
(51) 
Group 1, 2 historical WA 
a Obtained from zone level 
if MlK2KZ 2 2; 
o HWARI 2 at region level 
if MIK2KZ <2 
class 
L (MIs + M2 5 ) number of 
acquired segments in class 
class A A 
L (PWli + PW .) 
i, K 2i 
class A 2+ A 
15. EPW2GL (5Z) E 
i,K 







Symbol Symbol Equation Definition
 
class - A A 
17. 	 PKPICL (53) d FW K (PWli + PW i) 
i, K 
class Z class 
18. 	 PKZCL (54) B PWK =E (MIK +MZK) PWK 
i, K K 
class class 
19. PKCL 	 (55) D PWK= (MlK+MZK)PWK
Ki,K 
Data Set 8 (At Region Level) 
Program Engineer
 
Symbol Symbol Equation Definition
 
1. REGION 	 Region ID 
2. 	 TWAR WAR (70) True WA (wheat area)
 
(also in Data Set 12)
 
3. -IARZ (WA 1Z)R (71) 	 Group 1, 2 historical WA 
4. 	 ER ER (77) 
R 




6. ANALVR (79) 	 Group 1, 2 analytic area variance 
7. NZONES 	 No. of zones in region 
8. HWARI (WAi 2) (75) 	 Group 1, 2 historical WA 
9. EVARI (WA I,Z)R (76) 	 Group 1, 2 estimated WA' 
10. ESTVR (73) 	 Group 1, 2 estimated variance 
11. 	 MIM2ZR Group 1, 2 flag: 
= 0 if M1K2KZ <2 for all zones 
in region 
= 1 	 if MlK2KZ 2 for any zone 
in region (i. e., if any zone 






Data Set 9 (At Country Level) 
Program Engineer 
Symbol Symbol 
I. 	 COUNTR 
2. 	 TVAC WA C 
3. 	 HWACZ (WA 1 , Z)C 
4. 	 EC EC 
5. 	 MiKZZC 
6. 	 ANALVC 
7. 	 MIMZFC 
8. 	 HWACI (WA 1 2 )0 













True WA (wheat area) 
(Also in Data Set 13) 
Group 1, Z historical WA 
C 
Z (MIK + MZK) 
K 
Group 1, Z analytic area variance 
Group 1, 2 flag: 
= 0 if MlK2KZ <Z for all zones 
in country 
= 1 	 if MIK2KZ > Z for any zone 
in country (i.e. , if any zone 
has at least two group 1, 2 
segments) 
Group 1, 2 historical WA 
Group 1, 2 estimated WA 





Data Set 10 (At Strata Level - Part 2 Processing) 
> 2Note: Perform only if MIKZKC 
Program Engineer 
Symb ol Symbol 
1. HWAS WA S 
Z. TWAS WA S 
A 
3. EAS WAS 
4. 	 AERRS EAS 

A
5. AVARS . VARS 
6. TPRODS PRDS 
A7. EPRODS PRD S 
8. PRERRS EP S 
A 
9. PRVARS VPRS 
10. YERRS 	 EYS 
11. ANAVS 
12. ANPRVS 



























Analytic area variance 









Symbol Equation Definition 
1. HWAZ WAAz (106) Histor .cal WA 
2. TWAZ WAZ (107) True WA 
3. EWAZ 
A
WA Z (108) Estimated WA 
4. AERRZ EAZ (109) Area error 
5. AVARZ 
A 
VARZ (110) Area variance 
6. TPRODZ PRDZ (111) True production 
A 
7. EPRODZ PRDz (IIZ) Estimated production 
8. PRERRZ EP Z (113) Production error 
A 
9. PRVARZ VPR (114) Production variance 
10 TYZ YZ (15) True yield 
A 
i1. EYZ Y( 116) Estimated yield 
12. YERRZ EYz (117) Yield error 
13. MIZ MIz (118) Number of acquired Group I segments in zone 
14. MZZ Mzz (119) Number of acquired Group II 
segments in zone 
15. CTIZ CTiz (120) Number of Group I substrata 
with acquired -segments 
16. CTZZ CTzz (121) Number of Group II substrata 
with acquired segments 
17. CT3Z CT 3 z (IZZ) Number of Group III substrata 
with acquired segments 
18. ANAVZ (123) Analytic area variance 





,Data Set 12 (At Region Level - Part 2 Processing) 
Program Engineer 
Symbol. Symbol Equation Definition 
1. HWAR WAR (125) Historical WA 
Z. IWAR WAR (126) True WA 
3. EWAR 
A 
WAR (127) Estimated WA 
4. AERRR EAR (128) Area error 
5. AVARR AVARR (129) Area variance 
6. TPRODR PRDR (130) True production 
7. EPRODR APRDR (131) Estimated production 
8. PRERRR EPR (132) Production error 
9. PRVARR 
A 
VPRR (133) Production variance 
10. TYR Y R (134) True yield 
11. EYR 
A 
YR (135) Estimated yield' 
IZ. YERRR EYR (136) Yield error 
13. MIR MIR (137) Number of acquired Group I 
segments in region 
14. MZR MZR (138) Number of acquired Group i 
segments in region 
15. CTIR CT 1R (139) Number of Group I substrata 
with acquired segments 
16. CTZR CTZR (140) Number of Group II substrata 
with acquired segments 
17. CT3R CT 3 R (141) Number of Group III substrata 
with acquired segments 
18. ANAVR (142) Analytic area variance 




Data Set 13 (At Country Level - Part 2 Processing) 
Program Engineer 
Symbol Symbol 
1. HWAC 	 AC 
.o 	 TWAC WA C 
A 
3. EWAC WA C 
4. AERRC EA0 
A 
5. AVARC VAR C 
6. TPRODC PRDC 
A 
7. EPRODC PRDC 
8. 	 PRERRC EP C 

A
9.. PRVARC VPR0 
10. TYC 	 YC 
A11. EYC 	 YC 
12. YERRC 	 EYC 
13. MIlC' 	 M1C 
14. MZC 	 Mv2C 
15. CTIC 	 CTIc 
16. CTZC 	 CTzC 





































Number of acquired Group I 
segments in country 
Number of acquired Group II 
segments in country 
Number of Group I substrata 
with acquired segments 
Number of Group II substrata 
with acquired segments 
Number of Group III substrata 
with acquired segments 
Analytic. area variance 






Symbol Symbol Equation Definition
 
A 
20. 	 CLEWA CL WA (163) Confidence level about estimated 
WA using estimated variance 
A 
21. CLEPRD CLPRD (165) 	 Confidence level about estimated 
production using estimated 
variance 
22. 	 CLATEC CL WA (166) Confidence level about true WA 
(True/est) using estimated variance 
23. CLPTEC CL PRD (167) 	 Confidence level about true 
(True/est) 	 production using estimated 
variance 
24. 	 CLATWC CL WA (168) Confidence level about true WA 
(True/wC) using within county variance 
25. CLPTWC CL PRD (169) 	 Confidence level about true 
(True/wC) 	 production using within county 
variance 
Data Sets 14, 15, 16, and 17 are similar to Data Sets 10, 11, IZ 
and 13 with a few important exceptions: 
1) Data Sets 10-13 are for only one Monte Carlo iteration, 
whereas Data Sets 14-17 represent the sums of the values 
accumulated over all Monte Carlo iterations. These 
accumulated values will be 	used to compute and print out 
average values. 
2) Data Sets 14-17 are written onto the CAS Cumulative File. 
3) The sums of the squares of the errors are added to Data 
Sets 14-17. 
Thus the additional 	quantities for Data Sets 14-17 are as follows:' 
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Data Set 14 (At Strata Level) 
Program Engineer
 
Symbol Symbol Equation Definition
 
NT 2 




2. SQPERS z (EPS) (171) Sum of the squares of the 
production errors 
NT 2 
3. SQYERS E (EYS) (172) Sum of the squares of the yield 
errors
 
Data Set 15 (At Zone Level) 
Program Engineer
 
Symbol Symbol Equation Definition
 
NT 
I, SQAERZ L (EAz) (173) Sum of the squares of the area 
errors 
NT 2 
2. SQPERZ B (EPZ) (174) Sum of the squares of the 
production errors 
NT (EYz)NT 2 (175) Sum of the squares of the yield3. SQYEIRZ, errors 
Data Set 16 (At Region Level) 
Program Engineer 
- Symbol Symbol 
NT 2 
1. SQAERR L (EAR) 
NT 
2, SQPERR B (EP) 
NT 2 






Sum of the squares of the area 
errors
 
Sum of the squares of the 
production errors 








Data Set 17 (At Country Level) 
Program Engineer
 
Symbol Symbol Equation Definition
 
NT 





2. SQPERC (EPc) (180) 	 Sum of the squares of the 
production errors 
NT 2 
3. SQYERC (EYC) (181) 	 Sum of the squares of the yieldD 9 
errors
 
Data Set 18 (At Country Level) 
This data set is computed only after the last Monte Carlo trial. 
Program Engineer
 
Symbol Symbol Equation Definition
 
1. 	 CLWA CL WA (182) Confidence level about the true 
WA 









(1) RK = NA - (AREAPS) 
where 
(AREA)K = Substrata land area in hectares, 
NA = No. of allocated segments in a substrata, 
AREAPS = Area per segment in hectares. 
(2) Summation of Estimated PW 
A MIK A (Za) PW IK= . PWgli 
A M2K A 
(2b) PWK = PWzi 
MK ^ Zi 
MlK A 2 
(3a) EPWZK= L 
i 
PWIil 
MZK A 2 
(3b) EPWYZK Li PW~iz 
MIK 
(4a) SMPKPI = D K) (PWli) = pWKPW K 
(4b) SMPKPI = A K pW2K
w
 
MIK(5a) SUMPK2 = Mi 2 M PW 2 
M lK K 
(5b) SUMPK2 = L PW2K M 2 K PWK 
MIK 







(6b) SUMPK= E K M2K K
 
(7) 	 True wheat area
 
WAK = NK *K * (AREAPS) * PWK
 
where 	 WAK = WA 1K, WA ZK' or WA 3K
 
PWK = PW1K, PWz, or PW 3K
 
(8) 	 Historical wheat area
 
WAK =NK K * (AREAPS) * PWK
 
where .WAK = WA1K, WA2K' or WA3K
 
PWK = PWlKIPWZK, or PW 3 K 




1K = NK 	 * RK * (AREAPS) * 1K 
(10) MYVK = (WAIK * 	CV4) (no longer used) 
(11) 	 VMU-LTK= Q -N.) RK MK (AREAPS)K 
NK )RJM1K(AEPS 
.(12) ANALVK = (PWlK -* CV )2 VMULTK 
(13) PWK = f (RN, CV 1 , PW K) (no longer used) 
is computed by the Beta Distribution subroutine given 
mean PW K andaU= PW K * CVI 
(14) WAlK = CV 4	 *WAK 
(15) 	 MYVK AZK * CV 4 ) (no longer used) 
RK2 ( -qK2 N ) "2 
(16) 	 VMULTK = RK (NK - NK) * (AREAPS) (incomplete - see Eqn. (36)) 
WA2K 
(17) ANALVK = (PWZK * CV *VMULTK' * WA 2 K 
C-2 
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(18) MYVK = *c V2 (no longer used)3K V4) 
Si 
(19) 	 TWASI = Z WA IK 
K 
Si 
(20) 	 HWASI = Z WA 1K 
K 
Si A 
(21) EWASI = 	 L WA 1KK 
Si 
(22) MIJS 	 MKIK 
Sl
 
(23) 	 MYVSI = E MYVK (no longer used) 
K 
Si 
(24) 	 VMULSI = Z VMULTK (no longer used) 
K 
Si 
(25) 	 ANVSI = r ANALVK 
K 
Si A Si 
(26) 	 EPWS1 = E PWli = L EPWK (no longer used) 
i, K K 
SI SI 
(27) 	 EPW2Sl = Z PW = E EPWZK (no longer used) 
i, K K 
S1i A S1 
(28) 	 PKPISI = B (PWK) (PWlI) = S SMPKPI (no longer used) 
i, K K 
(29) 	 PKZSI = Z (PW K) = L SUMPKZ (no longer used) 
i, K K 
Si Si 
(30) 	 PKSI B PW = L SUMPK (no longer used) 










(32) 	 HWAS2 = L WA ZK 
K 
A 
(33) 	 EWASZ = WA 82 W PZiDPK 
MZj i, K PWK j 
s2 




(35) 	 MYVSZ = L MYVK (no longer used) 
K 
(36) VMULTK= 2 * VMULTK (see Eqn. (16))MZj 
Si 




(38) 	 CTZS = Z CT z 
K 
0 (at option of 	user or if M2JS < 2) 
or(39) 	 T= 
SZ-1 32 6 WAI WAlKI 
K=1K'K+ K (if M 2JS >i) 
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(M.zjl) 	 M.- -1 
(M -1)I$ 	 2 (M -1)
"- 3 71 II, r. 	 ... ("Tx 17K +"K11 + K '17K 
Mzj 	 ! mZi 
3 - 7	 s 2 32(M - 1) 32 2 2 
(i" 1) ( I + S+ 	 5 ((, 727 
SM a=1 m 	 l 
2(M 2 - 1 S2 3
 
" 4 (7K) (IT,< L
 
2j 	 a =i 
LWAzaI zj 
a as' 
(40) ANVS2 	 - ANALVK] 





Sz A z Sz 
(4Z) EPWZSZ = 2 PWzi = S EPWZK (no longer used) 
i,K K 
52 A S2 
(43) 	 PKPISZ = Z (PWK) (PWzi) = Z SMPKPI (no longer used) 
i,K K 
S2 	 82 
(44) 	 PKZS2 = E (PWK) = SUMPK2 (no longer used) 
i, K K 
S2 S2
 
(45) 	 PKS2 = Z PW K = E SUMPK (no longer used) 






S2 PW2 .i S2 1 K A(46) 	 PZIDPK = L Z - L- PW Zi 





(47) 	 WA 3S = F WA 3K 
K 
S3 
(48) W A3S = 	 r WA3KK 
z 
(49) MIKZKZ = S 	 (MIJS + MZJS) 
class 
(50) M1KZCL S 	 (MIK + M2K) 
class (51) EPWCL= 	Z EPWK 
class (52) EPWZCL=B EPW2K 
class (53) PKPICL= 	Z " SMPKPI 
class 
(54) PKZCL='B SUMPKZ 
class (55) PKCL= L SUMPK 
z 
(56) TWAZ = 	 F (WAis + WAzs + WA3S) 
0 	 if M1K2KZ < 2,, 
(57) 	 HWAZZ =+ if MlK2KZ 2 ( o u 
(WA is + WA2S ) if M1KZKZ Z 
0 	 if MIKZKZ < 2, 
(58) 	 MYVZ (no longer used)
 
>




(59) EST3JZ = 
fo 
[z (V is 
) 









































MIK2KZ = 0, 
M1K2KZ~ 1 
0 if M1K2KZ =0, 
(64) B M 12CL * PKPICL - EJPWCL * PKCL 
MIKZCL * PKZCL - PKCL 2 





EPW CL 2 
EPWZCL WC2 
MIKZCLMIKZCL I if Z MIKZCL <H 
S 20 = EPWZCL - A EPWCL - BMIK2CL - 2 * PKPICL if MIKKZ H 
2 





(67) SZ = MIN ((AREAPS) 2 ' So2) 




HWAZ3 = B (HWASI + HWASZ + HWAS3) 
0 
ANALVZ== 
P (ANVSI + ANVS2 + T) 
over all strata without 
acquired segments 
if MIKZKZ < 2 
if MIK2KZ >2 
(70) TWAR = 
R 
D TWAZ 
(71) HWARZ = 
R 
Y HWAZ2 
(7Z) MYVR = 
R 







S EWAZ2 (no longer used) 










(78) MlKZKR = Z M1K2KZ 
(79) ANALVR = 
R 
L ANALVZ 
(80) TWAC = 
C 
TWAR 
(81) HWAC2 = 
C 
L HWAR2 
(8Z) MYVC = 
C 





(83) ESTVC = L ESTVR 
C 
(84) EWACZ E EWAR2 (no longer used) 
C 
(85) HWACI = HWARI 
"C .­
(86) EWACI = S EWARI 
EWACI(87) Ec C HWAC1 
C­
(88) MIKZKC 	 = S MIKZKR 
C 
(89) ANALVC = D ANALVR 
EWASI + EWASZ 
HWASl + HWASZ if MlIJS + M2JS a 1 
Ez 	 if MIJS + M2JS = 0 and MlKZKZ 1 
>E R 	 if M1KZKZ = 0 and MlKZKR "1 
EC 	 if MlK2KR = 0 and MIKZKC 2 I 
(91) 	 VlVZS = Z VMULTK * SSQ(NCLASS)
K 
where NCLASS is the class number for substrata K. 
The summation is over all substrata with acquired segments. 
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(92a) (92a)TATJS (I HWAS3TA'U2  = + HWAS1 + HWASZ 
(92b). AVARS = .TAUZS * (VIVZS + T) for strata with acquired segments 
(92c) ANAVS = TAUZS * (ANVSi + ANVSZ + T) for strata with acquired 
segments 
HWAZZ if MIKZKZ > z 
(93a) HWAZ1Z = HWARZ if MIKZKZ <Z and MIMZZR 0 
ACZ if MIMZZR = 0 
2HVAZ(93b) WRATIO= 
(93c) AVARS = WRATIO * ESTVZ 	 if MIKZKZ < 2 or 
if M JS + MZJS = 0 
(93d) ANAVS = WRATIO - ANALVZ 	 if MIKZKZ < 2 or 
if MIJS + MZJS = 0 
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(94) HWAS = HWASI + HWASZ + HWAS3 
(95) TWAS = TWASI + TWAS2 + TWAS3 
(96) EWAS = EWASI + EWASZ + ES I-IVHAS3 
(97) AERRS = EWAS - TWAS 
(98) AVARS = ESTVS * TAU2S + 2 * (EWASI2) * SIGM2S (replaced by Eqns.92b, 93c) 
= YS -- TWAS (99) TPRODS 
(100) EPRODS 	= ESTYS * EWAS 
(101) PRERRS 	= EPRODS - TPRODS 
(10Z) PRVARS 	= AVARS - (ESTYS 2 - EVYRS) + EWAS * EVYRS 
(103) YERRS = 	(ESTYS- YS) 1 0 0 
(104) ANAVS = 	F - TAUZS + Z * EWASIZ22 SIGMZS (replaced by Eqns. 9Zc, 93d) 
where 
ANVS1 + ANVSZ + T if MIJS + MZSS 1 and MIKZKZ 2 
ANALVZ if MIJS + M2JS = 0 and MIKZKZ > Z 
ANALVR if M1K2KZ < 2 and MlIM2ZR = 1 
ANALVC 	 if MIMZZR = 0 
(105) 	 ANPRVS = ANAVS * (ESTYS - EVYRS) + EWAS * EVYRS 
z 
(106) 	 HWAZ = E -WAS 
z 
(107) 	 TWAZ = Z TWAS 
z 
(108) EWAZ = 	L EWAS 
(109) AERRZ = EWAZ - TWAZ 
z --­ 2 (110) AVARZ.= L (S + vS + T)I + 1IAZI + HWAS3 S (VISzsHWAZ12 	 HWASI +HWAS2) 





(11Z) EPRODZ = 
z 
L EPRODS 
(113) PRERRZ = EPRODZ - TPRODZ 
(114) PRVARZ = 
z 
Z PRVARS 
(115) TYZ TPRODZ 
TWAZ 











(119) MZZ = 
z 
z MZJs 
(120) CTIZ = 
z 
E CTIS 










= L (ANVS1 + ANVSZ + T) *Q1 + Azq3 + -WAS3 iS+IASZ) z 




(126) TWAR = 
R. 
B TWAZ 
(127) EWAR = R. L EWAZ 





































EYR = EPRODR 
EWAR 
YERRR(= (EYI -, TY ) 100 
R 
MIR = E MIZ 
R 
MZR = S MZZ 
R 
CTIR= L GTIZ 
R 






















(147) AERRC = EWAC - TWAC 
(148) AVARC = Z AVARR 
(149) TPRQDC = 
C 
Z TPRODR 
(150) EPRODC = 
C 
F, EPRODR 




(153) TYC = TPRODC TWAC 
(154) EYC = EPRODC EWAC 





MIC = F MIR 
C 
MZC = E M2R 
- C 
















ANAVC =' D ANAVR 
, C. 





(163) 	 GLEWA = [Z * P (X) - 1] - 100 
where 
0. 1 - EWACY 
y= MAX [(AVARC) 1 / 2, 1o30]
 
P(X) is given by Equation (164).
 
(164) (6)1 P(X) = 1 + 0. 196854X + 0.115194X 2 + 0.000344X 3 + 0.019527X44 
if X is positive. 
1 2 34 
P(X) = :(1 + 0. 19685411 +0. 1151941X1 Z +o. 00034f:
- 3 + O019571X1 4 ) 
if X> is 	 negative. 
(165) 	 CLEPRD = [2 * P (X) - 1] - 100 
where 
0. 1 * EPRODCY 
Y =MAX [(PRVARC)1/2, 10 - 30]
 
P (X) is given by Equation (164).
 





1. 1 *TWACEWAC 
=30 1/2 

Y =MAX [(AVARC)1/ 10
 










EPRODG - 0.9 - TPRODC 
X1 = y 
= PRODC - i. 1 	 TPRODC 
Y = MAX [(PRVARC)1/ 10 
P (X) is given by Equation (164). 
(168) 	 CLATWC = [P (X1 ) - P (xz)] 100 
where 
= EWAC - 0.9. TWAC 
XEWAC - 1. 1 TWAC 
- 3 0Y = IMAX [(ANAVC)1/2, 10

P (X) is given by Equation (164).
 




X1=y EPRODC - 0.9 * TPRODC
 
EPRODC 	- 1. 1 * TPRODC 
- 3 0 ]Y = MAX [(ANPRVC)1/2, 10
P (X) is given by Equation (164). 
NT 




-(171) 	 SQPERS = E (PRERRS)2 
NT 




(173) SQAERZ = 
NT 
Z (AERRZ)2 
(174) SQPERZ NT = L (PRERRZ)2 
(175) SQYERZ 
NT" 
= S (YERRZ) 2 
(176) 
NT 







(179) SQAERG = 
NT 
L (AERRC)2 
(180) SQPERC = 
NT 
Z (PRERRC) 2 
(181) SQYERC 
NT 




= [P (XI) - P (X)] * 100 
NT NT 
SEWAC - 0.9*D TWACNT - Y 
-Xz= 
NT 
EWAC - 1. 1NT Y 
NT 
TWAC 
Y = MAX [(VEA 10 30] 
yEAC SQAERC 
NT 
- ( Z AERRC)NT 1 /NT 






(183) CLPRD - [P (X1) - P (XZ] * 100 
where 
.NT NT 
X-F, EPRODC - 0.9 - r








Y MAX [(VEPC0 )1 0 30 
VEPEc SQPERC 
NT 2 
- (T, PERRC) /NTNT - 1 
P (X) is given by Equation (164). 
(184) r cY AREA EST]






















[PCT ERROR S 
SQYERS 
NT 
- ( YERRS)Z/NT 
NT - 1 
















CV ERROR = 
(18PCT TRUES 
PE 
SPERS NT PRERRS)Z/NT 
NT -




(189) CV AREA EST] 



























(192) CV PRD EST 





* (193) I PRD 
VERROR | 
(PGT TRUE)_ 










(194) 	 cV AREA EST RET NT 100 
L(PCT TRUE)JR NT B 
NT 
R TWAR 
AERRR)/NTITSQAERR-((195) 	 F AREAICV ERROR = NT-i 	 100[(PCT 	TRUE) TRUE NTFjTVWAR
 
NT 





-	 B PRVARRNT 
PD EST(197) 'D 	 NT 
L(PCT TRUE)J NT 	 x 100 
1%-C T TPRODR 
NT 
(198F 	 1 . SQPERR - ( PRERRR)2/NT 
I CV ERROR - NT x 100
 
L(PCT TRUE)j NT TPROD
 




-(199) 	 FCV AREA EST j NT 
L(POT£ TRUE)J/ NT x 100 


















NT YE ZT 
- (S YERRC)2/NT 
NT - I 













































FOR THE YES SUBPROGRAM
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YES PROBLEM DESCRIPTION Page 148 
1.0 SCOPE
 
1.1 Program Capabilities. The YES model is designed to simulate the yield
 
estimation process of the LACIE System. The model generates the yi.eld estimates
 
at the strata level of from one to six given estimation points in a simulation
 
season. The estimates are computed from the true yield given in the input data,
 
taking into account the effects of various estimation errors. The output from
 
YES is used byCAS in calculating the production estimates. An option allows
 
the estimated yields to be the same as the true yields, bypassing the error
 
simulation. A printed report of the estimated yields is optional.
 
1.2 Program Development and Organization. This subprogram will be developed
 










There is one- input file. The control card input for YES is included on
 
the LEM control card.
 
2.1 Cards. See the LEM control card Section 2.1. Inputs relevant to YES in­
clude:
 




TYES 	 = 0, 1 estim. yield includes error simulation
 
= 3 estim. yield = true yield
 
IPRYES 	 = 0 printed report for Ist and last iterations
 
= 1 printed report for all iterations
 
= 2 printed report for last iteration only
 
= 3 no printed report
 
2.2 Files. The only input file to YES is the YES ERROR MODEL FILE (YESERR),
 
generated by the SEEprogram. See Section 2.4 of the Users Manual for the format 
and contents. 




See Figure lfor a flow diagram of YES. The heart of YES is the calcu­
lation of the equation:
 
YSCI = YSTR + BIAS + RN*SD 
for each estimation point (up to 6) for each strata, where:
 
YSCI = estimated yield 
YSTR = true yield 
BIAS = bias factor input quantities from YES 
* SD = standard deviation input file
 






4.1 Print Data. The printed report is optional, determined-by the LEM control
 
card input, IPRYES. See Figure 2 for.an example report.
 
4.2 Files. The only output file from YES is the YESfile, used by CAS. See
 
Section 2. of the Users Manual for the format and contents. 
CASE PAGE 
















COUNTRY REGION ZONE STRATUM 
PREDICTION DATE TRUE YIELD ESTIM. YIELD PERCENT STANDARD DEV, 
00 







5.0 ERROR PROCESSING 
There are two possible errors besides system errors in YES, which 
generate the following messages: 
YES INPUT FILE (YESERR) - BEGINNING LEGION AND ZONE 
NOT FOUND 
YES INPUT FILE (YESERR) - ENDING REGION AND ZONE 
NOT FOUND 
If the beginning region and zone are not found, this is a fatal error, and 
causes return of control immediately to LEMt. If the ending region and 
zone are not found, this generates a warning, but LEMt will continue, 
having processed all records from the beginning region and zone to the 
end of file. The beginning and ending regions and zones are specified on 
the LEMt control cards. 
28234-60Z9-RU-O0
 
















YEST YTRUE + BIAS + RN*SD
 
YTRUE = TRUE YIELD 
BIAS = ERROR BIAS 
RN = RANDOM NO. 
SD = ANDARD DEVIATION OF 
REPO4 RINT REPORI 
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Page 156 
COMMON BLOCKS FOR THE LEM PROGRAM 
COMMON 
BLOCK DESCRIPTION 
ARGLST Argument list for error processing 
CAMSCM CAMS control card input data 
CASCM CAS control card input data and constants 
CASCUM Data block for CAS cumulative file 
CASFLG Flags and counters for CAS simulator 
CNTRL Control parameters for LEM program 
CONST Constant quantities for LEM program 
DSETl CAS data sets 1, 2, and 3 
DSET4 CAS data sets 4, 5,, and 6 (at strata level) 
DSET7 CAS data set 7 (at zone level) 
DSET8 CAS data set 8 (at region level) 
DSET9 CAS data set 9 (at country level) 
DSET10 CAS data set 10 (strata data -- second pass) 
DSETII CAS data set 11 (zone data -- second pass) 
DSET12 CAS data set 12 (region data -- second pass) 
DSET13 CAS data set 13 (country data -- second pass) 
FILES File definitions and record lengths 
IXCASF Index record for CAS cumulative file (CASF) 
IXCDSF Index record for GAS intermediate data set fi .e (CASDSF) 
IXDISF Index record for GAS distribution file 
LEMCM LEM control card input data 
PAGECM Page eject control parameters for LEM 
SEGDTA Segment data from CAMS output file (CAMSF) 
SSHDTA Substrata Historical data from SUBST file 
STATS Statistical information for LEM -
STGDTA Data for Segment Truth Generator 
SUMDTA Summary data for reports 
YESDTA Yield data from YESOUT file 
FILESI Supplemental file definitions 
CLSTAB Contains data necessary to compute class numbers 







Name ARGLST Size 14 
Function Argument List for Error Processing 
II.Sy 






















Number of nonfatal input errors 
Number of fatal input errors 
Number of errors during processing 
Number of arguments in list 









IARG 10 1 Argument list (integer) 





Name CAMSCM Size 138 
CAMS control input (see also Input, 
Function CAMS Problem Description, Section 2. 1) 
Page 1 of 1 
Name Dimen- For- Description Sn Units 















=1 mixed crops model 
=2 simple model 
=0 include multi-temporal error 
10 bypass multi-temporal error 
=0 additive model of signature 
0 multiplicative model extension 
=0 skip ' what to do if no 
10 classify as trainingI correlation 
Max. no. days between training/ordinary 
segment correlation 
=0 print error breakdown report 
J0 no print of error breakdown report 
1-4 which window to use 
0 defaults to 4 
I 
IGROUP (3, 2, 15) I 
Multi-Temporal Matrix 
Dimension 3 = which M value to use for 
each of 15 states 
MS (3, 2, 3) R Values for MI, MZ, M3 
Crop Calendar Coefficients 
G (3, 2, Z) R Gi and GZ values for quadratic function 
H (3, 2, 2) R HI and HZ values for quadratic function 
Dimension 1 for IGROUP, MS, 
TYPE (wheat, mixed, other) 
Dimension 2 for IGRQUP, MS, 







Note: If model 2, only wheat dimension of 







Name CASCM Size 100 Page_ !. of 3 
Function CAS Control card Input Data and Constants 
Dimn- For- Description 	 Units
Name sion mat Description 	 bol
 
AREACF 1 F 	 Area conversion factor for printout
 
2.471044E-4 (hectares to 10,000 acres)
 
or 0.001 (hectares to 1000 hectares)
 
YCF I F Yield conversion factor for printout 
1.4869664 (quintals/hectare to bushels/acre: 
or 1.0 
PRDCF 1 F Production conversion 'factor for printout ­
3.6743544E-5 (quintals to 100,000-bushels) 
or I E-4"(quintals to 1000 metric tons) 
APRUTS 4,2 4A6 Area units labels for printed reports 
APRUTS(l,) - "TEN THOUSAND ACRES"
 
APRUTS(1,2) - "THOUSAND HECTARES"
 
-PPRUTS, 5,2 5A6 	 Production units labels for printed reports 

PPRUTS(1,1) - "HUNDRED THOUSAND BUSHELS" 
PPRUTS(l,2) - "THOUSAND METRIC TONS" 











Name CASCM Size- Page 2 of 
Function CAS Input Data and Constants 
Name 
Dimen-sion Fo-I ma Description . bol Units 
AREAPS 1 F Area per segment (builtin value = 10289.712 hectares 
S2MAX 1 F Maximum value of S2 hectares 
(Built in value = 10289.7122/4), 
NIISTY 1 I Number of historical years for group III M years 
ratio calculations 
I 1 I Minimum number of segments required for H 
applying S2 regression equation 
TPT 1 I T - option flag: 
= 0 to set T = 0, 
= 1 to calculate T 
where T is the second term of the 
variance equation for V2s 
AUNITS I I Units option: = 1 for metric units - -
Area in thousands hectares, yield in quintals/ 
hectare; production in thousand metric tons; 
0 for American units -
area in ten thousand acres 
yield in.bushels per acres 
production in hundred thousand bushels 
DISTFF 1 "I CAS distribution file flag:
 





* Page 161 
COIi24ON STORAGE ALLOCATION 
Page 3 of 3Name CASCM Size 
CAS Input Data and Constants
Function 
Name DIC-sion Foi- Descriptionmat i____________ ___ Symbol Units 
prediction biowindow flags: 
BWIND 4 I IWIND(n) = 1 to process biowindow n, 
= 0 otherwise 
WPRIOR 4 I Biowindow priorities: 
List of biowindows in decreasing order 
of priority 
APREP 1 I Area and Production Print flag: 
= 1 to print Area and production 
= 0 otherwise 
IPRD 3,14 i Prediction dates: 
IPRD(ln) = year - 1900 
IPRD(2,n) = month (1-12) 
IPRD(3, n) = day 
The prediction dates must be in ascending oder. 
The first zero date terminates the list 
NPDATE 1 I Number of prediction dates - -
PRDATE 14 i List of prediction dates _ _ 
(in Zulu date format) " _" 
28234-6029-RU-00 
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CO ON STORkGE ALLOCATION 
Name CASCUM Size 536 Page 1 of 5 
Function Data Block for CAS Cumulative File 
: 	 Syn-
Name 	 Din en- For-' Description - bol Units 
sion mat bol 
CASCU 32 F Block of data for one strata, zone, region
 
or country for a single prediction point
 












ICASC - 32 I Integer name equivalenced to CASCUM
 
DSET14 22 F Data set 14 (strata level)
 
DSETI5 22 F Data set 15 (zone level)
 
DSET16 22 F Data set 16 (region level)
 
DSETl7 28 F Data set 17 (country level)
 
NOTE: DSETI4, DSET15, DSETl6, DSETl7 all 
are equivalenced to CASCUM(5). 
.2 8 2 3 4-6029-RU.00 
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COMAON STORkGE ALLOCATION 
Name CASCUM Size Page 2 of 5 
Function Data Block for CAS Cumulative Fiie 
Name Dimen-
sion For-mat Description 
Sy-bol nits 










SQAERC i F Z (area error) for country 
SQAERS, SQAERZ, SQAERR, and SQAERC are all 
1equivalenced to CASCUM (24). 
SQPERS IF 7 (production error)2 for strata 
SQPERZ 1 F Z (production error)2 for zone 
SQPERR 1 F Z (production error)2 for region 
2 
SQPERC i F S (production error) for country 
SQPERS, SQPERZ, SQPERR, and SQPERC 
are all equivalenced to CASCUM(25). 
SQYERS I F 2 Z (yield error) for strata 
SQYERZ I F Z (yield error)2 for zone 
SQYERR 1 F S (yield error)2 for region 
SQYERC 1 F E (yield error)2 for country 
SQYERS, SQYERZ, SQYERR, and SQYERC are all 
equivalenced to CASCUM(26). 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE ISPOOR 28234-6029-RU-00 
Page 164 
001TO10N STORAGE ALLOCATION 
Name CASCUM Size Pagej3 of 5
 
Function Data Block for CAS Cumulative File
 
biSen-
Name men- Fo-I Description Unitssion mat 	 bol
 
CASDSB 303 F 	 Data 3lock for the GAS Distribution file 
(Data Set 19)
 
ICASD 303 I 	 Integer name for CASDSB 
EWA2K 60 F 	 HWA2K(K) specifies the historical WA for the WA 2 hectares
 
Kth group II substrata in the current stratum
 
WAKNEY 60 F 	 WAKNEY(K) specifies the non-epoch year WA Im heres 




PIK 60 F 	 PIK(K) specifies E. for the Kth group IT H­
substrata in the current strata
 
NOTE: CASDSB, ICASD, HWA2K are all
 
equivalenced to BUFFR; ._
 
WAKNEY is equivalenced to 	CASDSB(61);
 
.	 PIK is equivalenced to CASDSB (121).
 
CASCUM Page 4 of 5 
28234-6029-RU-00 
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FORMATS OF CAS CUMULATIVE FILE RECORDS 
Data Data Data Data 
CASCUM Set 14 Set 15 Set 16 Set 17 
1 region region region 0 
2 zone zone 0 0 
3 strata 0 0 0 
4 0 nstraz 0 0 
5 WA (Historical WA) 
6 TWA (True WA) 
7 EWA (Estimated WA) 
8 AERR (area error) 
9 AVAR (area variance) 
10 TPR6D (true production) 
11 EPR6D (estimated production) 
12 PRERR (production error) 
13 PRVAR (production variance) 
14 TY (true yield) 
15 EY (estimated yield) 
16 YERR (yield error) 
17 Ml (no. of group I segments) 
18 m2 (no. of group II segments) 
19 CTI (no. of group I substrata) 
20 CT2 (no. of group II substrata) 
21 CT3 (no. of group III substrata) 
22 ANAV (analytic area variance) 
23 ANPRV (analytic production variance) 
CASCUM Page 5 of 5 
28234-6029-RU-00 
Page 166 
Data Data Data Data 
CASCUM Set 14 Set 15 Set 16 Set 17 
24 SQAERS SQAERZ SQAERR SQAERC 
25 SQPERS, SQPERZ SQPERR SQPERC 
26 SQYERS SQYERZ SQYERR SQYERC 
27 - - CLEWA 
28" - - - CLEPRD 
29 - - - CLATEC 
30 - - - CLPTEC 
31 - - - CLATWC 
32 - - - CLPTWC 
NOTE: The quantities in CASCUM(5)- CASCUM(23) and CASCUM(27) - CASCUM(32) 






Page_ 1 of 3Name CASFLG Size 40 




Description I mrbol Units-
H 1 F Minimum number of segments required for H 
applying S2 regression equation. 
PPFLG 1 I Prediction Point Flag 
= 0 for biowindows 
I for prediction dates 
NBW 1 I Number of biowindows ( <4) 
IBW 1 I Biowindow index (1-4) 
WINDtW 1 I Window index (1-4) 
IPD I I Prediction Date indext (1-14) 
UFF 1 I Prediction Point index (including both­
biowindows and prediction dates) 
PPDATE I I Zulu date associated with prediction point 
NREGS 1 I Number of regions in country 
NZTOT 1 I Number of zones in country 
NSTRAT 1 I Number of strata in country -
NYESSK I I Number of records to initially skip on -
YESOUT file 






Page 2 of 3Name CASFLG Size 40 
Function Miscellaneous Data, Flags and Counters forCAS 
Name 
DimenNamen-ision Fo- Descriptiontbol I - UntUnits 
NCANISK I Number of records to initially skip on 
CAMS file 
NRYES 1 I Data record count on YESOUT 
NRSSH 1 I Data record count on SUBHST 
NRCAMS 1 I Data record count on CAMSF 
End of country flag: 
ENDC 1 I # 0 if end region, end zone 
End of region flag: 
ENDREG 1 I # 0 if end of region reached -
End of zone flag: 
ENDZON I # 0 if end of zone reached 
Record number of strata 
IRSTR 1 I tecord on CASCUM and CASDSF 
Record number of zone 
IRZONE I I record on CASCUM and CASDSF 
Record number of region 
IRREG I I record on CASCUM and CASDSF 
LDSI I I Length of Data Sets 1, 2, 3 -
LDS4 1 I Length of Data Sets 4, 5, 6 - -
LDS7 I I Length of Data Set 7 
LDS8 I I Length of Data Set 8 
LDS9 1 I Length of Data Set 9 
LDSI0 1 I Length of Data Se.t 10 
LDSII I' I ,Length of Data Set 11 
Z8Z34-60Z9-RU-00 
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0012 ON STORAGE ALLOCATION
 
Name CASFLG Size 40 
Function Miscellaneous Data. Flgas and Counters for CAS 










I3LengthFaf D escrption 
I Length of Data Set 12 
I Length of Data Set 13 























Length of 'DataSet 15 
Length of Data Set 16 
Length of Data Set 17 
No longer used 
No longer used 
No longer used 









COMiON STO<kGE ALLOCATION 
Name CNTRL Size 16 Page__ of- I 
Fanction Control Parameters 
Name Dinen-sion For-mat 
Dinen For-'Sym-
Description bol Units 
PRINTF 1 1 Print flag for modules 





to print reports, 
otherwise 
NSTART 1 Starting iteration number 
(=RSTART + 1) 
-_ 
SEED 7 D.P Random number seeds for error sources: 
SEED(l) 
SEED(2) 
- Segment Truth Error 
- Classification Error 
SEED (3) - Signature Extension Error 
SEED(4) Segment crop calendar error 
SEED (5) - Yield error 
SEED(6) - CAS Group II error 
SEED (7) - GAS Group IlI error 
28234-6029-RU-51 
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COMON STORAGE ALLOCATION 
Name CONST Size 5 Page 1 of 1 
Function CONSTANTS 
Name Dimen-ion For-mat Description bol Units 
NTRMX I Maximum number of Monte Carlo trials in a -
single run (=100) 
MAXR 1 I Maximum region number (=999) - -
MAXZ 1 I Maximum zone number (=999) 
IMXSEG IT Maximum number of segments in any substrata 
(read from header record of Substrata 
Historical file) 
ENDFIL 1 F End of file indicator (=4HZ±ZZ) -
ITSFG 1 I ___ 
Maximum number of substrata classes per 




COMON STORGE ALLOCATION 
Name DSETI Size 14 Page._l of 
Function Data Sets 1, 2, 3 (Substrata Data) 
Name 	 Dimen- For- Description I b2- Units 
sion mat 07 
ISUBST 1 I Substrata ID _ _- -
TWAK 1 F True Wheat Area (WA) W..4- hectares 
WA hectares1HWAK 1 F" Historical Wheat Area 

EWAK 1 F Estimated Wheat Area 
 WA hectares 
MIK 1 F No. of group I segments in substratum. MIK 
CTIK 1 F Group I flag: CTIK 
= 1 if substrata is in group I, 
= 0 otherwise 
ANALVK 1 F Analytic area variance hectares 
EPWK 1 F Estimated proportion of wheat PWK -
2 
EPW2K 1 F PWK -
SMPKPI 1 F l (PW) (PW1) 
_ 
1 	 F (PW-)= M", HWT SUMPK2 

SUMPK 1 F iPW K M1K
 




Substrata class number for current 







Name DSET1 Size 14 Page 2 of 2
 





M2K I F 
cT2K I F 
CT3K I F 
DSETI 14 F 
DSET2 14 F 




No. of group II segments in substrata 
Note: M2K is equivalenced to MIK 
2K 
Group II flag: 
= I if substrata is in group II, 
= 0 otherwise 
Group III flag: 
= 1 if substrata is in group III 
= 0 otherwise 
Note: Since CT2K and CT3K are equivalenced 
to CTIK, a value I is also stored­
for the location CTIK. 
Data Set 1 
CT2K 
0T3K -
Data Set 2 
Data Set 3 
Note: DSET1, DSET2, and DSET3 are all 
equivalenced to ISUBST. 
2 8 234-6029-RU- 51 
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CO4ON STORGE ALLOCATION 
Name DSET4 Size 24 Page 1 of 3 
Function Data Sets 4, 5, 6 (at Strata level) 
Dim Sym-

Name Linen- For- Description b Units
 
dion mat _____________________j bel 
STRATA 1 T Strata ID S -
TWASi 1 F True WA (wheat area) WAis ha 
HWASI I F Historical WA (Group I) ITAis ha 
EWASI 1 F Estimated WA (Group I) WAIs ha 
XHIJS 1 F No. of acquired group I segments in strata M
 





ANVS1 1 F Group I Analytic variance " ha 
TWAS2 1 F True WA for group II segments WA2s ha 
HWAS2 I F Historical WA (Group II) WA9 s ha
 
EWAS2 1 F Estimated WA (Group II) WA2S ha
 
XM2JS. 1 F No. of acquired group II segments in strata M-








COMMON STORAGE ALLOCATION 
Name DSET4 Size 24 Page_ 2 of 3 
Functior Data Sets 4, 5, 6 (at Strata level) 
Name Dimen-sion Foi-' Descripionea Sym-bol Units I 
ANVS2 I F Group II Analytic variance 
ha2 
T I F 
]2 
2nd term in variance eq. T ha 
iI 
TWAS3 1 F True WA for group III segments WA3S ha 
HWAS3 1 F Historical WA (group III) WA3s ha' 
XCT3S I F No. of group III substrata CT3S 
Quintals 




XESTnS 1 F Estimated yield YS ha 
")Iuintals 2 
EVYRS 1 F Variance of yield error VYR, ha 
17h 
3 
2 8 2 34-6029-RU.5 1­
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COMMON ST0AGE ALLOCATION 
Page. 3 offName DSET4 Size 24 
Function Data Sets 4, 5, 6'(at Strata level) 
Name Dimen- Foi- Description Units 
sion mat bol
 
DSET4 24 F Data Set 4:
 
Note: Data set 4 proper consists of the firs
 
9 quantities in /DSFT4/
 
DSET5 7 F Data Set 5:
 
DSET5, is equivalenced to TWAS2 -

DSET6 3 F Data Set 6:
 
DSET6 is equivalenced to TWAS3
 
Group 1,2 estimated area variance 
VV S 1 F (= V, s+ V2 s ) V. hha 
Vis ha 2 VARS 1 F Estimated area variance 






Name DSET7 Size 81 Page. 1 of 









ZONE 1 I Zone ID Z -
HWAZ2 1 F Historical Wheat area (for group 1, 2 segment ) WA 
Computed only if MIK2KZt2 
Otherwise 0 
ha 
EZ 1 F E 
MIK2KZ 1 F Number of group 1, 2 segments in zone MIZ 
ANALVZ 1 F 
Group 1, 2 
Analytic area variance ha2 
NSTRAZ 1 I Number of strata in zone 
HWAZI 1 F Historical wheat area (group 1,2) WAI12 ha 










Total-historical wheat are for all strata 
without valid segments 
Group ,2 variance estimate 
Effective group 1,Z WA for compute area




MIKZCL 10 F 
Number of segments-in each substrata class 
= (MIK +M±2 }) ._ -
EPWCL 10 F 
Z 
S (PrWI + &T,) (for each substrata class) 
EPWZCL 10 F (IK + -
PKPICI 10 F E PWK (PWIK + PW2K) 
2 
2 8 2 34-6029-RU.5 1. 
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COMMON STORAGE ALLOCATION 
pise ofName DSET7 81 age. 2 
Function Data Set- 7 (at zone level) 
Dimen- Fot- Description Units 
sion mat o 
PKZCL 10 F Z 2 (for each substra ta class) 
PKCL 10 F iK P"K " 
ISm 
z2
SSQ 10 F' S factor in variance equations S­
(for each substrata class)
 
DSET7 81 F Data Set 7
 





COMMON STORAGE ALLOCATION 
Name DSET8 Size 10 Page1 
of__2 
Function Data Set 8 (at Region level) 




REGION i I Region ID R 
HIIWARZ 1 F Group 1, 2 Historical WA WA1 2 ha 
ER I F E 







Analytic area variance 











Historical wheat area (group 1, 2) WAI; 2 
Estimated wheat area (group I, 2) WA1,2 
Note: HWARI and EWARI are always computed if 
there is at least one group I or group II seg­
ment in the region.. HWAR2 and EWAR2 are 
computed only if some zone in the region 
contains at least two group 1, 2 segments. 





MIMZZR 1 I Group 1, 2 substrata flag:' 
= 1 if MIK2KZ > for any zone 
= 0 otherwise 
in region, 
_ 
FILL8 I F Filler to make 
onto CASDSF 






COMMON STORAGE ALLOCATION 
Name DSET8 Size 10 Page 2 of 2 






matjbol Description U 
DSET8 10 F Data Set 8 









Name DSET9 Size 9 Page i of . 
Function Data Set 9 (at Country level)
 
Dimen- For- Description Sym- U s 
Nam Sion rat o 
COUNTR 1 A6 Country ID 
1WAC2 F Group 1, 2 Historical WA WAI12 ha 
EC 1 F EC 
MIK2KC. 1 1 F Number of group 1count y 2 segments in i1~C 
ANALVC 1 F Analytic area variance - ha
2 
MlM2ZC F Group 1, 2 substrata flag: 
= if MIK2KZ>I for any zone in country.. 
0 otherwise -
iwACI I F Historical wheat area (Group 1, 2) WAI42 ha 
EWACI I F Estimated wheat area (Group 1, 2) WA1 -2 ha 
Note: HWAC2 = E HWAZ2 
HWACl = F HWAZI over all 
EWAC2 = Z EWAZ2 zones 
EWACI = EWAZI 
ESTVC 1 F Group 1, 2 variance estimate - ha 
2 
_DSET9 9 P Data Set 9 





COMMON STORAGE ALLOCATION 
Name DSETIO Size ZO 	 Page 1 of 
Function Data Set 10 (Straha D'T - Second Pass) 
t . j1Dinen- For-	 Dsrpini. 

NameNae sion mat Desripio 	 bol Units 
RWAS 1 Historical WA 	 TAA hajF 
WAs haF True WA 	 1TWAS 1 

WA ha
EWAS I F - Estimated WA 	 S 
AERRS I F Area error EAr ha
 




TPRODS I F True production 	 PRDS 
PRDS quintals1 	 Estimated production
EPRODS 
PRERRS I F Production error EPs Quintalsi 
VPR S , Quintals
1PRVARS F Production variance 
Quintals 
YS 1 F True yield YS ha 
1 1 Q u i n t a l s 
Y S haESTYS 1 F E timated yield Quitels 
EYS ha
YERRS 1 F Error in yield 







of 2Name DSETIO Size 20 Page 2 












Number of group II segients in strata 
17. 






CT2S I F Number of group II sdbstrata in strata CT2s 
CT3S I F Number of'group III substrata in strata CT3S 








Analytic production variance 
Ratio of Group 1, 2 Est. WAHist. WA to Group 1,Z ES 
Quintals 
DSET10 z0 F Data Set 10 - _ 





COMMON STORAGE ALLOCATION 
Name DSET11 Size 19 Pge "i 
of 2 





HWAZ 1 F Historical WA WAZ ha 
TWAZ I F True WA WA ha 
EWAZ i F Estimated WA WA7 ha 
AERRZ 1 F Area error EAZ ha 
AVARZ 1 F Area variance ha
2 " 
TPRbDZ 1 F True production PRDz Quintals 
EPRODZ 1 F Estimated production PRD Quintals 
PRERRZ 1 F Production error EPZ Quintals 
PRVARZ 1 F Production variance Quintals 
Z ha 
TYZ 1 F True yield 
Q intals 
EYZ 1 F Estimated yield YZ ha 
;Quintals 
YERRZ 1 F Yield error ha 
MIZ. F Number of group I segments in zone MIz 
M2Z 1 F Number of group II segments in zone Z 
CTlZ 1 F Number of group I substrata in zone CTIz 
CT2Z I F Number of group II substrata in zone CT2z 
CTZ 1 F Number of group III substrata inzone CT2Z 
CT3Z 1 F Number of group III substrata in zone C~ 







Function Data Set 11 
Size- 19 
(Zone Data - Final Pass) 
Page 2 of 2 







Analytic production variance 
Data Set 11 








COMMON STORAGE ALLOCATION 
Name DSET12 Size 19 Page 1 of 2 





Description jSm-bol Units 
" WAR ha 
HWAR I F Historical WA 
TWAR I F True WA WAR ha 
EWAR 1 F Estimated WA WAR ha 
AERRR 1 F Area error ha 
AVARR I- F Area vdfriance 
ha 2 -
TPRODR 1 F True production PRDR Quintals 
- EPR6DR 1 F Estimated production PRDR Quintals 
PRERRR' 1 F Production error EPR Ouintals 
PRVARR I F Production variance 
uintals2 
Quintals 
TYR 1 F True yield YR ha 
nuintals 
EYR I F Estimated yield YR ha 
Quintals 
YERRR 1 F Yield error EYR ha 
S.MiR I F Number of group I segments in region MIR 
I2R 1 F Number of group II segments inregion M2R 
CTIR I F Number of group I substrata in region- CTIR-
CT2R 1 F Number of group II substrata in region CT2R 
CT3R I F Number bf group III substrata in region CT 3 R 
ha2




COMMON STORAGE ALLOCATION 
Name DSET12 Sizel 9 Page.,2 of 2 
Fumction Data Set 12 (region data-final pass) 
Name Lin Fat- Description bol Un I 
ANPRVR 1 F Analytic production variance 
-
Qu in tals2 
DSET12 1 F Data Set 12 
Note: DSETI2 is equivalenced to HWAR 







COMMON STOWGE ALLOCATION 
Name DSET13 Size 25 Fage.. I of-- 2 
Function Data Set 13 (country level-finalpass) 
Name / D~ien-
sion For-mat IoDescriptien Sym Units 
HWAC 1 F Historical WA WAc ha 
TWAC 1 F True WA WAr, ha 
'N 
EWAC 1 F Estimated WA WAC ha 
AERRC 1 F Area error E&c ha 
AVARC 1 F Area variance ha 
TPROD 1 F True production PRDC Quintals 
EPRODC 1 F Estimated production PRDc Quintals 
PRERRC , F production error EP0 Quintals 
PRVARC 1 F Production variance Quintals
2 
Quintals 
TYC I F True yield Y, ha 
Quintals 
EYC 1 F Estimated yield YC ha 
Quintals 
YERRC 1 F Yield error EYC ha 
MIC I F No. of group I segments in country M1C 
Y2c 1 F No. of group II segments in country -C 
CTIC I F No. of group I substrata in country CTIC 
CT2C I F No. of group II substrata in country CT2C 
CT3C I F No. of group III substrata in country CT3 C 




COMMON STORAGE ALLOCATION 
Name DSETl3 Size 25 Page 2 of 2 


















Analytic production variance 




CLEPRD 1 F Confidence level about estimated production 
using estimated variance. 
CLPRD 




CLPTEC I F Confidence level about true production 
using estimated variance, 
CL PRD 
true/est 




CLPTWC I F Confidence level about true production using 
within county variance 
CL PRD 
true/WC 




Name CLSTAB Size 2724 Page__ of 
Function Contains tables necessary to determine class sets within a zone. 
Nam 
me Dimen-sion For-mat Description Symbol Units 
ISTRAT 300 I Contains strata ID for all strata in a zone 
Contains substrata ID for all substrata in 
ISBSTR 300 I a zone 
NSCNT 300 I. 
No. of acquired segments for each 
substrata 
IGROUP 300 1 Group no. assignment for each substrata 
Variable usage. Set to AREAK in CLASSN 
IDATI 300 I for use by SEGTAB. SEGTAB resets it to 
first subscript PTR into XORD for each 
substrata segment set m DATI (used by ASS( LS) 
IDATZ 300 I 
Variable usage. Set to HISTPW by CLASSN 
for use by SEGTAB. ASSCLS puts the 
assigned class number for each substrata 
=-DATZ 
300 Flt Ratio for each substrata used to determine 
XORD 300 .t class 1I 
IXP'T 300 I 
Sorted pointers into XORD (in ascending 
order) 
For each class the beginning subscript in 
IBPT 10 I XORD (found indirect via IXPT lookup) 
For each class the ending subscript in 
IEPT 10 I XORD (found indirect via IXPT) 
Maximum no. of classes allowed 
MAXCLS 1 1- (10-1) 
ICLCNT 1 I Actual count on number of -classes 
IRANK 300 1. 
Table of gap rankings of sorted X. for eachsubstrata in a zone rank 
ISUBI 1 I Count of no. of substrata in zone 
NACQ 1 I No. of acquired segments in a zone 
I _ _ _ _ _F-__ 





Name IXSUBH Size 2 Page - of 













Length of index record for substrata inter­
mediate file (- 3ZOZ) 
Index record for substrata intermediate 




















For- Descriptionmat [bol 
The unit no. for the intermediate D. Acces 
I SUBHST file = 17 
I Length of record on ISUBHZ file 39 






30 Page 1 of 2Name FILES Size 
Function File Definitions and Record Lengths
 
Nam -ie- x Sym-
Name Dimen-sion Fot-matI Description bol I Units 
SEGID 1 I Logical file number for segment ID file-
LSEGID i I Record length for segment ID file 
CROPW 1 I Logical file number for Crop Window file 
LCROPW 1 I Record length for Crop Window file 
SUBHST 1 I Logical file number for Substrata Historical 
file 
LSUBH 1 I Record length for Substrata Historical file 
ACQUIS 1 I Logical file number for Data Acquisition file 
LACQ 1 I Record length for Data Acquisition file 
CAMSF 1 I Logical file number for CAMS Output file 
LCAMSF I I Record length for CAMS Output file 
CAMERR I I Logical file number for CAMS Error Model file 
LCAMER I I Record length for CAMS Error Model file 
CASF I I Logical file number for GAS Cumulative Output file 
LCASF 1 I Record length for CAS Cumulative Output file 
YES6UT I I Logical file number for YES Output file 
LYESO I I Record length for YES Output file 
SIGEXT i I Logical 'file number for Signature Extension file 







Page. I ofSize 30 
Function File Definitions and Record Lengths 
Name FILES 
aeDnen-aesion Fo-mat Description y-"_bol =Units 
YESERR 1 I Logical file number for YES Error Model file 
LYESER 1 I Record length for YES Error Model file 
SEGTRU 1 I Logical file number for Segment Truth file 
LSEGTR 1 I Record length for Segment Truth file 
CASDIS 1 I Logical file number for CAS Distribution Outp+t file 
LCASD 1 I Record length for AS Distribution Output" fil 
INP 1 I Logical file number for input file 
OUTP 1 I Logical file number for output file 
ITAGO - I Logical file number for CANS scratch file 
LTACQ I Record length for CAMS scratch file 
CASDSF I GAS Intermediate file 






Name IXCASF Size_ 389 
Function Index Record for GAS 
Cumulative File (CASF) 
Page__l of i 
Name Dijren-
sion Fot-mat Description bol Units 
IXCASF 388 1 Index record for CAS Cumulative file (CASF) 
(needed on CDC 6000 computer) 
-






Function Index Record, for CAS 
Size 113 
Distribution file (CASDIS) 
Page 1 Of .1 
Name Dinun-sion Fot-a Description bol Units 
IXDISF 1136 1 Index record for CASDIS file 
(Need on CDC 6000 computer) 
-
LIXDIS 1 1 Length of CASDIS index record 
Note: The length of IXDISF must be 
n'63 + 2 








Name IXCDSF Size 389 
Function Index Record for cAS Intermediate file 














(Need on CDC 6000 computing system) 






28 2 3 4- 6 029-RU-00 
Page 195 
COWMON STORAGE ALLOCATION 
Name LEMCM Size_ 57 .... Page l of 5 
Function LEM Control Card Input Data 
Name Dimrn-sion fFor-mat Description bol Units 
TITLE 10 A6 Problem header printed at the top of each pa e 
ICASE 1 I Case number 
CUNTRY 1 A6 Country 
NTRIAL 1 -I Number ofMonte Carlo iterations at end of run 
RSTART 1 I 
=n #0 to restart after n 
Monte Carlo iterations - -. 
IPRINT 1 I Print flag for segment truth 
= 0 to print first and last iterations 7 
= I to print every iteration, 
= 2 to print last iteration, 
= 3 to skip printing. 
STARTR 1 I Starting region number 
STARTZ 1 I Starting zone number 
ENDR I I Ending region number 
ENDZ 1 I Ending zone number 
ISTG 1 I Segment Truth Generator Error flag: 
= 0 to vary error, 
= 1 to hold error constant using first 
iteration results throughout run, 
= 2 to hold error constant using a previously 
=znzratea error tr fisz, 





CONMON STOPAGE ALLOCATION 
Name LEM4C1G Size 57' 	 aPe 2 of" 
Function LDI Control Card Input Data 
Name Dimen- Fot- Description 	 , Unitssion mat 	 bol
 
(Use is similar to use of
 
ICA14S 1 i CAIS Error Flag: ISTG described above)
 
(Use is similar to use of 
IYES 1 I YES Error flag: ISTG described above) -
IACQ 1 I 	 Segment Acquisition flag 
­
= 0 to include segment acquisition conditions, 
= 1 to eliminate segment acquisitiqn conditions. 
ICLASS L I 	 Classification Error flag:
 
0 to vary classification error, 
= 1 to hold error constant, 
= 2 if error is zero. 
ISEXT I 	 Signature Extension error:,
 
= 0 to vary error, 
= 1 to hold error constant, 
= 2 if error is zero. 
ISCC 1 I 	 Segment Crop Calendar error:
 
= Q to vary error,
 
= 1 to hold error constant,
 
= 2 if error is zero.
 
ICAS2 1 I 	 CAS Group II Error flag:
 
= 0 to vary error, 
= I to hold error constant, 
= 2 if error is zero. 
ICAS3 1 I CAS Group-III Error flag: 
= 0 to vary error, 
= 1 to hold error constant,-. 





Name LEMCM Size 57 Page r. of" 5 
Function LEM Control Card Input Data 
Name Dimn-
sion For-mat Description T ym-bol Units 
IPRCAM 1 I Print flag for CAMS 
= 0 to print report on first and last iterations, 
= 1 to print every iteration, 
= 2 to print last iteration only, 
= 3 to suppress printing. 
IPRYES I Print flag for YES 
(similar to IPRCAN) 
IPRCAS 1I Print flag for CAS 





Name LEMCM Size 57 Page 4 of "5 
Function LEM Control Card Input Data 
Name Dim n- Fot- DsSyrt Unitssion mat Description bol 
ICSESG 1 I Case number for Segment TD file
 
ICSECW I I Case number for Crop Window (Calendar) file
 
ICSESH 1 I Case number for Substrata Historical file
 
ICSECE 1 I Case number for CAMS Error Model file
 
ICSEYM 1 I Case number for YES Data file
 
ICSESE I Case number for Signature Extension file
 
/ 
ICSEAC 1 I Case number for Data Acquisition file 
RSEED1 1 DP Initial random number seed for Segment Trut -
Err o 
RSEED2 I DP Initial random no. seed for Classification rror -
RSEED3 I DP Initial random no. seed for Signature Ext. rror -
Initial random number seed for segment 
RSEED4 . 1 DP Crop Calendar Error 
RSEED5 1 DP Initial random no. seed for yield error 
1Initial random no. seed for CAS 
Group II Error 
RSEED7 I DP Initial random number seed for CAS Group II - --
Error 






Name LEMCM Size 57 
Function LEM Control.Card Input Data 
Page 5 of 5 
Name Dim n-

















Case number for Segment Truth File 
Case number for CAMS Output file 
Case number for YES Output file 
Case number for CAS Cumulative Outpvit file 
Case number for GAS Distribution Output fil 




Function Common Quantities 
Size 14 
for PAGER 
Page 1 of i 




Description I bol I Units 







Current line count for the current page 
Maximum number of lines per page> 
(built-in value = 40) 
NSTTL I I Subtitle Option 
1 for subtitle 





Name SEGDTA Size 20 
Function Segment -Data From CAMS File 
Page 1 of 1 
Dim,-n-
sion Fo-mat DescriptionSymDescriptn bol Units 
IDSEGT 5 1 Country, region, zone, strata, and 
substrata ID's for current segment. 












True PW for segment 
(converted to-fraction from %) 
Zulu Acquisition day for 4 windows 
Estimated PW for this segment for 4 windows 
(converted to fraction from %) 
W 
Ki --
ERRPWI 4 F Error in PW estimate 
ESTPWI I F Estimated PW for this segment for current 
window, ESTPWI = EPWKI (WINDOW) 
-Wi 
p.QpUnIThIITY OFTHREPRDUCIILIY OFWE 8234- 60Z9-1U'-5 i: 
£ X kL PAGE IS POOR Page-ZOZ 
COMON STORAGE ALLOCATION 
Name SSHDTA Size 39 Page 1 of 2 
Function Substrata Historical Data from SUBHST 
Nae Dimen-sion Fot-mat DescriptionDsrpinbol Sym- Unt 
COUJN2 I A6 Country ID 
IREG .1 I Region ID R -
IZONE2 I I Zone ID "Z -
ISTRA2 1 1 Strata ID S 
ISUBS2 I I Substrata ID K -
NSEG I I Number of segments - I 
IDSEG I I List of sample segments in this substrata 
GRPNO 1 T Group number 
HISTPW 1 F Historical PW for substrata PWK 
(fraction converted from %) 
AREAl - 1F Land area of the substrata ha 
(in ha.converted from KM) -
PWK 1 F True PW fot substrata PK 
(fraction converted from %) 
NAGR 1 I No. of agricultural segments in substrata NK 
NA 1 I No. of allocated segments in substrata NA 
DELTPW I F Bias of true PW 
DELTPM 1 F Ratio of true mixed pixels -
CVI 1 Coefficient of variation for year to year" = 
chanqe in PW 




Name SSHDTA Size 20 Page 2 of 2 
Function Substrata Historical Data from SUBHST 
Name Dimen- matFr D m n Fo -Sym Descriptioh -bol- Units I 
CV2 1 F Coefficient of variation for within 
country variation of PW 
CV2 
CV3 I F Coefficient of variation for within 
county variation of proportion of mixed 
pixels 
CV3 
CV4 1 F Ratio of 1964 ref. 
(1969) WA 
WA to Historical CV4 
RDSSIf 1 I Read flag for SUBHST 
= 0 to read SUBHST 
S0 otherwise 
SSHDTA 38 Substrata Historical Data 











Array of class numbers (one per prediction 
Doint) -
Count on no. of acquired segments 









Name STATS Size 13 Pae 1 of' 1 
Function Statistical Information for LEM
 
Name Dimen-Sion For-mat Description bol Units 
ITER 1 1 Current Monte Carlo iteration number 
NSEGTR 1 I Number of data records written onto the 
Segment Truth file 
NCAMSR I Number of data records written onto the 
CAMS Output file 
Number of data records written onto 
NYESR 1 I the YES Output file 
NREC 7 I Number of data records read from the input iles 
1 = Segment ID file­
2 = Crop Window file 
3 = Substrata Historical file 
4 = CAMS Error Model file 
5 = YES Error Model file 
6 = Signature Extension file 
7 = Data Acquisition file 
Number of data records written onto the 
NCASCR 1 I CAS Cumulative file 
Number of data records written onto the 
NCASDR i I CAS Distribution file 
NT 1 I Equivalenced to ITER 
28234-6029-RU-00 
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COK40N STOPAGE ALLOCATION 
Name STGDTA Size 643 .age I of "3 
Function Data for Segment Truth Generator 
Name Dimen-
sion Fot-mat Description bolbol Units 
COUN 1 A6 Country ID from SEGID file 
IREG 1 I Region ID from SEGID file 
IZONE 1 I Zone ID from SEGID file 
ISTRAT 1 I Strata ID from SEGID file 













Segment ID from SEGID file 
Training Segment Indicator 
i = normal, 0 training 
Training Segment Priority List 















Spring/Winter wheat indicator 
(0 = winter, I = spring) 
Country ID from SUBHST file 
adiats 
IREG2 I I Region ID from SUBHST file .-
IZMNE2 1 I Aone ID from SUBHST file 
ISTRA2 1 I1 Strata ID from SUBHST file 
- -
!SUBS2- I I Substrata-ID from SUBHST file - -
NSEG 1 I Number of segments in substrata - -
28234-6029-RU-00 
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CON6ON STORAGE ALLOCATION 
Name STGDTA Size 643 Pge 2 of -
Function Dhta for Segment Truth Generator
 
Dim~n For-Sym-
Name DimEn- For- - Description bol Units 
sion jmat 	 bol
 
IDSEG 150 I List of sample segments in substrata -
GRPN6 1 I Substrata Group number 
HISTPW I F Historical proportion wheat - % 
AREA 1 F Substrata land area A KM 
PWK I F True proportion wheat PWq % 
NAGR 1 I Number of agricultural segments in substrata NK 
NA 1 I Number of allocated segments in substrata N	A
 
MN
DELTPW 1 F Bias of true PW 

DELTPM 1 F Ratio of true mixed pixels 6PM 
CVI 
CVI I F Coefficient of variation for year-to-year chinge 
CV2 I F 
Coefficient of variation for 
within county variation of PW 
in PW 
%2 
Coefficient of variation for "-
CV3 1 F within county variation of PM CV3 --
Coefficient of variation of 
CV4- I F multi-year historical WA CV4 
WKI 1 F. True proportion wheat for segment i PWKi I
 
PMKI I F True proportion mixed pixels for segment i NKi %
 
AVEPW 1 F Average segment PW for substrata WKi %
 
SIPW 1 F Sum of PWKi for all segments in substrata %
 








Name STGDTA Size 643 Page 3 of ° 3
 
Function Data for Segment Truth Generator
 
I~er 	 Sym-
Name 	 Dinen Fo- Description Units 
sion mat bol 
PMMEAN 1 F 	 Mean proportion mixed pixels PN % 
PW 150 F 	 PW(i) = proportion wheat for ith PWKi % 
PM 150 F 	 P14(i) = proportion mixed pixels for ith PKi % 
segment in substrata 
th 
ERRPW 150 	 Error in PW for i Segment in substrata % 
SIGMA 1 F 	 Standard deviation used to compute Pi,, a­
P"Ki
 










CVAEPT 1 F 

CVEPTA 1 F 

SUPER 1 F 

CVPEPT 1 F 

CVEPTP 1 F 

CSUMR 18,18 F 

Page Z08 
CO ON STOPAGE ALLOCATION 





CV Area Est. (Pot. True) 
CV Error (Pot. True) for WA 
St. Dev. (Pct. Error) for yield 
See 
Report 
CV PRD Est. (Pot. True) 
CV Error (Pot. True) for production' 
Country Summary Data 
CSUMR(in) specifies the itb value for 
the nth prediction point 
CSUMR (ln)=mean EWAC 
(2,n) = CV Anal. WA (Pct. true) 
See 
Report 
(18,n) = Prod. Cont. level true/WC 
28Z34-6029 -RU -00 
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C014fON STORAGE ALLOCATION 
Name YESDTA Size 21 Page _ of 1 
























Estimated yields for the six prediction 
points 








RDYES 1 I Flag used to control reading YES0UT file: 
= 0 to read YES5UT, 
# 0 otherwise 
NYESPP I I No. of YES prediction points 





SUBHST scratch file for CAS. This file is generated from the 
SUBHST file and augmented with class numbers in pass 0. This file then 
is used in place of SUBHST in subsequent CAS passes. 
Access Method: 	 Direct with fixed length records -- uses FORTRAN V 
direct access routines. 
Status: Temporary, regenerated everytime GAS runs. 
Sort: Country, region, zone, strata, then substrata. 3201 records max. 
Media: Disk - FASTRAND 
Record Length: 39 words 
Recommended Blocking Factor: 5 
File Size: 124, 839 words 
Record Formats: 
Detail Record 











IDSEG - Dummy cell (not used in CAS)
 

















Detail Record (cont'd) 
DELTPM - See SUBHST file definition 
CVI -
CV2 -
CV3 - " 
CV4 -
VMIJLTK - 1 word flt. pt., variance multiplier inhectares 
CLASS - 18 word array (integer), class no. assignment for 
each of up to 18 prediction points, 0-10 
MXK - 1 word integer, count on no. of acquired segments 
(for group I/Z only), 0-300 
Trailer Record 
COUN2 - Contains 'ZZZZ'. 
















1 record from Data Acquisition 
input file (ACQUIS) 








COUNI R Country ID 
IREGI I Region ID 
IZONEl Zone ID 
ISTRA I Strata ID 
ISUBSTI Substrata ID 
ISEGI Segment ID, 4 crop windows 
IWIN 4, Z5 ist dimension = 4 crop windows 
Znd dimension - up to Z5 Zulu dates/ 
window in ascending order 







Name CAMERR Size 50 Page 1 of 
Holds 1 record from CAMS Error 
Function File, input file (CAMERR) 
Name Divaen- Foi- Description Units
sion mat bol 
COUNZ Country ID 
IRE02 ___ _Region ID 
IZONEZ Zone ID 
ISTRA2 Strata ID " 
ISUBSTZ Substrata ID 
ISEGZ Segment ID 
PW 3,4 Probability of classif. as wheat, 
1st dim. = type (given wheat, mixed, 
other 





Bias error, ist and 2nd dimensions same 
as above 
Std. dev. of error, ist and Znd dimensions 






Name CAMSF Size 19 Page 1 of "i 








GOUN6 Country ID 
IREG6 Region ID 
IZONE6 Zone ID 
ISTRA6 Strata ID 
ISUB6 Substrata ID 
ISEG6 Segment ID 





Zulu date of acquisition 




PERR 4 Percent error in estimate 
,REPRODUOIBITY OF THE 28234-6029-RU-00 
ORIGWlAL PAGE IS POOR Page 214 
-COMMON STORAGE ALLOCATION
 
Name CROPW Size 33 
Holds 1 record from Crop Calendar 
Function File, input file (CROPW) 
Page I of I 
Namne D eDescription
sion j mat Syn-bol Units 
COUN3 Country ID 
IREG3 Region ID 
IZONE3 Zone ID 
ISTRA3 Strata ID 
ISU BST3 Substrata ID 
START 2,4 I Zulu date, 
dim. I 
dim. 2 
start of window, 
= season (winter, 
= window 
spring) 
END 2, 4 I Zulu date, end of window 
SD z Std. dev. of seg. cal. error 0--> 99 





Name ERROR Size 40 Page 1 of 1 
Function Values for CAMS report 
Name Dimen-
sion For-mat - escription Sym-bol Unis 
TITLE 4 Window title 
IDA TE Acquisition date 
PESTIM Estimated, proportion of wheat 
TOT Total error 
Ordinary segment error without signature. 
ALOCAL extension error 
ERTOT 3 Total error 
Total bias error, dimension = type (wheat, 
ERBIAS 3 mixed, other), F 
ERRAND 3 Total random error 
CLTOT- 3 Classification error. 
CLBIAS 3 Classification bias component " 
CLRAND 3 Classification random conponent 
DELTA Crop calendar error factor 
CROPD Crop calendar error factor 
Signature extension error factors, 
Z 3,2 dimension Z = Z1 or ZZ 
MULT 3 Multi-temporal error factors 
Segment ID of training segment correl. 
TID w/ordinary 
TRAINA % agreement - training w/ordinary 






Name INDX -Size 1003 
Index to scratch DA file, TACQ, 
Function plus index to index 
Page 1 of 1 
Name Dimen-










Index to TACQ (needed for CDC version) 
Index to IPNTZ 
Index to INDEX 
Pointer to last word of IPOINT filled 
Pointer to last record read, in IPOINT 
Indexing works 
given ISEG = segment ID 
binary search of IPOINT to find N where 
IPOINT(N) = ISEG 
then IPNTZ(N) = IN 







Name SEGTRU Size 16 
Holds 1 record from Segment Truth 
Function File, input file (SEGTRU) 
Page_1 of I 
Name Dimen-







ISTR4 Strata ID 









0 = ordinary segment, I = training segment 
-Priority list = segment nos. 
0 = winter, I = spring 





Name SIGEX Size 59 
Holds I record from input file, 
Function Signature Extension 








COUN5 Country ID 
IREG5 Region ID 
IZONE5 Zone ID 
ZB 3,2 Bias error, dim. 
dim. 
1 = type (wheat, mixed, 
other) 
2 = B or B2 
ZSIG 3, Z,6 Std. dev. of error, dim 1 = type 
4 =crl or 9z 





C01 ON STORAGE ALLOCATION
 
Name TRAINS Size 103Z Page 1 of 1 
Function Holds training segments - 1 actual record of scratch DA file TACQ 
(same as ACQUIS file record + extra information) + informatio'n, for 
CAMSF record 
Name - Dijaen-sion For-mnat Description Syb ol Units 
COUN7 Country ID 
IREG7 Re Lion ID 
IZONE7 Zone ID 
ISTRA7 Strata ID from ACQUIS 
record 









3, 4, Z5 
3, 4, 25 
Segment ID 
Up to Z5 acquisition dates 
for 4 windows 
Total no. acquisition 
dates I 























Error total - calculated, 
from TM, TB, TV 
needed for 










CAMS DA SCRATCH FILE - TACQ 
This file is- generated in CAMS to store training segment information 
to use .ater in CAMS;, 
Access Method: 	 Direct with fixed length records - uses FORTRAN V 
direct access routines. 
Status: Temporary, regenerated everytime CAMS run. 
Sort: 	 By I, I=l, 2000 for up to 2000 training segments. These are indexed 
by segment ID in array IPOINT, COMMON /INDX/, then array 
IPNTZ to get the actual index. 
Media: Disk - FASTRAND 
Record Formats: 	 No header or trailer. 
Record Length: 1020 words 
Blocking Factor: 	 1 
File Size: 2, 040, 	000 words, assuming a maximum of Z000 training segments. 
Detail of 1 Record: 
Country ID - 4 bytes, 4 alpha characters
 
Region ID - 1 word integer, 3 digit no., 1 to 10
 
Zone ID - I word integer, 3 digit no., 1 to 100
 
Strata ID - 1 word integer, 4 digit no., 1 to 500
 
Substrata ID - 1 word integer, 4 digit no., 1 to 3200
 
Segment ID - 1 word integer, 5 digit no. , 1 to 4000
 




Acquisition Date -1 word integer, Zulu date
 




Multi-temporal error factors: 
for wheat - 1 word, floating point, 0-1 
for mixed - 1 word, floating point, 0-1 
for other - 1 word, floating point, 0-1 
Bias error factors: 
for wheat - I word, floating point 
for mixed - 1 word, floating point 
for other - 1 word, floating point 
Variance error factors: 
for wheat - 1 word, floating point 
for mixed - 1 word, floating point 
for other - 1 word, floating point 
True proportion of wheat this segment, flt. pt., 76 0-100 
Zulu Acquisition Day - 1 word integer (zero for no acquisition) OneV
- Flt. pt. orderedr ach oftEstimated Proportion of Wheat set 








C0,40N STORAGE ALLOCATION 
Name YESOT Size Page 1 of-- I 








IZPRDD 6 I 
YSCI 6 Real 
VSYCI 6 Real 
Description Sy-bol Units 
4 character country ID 
Region ID 1-10 
Zone ID 1-100 
Strata ID 1-500 
True yield, range 0-99.99 
Quintals 
Hectare 
Zulu prediction date 
Estimated yield, range 0-99. 99 
Standard deviation of yield error, 










Name Y ESIN Size 
Function Store record from YES input file 
Page__1 of i 
Name D i -en -
Nin-
sicn 
F o -S 
ort
mat'_ Description bol 
-
Units 
COUN R 4 character country ID 
IREG I Region ID 1-10 



















Zulu prediction date - 6 points 
Bias, error - 6 prediction points 







LOCAL STORAGE ALLOCATION 
Name YES 
Function 
Size Page 1 of 1 
Name Dimen-







3HYES for header record 
0, for 0 fill of header record 
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List of Subroutines 	in LEM 
Name 	 Function 
1. LEM 	 Main driver for LACIE error model. 
2. EJECT 	 Restores page and prints the page header. 




4., ERRMES 	 Controls the printing of all error messages for LEM. 
5. FZULU 	 To convert Zulu date to year, month and day. 
6. PAGER 	 Automatic paging control routine. 
7. RANACF 	 Standardized random access I/O routine. 




9. CASIN 	 This routine reads in and checks the CAS control cards. 
10. CASERI 	 This routine contains the input error messages for CAS. 
11. INIT 	 Initializes random number seeds. 
12. 	 INPCHK Checks the validity of the input parameters on the LEM 
control cards and checks the header records of all input 
files for valid-case numbers. 
13. INPERR 	 Prints error messages for the LEM input processor. 
14. 	 INPUT. Reads and checks LEM control card input and controls 
reading of all other data cards. 
15. 	 LEPA Given month, day and year, this routine returns the Zulu 
date. 
16. START 	 Initializes storage, flags and counters. 
17. STG 	 Segment truth generator subprogram for LEM. 
18. 	 WRAPUP This routine writes header records on CAS output files 
and prints status information at end of ran. 
19. STGERR Prints error messages for the segment truth generator. 
Z0. CAMSIN Reads and checks CAMS control cards. 
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Name 	 Function 
Z1. - CAMSERS 	 Prints out CAMS control card error messages. 
ZZ. BETAD 	 Controls the calculation of the incomplete beta function. 
23. IBETAI 	 Computes the incomplete beta func "ionintegral. 
24. ALGAMA 	 Computes the gamma function. 
25. 	 RDMIA Uniform random number generator CAMS subprogram 
subroutine set. 
26. 	 CAMS Driver for the CAMS subprogram which calculates the 
estimated proportion of wheat. 
27. REPORT 'Prints the CAMS report.
 
Z8. INITI This routine initializes the input files and output files.
 
Z9. CORREL This routine tries to correlate a training segment with
 
the ordinary segment being processed. 
30. 	 MULTI This routine calculates the multi-temporal error for 
training segments. 
31. 	 SGEXT This subroutine calculates the signature extension error 
for ordinary segments. 
3Z. 	 CROP This subroutine calculates the crop calendar error for 
training segments. 
33. 	 TSAVE This subroutine handles the I/O for the scratch RA file 
TACQ for CAMS. 
34. 	 CLASS This subroutine calculates the input cl ssification error 
for training segments and the total classification error. 
35. 	 INPT This subroutine gets the next set of records to process 
from the input files. 
36. 	 CAMERZ This subroutine contains the processing error messages 
for the CAMS module. 
37. 	 YES This subroutine calculates the estirmated yield from the 
true yield. 
38. CAS 	 Main driver for the CAS simulator. 
39. 	 APHDR This routine prints the headers for the area and pro­




Name 	 Function 
40. 	 CASERZ This routine prints the processing error messages for 
CAS simulators. 
41. 	 CASINL This routine performs initialization tasks for each 
prediction point. 
42. 	 CASINT This routine performs miscellaneous tasks for the CAS 
simulator. 
43. 	 CASPP This routine performs the first pass CAS computations 
generating data sets 1-9. 
44. 	 CASOUT This routine prints the area and production report and 
saves data for the country report. 
45. CASZ 	 This routine generates data sets 10-17, 19, using data 
sets 1-9 read from the GAS intermediate file. 
46. CONFL 	 This routine computes the confidence levels in data set 13. 
47. 	 DS123 This routine processes data sets 1, 2 and 3 at the sub­
strata level. 
48. 	 DS456 This'routine processes data sets 4, 5 and 6 at the strata 
level. 
49. DS7 	 This routine processes data set 7 at the zone level. 
50. DSIO 	 This routine processes data set 10 at the strata level. 
51. 	 DSl8 This routine computes CLWA and CLPRD in data set 18 
on the final iteration. 
52. 	 GETYS This routine reads strata data from YESOUT file and 
obtains the proper value of estimated yield for the current 
bio-window or prediction date. 
53. GROUP 	 -This routine reads segment data from the CAMS output
file, selects the estimated proportion wheat for the proper 
bio-window for each segment, and aggregates the segment 
data up to the substrata level. 
54. 	 PSUB This function computes function P(X) for confidence level 
calculations. 
55. 	 R WCASF This ro'utine reads a data set from the CAS cumulative file 
or writes a data set onto the CAS cumulative file. 




Name 	 Function 
57. SUMREP 	 This routine prints the CAS country summary report. 
58. TSUB 	 This routine computes the quantity T from Equation 39. 
59. 	 YSUB This function computes the quantity Y used in the con­
fidence level calculations. 
60. 	 CLASSN This routine controls the computation of class numbers 
for all zones. 
61. 	 SEGTAB This routine forms the segment tables to be used to 
determine class. 
6Z. 	 DETCLS This routine determines how many classes and how 
many data points in each class. 
63. 	 ASSCLS This routine assigns the class number.to each substrata 
in a zone. 
64. CAS3 	 This routine generates data sets 10-19 on final pass. 
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SUPPLIED UTILITY ROUTINES 
Routine Day 
Call Day (IYMD, IDAY) 
Given IYMD (3)'where 







IS Day No. 
IS Month No. 
IS Year No. 
Routine PIMOD 
Call PIMOD (A) 
Convert ±A in radians to an angle 0-Zr 
Routine SOL (Entry ALPHA) 
Call ALPHA (IFLAG) 
For emphemeris usage as called by hector 
computes ALPHAM and ALPHAT and IFLAG = I 
Routine PAGER (Entry Eject) 
Call PAGER (NLINES) 
Updates line count in NLINE with NLINES 
NPAGE = 0 causes page to be restored prior to print. 
NPAGE - page no. 
HEADER- 80 char. ZOA5 
ICASE- case no. 
KO - 6 print unit 
INMAX is max no. of lines allowed 
Initially NLINE should be set > LINMAX and NPAGE =, 0 
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SUPPLIED UTILITY ROUTINES 
,(CONTINUED) 
Call EJECT (NLINES) 
.sauses page to be restored automatically and then prints headers. 
Routine CLDAY 
Call CLDAY 
Given IDAY-DAY no. of the year compute in LMO-the month 
and in LDA the day no. 
Need: IYEAR = 0 - Leap Year, 4 0 not Leap Year 
Routine KEPLER 
Call KEPLER (XM, XECC, XE, ERROR) 
Given XM - Mean anomaly, XECC - eccentricity 
Compute: E-eccentric anomaly error = 0 means .OK 
Routine LFPA 
Call LFPA I FLDA, LMO, LYR, ALFGM (can be dummy), DAYS] 
Given: FLDA - day of month no., LMO - month no., 
LYR - year no. compute ALFGM - right ascension and 
DAYS - Zulu day no. 
Routine DEGMOD 
Call DEGMOND (RAD, IDEG) 
Given: angle rad in radians store the angle in deg., min., sec., 
inIDEG(11 - (3). 
Routine FZULU 
Call FZULU (IOATE, IOUT) 




Call RDMIA(FL, U) 
Given double precision random no. seed in F L, comoute random 





The subroutine LEM is the main driver for the LEM program. It 
defines all global common blocks used in the LEM program and calls the 
drivers for the various subprograms within LEMi (INPUT, STG, CAMS, 
YES, and GAS). 
Common 
Quantit Block Source 





NTRIAL LEMCM INPUT 
RSTART LEMCM INPUT 
IPRINT LEMCM INPUT' 
ISTG LEMCM INPUT 
ICAMS LEMCM INPUT 
IYES LEMCM INPUT 
IPRCAM LEMCM INPUT 
IPRYES LEMCM INPUT 
IPRCAS LEMCM INPUT 
Output: 
Common 
Quantity Blo ck Destination 
NSTART CNTRL 	 CAS and related 
routines 
















1roc e s sing: 
LEM calls START to initialize a few flags and counters, then calls 
INPUT to read and check all control card input data. If any fatal input errors 
,are detected in the input data, subroutine ERRMES is called to abort the 
run. 
If no fatal input errors are detected, then subroutine INIT is called 
to initialize the random number seeds. 
Next for each Monte Carlo iteration (starting with iteration number 
RSTART + 1 and continuing through iteration NTRIAL) the following sub­
routines are executed in order: 
ERRMC sets random number seeds 
STG 'Segment Truth Generator 
CAMS CAMS Simulator 
YES Yield.Estimation Model 
GAS GAS Simulator 
(Prior.to each of the calls to STG, CAMS, YES, and CAS, LEM calls sub­
routine SETPRF to properly set the print flag PRINTF.) 
Finally after the last Monte Carlo iteration has been completed sub­
routine WRAPUP is called to print the program status information and to 





Subroutine ERRMC provides the Error Model control for the LEM 
program by properly initializing the random number seeds for the follow­
ing error sources: 
o 	 Classification error 
o 	 Signature extension error 
o 	 Segment Crop Calendar error 
o 	 CAS Group II error "Most Recent Non-Epoch Year" Historical 
Proportion of Wheat 



























Quantity Block Used By
 






There are no arguments. All input/output quantities are transmitmcd 

















SEED(4) Tes Test" 
RSEE'D(4) sc C 






Subroutine ERRI-ES prints an error message as directed by the input 
parameters. 
Input: 
PROG, SUBR, ICODE, and LEVEL are input parameters trans­
mitted through the calling sequence. In addition, the following quantities 
are passed through COMMON storage: 
Common 











In addition to the error counters being advanced, an error message 
is written onto the printed report. -Parameters obtained from the array 
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SUBR 	 is the name of the subroutine within the subprogram 
also in A6 format (e.g., INPCHK) 
ICODE 	 is the error code. (See processing for a list of codes 
and associated messages.) 
LEVEL 	 ts the level of the error. 
= 0 for non fatal 
= I for fatal 
= 2 for step fatal - skip this step, e.g., CAMS, but 
continue with the run. 
In addition, a list of arguments (to be printed out as part of the error 
rhessage) is stored in the array ARG within the COMMON block ARGLST 









BLANK Word of blanks (format 1H )
 
NONFTL Part of error message (3 H NON)
 
ERRLVL Blank or = NONFTL (used to fill part of error message)
 
Processing: 
For non-fatal errors the following general message is printed out 
on the report followed by a specific error message: 
..... NONFATAL ERROR IN SUBPROGRAM SUBROUTINE 
ERROR CODE . 
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For step fatal errors the following general message is printed out 
on the report followed by a specific error message: 






RANACF is a, standardized random access I/O s ibroutine. Written 
in-Fortran, it provides a central location for all operations on random 
access files (opening, closing, reading, and writing). RANACF contains 
calls to the installation-dependent random access routines. 
Input: 
IFILE, IREC, N, L, IOPT (See Linkage) 
In addition, if IOPT = 2, then BUF is input to RANACF. 
Output: 
If IOPT = 1, then BUF is output by RANACF. 
Linkage: 




I-FILE = Logical unit number of the random access file.
 
IREC = Record number to read or write.
 
BUF = Array of N words to be read from or written onto
 
the random access file. 
N Number of words to read or write. 
IX = Index array (length L). (Required on CDC computer 
but not on UNIVAC.)
 
L = Length of index.
 
IOPT = Entry point option:
 
=0 to open the file
 
=1 to read a record
 
=2 to write a record
 





READMS Used on CDC computer. Similar routines are
 









The appropriate routine is 
the file as specified by IOPT. 





Subroutine SETPRF sets the print flag PRINTF to print reports or 
suppress printing for a given module depending upon the iteration number 
and the input print flag, for that module. 
Input: 
Common 
Quantity Block Source 
IPR (see Linkage) LEM 
RSTART LEMCM INPUT 
NTRIAL LEMCM INPUT 
ITER STATS LEM 
Output: 
Common 
Quantity Blo ck 
CNTRL 0 to suppress printingPR=NTF 1 to print this iteration 
Linkage: 
CALL SETPRF (IPR) 
where
 
IPR is the input print flag (e.g., ]PRINT, IPRCAM, etc.) 
= 0 to print first and last ierations of each run 
= I to print every iteration 
= 2 to print only the last iteration 








See flow chart. 
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PRINT F= 0 
Test 
ITER ITER 








Sabroutine INPCHK checks the validity of the LEM Control Card 
parametcrs. It also reads the header records of each required input file 
and checks the file name, case number and country on that file. 
Input: 
All of the quantities in the COMMON blocks LEMCM and FILES 
are inputs to INPCHK. 





NTRMX CONST Block Data 
MAXR CONST Block Data 
MAXZ CONST Block Data 
Also, the following files may be input to INPCHK so the header 







CAMS Error Model file
 


















Quantity Block Used By 
NERRS ARGLST LEM, WRAPUP 









FILL Filler for header records of input files 
NFILL Number of words of filler necessary to complete record 
Processing: 
Check Input Data 
(Control Card parameters and File Headers) 
1. NTRIAL - RSTART NTRMX? 
2. RSTART < NTRIAL? 
3. 0 STARTR E ENDR < MAXR? 
4. 0< STARTZ ENDZ <MAXZ? 
5. ISTG, ICAMS, IYES, must be 0, 1, 2, or 3. 
6. If CAMS 1 0, then ISTG 1 0? 
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7. 	 If ISTG ="O or if ISTG = 1 or 3 and RSTART = 0, then read and
 
check Segment ID file header
 
a) filename = "SEGMENT"
 
b) case number = ICSESG
 
c) country = CUNTRY
 
8. 	 If ICAMS = 0 or if ICAMS = 1 or 3 and RSTART = 0, then read and 
check Crop Window file header. 
a) filename = "CROPWIND" 
b) case number = ICSECW 
c) country = CUNTRY 
9. 	 If ICAMS = 0 or if ICAMS = 1 or 3 and RSTART = 0, then read and 
check CAMS Error Model file header. 
a) filename = "CAMSERR" 
b) case number = ICSECE 
c) country = CUNTRY 
10. 	 If ICAMS = 0 or if ICAMS = I or 3 and RSTART = 0, then read and 
check Signature Extension file header. 
a) filename = "SIGEXTEN" 
b) case number = ICSESE 
c) country = CUNTRY 
11. 	 If ICAMS = 0 or if ICAMS = 1 or 3 and RSTART = 0, then read and 
check Data Acquisition file header. 
a) filename = "AC.QUISI" 
b) case number = ICSEAC 
c) country = CUNTRY 
12. 	 If IYES = 0 or if IYES = I or 3 and RSTART = 0, then read and 
check YES Error Model file header. 
a) filename = "YESERROR" 
b) case number = ICSEYM 
c) country = CUNTRY 
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13. 	 Read and check header of Substrata Historical file. 
a) filename = "SUBHIST" 
b) case number ISESHC= 
c) country = CUNTRY 
14.-	 If ISTG =Z or if ISTG = 1 or 3 and RSTART > 0, then read and 
check header of Segment Truth file. 
a) filename = "SEGTRUTH" 
b) case number = ICSEST 
c) country = GUNTRY 
15. 	 If ICAMS = 2 or if ICAMS = 1 or 3 and RSTART > 0, then read and 
check header of CAMS Output file.
 
a) filename = "CAMSOUT"
 
b) case number = ICSECO
 
c) country = CUNTRY
 
16. 	 If IYES = 2 or if IYES - 1 or 3 and RSTART > 0, then read and 
check header of YES Output file.
 
a) filename = "YES"
 
b) case number = ICSEYS
 
c) country = CUNTRY
 
17. 	 Open GAS Cumulative Output file (a random access file). 




 a) filename = "CASCUM"
 
b) case number = ICASE
 
c) country = CUNTRY
 
d) NT = RSTART
 






LEM reads the LEM control cards and calls INPCHII to check the 
LEM control card data, INPUT also calls CAMSIN and CASIN to read the 
remaining control card input data. 
Input: 
All of the quantities in Common block LEMCM are input to INPUT 
from the input file. 
In addition the following quantities are inputs to INPUT. 
Common 
Quantity Block Source 
INP FILES Block Data 
OUTP FILES Block Data 
NERRS ARGLST ERRMES 
NFATAL ARGLST ERRMES 
Output: 
All of the quantities in common block LEMCM. 
In addition, the following quantities are output from INPUT. 
Common 
Quantity Block Destination 
ARG(l) ARGLST ERRMES 
















LBL Label on LEM control cards 
LBLI Label on first LEM control card 
Processing: 
1. 	 The first two LEM control cards are read in. 
2. 	 The labels on the first two LEM control cards are checked. They 
must be LEM 01 and LEM 02, 
3. 	 Next subroutine EJECT is called to eject a p.age on the output file
 
and to write the case header at the top of the page.
 
4. 	 The data from the first two LEM control cards is printed out. 
5. 	 Next the third and fourth LEM control cards are read, their labels 
are checked and the data is printed out. 
6. 	 Next subroutine INPCHK is called to check the LEM control card 
data for errors. 
7. 	 Then routines CAMSIN and CASIN are called to read and check the 
CAMS control card data and the GAS control card data. 
8. 	 Finaly the number of non fatal and fatal errors detected in the
 








SUBROUTINE 	 STG 
Purpose: 
The purpose of the Segment Truth Generator (STG) is to generate 
the true proportion wheat and the true proportion mixed pixels for each 
sample segment. STG interfaces with the Segment ID file and the Sub­
strata Historical file to obtain the data necessary to produce the Segment 
Truth file. 
The following quantities are obtained from the Segment ID file: 
COUN Country ID 
IREG Region ID 
IZONE Zone ID 
ISTRAT Strata ID 
ISUBS Substrata ID 
•ISEG Segment ID 
ITRAIN Training Segment Indicator 
ITSPRI, Training Segment Priority List 
SLAT Segment latitude (noL used) 
SLONG Segment longitude (not used) 
* GRIDNO Grid Number ,(not used) 
ISW Sprin/Winter wheat indicator 
The following quantities are obtained from the Substrata Historical 
file: 
COUNZ 	 Country ID 
IREGZ 	 Region ID 
IZONEZ 	 Zone ID 
ISTRAZ 	 Strata ID 
ISUB2 	 Substrata ID. 
NSEG 	 Number of sample segments in this substratum 





GRPNO Group number (not used) 
HISTPW Historical PW (not used) 
AREA Substrata land area (not used) 
PWK True proportion of wheat 
NAGR Number of agricultural segments in the substrata 
(not used-)-
NA Number of allocated segments in the substrata (not 
used) 
DELTPW 6PW = bias. of true proportion of wheat (not used) 
DELTPM 6PM = ratio of true mixed pixels 
CVl Coefficient of variation for year-to-year change in 
PW (not used) 
CV2 Coefficient of variation for within county variation 
of PW 
CV3 Coefficient of variation for within county variation of 
proportion of mixed pixels 
CV4 Coefficient of variation of multi-year historical 
wheat area (not used) 
The following input quantities are obtained from labeled COMMON: 
Common 
Quantity Block Source 
PRINTF CNTRL SETPRF 
SEED(l) CNTRL ERRMC 
ENDFIL CONST Block Data 
IMXSEG CONST Block Data 
ITSFLG CONST INPCHK 
SEGID FILES INPCHK 
LSEGID FILES INPCHK 
SUBHST FILES Biock Data 
LS UBH FILES Block Data 
SEGTRTU FILES Block Data 
LSEGTR FILES Block Data 
ICASE LEMCM INPUT 
CUNTRY LEMCM INPUT 
NTRIAL LEMCM- INPUT 





Quantit Block Source 
IPRINT LEMCM INPUT 
STARTR LEMCM INPUT 
STARTZ LEMCM INPUT 
ENDR LEMCM INPUT 
ENDZ LEMCM INPUT 
ISTG LEMCM INPUT 
ICASEl LEMCM INPUT 
ICASEZ LEMCM INPUT 
ICASE3 LEMCM INPUT 
NLINE PAGEOM PAGER 
MXLINE Block Data 
ITER STATS LEM 
Output: 
The following quantities are written onto the Segment Truth file: 
Variable 
ICASE 
ITSFLG Training Segment flag 
CUNTRY Country ID 
IREG Region iD 
IZONE Zone ID 
ISTRAT Strata ID 
ISUBS Substrata ID 
ISEG Segment ID 
ITRAIN Trbining Segment Indicator 
ITSPRIL Training Segment Priority List 
ISW Spring/Winter indicator 
PWKI P-Vrki = True proportion wheat for this 
segment 
PMKI Plvlki = True proportion mixed pixels 
for this segment 
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In addition, the following quantities are printed on the Segment Truth 
report: 
P WK Substrata true PW 
P WtKI 
PMKI 
AVEPW Average PW for current substrata 
ERRPW Error in segment PW (segment True PW - Substrata 
True PW) 
The following output quantities are stored in COMMON: 
Variable 
Common 









There are no arguments in the calling sequence. All input/output 
quantities are transmitted through COMMON storage. 
Subroutines Used: 
BETAD Beta Distribution routine 
CALL BETAD (SEED, AVE, SIGMA, Rh, IOPT, IERROR) 
ERRMES CALL ERRMES (PROG, SUBR, ICODE, LEVEL) 
EJECT Page Eject routine 
PAGER Automatic Paging routine 
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Processing: 
A detail flow chart for the Segment Truth Generator is given on the 
following pages. 
The true PW and true PM for each segment are computed as follows: 
a) If ISTG = 3 (zero error case) 
PWKI = PIVK
 
PMKI = PWK '- DELTPM
 
(i. e., segment truth values = substrata truth values) 
b) If ISTG = 0 or 1 
PWKI is computed by the BETAD subroutine with 
mean PW-K/100.0 
SIGMA = PWK-CVZ/100.0 
PMKI is computed by the BETAD subroutine with 
mean = (PWKI * DELTPM)/100.0 
SIGMA = mean * CV3 
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SUBROUTINE 	 CAMSIN 
Purpose: 
This subroutine reads in the CAMS control cards, echos the data 
on the printer, and stores it in the COMMON block /CAMSCM/. The 
'data consists of 13 cards, one CAMS control card, eight multi.-ternporal 
samplinL matrix cards, and four crop calendar coefficient cards. CAMSIN 
checks for errors in the data and, if found, prints appropriate messages 
and aborts. 
Input: 
The main inputs are the 13 input data cards. See the CAMS Problem 
Description, Figures 1-4, for the format and contents. 
Also needed are the COMMON block quantities: 
/FILES/ INP input device number 
OUTP output device number 
IPAGECM/ used by PAGER and EJECT subroutines 
ILEMCM/ TITLE used by PAGER and EJECT subroutines 
Output: 
The main output is the COMMON block /CAMSCM/. 
/CAMSCM/ 	 IMODEL 
IMULTI 
ISIGEX CAMS control card inputs; see 




IGROUP(3, 2, 15) 	 multi-temporal sampling matrix data; 
see Figure 2, CAMS Problem Description 
- dimension 	1 = type (wheat, mixed, other) 
Z = season (winter, spring) 
3 = for IGROUP, which M 




MS(3, 2, 3) 	 for MS, values of M (M(Z) and M(3) 
from input, M(1) E 1) 
if model 1, ignore model 2 data 
if model Z, ignore model 1 data 'and 
store in type = wheat (type = mixed, 
other values 	set to 0) 
G(3, 2, 2) crop calendar coefficients data; see 
H(3, 2, Z) Figure 3, CAMS Problem Description 
- dimension 	1 = type 
Z = season 
3 = for G, which G 
(GI or G2) 
for H, which H 
(HI or HZ) 
if model 1, ignore model 2 data 
if model Z, ignore model 1 data and 
store in type = wheat only (mixed and 
other set to 	0)
 
Also output to the printer is an echo of the input data, with the same 
quantities as are on the input data cards. Blank default columnns will con­
tain 0.0 values.
 
Also, possible output are the input error messages. See CAMS 




CALL EJECT(IND) to help printing echo of data - supplied utility 
CALL PAGER(IND) routines 
ABS(X) absolute value 
Local Variables: 
ICHK(4, 2, 15) holds IGROUP array for error checking 
dimension I = type, 	 model 1 wheat = 1 
model 1 mixed = 2 
model 1 other = 3 
model 2 = 4 
dimension 3 	 = which M to use, 1-4 1 
5-15 = input data 
CHIKM(4, 2, 3) holds MS array for checking, M(1) E I 
ISEQ(4, 2) holds sequence numbers for matrix 
CHKG(4, 2, 2) holds G and H arrays for error checking 
CHKH(4, 2, Z) 29 
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SUBROUTINE CAMSIN BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
CARD "REA CONT OL--' -OR;_ A ,RE 
REA (IP) EQ O.?BAD CA S ID 









ITIGE YE TASNTBTWE AD9X 

YES CALL ERRMES­


















DO F3,, 3 ZARD3
 
CAMS [0kEL I P:RA 





CDO FOR A -. Vk -'UES, DEPENDING ON '40')Ez 1 OR ; 
r -
Jo CALL ERRMES -
S (ICKK"" :
ICHKJ BAD MULTI-TEMPORAL MATRIX








OCALL MULTI-TEMPORAL MATRIX 
VALUE M(X) - XXXX 




MOVE TO MSI 
MS = CHKM 
I . 
3 



















< BAD ID YES CALL -ERRMES-

BAD CAMS ID



















- - - - -
- - - - -
---
.I 





DO FOR ALL VALUES, DEPENDING ON MODEL 1 OR 2
 
9 NO CALL ERRMES -
BS(G1) ,CROP CALENDAR 










I4 MOVE TO MS 
G(I, J, 1) = CHKG (1,L, 1)
 
=
' G(l, J, 2) CHKG (I, L, 2) 
=




Purpose: To compute a random number based on the Beta distribution 
or normal distribution, given a random number seed. 
Input: No input from COMMON or files. 
Output: No output to COMMON or files. 
Linkage: CALL BETAD (SEED, XBAR, SIGMA, XI, IOFT, IR) 
Input: SEED A double precision random number seed used to 
get a uniform random number P, 0 <P <I 
XBAR Mean value X, 0 <X1 
SIGMA Standard deviation u, 0 U 
IOPT = 0 use Beta distribution 
0 use normal distribution 
Output: XI Random number based on Beta or normal distribution 
X. 
feR Error flag 
= 0 no errors 
= I XBAlnot inrange, 0 1 sowas reset 
within subroutine 
= 2 SIGMA not in range, 0 S5( X 1- so 
X+ C 
was reset within subroutine,E = 10 
­4 
= 3 Fatal error, XI could not be found within con­
straints of subroutine; e. g. , within 35 iterations 
via the inverse incomplete beta function method 
SEED To be used fox next call to BETAD (a double precision 
number) 
Subroutines used: 
CALL RDMlA (SEED, P) 	 to get uniform random number P 
SEED = double precision 
CALL IBETAI (X, A, B, 	 P, IER) to get incomplete beta function 
Note: IBETAI is algorithm AS 63 AppI. Statist. (1973),, Vol. 22, No. 3 
SQRT (X) squareroot 
'ALOG (X) exponential 
EXP (X) natural logarithm 
ALOG(X) natural logarithm 
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Local variables: 
A First Beta parameter 
B Second Beta parameter 
BP Recalculated second Beta parameter 
CHK Normal distribution parameter 
DIFF Accuracy check 
DIFFI Check if XI close to 0 
EP 10-4, -accuracy of answer 
FLAG INTEGER Flag to signal XBAR > . 5 
H Beta approx, parameter 
I Loop counter 
K REAL Z. , method threshold constant 
P Output from RDMIA, f(X) for Beta function 
PHI Limit for iteration of P 
PLO Limit for iteration of P 
PO Output from IBETAi 
R 88., Gamma constraint 
RN Normal distribution parameter 
SIG Stores SIGMA, or SIGMAL, for use in routine 
SG 10 ­ 1 0 check on successive answers in loop 
SIGMAL Upper limit on SIGMA 
SIGSQ SIG * SIG, intermediate calculation 
SlGT Method threshold sigma-
T Normal distribution parameter 
W Beta approx. parameter 
XAVG XBAR, or 1 - XBAR if XBAR > .5 
XHI Limit for iteration of X 
XLO Limit for iteration 6f X 
XSQ XBAR - XBAR, intermediate calculation 
Y Beta approx. parameter 
YP Beta approx. parameter 




Equation set I - normal distribution parameters:
 












Equation set 2 - SIGMA upper limnit: 
1 - XBAR 
SIGMAL = XBAR XBAR EP EP =10 
- 4 
Equation set 3 - Beta function parameters: 





1- XBAR AB = XBAR 
Equation set 4 - method threshold: 
1 XBAR K=2SIG= BRV XBAR + K 
Equationset 5 - Beta approximation parameters: 
YP = -RN
 




W = YP (H + Y) 1/2 1 1 2 H Z - - - 1 6 " 3 
*Vage 27-
Equation set 6 - XI for Beta approximation: 
XI = A ABS (ALOG(B) + 2 -W) E 87 
Equation set 7 - recompute A and B, Beta parameters: 
IB B+ B "(R "- ) 
I BP 
A 1 =-f A 
Equation set 8 ­









Choose uniform Outputs: I ER
 




- 4(SEED, P) Constants: EP = 10 0SG 10-1
 
Compute T, CHK, RN -]K 2
 




Eqn. set I 
_ dis~trib. ?> YES-. XI ="RI TU 
XI= 1 XBA R> 1 
NO XI=0 XBAR<O 







XBAR = i -XBAR,
 
Compute upper limit on 
SIGMA - SIGMAL
10 - 4Eqn. set Z, E = 
BETAD Subroutine Flowchart (Sheet I of 3) 
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G M Recompute A and B 
Limit . NO so thatA+B < 88. 
GeAt0 Eqn. set 7 
gees rst guess XI = XBAR, 
mi (XLO (0, PLO 0, NOPHICo t e newHIi m, 
>[I= I+ I 
loop 
i p XI 0 
NOV!,
CalIIBE TAI (XI, A, B, PO, IER) 
Get PO = result of guess XE 
Compute new ineo S guess XI bl<.ad call> 
Com'uteNewOmisN 
X~LO4o XI cls P oOP -> 
MIN (AB (IO),AB E 
HXHO = oXI. P <t PO RTN 




SGML, SIGMA = SIGMAL 
Compute Beta function 
parameters - A, B 
Eqn. 'set 3 
-V1 
SCmpute method threshold 
Eqn. set 4, K = 2.0 
SIGMA SIGT . NO iterative 
which method to/">method 
S approximation method 
Compute Beta approxima­
tion parameters - YP, H, B(LGB E 
Y, W+
 
Eqn. set 5 
/4 
Compute XI LI"NO " 
TEqn. set 6 
BhTAD Subroutine Flowchart (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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SU BROU TINE CAMS 
Purpose:
 
This is the driver for the CAMS module. It calls the appropriate 
subroutines to calculate intermediate error quantities and then combines 
them for the estimated proportion of wheat for each acquisition date for 
each segment. Depending on error bypass flags, certain error calcula­
tions may be bypassed. Model Z is treated as a subset case of the more 
complex model 1, where the error factors for mixed and other fields are 
not computed. To do this, data from the input files and cards must be 
read in and stored depending on which model is used. Figure 6 of the 









IGROUP (3, Z, 15) 
MS (3, Z,3) 
G (3, 2, 2) 







































CAMS output file (CAMSF) - see file descriptions.
 
CAMS printed report - see CAMS Problem Description, Figure 7.
 
CAMS error messages - see CAMS Probleni Description, Section 5.3.
 
Linkage: 
CALL CAMS - called from LEM program. 
Subroutines Used: 
CALL INPT (ISEG, IACQU, ICAMER, -ICROP, ISIGEX, IMODEL, 
IPASS, IDONE, TEND) to read in input file records. 
CALL INIT (ISEG, IACQ, ICAMER, ICROPW, ISIGEX, HEAD) to 
initialize input files, ready to read. 
CALL CLASS (SEED(Z), TYPE, WINDOW, M, BCC, SIGCC, XI) 
to compute classification error. 
CALL MULTI (TYPE, SEASON, IWIN, M) to compute multi-temporal 
error. 
CALL CROP (SEED(4), TYPE, SEASON, WINDOW, IFIRST, BCC, 
SIGCC, ITSEG) to compute crop calendar error. 
CALL CORREL (ITMAX, ACQUIS, WINDOW, IUSE) to correlate
training segment with ordinary segment. 
CALL SIGEXT (SEED(3), TYPE, WINDOW, IUSE, ISIGEX, XI) to 
compute signature extension error. 
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CALL TSAVE (0, -1, IBAD) to close RA file TACQz 
CALL REPORT (IPASS, IFIRST, IREP) to write report. 
CALL EJECT (IND) to start report. 
Local Variable Description: 
WUE integer, =1, wheat component
 
MIX integer, =Z, mixed component
 
OTH integer, =3, other component
 
ERR 10-6 to keep from dividing by zero
 
I-FIRST 	 flag for report, =1 if first acquisition for segment 
>i otherwise 
SEASON integer, which type wheat, 1 = winter, 2 = spring 
WINDOW integer, which window acquisition in, 1-4 
TYPE integer, which component (I =-wheat, 2 = mixed, 
3 = other) 
MODEL integer, how many iterations to do (I = model 2, 
3 = model 1) 
HEAD(4,4) holds window titles from INiTI subroutine 
XI(3) holds total err6r from CLASS or SIGEXT 
M(3) holds multi-temporal error from MULTI 
BCC(3) holds crop calendar bias from CROP 
SIGCC(3) holds crop calendar sigma from CROP 
P(3) holds proportions, wheat, mixed, other 
IWINDO (4) flags for MULTI, = 0 no acquisition in window 
= 1 at least 	1 acquisition in window 
ICROPW flag for INITI and INPT, CROPW file bypass
 
ISIG flag for INITI and INPT, SIGEXT file bypass
 
ISEG flag for INPT, SEGTRU file bypass
 
IAC9NO what acquisition no. on, 1-Z5
 
IDONE output of INPT
 
1END output of INPT
 
IUSE output of CORREL
 
I, J. indexes for DO loops
 
IFILL filler for trailer record, output file
 
ITOT no. of words of filler IFILL
 




ZZZZ 	 contains ZZZ-Z for trailer record 
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SUBROUTINE CAMS BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
INITIALIZE FILE FLAGS 
E INITIALIZE FILES 
CALL INITI (ISEG, IACQ, 







SGET NEXT RECORD, 
CALL INP (0, 1, 1, 0, 
1, 0, O,IDONE, IEND) 
NOMOE YES- CLEAN UP FILE 





CAMS (CONT'D) Z8234-60zg-R-o0 
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PASS 1 -TRAINING SEGMENTS 
I GET NEXT RECORD TRAINING SEGMENT
 














SGET NEXT ACQUIS. 5FA
 











4ENTRY FOR SPECIAL CASE -

ORDINARY SEGMENT TREATED AS TRAINING 
=XI (TYPE) PW (TYPE, WINDOW) 
TYPE = 1, 3
 
YES BYPASS CLASSIF. 
ERROR 
NO 










DO TYPE = 1,MODEL4? CALL MULTI (TYPE SEASON,?IWINDO, M (TYP)
 
YPAS VA CROPCAL.sET :S- ERROR 
~COMPUTE CROP CAL. ERROR
 
1, MODEL
BYPAS NO DO TYPE =
CRP 











DO TYPE ­CLASS(SEED (2), TYPEWINDOW, M(TYPE
PC LL
N RY  

" RD Y~ BCC(TYPE)" SIGCC(TYPE), XI(TYPE)) EI
 















PASS 2 - ORDINARY SEGMENTS 
EX
 
SORT SCRATCH FILE INDEX
 
CALL TSAVE (0,3, IRAD)
 
RE!NITIALIZE FILES CCALL INIT! (ISEG, IACQ, ICROPW, 
iIG, HEAD, ITSFG) 
GET NEXT ORDINARY SEGMENT
 
CALL INPT (ISEG, IACQ, IACQ, 1,







WINDOW = 0 
WINDOW = WINDOW + 1 
SEGMNT7YESOUTPUT fIL 
WINOW 4WRITE (CAMP 
NO 
YES NO ACQUIS. 
NO 
SET IWINDO 
ZERO ERROR VAL ORIGINAL PAGt 1S SOF PooR QUAsI. 
CORRELATE WITH TRAINING SEGMENT 









NOCORREL. YSTREAT AS NO
 
IUS> 6 	 TRAINING 
GET CROPW RECORD. CALL INPT
 




YE SINAN 	 CALL SGEXT (SEED(3),1
 





REPOR YES 	 PRINT-REPORT
 








This subroutine outputs the printed report for CAMS. On option, 
the breakdown 	of error values can be omitted. REP.RT is organized 
into two passes -- training segments are listed first, then ordinary 
segments. The special case, no acquisition file, is handled separately. 
For model 2, with fewer values, zeros appear in the irrelevant fields. 
For the special case of an ordinary segment acquisition with no training 







































































Printed report only. See CAMS Problem Description, Figure 7. 
Linkage: 
CALL REPORT (IPASS, IFIRST, IREP) 
Inputs: IPASS =0 special case - no acquisition file 
=1 training segment pass 
=2 ordinary segment pass 
IFIRST =1 first acquisition for segment 
>I not first acquisition for segment 
IREP report flag from CAMS control card 
=1 no error breakdown, just estimates 
=0 print error breakdown report too 
Subroutines Used: 
CALL PAGER (IND) to print headings. 
CALL FZULU (DATE, LOUT) to get calendar date from Zulu date. 
Local Variable Description: 
IOUT(3) holds calendiar date from FZULU subroutine 
SUBROUTINE REPORT BLOCK DIAGRAM28 3 




























N WRITE ESTIMI. DATA ONLY
 
WRITE TOTAL DATAYSTTLRPR?
L WRITE (ORTP) IRP=IWRITE (ORTP) 
°--_IFST= Is.
 









SU BROU TINE 	INITI 
Purpose: 
This subroutine initializes the input anid output files, plus the 
intermediate direct access file, for CAMS. It finds the first record 
to process on the key file SEGTRU, passes over the headers of the 
other input files, opens the direct access file, and outputs the header 
on the output CAMSF file. Depending on which error conditions are 
bypassed, some steps may be bypassed. 
Input:
 






ICLASS for output file header 
ISEXT 
ICAMS 









LCAMSF length of output record 
/CAMSCM/ 	 IMODEL model no. (I or 2) 
IMULTI for output file header 
See also linkage. 
Output: 
/INDX/ 	 INDEX index for RA scratch file TACQ 













 flags for input 	files - 0 read fileICROPW >0 skip reading fileICROPW
 
ISGEX 
Outputs: HEAD(4, 4) 	 headings for the four crop windows from 




****W INDOW 4**** 
ITSFG flag if all training segments 
=0 all training 
0 training and ordinary 
Subroutines Used: 
CALL ERRMES (4HCAMS. 4HINIT, 1, 1) to report error message. 
CALL TSAVE 	 (0, 0, IBAD) to open scratch file TACQ. 
Local Variable Description: 
NAME(Z) name of output file
 
ICAS(5) case nos. of input files
 
IFILL filler, = 0
 
/ARGLST/ NARG 	 no. of arguments in error routine list 






ISKP 	 to skip over words i. 




SUBROUTINE INITI BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
- NO 
READ HEADER, SAVE CASE NO.
 
READ (SEGTRU) 
FIND FIRST RECORD TO PROCESS
 






EOF7 YES CALL ERRMES-

CONN = ZZZS BEGINNING REGION 

































R IPOPCAMER READ HEADER OF CAMERR, 
ICAMRO >Ys N0 SAVE CASE NO.
 
SKI CROPW. No READ CROPW HEADER, 
SKIP SIGEXT" NO READ SlGEXT HEADER,
 
ISGX SAVE CASE NO.
 
- YES 









SUBROU TINE MULTI 
Purpose:
 
This subroutine returns the multi-temporal sampling error factor 
from the card input matrix, depending on the kind of wheat (winter, spring), 
the type (wheat, mixed, other), and which windows have had acquisitions. 
Model 2 is treated as though kind of wheat is wheat only. A value for the 
error report is saved. 
Input: 
/CAMSCM/ IGROUP(3, 2, 15) from card input 
MS(3, 2, 3) 
See also linkage. 
Output: 
/ERROR/ MULT(3) for error report 
See also linkage. 
Linkage:
 
CALL MULTI (TYPE, SEASON, IWIN, M) 
Inputs:
 
TYPE integer, which component of mixed crops (I = wheat, 
2 = mixed, 3 = other; for model Z, 1 = wheat only used) 
SEASON integer, which kind of wheat (1 = winter, 2 = spring) 
IWIN(4) integer flag for each window, if had acquisition = 1, 
if not= 0 
Outputs: 





Local Variable Description: 
IFIND calculates which grouping to use, given which x'indows 
'have acquisitions. It works as though INDEX(IFIND) 
really were INDEX (IWIN(1) + 1, IWIN(Z) + 1, IWIN(3) + 1, 
IWIN(4) + 1), a 4-dimensional array, where, for example: 
INDEX(2, 1, 1, 1) gives which group to tuse if only'acqui-'' 
sitions for first window; INDEX(I, 2, L,,-l) ;group if only 
acquisitions for second window. 
INDEX(16) 
ISTATE 
index to which group to use 
which group to use, equation B4-6b 
1WHATM which M to use, equation B4-6c 
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This subroutine calculates the signature extension error. It uses 
the bias and sigma from the SIGEXT input file to gener'te a random 
number from a, beta distribution. Quantities for the error, report are 
also computed and saved if needed. 
Input: 
/CAIviERR/ 	 PW(3, 4) probabilities 




/SIGEXT/ 	 ZB(3, Z) bias and sigma for signature extension 
ZSIG(3, Z, 6) errjor 
/CNTRL/ 	 PRINTF print flag, integer 




See also, linkage. 
Output: 










See also linkage. 
Linkage: 
CALL SIGEXT (SEED(3), TYPE, WINDOW, IUSE, XI) 
Inputs: 
SEED(3) double precision random no. from beta distribution 
for signature extension error 
TYPE integer, which component of mixed crops (I = wheat, 
? = mixed, 3 = other; model 2 uses 1 = wheat only) 
WINDOW integer, which'kind of wheat (I = winter, 2 = spring) 




total error factorXI 
SEED(3) double precision random no. seed after use 
Subroutines Used: 
CALL BETAD (,SEED(3), XBAR, SIGMA, XI, 0, IER), to get random 
no. from beta distribution 
Local Variation Description: 
SIGMA sigma and average X for signature extension error, 
XBAR equations C. 2b, 2c 












COMPUTE SIGMA, XBAR I 
FOR SIGNATURE EXTENSION,
 
ERROR EQN'S 2b, 2c 




















SUBROU TINE 	CROP 
Purpose:
 
This subroutine calculates the crop, calendar error. It gets a 
raidom number from a normal distribution, the differ ence between 
the window start for the zone (from the CROPW file) and the actual 
window start for. the segment. It then computes a bias and sigma, 
including this random number and quadratic function coefficients in­
putted from control cards. It also computes and saves values for the 
error report. 
Input: 
/CAMSCM/ 	 G(3, 2, 2) quadratic function coefficients 
H(3, 2, 2) 
/CROPW 	 START(Z, 4) true start and end times for
 
END(Z, 4) windows on zone level plus

SD(Z) standard deviation and bias
 







/ERROR/ CROPF error factors for error report 
CROPD 
Also output parameters. 
Linkage: -
CALL CROP (SEED(4), TYPE, SEASON, WINDOW, IFIRST, BCC, 
SIGCC, ITSEG) 
Inputs: 
SEED(4) random no. seed for random number from normal 
distribution (double precision)
TYPE which component of mixed crops, integer (I = wheat, 
2 = mixed, 3 = other; wheat only for model 2)
SEASON which kind of wheat (winter, spring), integer
WINDOW which window acquisition date in (1, 2, 3, or 4), integer
IFIRST flag for first acquisition window, 
=1 for first 




ITSEG At saved, since only calculated for first acquisition 
in each window (equation 5d)
BCC bias of crop calendar error 
SIGCC sigma of crop calendar error 
SEED(4) random number seed after used to calculate DELTA, 
*double precision (used only-for first acquisition in 
-each window) 
Subroutines Used: 
CALL BETAD (SEED(4), 0, 0, RN, 1, IER) for returns RN, a 
random number from a normal 'istribution, from 
SEED(4). 
Local Variable Description: 
RN random no, from normal distribution 
BGNSEG 
ENDSEG see equations B3, 5b-Sd, CAMS Problem Description 
TSTART I 
IER from call to BETAD; always returns 0 
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SUBROUTINE:CROP BLOCK DIAGRAM 
CROP 





1FIRST > 1 
~NO 






EQN'S 4c, 4d, 4e 
COMPUTE CROP CALENDAR BIAS AND 
SIGMA, BCC and 
SIGCC 
EQNtS.-4a, 4b 
COMPUTE AND SAVE 
CROPF, CROPD 
FOR 
E ROR REPORT 
EQN'S. 5f, 5g 
RETUR 





This sub.routine handles the I/O for the scratch DA file TACQ. 
Input:
 










ITWIN(4, Z5) 1 record for file TACQ - see 
ITTOT COMMON or file descriptions 
TMM(3, 4, 25) ISEGT = ID number = key to file 
TBB(3, 4, Z5) 











/INDX/ 	 INDEX (2000) index to TACQ (needed for CDC version) 
IPOINT (2001) index to IPNTZ (contains- segment ID's) 
IPNT2 (2001) index to INDEX (after sort, is not 
necessarily the same as INDEX) 
IPEND pointer to last word of IPOINT, IPNTZ 
IPIN pointer to last record read in (so no 
reread)
 




/TRAINS/ 	 same as INPUT description - depends on whether TACQ 
is being written to or read from 
/INDX/ 	 same as INPUT description 
/ARGLST/NFATAL TSAVE has fatal error if too many records 




CALL TSAVE (ISEG, IOPT, IBAD) 
InpJuts: 	 ISEG segment ID no. of segment being written or read 
IOPT 	 = 0 open file 
= I read file 
= 2 write file 
=-I close file 
= 3 sort index, after all writes 
MBAD = 0 segment found and read 
= 1 segment not found to read (may happen when 
start and end zones specified) 
Subroutines Used: 
CALL RANACF 	(IFILE, IREC, BUF, N, IX, L, IOPT) to use CDC 
RA routines. 
CALL ERRMES 	(4HCAMS, 5HTSAVE, 4, 1) to print error message. 
CALL SORTAG 	(IPOINT, 1, IPEND, IPNTZ) to sort files IPOINT, 
IPNTZ as IPOINT. 
Local Variable Description: 
IH for binary search - the high limit 
IL for binary search - the low limit 
ILOOK for binary search - the current guess 
L the total nO. of records allowed in file TACQ 




SUBROUTINE TSAVE BLOCK DIAGRAM 
FILE ~ ~ CALL RANACE ETR 









END OF CALL SORTAG ,I' RETURN } 
tNO 
IFROM 
R AD FIND INDEX TO 







SUBROUTINE 	 CLASS 
Purpose:
 
This subroutine adds the input classification error to the crop 
calendar error using the bias and sigma from the CAiv ERR file. It 
then computes the total classification error, getting a random number 
from a beta distribution. It also computes and saves values for the 
error report, 	 if needed. 
Input: 
/CAMERR/ 	 PW(3, 4) from CAMERR input file: bias and 
BERR(3, 4) sigma for input classification error 
SIGERR(3, 4) 
/CNTRL/ 	 PRINTF print flag 
/CAMSCM/ 	 IREP print flag for error report 




CLRAND(TYPE) for error report: equations 
ERTOT(TYPE) B. id-lg, Zd-Zf from CAMS 
ERBIAS(TYPE) Problem Description 
ERRAND(TYPE) 
/TRAINS/ TV(TYPE) 
See also linkage. 
Linkage: 
CALL CLASS (SEED(Z), TYPE, WINDOW, M, BCC, SIGCC, XI) 
Inputs: 
SEED(Z) double precision random no. seed used to generate 
classification error random no. from beta distribution 
TYPE integer, which component of mixed crops (I = wheat, 
2 = mixed, 3 = other; for model Z, 1 = wheat only used) 
WINDOW integer, which-window current acquisition in (1, 2, 3 or 4) 
M output from MULTI subroutine, multi-temporal error 





XI total error factor 
SEED(Z) double precision random no. seed after use 
If error in BETA routine, prints message: 
BETA DISTRIBUTION ERROR - FLAG = X 
Subroutines Used: 
CALL BETAD (SEED(Z), XBAR, SIGMA, XI, 0, IER) to get random 
number from beta distribution. 
SQRT(X) square root function 
CALL ERRMES (4HCAMS, 5HCLASS, 4, 0) to report error in BETA 
routine. 
Local Variable Description: 
S % bias and sigma of input classification plus crop calendar 





Page 312SUBROUTINE CLASS BLOCK DIAGRAM 

ADD INPUT CLASSIF. 
TO CROP CALENDARERROR,' B AND SIG: 
EQN's. 3a, 3b 
ALL EQUATIONS FROM 
CAMS PROBLEM 
DESCRIPTION, SECTION 3.3, B-
COMPUTE XBAR, SIGMA 
EQN'S 2b, 2c 

























This subroutine sets up the next records to process on the five 
input files. It keys on the SEGTRU file. The data is set up differently 
depending on the model being used for some files. Some range checks 
are done. The reading of each file can be bypassed to handle error 
condition bypassing and the data requirements of each pass (training 
segments, ordinary segments, special cases - no acquisition file or 
no training segment ID match). As a side effect of the ordinary seg­
ment read pass, training segments are outputted to the output file 
CAMSF. At the return of INPT to CAMS, all necessary data is present 









LCAMSF length of output record 
INDX/ INDEX index for RA scratch file TACQ 
/LEMCM/ ENDZ 
ENDR 
zone and region to end processing at, integers 
/CAMSCM/ IWIND which window to use for recalculation of 
PT(M) if needed 
IMODEL which model (I or 2) 
See also linkage. 
Output: 
Records for each input file are outputted, unless bypassed, in 
COMMON-blocks. See Section 2.4 of the Users Manual for the file 













PT(Z) PT(Z) will be recalculated if file input 
out of range 
If PT(2) * PW(Z,IWIND) <(PT(2) + PT(1) - 100) 
te 100 - PT(1) 
then PT(2) =100 - PW(Z,IWIND) 
If PT(Z) * PW(Z,IWIND) > PT(1) then 
=Z PT(1)PT(Z) PW(2, IWIND) 
/CAMERR/ 	 COUNZ holds 1 record from CAMERR file 
IREGZ if model 1, last Z words of file ignored 
.IZONEZ (B-w, uPW)
ISTRA2 if model 2, middle 6 words ignored from 
ISUBST2 file (Bw, W/W, BW / /0, BW/M, 
PW(3, 4) aW/M) and BPW, Ipw stored in wheat 
BERR(3, 4) dimension of BERR, SIGERR; also PW 
SIGERR(3, 4) for wheat reset to PT (wheat)/100; PW 
for mixed reset to 0 
/ACQUIS/ 	 COUNI 
IREGI 
















END(z, 4) read in groups; see file description, 
SD(Z) Section Z. 4 of the Users Manual. 
ERR(Z, 5) J 
28234-6029-RU-00 
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/SIGEXT-/ COON5 holds I record from SIGEXT file 
IREG5 if model 1, ignore model Z data 
IZONE5 if model 2, store in wheat dimension and 
ZB(3, 2) ignore model 1 data 
ZSIG(3, 2, 6) ZB(I, 1) = ZB(I, 1) + 1 for all ZB's for 
dimension I 
/ARGLST/ NERRS error count passed back from ERRMLT 
NFATAL subroutine 
NPERRS 
/INDX/ INDEX index for RA scratch file TACQ 
/STATS/ NREC(2) 




See also linkage. 
Linkage: 




IACQU flags for input files 
ICAMER 0 read file 
ICROPW >0 skip reading file 
ISGEX 
IPASS which pass, 	 0 = special cases 
1 = training segment pass 
2 = ordinary segment pass 
Outputs:
 
IDONE flag 	 0 = normal return 
1 = end of file reached 
2 = error return 
1END flag 0 = end zone has not been reached 
1 = end zone has been reached 
Subroutines Used: 
CALL ERRMES (4HCAMS, 	 3KINP, 8, 1) to report error message. 
CALL TSAVE 	(ISEG, 1, IBAD) to write record from scratch RA 
file to output file. 
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Local Variable Description: 
W =1, wheat component 
M =Z, mixed component 
/ARGLST/NARG for error subroutine ERRIVES 
ITOTAL no. of filler words 
ISKIP used to skip over words 
1END flag to signal end zone has been reached, 
0 = not yet, 1 = has been reached 
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SUBROUTINE INPT BLOCK DIAGRAM
 
IN PT 










IDONE = 2 
CALL ERRMES-
REGION 
AND ZONE NOT FOUND 
TRANN 
P-ASS- RININGYESSEGENT YES2 
NO l NO 
ORINR YESDNR 
0 SEGMENT . | CALL TSAVE |WRITE (CAMSF) 
0L -28234-6029-RU-00 Pade 318 INPT (CONTVD)
 























2 IN MODEL 2 DATA ? O
?NO READREAD (CA ERR) , EOF
 





















IZONE5 = IZONE4 
YES 
FOR ALL ZB(I,1)]





READ IN MODEL IDATA 
READ (SIGEXT) 
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Subroutine GAS 
Purpose: 
CAS is the driver for the CAS simulator. It coxtrols the looping 
for the bio-windows. and prediction dates~calling CASPP to perform the 










































































Call CASPP to 
Process NextBio -W indow 
i INO orecin/ -
dates 
Prediction 
. ProGesNext _ 
• 
TV 
Call SUM REP to 
Print Country 
GSummaryReport 







Subroutine CASPP performs the first pass CAS computations • 
generating data sets 1-9. It also calls CAS2 to compute the estimated 
group 1,2 area variances and calls CAS3 to generate data sets 10-19. 
Input: 
Common 
Quantity Block File Source 
NFATAL ARGLST ERRMES 
IRREG CASFLG CASINL 
IPP CASFLG CASINT 
LDS 4 CASFLG Block Data 
LDS 7 CASFLG Block Data 
LDS 8 CASFLG Block Data 
LDS 9 CASFLG Block Data 
NSTART CNTRL LEM 
IMXSEG CONST Block Data 
ENDFIL CONST Block Data 
STRATA DSET4 YESOUT GETYS 
ZONE DSET7 YESOUT GETYS 
REGION DSET8 YESOU T GETYS 
TWAR DSET8 DS7 
HWAR1 DSET8 DS7 
EWARI DSET8 DS7 
DSET8 DSET8 DS7 
CASDSF FILES Block Data 
LCASDS FILES Block Data 
ISUBH2 FILES 1 Block Data 
LSUBHZ FILES1 Block Data 
LIXSSH IXSU BH Block Data 
LIXCDS IXCDSF Block Data 
ENDR LEMCM INPUT 
ENDZ LEMCM INPU T 





Block File Source 














































IRREG CASFLG RANACF 
NREGS CASFLG CASZ 










































Position Files, InitializeFlags and Counters, YESDetermine Substrata Classes - Output 
F ae File 
t 
FOR EACH SUBSTRATA 
• ~~IN f---THE STRATA 






iFile " -. 
FOR EACH SEGMENT\ 
_ IN THE SUBSTRATA 
Read Segment Data Read Segment Data I 
from CAMS File from CAMS File Genernte Data Set 3 
Aggregate Segment I Aggregate Segment
 
Data in Data Set I Data in Data Set 2
 
(Substrata Level) (Substrata Level)
 
Aggregate Substrata Aggregate'Substrata Aggregate Substrata 
Data (Data Set 1) up to Data (Data Set 2) up to Data (Data Set 3) up to 
AskStrata Level (Data Set 4) Strata Level (Data Set 5 Strata Level (Data Set 6) 












Data (Data Sets 4,5,6) 
up to Zone Level 
(Data Set 7) 
Afy
More Strata No 
i 
n 





CASPP Flow Diagram (Sheet 2 of Z) 
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Add DataSet 5 to 
Data Set 6 
Aggregate Zone 
Data (Data Set 7) 
up to Region 
Level (Data Set 8) 
Aggregate Regior 
Data (Data Set 8) 
up to Country 
Level (Data Set 9) 
CASZ to 
DetermineEsti­
mated Group 1, 2 
Variances 









Subroutine CASOUT processes the CAS Output d;.ta for the GAS 
Area and Production Summary Report and the CAS Country Summary 
Report. It converts data to output units, computes mean values, and 
on option prints a portion of the Area and Production Summary Report. 
Input: 
Common 
Q it Block Source 
ILEVEL Calling sequence " CAS2, DSIO 
parameter 
bUTP FILES Block Data 
AREACF CASCM CASIN 
YCF CASCM CASIN 
PRDCF CASCM CASIN 
APREP CASCM CASIN 


















Quantity Block Source 












IPP CASFLG LEM 
ENDREG CASFLG CASZ 
NLINE PAGECM PAGER 
MXLINE PAGECM PAGER 
NT STATS LEM 
NSTRAZ DSET7 CASZ 
Output: 































Z) Output to Common Blocks 
Common 
Quantity Block Used By 
SQAER CASCUM DS18 
SQPER CASCUM DS18 
TWA CASCUM DS18 
EWA CASCUM DS18 
AERR CASCUM DS18 
TPROD CASCUM DS18 
EPROD CASCUM DS18 
PRERR CASCUM DSl8 
CSUMR SUMDTA SUMREP 
.Note: The quantities SQAER, SQPER, ... PRERR are converted 
from the internal units (hectares and quintals) to the appro­
priate output units. In addition, the mean values of TWA, 
EWA, AERR, TPROD, EPROD, and PRERR are computed. 
Linkage: 
CA.LL CASOUT (ILEVEL) 
where 
ILEVEL =0 for country, 
=-I for region, 
=-2 for zone, 
t h 
=+n for n strata in zone 
Z8 2 3 4 -6029-RU.oo 
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Subroutines Used: 
APHDR - Prints Area and Production Summary Report headers 
PAGER - Automatic paging routine 
SQRT - Square root routine 
Proces sing: 
1. 	 Convert units from internal units to appropriate output units 
and compute mean values; e.g., 
HWA = HWA * AREACF/NT 
AVAR = AVAR * AREACF**Z/NT 
TPROD = TPROD 	* PRDCF/NT 
PRVAR = PRVAR 	* PRDCF**2/NT 
TY = TY * YCF/NT 
MI J= MIS/NT 
CT3 = CT3/NT
 
ANAV = ANAV * AREACF**Z/NT
 
ANPRV = ANPRV * PRDCF**Z/NT
 
SQAER = SQAER * AREACF**2
 
SQPER = SQPER * PRDCF**2
 
SQYER = SQYER * YCF**Z
 
2. 	 If ILEVEL = 0 (country level), compute average values of
 
confidence levels; e. g. ,
 
CLEWA * CLEWA/NT 
3. Compute coefficients of variance for Country Summary Report 


















(% True J 









IProd.CV 	ErrorlL( 	 True) J 
4. 	 If APREP 1 0, then one data line is printed for the Area and 
Production Summary Report. For the first strata of each 
zone, the data line may be preceded by several lines of 
identification information such as the input problem header, 
the bio-window number or prediction date, the current iteration 
number, and data levels. 
5. 	 Finally, if ILEVEL = 0 (country level), values are saved in the 







Subroutine CAS2 computes the area variances and analytic area 
variances for all strata which have acquired segrilents. CAS? also 
aggregates quantities at the zone, region, -and country levels which will 





Quantity Block File Source
 
IPRD CASCM CASIN 
PPFLG CASFLG CAS, CASINT 
IBW CASFLG GAS 
IPD CASFLG CAS 
IPP CASFLG CAS 
NREGS CASFLG CASPP 
ISUBHZ FILESI Block Data 
LSU(BH2 FILESI Block Data 
fMXCLSS FILESI Block Data
 



























Quantity Block File Source 




SSQ DSET7 ISUBHZ DS7 
DSET8 DSET8 ISU BHZ CASPP 
MIKZKB. DSET8 ISU BHZ CASPP 
NZONES DSET8 ISUBHZ CASPP 
DSET9 DSET9 ISU BH2 CASPP 
MlKZKC DSET9 ISU BHZ CASPP 
QU TP FILES Block Data 
CASDSF FILES Block Data 
LCASDS FILES Block Data 
LIXCDS IXCDSF Block Data 
LIXSSH IXSUBH Block Data 
SSHDTA SSHDTA ISU BHZ DS123 
GRPNO SSHDTA ISUBHZ DS1Z3 
-VMULTK SSHDTA ISUBHZ DS123 
ICLASS SSHDTA ISUBH2 CLASSN 
Output: 
Common 
Quantity Block File Used By 
NRSSH CASFLG RANACF 
IRSTR - 1 
IRZONE 
IRREG CASFLG RANACF 
DSET4 DSET4 CASDSF CAS3, DSIO 
VARS 





Quantity Block File Used By 
DSET7 DSET7 CA SDSF CAS3, DS10 
ANALVZ 
HWAZ3 
ESTVZ DSET7 CASDSF CAS3, DS1O 
DSET8 DSET8 CASDSF CAS3, DSIO 
ANALVR DSET8 CASDSF CAS3, DSIO 
ESTVR DSET8 CASDSF CAS3, DS1O 
DSET9 DSET9 CASDSF CAS3, DS10 
ANALVC DSET9 CASDSF CAS3, DS10 







I - Index in DO loops 
IIEG - Region index 
IZONE - Zone index 
ISTRAZ - Strata index 
NSUB - Number of substrata in the current stratum 
ISUB - Substrata index 
TAU 2S - Ts 
ICL - Substrata class index 
Processing: 









oNo IN COUNTRY" 
+V 
 RETURN 
Initialize region, zone, 
strata and substrata 
pointers 
Read next region data 
record (data set 8) 
afrom CASDSF file 
Read next zone data
 




Read next strata data 
icrecord (data sets 4,5,6] 
















































toanalytic area varianceo 
aire s rin i:f 
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Compute 
Write strata record B WAs for 
(data sets 4, 5, 6) back strata without 
onto GASDSF file segments 
Add 
V1s+VZS to ;(Vls+Vzs) 
and similarly for 
analytic variance 
Write zone record 
(data set 7) back onto 
CASDSF file 




ESTVZ to ESTVR 
ANALVZ toANALVE (V IS + VZ 
region 
< 





zWrite region record 
set 8) backat leastZsegment Y(data 
onto CASDSF file 
Add 
ESTVR to ESTVG 










Quantity Block File Source 
NFATAL ARGLST ERRMES 
DISTFF CASCM CASIN 
APREP CASCM CASIN 
IPRD CASCM CASIN 
CASCUM CASCUM CASCUM RWCASF 
ICASC CASCUM CASCUM RWCASF 
DSET15 CASCUM CASCUM RWCASF 
DSET16 CASCUM CASCUM RWCASF 
DSET17 CASCUM CASCUM RWCASF 
SQAERS CASCUM CASCUM RWCASF 
SQPERS CASCUM CASCUM RWCASF 
SQYERS CASCUM CASCUM RWCASF 
SQYERC CASCUM CASCUM RWCASF 
PPFLG CASFLG CAS 
IBW CASFLG CAS 
IPD CASFLG CAS 
IPP CASFLG CAS 
NREGS CASFLG CAS 
LDS Ii CASFLG GAS 
LDS 12 CASFLG CAS 
LDS 13 CASFLG CAS 
LDS 15 CASFLG CAS 
LDS 16 CASFLG CAS 




Quanti Block File Source 
PRINTF GNTRL SETPRF 
DSET7 DSET7 CASDSF GASP? 
ZONE DSET7 CASDSF CA;PP 
NSTRAZ DSET7 CASDSF GASPP 
DSET8 DSET8 CASDSF CASPP 
REGION DSET8 CASDSF CASPP 
DSET9 DSET9 CASDSF CASPP 
DSET11 DSETII DSI0 
TWAZ DSETl1 DS 10 
EWAZ DSETII DS10 
TPRODZ DSET11 DS10 
EPRODZ DSETll DS10 
OUTP FILES Block Data 
CASDSF FILES Block Data 
LGASDS FILES Block Data 
LIXCDS IXCDSF Block Data 
NTRIAL LEMCM LEMCF 
MXLINE PAGECM Block Data 
NT-ITER STATS LEM 
Output: 
Common 
Quantiy Block File Used B) 
CASCUM CASCUM CASGUM RWCASF 
DSET15 CASCUM GASGUM RWCASF 
DSET16 CASCUM GASCUM RWCASF 
DSET17 GASCUM CASCUM RWCASF 
IRSTR CASFLG DS 10 
IRZONE CASFLG RWCASF, RANACF 
IRREG CASFLG RWCASF, RANACF 
ENDREG CASFLG CASOUT 
DSETl1 DSETll CASDIS RWDISF 
AERRZ DSET11 CASDIS RWDISF 








































































Index in DO loops 
Region counter 
Zone counter (within a region) 
Processing: 
See Flow Diagram. 
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dAnycqiiin oRETU RN ) 
TO NEXT STRATA Generate Data 
/ (Strata Level) 
Aggregate Strata 
Data (Data Set 10) 
up to Zone Level 
(Data Set 11) 
Accumulate Strata 
Data in Data Set 14 
(CAS Cum File) 
Print Strata 










Data (Data Set 11) 
up to Region Level 
(Data Set 12) 
Accumulate Zone 
Data in Data Set 15 
(CAS Cum File) 
Enter Zone Data 
into Data Set 19 








CAS3 Flow iiagramn (Sheet 2 of 4) 
7Page 
Aggregate Region 
Data (Data Set 12) 
up to Country Level 
(Data Set 13) 
Accumulate Region 
Data in Data Set 16 
(CAS Cum File) 
Enter Region Data 
into Data Set 19 
(GAS Dist. File) 
Print 
CA3 Fo More 




Portion of Area 
and Production 
Summary Report 





Data in Data Set 17
 
(GAS Cum File) 
Enter Country Data 
into Data Set 19 





























Subroutine GETYS reads strata yield data from the YES output file 
(YES) and obtains.the proper value of estimated yield for the current 
bio-window or prediction date. 
Input: 
Common 
Quantity, Block File Source 
PPFLG CASFLG CAS 
IPD CASFLG CAS 
PPDATE CASFLG CAS 
NSTRAT CASFLG CASINL, DS456 
NRYES CASFLG CASINL 
NSTART CNTRL LEM 
ENDFIL CONST Block Data 
STRATA DSET4 YESOUT YES 
EVYRS DSET4 YESOUT YES 
ZONE DSET7. YESOUT YES 
REGION DSET8 YESOUT YES 
YS DSETIO YESOUT YES 
ESTYS DSETIO YESOUT YES 
YESOUT FILES Block Data 
IREG? SSHDTA SU BHST CASPP 
IZONEZ SSHDTA SU BHST CASPP 
-ISTRAZ SSHDTA SUBHST CASPP 
NT STATS LEM 
YSTR YESDTA YESOUT YES 
IZPRDD YESDTA YESOUT YES 
YSCI YESDTA YESOUT YES 
YSYCI YESDTA YESOUT YES 










STRATA DSET4 CASPP, DS4 S6
 
EVYRS DSET4 DS456 












I - Index in DO loop 
U. - 1-6
 
YCOUN - Country ID read from YESOUT file
 
Processing: 
1. 	 Advance NRYES by 1 and read one data record from YESOUT 
file. 
2. 	 Check for end-of-data indicator (country ID = 4H ZZZZ). If 
end-of-data read, call ERRMES to write error message and
abort run. 
3. 	 If first iteration of current run and if not first strata in country, 
compare region, zone and strata ID's from YESOUT and SUBHST 
files. If any pair does not agree, call ERRMES to write error 
message and abort run. 
4. If PPFLG = 0 (bio-window), then find last non-zero yield date 
from the YESOUT file for the current strata. Save the cor­
responding value of estimated yield in ESTYS and save the 
corresponding value of yield variance in EVYRS. Then return. 
28234-6029-RU- 00 
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5. 	 If PPFLG 0 (prediction date), then find the last non-zero 
yield date which is less than or equal to the given prediction 
date. Save the corresponding estimated yield in ESTYS and 
save the corresponding yield variance in EVYRS° If the 
given prediction date is less than all yield dates for this 








Subroutine, GROUP reads segment data from the CAMS output file 
(CAMSF), selects the estimated proportion, wheat for the proper bio­




Quantity Block File Source 
WPRIOR CASCM CASIN 
PPFLG CASFLG CAS 
IBW CASFLG CAS 
PPDATE CASFLG CAS 
NRCAMS CASFLG CASINL 
M1K DSETI DS123 
EPW'AK DSET I DSIZ3 
EPWZK DSET 1 DS 123 
SMPKPI DSETI DS123 
SUMPK2 DSETI DS123 
SUMPK DSETI DSIZ3 
CAMSF FILES Block Data 
iDSEGT SEGDTA CAMSF CAMS 
ISEG SEGDTA CAMSF CAMS 
TPWKI SEGDTA CAMSF CAMS 
ZACDAY SEGDTA CAMSF CAMS 
EPWKI SEGDTA CAMSF CAMS 
ERRPWI SEGD TA CAMSF CAMS 
IREGZ SSHDTA CASPP 
IZONEZ SSHDTA CASPP 
ISTRAZ SSHDTA CASPP 
ISUBS2 SSHDTA CASPP 
NSEG SSHDTA CASPP 






MIK 	 DSETI Values share same location; one or 













- CALL GROUP 
Local Variables: 
I - Index in DO loop 
N - Index in segment DO loop 












Get PW Ki for 
bio -window 
< highest priority 
"..windowacquirin'/ 
Aggregate 
segment in data 
set i (at sub­
strata level) 

















SubroutinetSUMREP prints the Country Summary Report, a two page 
printed report which specifies the mean values of the estimated wheat 
area, y eld, and production, coefficients of variance, and confidence levels 



































































































Z) Output to common 
Common 
Quantity Block -Used By 







I - Index in DO loop, e. g., bio-window number 
INDX = AUNITS + 1 
Processing: 
1. 	 Call EJECT to eject page and print page headers. 
2. 	 Print labels for Country Summary Report. 
3. 	 Print country ID and Monte Carlo iteration number. 
4. 	 Print output labels (including units labels for first page only). 



















Est. Std. Dev. 
Yield Pat Error 
Est. CV CV CV 
Prod. Anal. Prod Prod. Est. Prod. Error 
(Pet True) (Pet True) (Pet True) 
Second 	Page 
Bio-window CL Area CL Area CL Area CL Area 
or True/Error Est/Est True/Est True/WC 
prediction 
date 
CL Prod. CL Prod. CL Prod. CL Area 
True/Error Est/Est True/Est True/WC 
6. At 	tha bottom of the first page print 
Historical wheat area 
True wlheat area 
True yield 
True production 






Subroutine TSUB computes the quantity T, 
term of the PPS area variance equation. 





































MZJ = M2 j (integer) 
PIK Array of,,, 





SUMZ = Fi .:S= 1 
sz
 









CONi = I 
M zj 
2 
CON3 = 2 oj 
Mzj
 
CON3S = 2 (I 3. / f~il) 
CONS = (- .- ) ( L -i2) 
M . "/ 




CON5SZ = (m .1) 82 2 




ITPRO = SK 
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KPI = K.+1 
PIKPKP = xK 'k, 
7K "7 I, + 'K 'KT 2 TERM2 = 
PIKPP ffK", 
Processing: 
1. 	 Compute 
= " U XT [WA2K(K)-IKE() = M 2 W3P () = MZJS HWAS2 j. _ K 
for each group II substrata in the stratum. 
s2 s2 
Z. 	 Compute SUMZ = 77T) and SUM3 =D 7O =i 	 a=l 
3. 	 Compute coefficients CONI, CON2, CON3, CON3S, CON4S, 
CON4S3, CON5SZ 
4. 	 Compute for each pair of distinct group II substrata 




a) PIKPKP = PIK(K) * PIK(KP)
 
K 	 K'K K 
2
' b) 	 TERM2I = 'K 2 'TK, ' K 'K 
c) 	 PIKPP = IX, 
= CONI * PIKPKP + CONZ * TERMZ 
- CON3S * PIKPKP 
4"CON3 * "PIK(K) 33PIK(KP)+ PIK(K) - PIK(KP)3 
+ PIK(K) 2 * 	PIK(KP)Z] 
-	 CON4S ' TERMZ + CON5SZ * PIKPKP 




SZ-1 S2 (WA AIK 
T = L T' (7K 74 K" Kit( IT 7
 
K=1 K'= -K "K
 
where 
WA K and WA 'KI are the non-epoch wheat areas for 






This routine controls the computation of the class number for each 
substrata in SUBHST file as defined by STARTR-ENDZ user inputs. The 
SUBHST file is read a zone at a time for the first prediction point and a 
new temporary file ISUBH2 is generated containing all necessary SUBHST 
data. For subsequent prediction points the ISUBHZ file is read instead 
of SUBHST. For all prediction points a strata table is formed and then 
this routine controls the computation of the class number. It then 










































CLSTAB COMMON: ISUBI, NACQ 
ISTRAT, ISBSTR, NSCNT, IGROUP, IDATI, IDA'I2 
SSHDTA COMMON: 














IOPT = - Means all substrata in a zone are class 0 
IOPT = 2 - Means all substrata in a zone are class 1 
IOPT = 0 - Means that class numbers are to be assigned via ­
computation 
Subroutine RANACF is used to read/write file ISUBHZ as follows: 
CALL RANACF (ISUBHZ, 0, 0, 0, IXSUBH, LIXSSH, 0) 
- Open file 
CALL RANACF (ISUBH, ISUB, SSHDTA, LSUBH2, IXSU 3H, LIXSSH, n) 
n = 1 - Read file 
n = Z - Write file 
Local Variable Description: 
ISUB - Count on number of records written/read on ISUBHZ file 
IFIRST -- First time flag, = 0 - not first time 
0 - first time 
MAXSCT - Maximum substrata that can be handled in a zone, - 300 
IBUF(39) - Array for temporary location of STJBHST or ISUBHZ when 
in read mode
 





See 	flowchart for details. 
1. 	 If NACQ is <2, then calls to SEGTAB and DETCILS are not 
made and call ASSCLS(O) is made. Means not eniugh acquired 
segments. 
2. 	 If NACQ is < 2. *H, then same as above with a call ASSCLS(l). 
Means only one class = 1 can be assigned. Not enough X1s 
to split. 
3. 	 The CAMS file must be repositioned back to where it was upon 
entry to this routine. Subroutine GROUp controls the reading of 
CAMS. 
CLASSN Routine Flowchart 
ENTER 
I 5 


















array to 0 
Open ISU BH2 lA 
file 






aBrc. NO Set 
=NORD= 






IsP =I 5Ap 

[YES ISUBH2 into 
6A ~Read a record B FI 

















CLASSN Routine Flowchart (cont'd) 	 Z8234-6029 -RU-51 
Page 352e 
Call GROUP 
to get MiK 
Add I to ISUB 
and ISU B I 
200 
>ISUBI YES Add I to 




Store ISTRAZ in 
ISTRAT (ISUBI), 
message 
ISUBSZ in ISBSTR 
(ISUBi), MXK to 
NSCNT (ISUBI) 
GRPNO to IGROUP termination - N A 
~message 
J 	 NOStore AREAK in 
IDA Ti (ISUBI) and RETURN 0 
HSTPW in IDATZ 
(ISU B 1) 
If IPP = 1, write 
(ISUBI) record from 
SSHDTA on ISUBHZ 
file 
CLASSN Routine Flowchart (cont'd) 28234-6029-RU-51 
352f1Page 
80 




from summing 2C 




C <Zto get class 
NO 95 
Is Call 
NACQ ASSCLS( ZC 
" to get class ID 
Nno s. Y 
IYE 
Call SEGTAB 
to form segmen 
tables I Add I 




Call .ASSCLS(0) N 
to assign nos. Write record I 
in IDA TZ array zc from SSHDTA to 
105~ ISUBHZ file 
Compute IBEG - start 
ret no. to update Mv DT
Move IDATZISUBHZ file from 
(ISUB-ISUBI) (J) into class 
110 (IPP) 
Set I = IBEG, 5= 1, 
Read record I
-current record pos. 






















NO 	 Is, E 
[ Set IBUF(1) 
= ENDFIL 
Is 
> END 0 
IUFZ 	 YES 
IsY 





Given a set of data for one zone in a strata table set, this routine 
computes a normalized array of standard deviations, Xi, sorts them in 
ascending or 'er, computes the gaps between the sorted X's and ranks
 
















CALL SORTAG (IRANK, 1, IPT, IXPT) 
Local Variable Description: 
IPT.- Number of items in segment arrays 
= sumof all NSCNTVs in zone 
GAP(300) Table of gap values between sorted Xi for each substrata 
in a zone GAP 
IPT 
SUM - L T(I)1=1 
i0 2 0 ICON-

XMIN - Current minimum value in gap array
 
XINS - Saved minimum value from gap array
 
IRK - Current rank value (1-N)
 








Set I = count 
on no. ofCsubstrata 
IPT = 0I 
Clear all outputarrays, ICT= 1 
ID 
2 SN()=0Add I to I 
Set J =I countIon no. of acq. 
15u 















: I 30 
i4NO
 
I > ISUBI 
IPTT 
For I = I, IPT computeDATZ(I) = GAP(I)I-SQIRT 
(RANK(I) (-RANK(I))(T in IDA TZ) 
Compute 
SUM = L DATZ(1) 
J=l ( 
For I = 1, IPT compute 
RANK() = (DAT2(I)/SUM 
RANK in XORD 
i45 
for J = ISUBt, o 
Mov toU' 
Store I in IXPT for I =l 
IPT~l I 
Call SORTAG to sort X. 
in RANK in ascending
order 
ICT = ICT + NSCNT(). 0 
Subroutine SEGTAB Flowchart (cont'd) Z8234-6029-RU-51 
4 Page 352j 
55 ?\V 
Clear IGAP arraj 
60 
For I = 1, (IPT - 1) 





















NO [ XMIN = GAP(IMPT)
*'vX l IGAP(IMPT) =-10. 
/i Nl IRANK(IMPT = IRKc Is N <. ,XMTNs = XMTN 
XIINGAP( NO I 





This routine determines how the array XORD is to be aroken down 
into classes. It produdes the count of classes and the beginning and ending 
subscript in XORD for each class. 
Input: 
CLSTAB COMMON: 











CALL SORTAG (IDT, 1, ICLNT, IDUM) 
Local Variable Description: 
CC - Constant =-..25 minimum allowed gap within a class of X's 
K Counter on number of rank entries 
I - Counter within rank table 
ID(10) - Table of class breakpoints in XORD 
IDUM(10) - Pointer into ID 
LB - Low boundary to search for class break 
IUB Upper boundary to search for class break 
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j Compute 
CO = CC/NAC 
Set ICLCNT 
= 0 count on 
classes 
Set IP = IXPT(I) 
IPI = IXPT(+1) 
LBP =IXPT(LB) 
LBPI = IXPT(LB+I) 
Set K = 1 
count on ranks 
Set I I count 
through rank 
NO NO 







Is NO/ 3 IsON 
Set JU =I Isdto Ad to 
N (Is B,(I) YDJ)S OD( 
DETCLS Flowchart (cont'd) Z8234-6029-RU-51 
TPage 352m 
ID(ICLCNT) = I 
> MAXCLS 
YES 30 
Form IDUM array 
containing subscripts 
1 - ICLCNT> 0 
$ 35 
Call SORTAG 
to sort ID array if 
ICLCNT > 0 
8A >IMAX 
40 
Set IBPT(1) = 1 
= ICLCNT + I 
IEPT(IMAX) = NACQ 
YES 
J = I count on 
ICLCNT I = Z 
6A--- IBPT(I) = ID(J-1)+1 
U' 
IEPT(J) = ID(I-1) 









SUBROU TINE ASSCLS 
Purpose: 
*To assign class numbers to all substrata defined by ISTRAT and 
ISUBST in the strata tables. 
Input: 
CLSTAB COMMON: 
ISTRAT, ISUBST, NSCNT, IGROUP, IDATI, IXPT, IBPT, IEPT, 







CALL ASSCLS (IOPT) 
IOPT is input as follows:
 
IOPT = 0 - Compute class numbers-using the algorithm
 
IOPT = 1 - Set all class numbers to 0
 




Local Variable Description: 
ISTART, IEND - Group of substrata with = strata ID
 
ISTRSV - Saved strata to see if new strata occurs
 
ICT(10) - Count of substrata for .each class
 
IFLAG - = 0 - No substrata within strata has segm.
 
0 - At least I 
IFLAG1 - = 0 - not done, / 0 - last entry in IGROUP passed 
IJCL - Class number with most substrata 








to 0 array 
1 to ISUBI item 
RETURN IOPT ,,Set IDAT RETURNto all I's 
25 YE 
SetrI= I count > Is]
 
on substrataN 
 O I > S B 
Is5 
NSCT(I . N Add I to I 
YES 
= IYATI(IES NJIPTC 

I et 'T =I count
 
Eon IXlPT array 
on ICLCNT( 
JCLS I= J 
SAdd I to J IB ",T YES Set IDATZ(1)= 
0J>CLS 
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75 5B 
For each JSet ISTRSV = 
eSTrTAISTRAT(1), save e e 
strata ID 7BIGROtIP(J)
stra _UN4C-ANGED =zand 
IDATZ(J) =02;0 ., 

IDA TZ(J)Set I = I SesetSet I 1 co'.nt =IJCLE­
on substrata ISTRAT(I) class no. 
9S
5 
Set IFIAGI = 0 N LAG IFLAG = 0 B Add I to J 
55 ,ICOUNT NO85 N
NOO
 
J>IENDSet IFLAG = 0 6 3 Set MAX 





to 0 SetIFLAG11 1 
 NO Is 
1 6 YES ~Set ST= 1 B FA 
set IND Is NQI count on clasI 





YES - ANDSet- IMAX = 
GROUP 2 's AND ACQ. ICT(J) temp. 
Set IFLAG I 0, max. 
indicat. an entry V, 




class no. Add I to J90
 



















Given the true yield for each strata, and also an arror estimation 
of the bias and standard deviation of error, YES generates an estimated 
yield at from 1 to 6 estimation points in a simulation season, for the 
strata. An option allows the estimated yields to be the same as the true 
yields, bypassing the error simulation. A printed report is also optional. 
Input: 
1. 	 YES is passed these quantities by LEM through COMMON 
(see 	LEM COMMON block descriptions for complete description of 
format): 
a. COMMON /LEMCM/ 
TITLE Used by PAGER and EJECT 
ICASE Case no, of output file 
STARTR 
ENDR 
STARTZ Start and ending regions and zones to process 
ENDZIYES =0, 1 
=3 
do error simulation for estimation yields
bypass error simulation 
b. 	 COMMON /CNTRL/ 
PRINTF =0 no printed report 
=1 print report
SEED SEED(5) is used in generating a 3 andom number 
for error simulatioh 
c. 	 COMMON /FILES/ 
YESOUT 
LYESO I/O device no's and no. of words in one record 
YESERR (for YES input and output files 
LYESERJ
 
OUTP Used in writing printed report 
d. 	 COMMON /STATS/ 
ITER Iteration no. for report 
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2. 	 YES has one input file, YESERR, generated by the SEE 
program. Each record is read into a COMMON block. See 
Section 2.4 of the Users Manual for a description of the input 
file, and Programmers Manual for a detailed description of 
the COMMON block. 
a. 	 COMMON /YESIN/ 
COUN 	 Country 
IREG Region 
IZONE Zone-
ISTRA T Strata 
YTRUE True yield 
IZULU(6) The Zulu date, bias, and standard deviation of 
BS(6) F error for each of up to six prediction points 
SD(6 
Output: 
1. YES passes these quantities back to the calling program LEM 
through COMMON (see COMMON block descriptions, 
for 	complete description of format): 
a. 	 COMMON /CNTRL/ 
SEED 	 SEED(5) contains the seed for the random no. 
after the last use of it 
b. 	 COMMON /STA TS/ 
NREC 	 NREC(5) contains the no. of records processed 
from the YES input file (excluding header, 
records skipped, trailer)
NYESR 	 Contains the no. of records writton onto the 
YES output file (excluding header and trailer) 
Z. YES produces one output file, YESOUT, for use by the program 
CAMS, Each record is written from the COMMON block, See 
Section 2.4 of the Users Manual for a description of the output 












YSTR True yield 
IZPRDD(6) Zulu prediction date 
YSCI(6) Estimated yield 
VSYCI(6) Standard deviation of yield error 
3. 	 YES produces a printed report, on option. See YES Problen' 
Description, Figure 2. 
.Linkage: 
CALL YES YES is. called by the LEIVI program. 
Subroutines Used: 
CALL BETAD (SEED(5), 0, 0, RN, 1, IER) to get a random 
number RN from L normal distribution
 
CALL PAGER (NO) to print line on report
 
CALL EJECT (NO) to start new page on report
 
CALL FZULU (IZULU(J), IOUT) to convert Zulu date 
CALL ERRMES (3HYES, 3HYES, 1, 1) to process error message 
Local Variable Description: 
IFILL 0 fill for header and trailer records
 




IER Error flag from BETAD (always 0)
 
ITEMP No. of 0 fill words to put. in record
 
IEND Flag for end zone
 
=0 haven't reached end zone yet 
=1 found end zone 
INEW Count of no. of strata per report page 3 max. 
ER Used to compute % error; =0 unless true yield = 0, 




See flow diagram for a flowchart of YES. The two equations used 
are: 
a. 	 YSCI = YSTR + BIAS(J) + RN * SD(J) 
where .,YSCI = yield estimate for Jth prediction point 
BIAS(J) = bias error for Jth prediction point for 
strata 
YSTR = true yield of strata 
RN = random nuiber from a normal 
distribution 
SD(J) = standard deviation of error at Jth point 
S - integer, range 1-6 
Special case:
 
If YSCI <0, YSCI= 0.0
 
b. 	 PERCNT =((ABS (YSCI - YSTR)) * 100)/(YSTI. + ER) 
where PERCNT = percent of error, always positive 
YSCI = yield estimate 
YSTR = true yield 
ER = 0.0 unless YSTR = 0, then ER = 10- 6 to 
take care of this special case 
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INITIALIZATION:
 
IEND w FLAG 






NEROR Yl E IRM.ES YIELD= 
I CAL ISED? FROMESPETD PASSE 
RCOOT EEAD WIN E L
TORGE = R 
FRTILIOT IS E EO TLFIV RIT 
SYSCI 
Y1T, NOBIS6NE TRIE DOCS F OECRODCTOTRUE YIELD YSIR P I 
NO 
CALL BETAD, SEED PASSED PROMI 
LEM TO GET RN = RANDOM NO. 










BIAS = BIAS ] FLE
IlU
SD = STANDARDDV YESERR
I SI=YT +BAI N D FO 
REPR PRINT LINE ON REPORT.
 
-POOR G IO----------------------------/
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n ELWALAMA,760J30, 51i02 C 
000001 SUBRL'UTINF ALGAMA(X.GAMIMAIER)
 
S000002 C CALICULATFS THE GAPNA FINCTION 
000003 C 
OU00A4 C X I pil I 
000005 C GAMMA OUTPUT 
000006 C iER ERROR FLAG = 60 I& X NOT IN RANGE 0. TO 88. 
000007 C 
000008 D1MFfJSIO1 ( 111),C(Co) 
'000009 DlorJli.E PPLCISInrJ dC,F ,;,IILNPIy z 
00o010 DATA B/-3.0301908l02 A,2.79S3 689830-$,-1.21ll3487ob32r-a0 AL GAMA NEi 
000011 43./5136 5 2 2 6301- 0 ,8.37b6 468513l)I)-0?.Oo 10918,)e? 55on- 3 ALGAMA *NLW 
00001, -P. 4 132 ) 1I . t497 I133b77891)--2.6 618bo59 50oD'c, At GAMA 4NtW 
000013DOO7.4?1lF9qlbalMaa£47n)- g I169?beI15bbu-azi. 118'J0330166781)-1 AI GAMA *NLW 
000014 *t4he?1i.733';1023391)-I 9.999999999999900-I/ *NLW 
000015 DATA CI-1.91752;!691 7'iP?69-3, 8.4I/508417508Pv-4,-S.23AOqb23OqSDAI GAMA SN NW 
000016 Ii ,7.93tib07936b07914)',-.?7777777t60-,8.33s 3 iS33- / ALUtAMA 4NLN3 
000017 [sAfA *LI!I'/9189361*-2Oa73/7 
000018 GAIMA= 0 . 
000019 i T1=60 
0O00?0 IF (X *lE. 0.0 .OR, X GT. 86.0) RbTURN 
000021 1Ek=0 
0000?? YzX 
0600:13 IF(Y.G.I'0.) GO In 60 
0000?4 Z-D tlD(YI1.0) 
0000 5 IFC7.f'E.O.) U 10 20 
o00?b Z=1.0 
0000PI G,!.0 
0000U c0 TO 27 
000029 20 G=13(1) 
0000o0 {) Pb JOnJ 
0000;1 P6 G(=#Z+M(J)
 
000032 ;7 Ir(Y-3.C) -2l s,38 0 0
000013. P8 1F (Y.f1.T.R..O) ( U TO 45
 
00Q*J (,=[;/y0000 5 IF(Y t. I . (o) G=r/(y+ I.,v). 
000016 GO TO i14 
0o003 38 t=.0 
0000 i0 K-DTT4 r(Y-2'.S)-? 
00o0 9 , 1O40j=,K 
. ­
000o00 Y-Y-I° 
000011 0 F=-4Y000011o (,'G*F0000113 a5 GAMA=nt 0U(G) 
00 0 o 14 RF I M!RI 
0000 45 60 Z=Yty tyJ
00000a6 G=C ( I Io 
01000 On0 65 I=2,6r( 
000018 65 G=G/Z+C(J) '3 03 
0000019 G:( (G/y+Iil NPI)+((Y-.5)*nE[OG(Y)-Y)) 1& 
000080 TAM1ltA=r; C,'a 
000081 RIIPis'ftCD 




o ELI APHUR,t,760427, 39061 , I 
000001 SUBRUUTTNF APHOR t APHr)R

000002 C FI[E DEFINITIONS AND. REC'PRD LENGTHS FILFS
 
000003 COMMON /M Eli / FILFS
000004 1 SEGID ,LSEI;II),COPW .LCROPWSUBHSTLSU8H ,ACOUTSLACo FILFS 
0o0o05 2 vCAf!SF ,LCANSFICAKERR,LCAMLRCASF ,LCASF ,YESOUTiLYLSO l'ILPS 
000006 5 *SICF.XTLSI(;EX#YLSERRLYLSERSEGIRU,LSEGTRPCASVIS,tCAS) FILFS 
000007 A ,TNP *OUTP ,TACO ,LTACU ,CASDSF.LrASDS FILFS 
000006 INTGFR SLlU) ,CRUPW ,SURHST0,ACuUISvCAVSF ,CAMEHRCASF ,YESOUT FILFS
 




000011 c. r'A(;E EJECT CONTROL PARAmETFkS FUR IEM PAtFCe 
000012 COMMON /PAGECr/ PFAi,
ECH 
000013 I JPA;F ,III I4 L IlIX INENSTTL ,5UBTTL(IO) PAliCM 
00001I C PAGECM 
000015 C IELI CONTROL CARD INPUT DATA LmCM
 
)'00016 COMION /IECa / 
 LFMI-C
 
000017 I TOL(1O) tICASe ,CUlTHYNTRIAL,RSTARTT#IPRINT,STARTR,STAITZ LFHCM 
000010 2 ,FNPR. ,END7 ,ISTG ,LCAMS ,TYFS tIACQ .ICLAS&,ISLXT ISCL LF Nr 
000019 3 ,ICAS2 *ICAS5 ,IPRCA,IPHYP'StIPNCASICSFSO,,TCSECN,ICSFSU ,?LECL LIM"M 
000020 I *TCSFYiIC SEED? t SEEDItRSELD SFELDb LF hCM
ICS(IF , TCSEAC, RSLE0 I, 1)SRU 
000021 5 ,PS E) .ICSF1,T ILSECO,ICbEYS oILSLCU, ICbCD LF M CM 
000P2 VIMFNS II PSEEDC7) LFNCM 
00D023 DOULF PHEC!STON RSEFD tRSEEDI,RSEED ,.RSEEO)S,H4SEO',.SEEV LFlirf
 
000024 1 ,USI-FH4,HSLFI7 I F CH 
00D02b ECUIVALENCE ( RSEED,0RSFE1 ) LFmrN 
000026 INTFGFR RSTARI ,STARTRSTARTZ,ENDR F4D/ LF-MCM 
0000? 1 C L I1(:
000020 C FLAGS AND C,)INJTLP$ FoR CAS $ IMULAIOR LASFLI; 
000029 COMMON /CASFLG/ CSF LG 
000030 I H ,PPrL( ,N W ,13111 WINO,IPD ,IPP ,PPDAE,NREGS LAbFLG 
0000"31 P VZToT NSIRATNYFSSK,NSSHS KNCAMKN1YES ,NRSSH ,NRCAMS LASFLr 
000032 3 * E0D(' ENORL(;, UNDZN, RSTR , InzuurE, IRRFO CASFLG 
0000i - 4.I)S1 sLDfi ,LOS[ ,L05 .LDS9 ,LDS10 ,LDSII ,LDS12 *LDf13 LASFLG 
000034 5 .LUS1' ,LDS15 ,LDSI6 LObI1 ,LRCUIIN,LRREG ,lRT7NELRbTR CASF., 
0000 5 INTFOFR PI'FLG , WINDOW , PPOAIE LASFtG 
000036 C 
 CASFLG 
00003/ C STATISTICAL INFOURMATTON FOR LEN 
- STATS 
000038 COMMON /STATS / 
 STATb 
00009 I tIF R ,NShrT'i.4CAMSRNYESR ,NREC'(7) ,NCASCRNCASDR STATS 
000000 EQUIVALENCE I 'IT,hLR ) STATS 
0000111 C SiTATS 
000012 C CAS CONTIROL CARD INPUT DATA AND CUNSTANIS CASE M0000413 COMMON /CASCM / CASC7H 
000004 I AHFAC$ ,YCF tPROCF ,APRUTS(4,2) ,PPRIIS(S,2) ,YPRUTS(3v2) (ASCM
0000115 2 ARFAPS,SIIAX NHIIISTY,HH *TOPT ,AUNITSyDISTFP-.8WIND(4) CA&CM 
0000416 3 twI'RjOR(tJ) Af'REP ,IPR100,14) ,NPUATFvPRDATL(Iq) CASCM fu0o
D
000017 -" INTFuER HIl TUPT, AUNITS.DISTFHI3HINtDWPRIGIRAPREPPRDAIE CASCN (TQ E 
0000118 C CASCH C 
000049 
 CALL IjI MCT74) APIHDH "'I 
0000;O WRI7E (OUTP, 1000) APhI 0i 0M 
0oos0i 1000 FORIAT(/29X,7PHA P E A A N D P P 0 0 U f I 1 0 N S U H M APHDR 0 
000052 IA F P 0 IT //) APHDR 0 
0000%3 IF(PPF I;IU,0) vItIF(nUTI',2000) CIJNTRYTIIWNT AI'tlIDI? 
0000%4 7000 FAHA ( PA tIICOUNfy,2XAG, ?XR9IIIIIINIIOW,',X tI ,ISX.QITIEI ION, AI'I0H 
ooob I IX,13/) APHI)R
000056 IF(PPFtL.F0.l) WRTTF(nUTP ,3000) CUNTRY, AHfIOR 
0)00',7 I TI'PI,(21I'Pl) , IlP'D(. I1')) , 1fTRU I , ilt)) iNT AI'IiIH 0 . 
000051 3000 FI)HA II'X, IIIC UNTIRY 12X Ab6 7Xf IlIPR t.D IION VATL X APHOR 
000019 I 2(t2IH/),12X,9IIITEPATION ,lX,13/) APHrIR 
000060 RITL (ot)IlPI000) APHIfk 
000061 4000 FORIIAr(15XiI*t,26X,8HA R E A ,25X,IH#,bX,10HY I E L D pSXt APHDR 
00006 2 1 II$t.6y,?OHP R U D U C T I 0 N ) APIlin 
000063 1NI)X=AjtHIN1S APt) R 
000064 WPIITL(TI TPS,000) (APRUTS(I ,NDX) 1I'1t ) 1 APHIOR 
000065 1 (YIHUll S( I, II4DX) , :1 3) (PPfUTS(II, INVX) *1 ,5) APIIDR 
000066 5000 FO4IIAT( IbXfil ,,OXOA6,ISXt Iui ,?X,3A6, IXIiHt3X,5A6/1SXIH*,59X, AF[DR 
000067 1 1EI tIX, III.) APHIOR 
000068 MRITL (OII/Th, 6000) APIT)R 
00006,9 6000 VORMAT( ?XII iw3XInHZ FIXIH* 23XbtoHNO. INIOX, IHNO.,3X, APIIPR 
000070 I 7HCV AREPAXPHCVO3X,iIg*tI JXiiHST O-V q9IdXt6ICV PRD,3Xv2HCV) APlIR 
000071 WRIIT, (uIII P , 7000) APlIDR 
000072 7000 FOkRAI(?XIII.,3XIII0, ,AX,1I 4;t2XtHTRUFSX.4HOSI.OX APHA)R 
000073 1 9IIbllbS IPAT A,5X , b14FGMENTS ,PX ,OIL ST., 3X, SPEPORTR I%, I H, t I Xf APIHOR 
000074 1 4'llRuI ,3X,/4E3 4X ,6FIPCt !*t*X,?X IPUFSX,44lHST. 4X,4HL5T.,3X, APIIDR 
000075 1 1 R11UR ) 1PIR A 
000076 RI ILP(oIIP,8000) APHI)R 
000071 8000 FP1R'1AT(XIIGI G,3X, hNIX ,HStRATA *,3X,ZIIA,7X WA g1 ,9HGR0UP,X APIII)R 
000078 I ,HoF C;R0IPPX ,4HPrT.,3X ,44PCI.,2X ,IH *,2(5HYIL) ,2) APIIRIX 
000079 1 61i &Rufli II *,2X,'4HPPUA),SX,4lUPRUh1J4X,.(IHPCT.,3X)) AIOiinR 
O0001O 'R1I.T: (ot1IP79000) APiiM RFORI!AI (6X 6YI[ M *X IlIle,1I 4X 1,1 3Xt~lHTiU "Al'Hif(OW1081 90000 111 J t? ixj lIII I 'IX9 I -5,,X, 1111 i 
000012 I *3x,4HIpU" XIH',21*,19X,2(4HRUE,3X)/) APHDR
 
000OA RFIURN AI'IfnR 








SUBROUTINE ASSCLS(InPT) ASSCLS 
C ASSIGNS CLASS NUMBERS TO ALL SUBSTRATA IN THE STRATA TABLES ASSCLS 
C TABLES NECCESSARY TO DETERMINE CLASS SETS WITHIN A ZONE CLSTAB 
CUMMON /CLSTAB/ CLSTAB 




3 MAXCLS, IClCNTISUB1NACO CLSTAB
 
DIMENSION [ATI(300),DAT2(300) ,RANK(300) MODI
 
EOUIVAIENCE (IDATI(1),DAT1(1)) ,( IDAT2(l),DAT2(1)),(IRANK(I), CLSTAB
 















5 CON IN UE 
10 DU 15 I=I,ISUBI ASSCLS 
IOAT2(I) = 1 ASSCLS
 
ASSCLS
15 CUNT INUE 
20, RETURN ASSCLS
 
25 D-50 I=I,ISUB1 ASSCLS
 
If-(NSCNT(I) .EO. O)GO TO 50 ASSCLS
 
IPTR = IDAT1(I) ASSCLS
 
DU 30 J=I,NACO AS SC L S 
ASSCLS
JPT = J 





GO TU 50 ASSCLS
 
35 00 40 J=I,ICLCNT ASSCLS
 
30 CONT INUE 
ASSCLS 
IF(JPT .GE. IKPT(J) .AND. JPT .LE. IEPT(JH)GO TO 45 ASSCLS 
40 CUNTINUE ASSCLS N 
JCLS = J 

Gl TU 50 4SSCLS 
45 I)AT2(1) = JCLS ASSCLS 01 
50 CONTINU- ASSCLS N 
C ASSIGN. CLASS NUMBERS TO GROUP 2 SUBSTRATA WITH NO SEGMENTS ASSCLS 
ISTRSV = ISTRAT(1) ASSCLS 
I = I ASSCLS ci 
ASSCLSIFI.AGI = 0 
= ASSCLS
55 IFLAG 0 

ISTART = I ASSCLS 
DO 60 J=I,ICI-CNT ASSCLS 
ICT(J) = 0 ASSCLS 
60 CONTINUE ASSCLS 
65 IEND = I ASSCLS 
IF(IGROUP(E) .NE. 2 .OR. NSCNT(I) .EQ. O)GO TO 70 ASSCLS 
IFLAG = I ASSCLS 
IP = IDAT2(1) ASSCLS 
ICT(IP) = ICT(IP) + 1 ASSCLS 
70 1 = I + i ASSCLS 
IF(I .LE. ISUBI)GO TO 75 ASSCLS 
IF-LAGI = 1 ASSCLS 
GO TO 80 ASSCLS 
75 IHISTRAT(1) .EQ. ISTRSV)GO FO 65 ASSCLS 
ISTRSV = ISTRAT(1) ASSCLS 
80 IF( IFLAG .NE. 0)G0 TO 85 
IF(IFLAG1 .NE. O)GO TO 20 
ASSCLS 
ASSCLS 
GO TO 55 ASSCLS 
85 IMAX = IDAT ASSCLS 
00 90 J=1,ICLCNT ASSCLS 
I-(ICT(J).LE. IMAX)GO TO 90 ASSCLS 
IMAX = ICT(J) ASSCLS 
IJCL = J ASSCLS 
90' CONTINUE ASSCLS 
D0 95 J=ISTART,IEND ASSCLS 
IF(IGRiUP(J) .EO. 2 .AKD. IDAT2(J) .EQ. O)IDAT2(J) = IJCL ASSCLS 
95 CONTINUE ASSCLS 
IF(IFLAGI .NE. O)GO TO 20 ASSCLS 









V rtLWETAD1',7b047, 39109 , I 
000001 SUBROUITNEi' BETAD(SEEDXBARtSIGMAXItIOPT, IER) 
000002. DOUMLF PRFCTSION SLED 
000O0 INTFFR FtAG 
00000o RF-AL K 
000005 DATA P/88./ 
000006 DATA KIP./ 
000007 DATA Fp/.0000S/ 
0000015 
000009 
DATA IG /1.F-8 I 
S0 CONTINU" 
000010 fI AD=0 
000011 1=0 
006012 XAVf;=XgAR 
o00o 13 xr=u.o 
000014 IFR=O 
000 b C ' I 
o0o0l00 
00001 1 




000019 C COMPUTE TC.1KRN, - NORMAl nISTRIB. PARAMETERS 
00001>0 ' T=S3O T(AL0G(l.OI (ptP))) 
0000?1 IF(P.r;T.0.5) T=OnCHr(ALnG(1.0/( 1.0-P) $(1.0-P) 
00002 CIIK=T-(P.3075+.27061* U/(1.0+0.99229*T+.04i81*T*T) 
0000?3 RJ=:CIIK 
0000P4 IF(P.I F .0.) RN=-RN 
000025 C 
000OP6 C IF NORI'AI AISIPIR. OPTION, JUMP OUT 
O090?? IF(TIPIL0.O) GO TO to 
00611?1 RIJAN 
0000 0 70 CON TI NUF 
000031 C 




IF (XilAt.L7 .C. .OF .XI3AQGT. .) IFR=I 
IF(SI1G;A dl T.0.0) IER=? 












C sWITCH If AVELAGE' 




















O0000)i F(S1IBHAtE1.SMALJ GO TO 30 0".0. 
sr ;=S;GMAL c. 
* 0004 . 
0000S00co055 CC, c'JPUI F TIff rEI'THOO lI4,{FSRHnLI) 3 
ooo 30 CONT INuF I 
0000'"1 
000I)0 C 












000063 B= ((1!.o-XAVG)/XAVG) A 
000064 Ir(sIG.ri.IGT) GO TO 40 
000065 C 
000066 C APPROXIHiAT ION MFTtlOD 
000067 C 
00006 C 
0000 69 C COMPOIF 11(IA A'PRIXIMATION PARAMETERS 
000070 YP=-RN 
000071 i-12.0/ (1.0i(2.04A- 1.0) + 1I0/(2.0*b - 1.0)) 
000072 y (YP~yP-1.0)/6.O 
000073 VW(YPSORT(HI+Y) )/ 
000074 - H- (1.0,(2.0*B-1,0)-1.0/(2.0*A-l.0))*(Y+5,0/AO?.0/(3.0*H)) 
000075 C 
000076 C COMPU{r Xi 
0000!? IF(AL35(ALOG()P.4;.GT. 87.0) GO 10 50 
000078 XI=A/(A+bIEXP (2.0*JH)) 
000079 GO TO 60 
0OOOAO C
 
000081 C TIERATIV" NETHO, 
00008) C 
0000P3 C'RFCOMPUTE A AND B IF OVER LIMIT 
00004P 40 CONTINUF 
000085 CIIK=A+B 
0000116 IF(C:.o iT.R) GO TO sO 






n0 0)092 Pit I I, 
000003 MI 0=0. 
00004 XHI1. 
000095 XI 0-0. 
000096 XT=XAVO 
000091 1?0 I=1+l 
000098 Ir(IGT.35) GO TO 100 
00000on CALI. IrFTAl (XI tAvf3PO. IER) 
000100 IF ( TR.GT.0) GO 10 100 
000101 OU"=A6S(PO-P) 
00010? UIF F I :AMI IL (ABb (X I-XLO) ,ABS(XI-XHI)) 
000103 IF(DIFF, LFEP.ORI) 1.FF .L°Sr) TO 60I GO 
000104 C
 
00010', C CHECK TI- O(NF , VI HIN TO( -rANCE 
000104 IF'(PO.LF ,P) 0 To 105. 0000101 4IlX!1 
000108 PHIMP'I DW 
000109 GO TO 1OG 
0001 to 105 COil4TIIJiF 00001 11 xi I= XI n CD 
00(I I . N0 0=11 ,o 
00011$ 104 CONT ItrUE 
0001114 XI-(XHI+XI)/2. 
00011S (,f I0 120 'C I000116 C ERROR Rr TII.N 
000117 OO O iI Hu - 0 
0"0111 II~ 
000119 0=0.0 
00 OpG RFT IRN 
0001?1 60 CONTINUE 












C BILOCK DATA ROUTINE FOR .HE LEM PROGRAM 
C 
C COMMON BLOCK DEFINITIONS 
C ARGUMENT LIST FOR ERROR PROCESSING-
COMMON /ARGILST/ 





EOUIVALENCE ( IARG,ARG ) 

C 
C CAS CONTROL CARD INPUT DATA AND CONSTANTS 
COMMrON /CASCM / 
1 AREACF,YCF ,PRDCF ,APRUTS(4,2) ,PPRIJTS(5,2) ,YPR(JTS(3,2) 

2 ,AREAPS,S2MAX ,NHISTY,HH ,TOPT ,AtJNITS,DISTFF,IBWIND(4) 
3 ,WPRIOR(4) ,APREP ,IPRD(3,14) ,NPDATE,PRDATE(I4) 
INTEGER HH, TOPT, AIJNITSD)ISTFF,BWIND,WPRIOR,APREP,PRIATE 
C 
C FLAGS AND COUNTERS FOR CAS SIMULATOR 
COMMON /CASFLG/ 
1 1 ,PPFLG ,NBW ,IRW ,WINDOW,IPD ,IPP ,PPDATENREGS 
2 ,NZTOT ,NSTRAT,NYESSK,NSSHSK,NCAMSK,INRYES ,NRSSH ,NRCAMS 
3 ,ENI)C ,ENDREG,ENDZON,IRSTR ,IRZONE,IRREG 
4 ,LI)S1 ,LDS4 ,LDS7 ,LDS8 ,LDS9 ,LDSIO ,LDS11 ,LDS12 ,LDS13 
5 ,LDS14 ,LDS15 ,LDS16 ,LOSI7 ,LRCOUN,LRREG ,LRZONE ,LRSTR 
INTEGER PPFLG , WINDOW , PPDATE 
C 
C CUNSTANT UJANTITIES FOR LEM PROGRAM 

COMMON /CONST / 





C FILE DEFINITIONS AND RECORD LENGTHS 

C OMM N /FILIES / 
1 SEGID ,LSEGID,CPnPW ,LCROPW,SUBHST,LSUBH ,ACOUIS,LACO 
2 ,CAMSF ,LCAMSFCAMERR,LCAMERCASF .LCASF ,YESOUT,IYESO 
3 ,SIGEXT,LSIGEXYES RR,LYESER,SEGTRU,LSEGTR,CASDIS,LCASD 
4 IINP ,ULJTP TAGk ,L-TACQ ,CASOSF,LCASDS 
INTEGER SEGI ,CROPW ,SUF3HST,ACQOIS,CAMSF ,CAMERR,CASF ,YESOUT 

1 ,SIGEXT,YESERR,SEGTRu,CASOIS,OUTP ,TACQ ,CASDSF 

C 







































































COM MON /IXCASF/ IXCASF 
C I IXCASF(J),LIXCAS IXCASF 
C INDEX RECORD FOR CAS DISTRIBUTION FILE IXDISF 
CUMMUN /IXI)ISF/ . IXOISF 
C 
I IXDISF(1),LIXDIS 
NOTE... 506 ONLY ALLOWS UP TO 8 PREDICTION POINTS INCLUDING IXDISP 
,C RIOWINDOWS ( 506 = 1 + I + 8*63, INDEX + HEADER + 8 PRED. PTS.)IXDISF 
C [XDISE 
COMMUN/F ILES1/ FILES1 
11 SIJBH2 ,LSUBH2 ,MXCLSS F ILESI 
C INDEX RECORD FOR INTERMEDIATE SUBSTRATA HISTORICAL DATA FILE ]XSUBH 
COMMON /IXSUBH/ IXSUBH 
1 LIXSSH,IXSIBH(1) MOD 
C IXSUBH 
C PAGE EJECT CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR LEM PAGECM 
COMMON -/PAGECM/ PAGECM 
1 NPAGE ,NLINE ,MXLINENSTTL ,SUBTTL(10) .PAGECM 
C PAGECM 
C STATISTICAL INFORMATION FOR LEM STATS 
COMMON /STATS / STATS 
1 ITER ,NSEGTR,NCAMSR,NYESR ,NREC(71,NCASCR,NCASDR STATS 




C- - --. ..c '-c.*-*  .- --- t- . . . *--. -- . - - ­-,- - ­,--o. *­- -,,­--
HLKDTAB L K D T A 
BLKDTA 
C BLKDTA 
DATA NERRS ,NFATAL,NPERRS,NARG BLKDTA 
1 / 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 / ALKDTA 
C BLKIDTA 
DATA APRUTS / 6H(TEN T,6HHnuSAN,6HD ACRE,2HS) *BLKDTA 0 
1.DATA PPRUTS ,6H( rHOIJS,6HAND HE,6HCTARESIH) // 6H(HUNDRj6HEO THO,6HUSANID 6HBUtSHEL,2HS) BLKDTABLKOTA acN(Du 
1 ,6H(THOUS,6HAND ME,6HTRIC T,6HONS) ,0H / BLKDTA 
DATA YPRUTS / 6H (BUSH,6HELS/AC,3HRE) BLKDTA 4N 
1 ,6H(QIINT,6HAS/HE,6HCTARE) / BLKUTA 
C RLKDTA 
DATA AREAPS / 10289.712 / RLKDTA c 
C BLKDTA Ln 
DATA ENDFIL,NTRMX ,MAXR ,MAXZ ,IMXSEG BLKOTA 
1 / 4HZZZZ, 100 , 999 , 999 , 150 / BLKDTA 
C JULY76 
DATA MXCISS / 10 / JULY76 
C BLKDTA 
DATA SEGID ,LSEGIDCROPW ,LCROPW,SUBHST,LSUbH .ACOUIS ,LACO BLKDTA 











ILCAMSFCAMERR,LCAMER,CASF iLCASF ,YESOUT,LYESO 
19 8 , SO ,14 ,504 . 10 , 23 
LSIGEX YESERR,ILYESERSEGTRU, LSEGTRCASD IS CASD 







DATA INP ,OUTP ,TACO ,LTACQ ,CASDSF,LCASOS BLKDTA 
1 
DATA 
/ 5 6 
ISUBH2 ,.SUBH2 
, 16 , 129 , 15 , 81 / JULY76 
JULY76 
1 / 17 39 / JULY76 
C BLKDTA 
DATA MXLINE / 40 / BLKDTA 
C BLKDTA 
DATA ITER ,NSEGTR,NCAMSR,NYESR ,NCASCR,NCASDR HLKDTA 





388 , 506 / 
HLKDTA 
bLKDTA 
C TEMPORARILY LIXDIS 506 ALLOWING UP TO 8 PREDICTION POINTS. BLKDTA 
C ALKDTA 
C 
DATA LIXSSH /3200 / 
TEMPORARILY LIXSSH = 200 ALLOWING UP TO 200 SUBSTRATA PER 
JULY76 
JULY76 
C COUNTRY JULY76 
C JULY76 
DATA LDSI , LDS4 , LDS7 , LDS8 , LDS9 , LOSiO, LDSl, LDS12 JULY76 
1' / 12 , 24 , 81 , 10 , 9 , 20 , 19 , 19 / JULY76 
DATA 
1 / 
LDSl3, LDS14, LUDSIS, 
25 , 22 , 22 , 
UDS16, LOS7 




END BLKDTA ( 
10 ,0N0N . 
,.0 
I­
a lLtCAMISSj,7604,7, 3 qI04 , 1 
000001 SUUROIUTINF CAMERS (INO) CAMFRS 
000002 C FIlE DFFINITTONWS AN RECORD LENGTHS F TLF 
0000n COMIIUN /F LI[S / I FILFS 
000004 i SLrID ,LSLGI0,Cl4PW' ,'LCkOPlSUBhSItLSUBI-I ,ACOUIS,L&CO FILES 
000005 ? PCANSF ,LCAMSFCAMERR,LCAMERCASF .LCASF .YESOU1TLYESU P ILFS 
000006 1 SICGXT,LSICG.X,YLSERR.,LYESERvSECTPU,LSLrTRtCASVIS,LCASD FILFS 
000007 4 .INP ,UUTP ,TACl iLTACU ,CASDSFLCASL)S FTLFS 
000008 INTtGEH SEGII) ,CROP14 SU13i3iS ArlISCAMSF tCAMFRPtCASF tYFSOUT F ItFS 
000009 I ;IF xT, YESRRbF UTRt),CASDISiUUlIP ,TACO ,CASDSF F I L'S 
000010 C TFIL&S 
U00I1 
000012 
C AKOI;JlIENI LIST 
CO%!Nuk /ARf.LST/ 










0001 EIWUTVALrN(-E, ( !tR,,tARG ) ArG;L5,T 
000t16 C A1,6I 3T 
000011 
000018 tO 




000019 drilTI (rIITP,1000) IAFG( I),IARG() LHifI US 
0000PO RI TURN CA,; R$ 
000021 20 CONT iNUF LA $ 
000022 WRITE(oUTP,?Oo)IARG(U),IARG(2) CANFPS 




RITV (oUITP,3000) I IRC( I),IARG(2) 
CA M [ERS 
CAMF RS 
0000?b RETIIRI CAPI, RS 





ZARG(| ) ,IARG(2) CAMFRS 
CAFRS 
0000"i0 s0 ON Itur LAM! RS 
000031 P IIt.([OlTP bO00) IAIG() ARG(2) LAW RS 
000032 RF Tl)NI CAM1 kS 
000033 ,0 CENT IatE LA FHS 
000030 wPlI& COl P.60003 IAf);C 1) ,lAR4?) ARG() CAlF kS 











000039 1o00 FrIAT(PX,5FILAMS I?,P(0H MODEL OT, I& a2 - 11) . LAmFRS 
0000/10 PO00 FOR"AT(PX,5HkAHS ,1?,30H ITMAX NOT PETnFLN 0 AND 99 - .12) LAMFRS 
0000111 
0000 12 
3000 FrRVAT (?X,%F(.AMS 
4000 FOkMAT (PX o,.BAI) 
Id,?9H IWI.hD NUT HLThFLN 0 AND (I - .I)





00003 5000 F0IV4AT (XbHt:ANS ,11,36H CROP CALENDAR COFF. OUT OF RANGE - * CAMFRS 
0000114 1 F7.3) CA iMlRS 
0000115 





DIOlAl(?X .5ti AMS ,12, 











9 LWCAER2,l1760027, 390S8 1I 
000001 SUiLROUTINE CAMLR2(INO) CAMFR2 
000002 C CANER? 
000003 C THIS SUBRIUTINE CONTAINS THE- PROCFSSING ERROR MiESSAGLS FOR IHE CAMFR? 
000004 C CANS N(IOULE CAMFR2 
000005 C CANFR2 
000006 C FILE DEFINITIONS AND RECORD LENGTHS FTLFS 
000007 COMMON /FILES'/ I FILFS 
000008 1 SLGID ,LSE(;ID,CROPW ,LCROPW,SUBHSTLSUBH tACOUIS,LAC0 FILFS 
000009 2 ,CASF ILCAI'SFCAMLRRYLCAM0PCASF ,LCASF ,YLSUIJTLYLSO I LF$ 
000010 3 iSIGEXI LSICEX YLSEPU,LYESERSECIRU,LSEGTR, CASUIS,LCASD FILFS 
nO000 14 ,IfP ,OUIP t TACO ,LTArU ,CASOSP ,ICASDS F ILF 
000012 INI E F S.)IO .LIUPM ,SUIIs;SIACUIIISCAISF.,CAMFi-RrASf .YESOUT FILF S 
000013 1 ,SlurxTtYLSE R,sFIHUv CASohbyIIJP T'ACO ,CASESF FTLES' 
00001 c FILFS 




1 NLPRS ,4FATAL, ,PEURb.NAq( ,ARG(l0) 
A,(;tST 
ARGI ST 
000018 DTMFNSi N IARI.( 10) AP 1,1ST 
000019 EnUTVALFN('L ( IAR,,ARG ) APlI1 s 
0000 0o C ARLUL ST 
00001 (;n TO (lO. O,4flO),INO CAMFR 
000)?. 1? CI0JlNT,IjJU L.A kR 2 
000023 WRITL(OLITP, 1000) LAMFR2 
0000/4 Hr: TUR,! C AIR 
O00(1 ?b 20 COt]IT IJUF LA-FRP? 
O0(10?)6 WRITE (OIITP,200D) LAMPE? 
00n0?7 Hr IIIR CAMFR? 
000028 S0 CfNqJ INUE CAmF- R2 
00009 WRITL(oUTP,3000)IARG() CAtI*R8 
000030 RI-ritlo CAFR? 
000031 J0 CONT IHuF CA F Ic? 
00012 WRITE([,IJIP,40001IARG(I) CAMFR2 
000u ;3 RII RIN LA F RP 
00 0,54 1000 F01'AT CPX, LAMF2 
0000V;5 l60HCAMS INPUT TAPP. SLGTRU - bEGINNING RFGION AND 7ONE NOT FOUND )CAM-,R 
0000 56 2000 IOR4AT(?X, , CAMFRA 
00W/O I S7AIM$ INPUT TAPE SECTRU - ENUING REGION AND ZONE NOT FOUND )CAMER? 
000o 8 3000 FOIRVATr?X. LAI R? 
000039 I i0irlMAb INPUT IAPE .Ab 17H - MISSING RECORD CAMLR? 
0000410 4000 FORMAT(?X,33HOLTA DISTRTUUTION FRROR - FLAG t1l) CAHFR2 









a ELT CAMSi1,760429, 6210 1
 
000001 SUBRUUTINE CAMS CAMS 
000002 C CAMiS 
000003 C TIlTS SU 1R(JUTTNE IS THE DRIVER FOR THE CAMS MODILE, WHICH CALCULATESCAMS 
000004 C THl FSTIMATFD PROPORTION OF WHEAT. CAMS 
000o00 C f.AMS 






Tt)TRI)LTIZULII(4),TI'EST(4),TPFRR(a) , TFRTOT(3),T(3)1TV(3)TB(3) 
TRAINS 
TWATNS 
00000f) INTFGFR I IZULU TIPATHS 
000010 OT FNIriN ITRAIN(12q) TA INS 
000011. EIIIJVALFC.(C I TiAINCUIIN7) IVAINS 
00001! C STATISTICAL INFURMAITON FUR LLM STATS 
000013 COMMON ISTAIS / STATS 
000014 I TTFa NSErTR,NCA-SI,,NYESR ,NREC(7),NCASCRNCASDR STATS 
000015 COUTVALENCE, ( t1,ITLR STATS 
00001L C ATS 
00017 C0ii14O3 :IIRROR/TITL(t4),IOATTE ,PS1ITM,TOT,AtUCAtLFTUT(3) EPRnR 
000018 I ,I1?BTAS(),LlRAND (),.CLT0I(3),CLIIAS(3),CLRAND(3),DLLA, ERRflR 
000019 I CRIJI'D, 7( ,?))IiLT(3), TTTR AINATRAIt U tfRIIR 
000020 UIMFINSTON ICRS(40) EHRRpo 
000021 EOUTVALNCF ( IIL. ILRS) t [ROR 
0000p. XFAI M I Efit R 
00023 INII w, iR TTDCRuP r E"R[IR 
000024P C CAMS CONTROL CARD INpoUT DATA L AMSCN 
00OQmb COMMOIICAHSCM/ IT()FL l.U1 TIISTSGFX.ISIUPITMAXIRLP.IWIND, CAN.SCM 
00002) 1 I(;rnUP , CA1;!;CM 
000021 RFAL Ms CAfIS CM 
0000P3 C LAM SCM 
0000?.9 C I HIt CONTROL CAA) INPUt OAI A LFIICM 
000030 COMMON /I EMCM / Lf MCMI 
0000 1 1 TI TI1 (10) TLASF ,CUNTRY rSTRIAL ,RSTART, TPRINT.STARTR,STAHTZ LFlifili 
000032 P iNIp , I,NlZ IbT; ,ICAHS IYFS IAC(0 ICl AS5#ISLXI i1SCC LI ICH 
000013 3 tICAS ,ICAS3 ,IPRCAMIPHYISIPRLASICbSG,TICS.CW,ICbESHICSECL LtINH 
000034 4 TCSFYMICSESF, ITSEAC.RSLEDI RSEEDe,RSEEL),RSHED4,RSLEU5,RSEI)b LtIrM'm 
000035 5 %)fEt)7,ICSFST, ICLCU,ICEYSICSLCU,ICSFCD LIMCM 
000036 DIh 14qiOW RSF(7) I Lf MCM 
000037 DOUALE PXCCISTO"Nj R )SEErRSELOIRSED2,PSEErf3,RSEFU4,RE-Db' LFHCM 
000038 r,SrFFb'PSEE07 LFCH 
0000109 OUIVA_ ,iA (t RCPELRSrLDIr F CM 
0000100 INTFG k, RSTARTSTARRSTARTZ,LNDR ENrDZ LI- ?ICH 
0000111 C 0 MCM 
C000, ['AGE EJECT CONTROL PARAt EIERS FUR LEM fAGFCM 
000013 COMMON /I'A(;ECHi/ PAGF 1M 
0000''4l I NJAGF NI.V4. ,MXI.INEN5TTL ,SUt3TTL(IO) PAGFC14 
000005 C PA[,FCM 
000011 C fUiITRUI PARAME TLRS fAR LF11 PROGRAM Cil'" L pI0 
000017 COMMON /CNTRL / CNTRL" 
0000118 1 PR NT ,STARTSEFD(7) C"TRL C ,, 
00000U') 
0ooo00 
II iF(;FR PRIMTF 





000051 C CNIL -
0002 CII E 81FFI0TION$ AND RECORD LENGTHS I IlrS ,0 
000096 COMMON /FII ES I FILFS 







,LCAMSF,CAIR ,RLCA PECASI- ,LCASF YES0tiLYL'.SU 
,)LSI(; X, YLSCRRNLYLSEPSEGIPU,LSLGWIICAS TSLCASD F ILFS IL-rS 
0000%7 I , TlP ,uhilTP I IACU 1 TACtO ,CASDS rLCASUS fIt FS 
0000", INiIFGI'R SLClo)DCIZUI)W ,SulIIS1t ACUUISCAbF ,CAMI RR,CASF *YFSOUT IILLS 
000059v . ' SIGExTtYESERI(TSEGTRU 'CASDIStUU'IP ?TACU 9L.ASDSF FTLFS 
000 060 C Fl LFS 
000061 C ARf;(JIALNT LIST FOR FRROR PKUCFSSING APtL ST 
00006,2 COMMON /ARII LST/ ARGIST 
004063 1 N!IRRS tNFATAI ,NPFRRS',I4AR(; tARG( 10) A1,01-51 
000064. UT'MFNSION IAPG( .0) ARGI 81 
O00065 EPUIVAL ENCE C [ARG,ARG ) AF:GLt ST 
000066 ARGI sT 
000061 C~tfIMHDNSEGT RU/CCOUN'J ,IREC., IZ O'JkL, ISTRA tISUq,ISE r,4, $1"GT RU 
oono68 
00()0(9 
I 7T IPI 
C0MH40 /(CAt 
(I(),ISPWpT (.) 
RR/ CoIlll?,THF(G2,IZDNF2tlSTR A2,ISIUBPISFC;20 
Sf GTRI) 
LAl~f RR 
00-1070 l),15W(FuR(10t/) SIGFlRR( , 4)y. CAMIF RR 
000071 COM4MO(N/AL!rvU1 S/COUNI IInk .I,IZON I,ISTU(A I,ISUf , ISEGI Ar"[il s 
OUOu72 I IIqIN(14i?5)tTTOTAL A[ IIIIS 
00007, D()MM0{ND/C(YOPWv/CUIJN i,TkX(G"J I ZONf"3, ISI RA3,1I501B33 LPOPW 
00007b IH7F.FR S($fA! Tv N. D t ) Ekl? L V 0P 1 
0 0 76 C0M , M/S IGE X/r 01114 I G 'I ,I,-'/D)N Eb L11(3 P , 2 zSI C( 3 ,;> ) S (, X 
0VO'u 0 C0M IIUI:(CA ',h / (".CU14 1,f-G6 1 I qIF 6 1 S IRA 6 1 I J b ISF G 6 c-A ISlF 
0O0078 1 PI u.I'II IZIJLU U) , PF T ( ).PFR P( a) LAMWF 
000019 
0000o.'0 
C'OMMON;/1I X/ 1,111)0( T( 0 ) I , 2 20 
INTFt, Ff IHF, .MIX+{Iif,SLAGD) ( lyr)W)ITypF.MDDFL 
I P N I I 1 t!DYPIl) 
CAMIS 
O000081 HFAL M LAmS" 
00081 DIMEFNSION HFAI)(U , 1l) t X T( 3 )  M ( 3) , IiC C ( 3 ) *S ltC C (.S) t P ( 3 ) , lel1 N D O (4 ) LAMS 
000083 D IFN SIOM FID(6) CAMS 
0000114 EOU VAt FfCrL(IlFAD tqI)) CAMS 
000011b 
00OR) )6  
0 0(10f(l 7l 


























OU000)9 IPLHD = 0 
n0092 IPIN = 
0000'93 I"P(F 4 
0000o 14 IP14D = 0 
0 00095 flt"= 0 
000096 N9TTL=Ijft" CAMS 
000097 
00 d0 oc t$ 
3JlJbT t l (1)=III 
81IBT I(?)= IH 
CAMS 
CAN.S 
(000099 SH137l I[ (3)=11 CAMS 
000|00 UBJ[Ilt (11) -­bICAMS P C.AMS 
O000101 Sthlf It (') =oIHROPORT CAMS 
0001.0d V I I (0)=0110N ES CAMS 
000103 SI1T I I )-- H= 14 1AT E CAm s 
0001014 SUBDT II 86)=IH DATA CAMS 






. F,O) GO TO' 5 CAMS. 
00C 
orq D 
OOO 8CALI EjECI(l) CAM13Q 
000'O1ngI R tI(001rP.1001) C.AHS 
00011!0 |0 F(1R'IAT(;)X) CAMS D 
GoOli 1 5 Cf)Iz~ltl!l LAMS D 
Ooo 12 N;(}.£(?)=0 CAMS 
0061 i3 h4RLct4)=g CAMS )j 
D()()o!15 0L L,Aleit r6 
0001 1-6 N('A b = CAMS0 
0 Q0 117 C 0 U I , It 4It 4NEW 























































10 15 9 
000160, 








































C, , 	 . 
C INIIIALIAfIUN 

C SFI FILE FLAGS
I',[G=O ILA-45 
ICKIfP W=O 
IF (JACO.O.0.ANO.( A 
1 ICHOPP=I 
I510=0 	 "AMS 
ir ( TACO.Lrl. I OR.f1CANS.LO.3.OR.ISLXT U.tJ.?) 
CALL fril I(ISE Gv IACO, IArlO,ICROP'W tSG1.FI'CAD, 
C 
C CNErK FOR ERROR 
IF U:FATAC.GT.0)RE TURN 
IF(TAC(O.EtO°) GO TO 1,00 
C 
C SPECIAL CASE - NO ACOUIS. FILE 
10 CANT ItI'UF 
C ZFHO OUT FRROR PARAMETERS 
0I 1e 1=7940 
Ifl S(I1)w 
12 CnT147 1N 

It LONT I04JF 
CALl 114PT(0,I , 01,0,IDONEIEND) 
1F(ID1NE.(GI.0) G0 0 d0000 
C 
C SET Lill (IUTI'IT FILF RECORD 
COUtlb=( U.LI4 
IR =LO,6:P1C/ 
17 Ol 6: I Z NF4 
ISTPAt--$IRA, 
1 Utbt I:;I)1i 
1OLC6ISCG4CAMS 
PIHIIFP=T ( HF) 

SF ASIT= S,+ 

DO 30 wIl'Uh:I .4 

171 IJ(vjl 1U0) :)=START(SEASONWINDOO) 

PbT(;'ItI)OA)PTIRUF 
PFRR (W IflOn) =0 
30 CoN iUor 
C 
C IF N('rOPT IDOo RFF1RT ' 
iF (/2IITF ) 0o TO 4o 
DI) 60 wl,4DO,=l'I 
DO : 1'I=I, 4 
52 11 (1 )=hFAD( 1,WINI)OW) 
52 CONTINUE 
1DATIF UI UfWINON ) 









































































































































































000179 CALl RFPOR(OWINDOW,0) 
000 111O 60 CONTINut 
000181 C 
0001$2- C OlIrPUT ECbRUD 
000103 110 C(INTINUF 
000184 WRIT. fCAeSF )COUN6, R6,IZON:6, TSTRA6, ISU136, ISEG6,PTRJ 
O0001A I (lZOLU(WINDOW),PFST(WINDON),PLRR(WI NOW),WIN)OW= ',L) 
000186 NCAMbP=IICAHSR+ I 
000107 GO TO II 
000 188S 
000189 C 
000190 C PASS I - TRAINING SEGMENTS 
000191 1000 CONTINUF 
00019 CALl IN" F(ISEG,TACU,IACCICROPM, 1.1. IOONL.UND) 
000193 IF(IUONF.GT.0) GO TO 1900 
000 4 C 
00015b C INIIALTATUTON 
00011)6 MOIfDL= I 
000197 I CTI-10o L.C0.2)MOD L = 
000196 $S'ASUN=ISP4+ 
000199 T RSlT=(' 
000200 D 20) I=1,4 
0002.01 IW liI l(O(I )=0 
000202 PO COIl INiF. 
000203 C 
000204 C ZERO OUT TACO RECORD (CAMSF PART) 
0Oll19 C GFT NfXT ACOUTSTTIN, JUMP OUT 
000420 IF( IIN(ITNt)OWIArtt)0O).FO.O) 
00021 1FCIA(O0:U.I0.I) IWINOO(HINDON)=1 
DO SO . TN)UN:1, 















IF(WIhkW4,uTi.4) GO TO lol 
C(hT IIIUF 
IAC0Nhl=TACONO+ I 
Ir(TAC.Oh0.GT.25) GO To 100 
 -
IF NO- HOPE 
GO TO 100 
000224 C 
00023 C ZERO Ol FRROR VAt UFS 
oUO 4 0O 240 I=7,40 
000225 IFNS (I)0 
0002pt6 240 CONT Nuf 
?o 
000218 IFHS( )=4H 
000?29 220 CONTINU 
000 50 C 
00023 1 C LNIRY (I113 FOR SPECIAt CASE ­
000 2 C UI I CPIJRW RFLORO - CAI L INpT 
000233 3000 CONT IMiW-
000,27 o 240
OROINARY SE(SIFNT WITH NO CrRREL. 
- IF NECFSSARY 
" 000,!34 IF(TJUSF .Gl. 6)CALL INPT(It.,IITCROPn,I,0 ,IDONE,IFND) 
00)."E IF( lN.jF .:T .O) (;0 10 14o0 
000 ), , C 
000; 1 C SEi Uf$'ASS VAI UrS FOR CLASSIF ICAT ION ERRnR 
o000p;( 0 00 IYP-.r=j,3 
000239 - MULTCTyPL)=i. CAMS 
0002/10 XI(T?'E) =P(TYPEtWINDOW) CANS 
00211 300 CONTi tur AMS 
O00.112 c CAMS 
00oeq C 'IF I3iPASs Ct ASSTF. F.RPrR, SKIP DOWN CAMS 
O000/ia IF(IIC( ASS.EO.2.OR.ICAMS.E .3) C,0 TO 700 CAMS 
000245 C CAMS 
0002116 C 'SET BYPASS VALUES FOR MULTI-TEM1PORAL ERROR CAMS 
000?iI/ DO 1110 TYPIiMOI)FL CA MS 
O00218 M(IYP)=I. CAMS 
00219 atO"CONTIUfl CAMS 
000290 C CAMS 
000251 C IF HYPASS MULTI-IEFP.f RROP, SKIP rlOWN CAMS 
O000e;r II(IIIUL.GF.I) GO TO 500 CAMS 
000oe3 DO 0ie0 TYPL=I,MODFL CAMS 
0002r9 i CALL MuI TT(TYPE,SFASONTWTNOO,19(IYPE)) CAMS 
000295 420 CONTINUF CAMS 
00OP?% C CA MS 
000257 C' St; bYPASS VAtUCS FOR CROP CALLNUAR ERROR CAllS 
000258 $00 COTIIuF CAMS 
000219 00 '1o TYPL=1IMftDEL, CAMS 
000?110 ,ICC([YpF)=0. CAmS 
00061 SIGCC(TYPF)--. CAlS 
00262 510 CONT I No- CAMS 
000A63 C CAMS 
000,164 C IF 'YPASSCROP CAL. ERROR, S IP DOWN CAMS 
00026b IF(1SCC.GF.2) 60 TO 600 LAMS 





CROP (SF [0V ),T YPFS ASON,WINDUW,!ACONO, 
{C r TYPL)SLCCC ' YPL),IT b L G ) 
CAMS 
CAMS 
000,269 510 C)T rIUE CAMS 
000270 C CAm.1 
000271 C COMPUTL CI ASSIFICATION FNROR CANS 
000An272 600 CONT INUr CAS 
oU0, /3 XC'l ")Y) O. CA IS 
0 (),ll4 xl I I I1) 0 CAMS 
000275 00 620 TYPE=IIOUFL CAllS 
00076 CALL CLA$S (SLEOI() ,TYPL,WINOUbfM(TYPL) ,ICC (TYPE) ,SOCC (TYPE) t CAMS 
000211 1 XT(TyPE)) CAMS 
O00M78 620 CONTINuF CAMIS 
0o0or,9 C 
. CAMS 
000 s0 C COMPUTE PI ST CAMS 
000 14i 700 OnUTIPLIFa C AMNS 
000.182 P (WHU =z100. CAMS 
00Q/18.S P(MTX)=O. CAHS 
000./SO PN(TIi) 0. CAMS 
00021J5 IF IM(OjFL.ELr.2) GO TO 710 CAMS 
ou000e I'I0M I' T(WHL)-P I(IX) PW(MIXIWIND) LAMS IJ N 
000 287 P(litx)P (NMIX) %CAMS. 0 O 
000?.n P fLUti) = 100.-P(MTX)-P (WHF) CAMSI-I 
0(189 710 C()fI TI.'uF CAMS 411 
000290 
000291 C 
P!5=PCWPE)*XI (lHL)P(MIX) *XI (MIX) P(UTH})*XI01I1) CAMS 
CAMS (D 




IF(TUSF.GT.6) GO TO 2750 
D 9 ill0 Y)I ,5 





































































































0f l ) 3'I 
C 
C IF RLPORT, PRTNT REPORT 
IF (PI NTF .LE.() GO 10 900 
IF(IACONO.GTI) Go O 810 
DO AQ 1=1,'1 

nIt (I) EAD(I WINDOW) 

82. 	 CONT INUF 
810 	 CONT 1rUf 







IF IfST=IF78S1 + 
CALl PEtPUI (I IFIRST, (ReP) 
C 
C 	 STORE .VALUES IN OUTPUT RECORD 
900 	 CONTINuF 

IF(IACQWO.GJ,.) GO TO 200 

T I.LUI(wLI NI)OW()= I IN J(W Np0H , I ACQNO) 

1PESI fNF1W U ) =PFS 

1 PE Ru(w TU0OW) =pFS-PT (WHF) 

GO TO p0 

101 CONT IkUF 
C 




1I1'1. 7= I L0N4 4 
ISTUA7TSTRA4 

ISU l7- 'IJII' 

I LG7r ISLi;1 

TPTRUF=PT (N14.) 
IF(IISFC,.GT.0) III TO 915 
RITE (CAMSI )COUNI ,RE7, IZONEYISTRATA7,ISUBTISEGI,TPTRUE, 
1 (TI/I UC I) ,TpFT () TPERR() tI I,4) 

NCA's'= tIICAHR + I 

6O TO 1000 
915 CONTINuF 

D 110 TI 0ANS
 
DO q20 J=I,P5 

ITN TtlI ,J)ZTWTN(I *J) 









IF(NFAI AL GT.0) F IUR, 
GO TU lOO 
1900 CONTINFjF 
IF ( -2) RIEtF *Cf eTURN 

II( ILSFG . uo ) O 

C0O 	 4c;V' 
C 	 PASS P - ODINARY SE(;!ENTS 
000.1 CONT IvUFa 0 
C 




C R.I'IITIAI /F FILLS 























































060359 C CAMS 
000360 2otO CONTINuF CAMS 
000361 CALL IN? T(ISECbIACO, IAC'tl ,ISIG,2,IDONEIEND) CAMS 
000362 IF(TDONF.GT.O) GO T 0000' CAlIS 
000363 .IFIST=O . CAMS 
000364 SFASON=ISPW+l CAMS 
000365 Ol 2005 I=1,4 CAMS 
000366 IWINOMF(1)=O CAMS 
000367 2005 CONTINUE CA MS 
oo A C • CAMS 
0003(9 C ZFRO OU CAHSF RECORD CAMS 
000370 Do 2P0 rTNrDOW= l , CAMS 
W00371 17UiU(WINOU0)=0. CAMS 
000.74 
000373 
PE$T (lWI N00H) :0. 
PF RP (W I H)O0) :0. 
CAMS 
C ItS 
000374 20 0 CONT IWUF CAMS 
000375 WT F,0N01,.=0LA t..MS 
000576 ?100 CONT I FIFE CAMS 
00037/ 1 IN)OWI=H tF f)K+ I CAMS 
000378 IF(LIlII, nrh.GT.'I) 6O TO 2101 CAMS 
000379 Ir(IdIrdJUIN0lI).EO.o) GO TO 2100 CAMs 
00T0,. IWI1JOG (WLNUO) 1 CA MS 
000 iM1 C CAMS 
000382 C ZERO OUT FUROR VALUFS CANS 
000383 Of) l110 1=1,,O CAMS 
0003P14 IERS(I)=0 CA.S 
0003AS 2110 CONTINUJF CAMS 
O003pb Do ?1?o 1=l.4 CAMS 
00W51; 7 II () )S=4H CAMS 
0003sa 2120 CONT INUF CAMS 
00 0389 C CAMS 
000300 C COFIUEI ATf MI TN TRAINING Sr.GMENT CAMS 
000301 CALl fORRF L ( ITMAX, Il1N(WINOO, )W INDOR, IUSE) CAMS 
000392 IF(iUS[.GT.6.ANDISKIP.[E.0) GO TO 2100 CAlFs 
000 ,9- IF(I.,-.GT.6.ANO. ISIP.r. 1) O,0 3000 LA IS 
000394 DO 22O TYPIF=,3 C ANS 
000395 XT(TyPhF)=O. LAOS 
000 06 2200 CNT IN (F L AimS 
000 597 C CAMS 
00139$i C CALCUI AT W1GNATUR_ bXIFNSION ERROR CAItS 
0u0 S99 IF ( ISFXT .Fl. 4 0R. ICAhS.F-O..) GO TO 2400 CAMS 
000100 [,n P500 IYPIF- MUIlLL (.A ii 
000401 CALl. SGFXT$Etv(3)TY'-,W1NOUWTUSEXJ(TYPE)) CtAMS 
00040 500 CONTINUE CAMS 
O000403 6,N 70 P600 CAMS 
00011 C CAMS 
0001105 C SET 13YPASS VAtUFS FOR SIGNATURE EXTFNSION CAMS 
000406 1I00 CONTINIF . CAMS O 
00040/ Ull 2300 lYPF-- ,MOOEI CAMS. 0 
000408 XI(TYPf)=P'd(TYPtWiNDOW)(I.+TERI0TC(TYF-)) CAMS Ca 
0004109 2300 CONT INUF CAMS -4 0, 
000 10 C CAMS -, 0 
00011 1 C COMPUTL p1ST (.A HS 'C 
0012 P600 lJ)NT 11UF CA FI 
000,i13 V'(WItF)=I 00. CAM 
00041t PClIX)=O. CAMS 
000,115 pr(o,) Co,AMS 
0001116 IF (I1a; L.EO.2) GO TO 2610 CAIS 0 
000'l I I I h' I )=P T ( fHE)-P T (M I X * P W(,tI X I W N U) LA.IlS 
OO lO (II X)=,'I (Mix) " LAMB 
0001419 
0OOli?0 ?61 0 







0011 ? 4 
000145 
PFSrP(qIliL)-*XI (WIIL)+P(M IX) *X I (MIX)+P(OTH) 
27S0 CONTINur 
C 
C IF REPOTt, (EHERATL REPnRT 
IF(PRINTF.Lr.0) GO TO 2700 





O00(426 DO ?1300 itl,4 CAMS 
0004?7 
Ov0 158 
00 a112 9 
(00110 
2800 
T 11. ( I ) =HFAP ( I 4IN DO) 
CONi1HuF 















00 6 14 
00014"1 
00011 ;6 
A1=(I.tTfPT ( lHEL) )PW(WH WINfDOW) 
A2= ( 1. + TLP)I 1PT (NI X)) PW(MIXWINDOW) 












A2zAUAXI(A2,O.) CA S -CA MS 
00 0'iii2 A'=A0IAXI(A,0.) CAiMS 
0004/is 
0001114 
ALOCAI = f(Il )*A1 
T1D=IPR10R(IUSL) 
+P(MIX)*A2 +P(OTH)*A3 CAMq 
CAhs 





IF ALO C L .. )0 
IF (Pi5. (j.O.) 
. ) ZFRo1. 000005 









= (PFS-ALUCAL)/(ALOCAL+LFkOI ) *100. 
?860 CAIlS CAMS 
0001id9 2850 CONT PIj- CAMS 
000oo93 
000/1 ;4 




0004S5 Z(2,1)=L(1IAT(CROPD) CAllS 
o all'a, Z( 1 2) =ILUL T ( I ) CAMS 
00041,7 
0004')43 




O00i159 TI U90?999999 
000410 iRAI,,=O). CAr S 
000461 
0001162 2860 





00041,3IFx RrST+l CAMS 









2700 C 0NTIN{ 
IfULU(wINDOW) =IIN(WINDnNI)I 










60 TO 4100 
CONTINIF 






000473 C CAMlS I 
0001174 C HRiTfl I10 OUTPIT FTLF CA IS 









000479 ISU936=ISU 4 CAMS 
a00/lAO ISL,6-ISEG4 CAMS 
0001181 PTRIIE-PT (W4F) CAMS 
W000482 CAMS
RITE(CAISF)COUN6,IREG6,IZONE6,T$TRAB,1SU86ISEG6t 
0001493 1 PTRF t (7Ut U(I) ,PEST(I) ,PERR(),I=-PJ) CAMS 
000,18 rCAMSP=NCAiSR4 I L ,Si 
0OAP,5 GO 10 2010 CAMS 
0004 6 C CAMS 
000o 7 C 001* PROcESSING CAMS 
000188 t1000 CONIILET CAM1S 
000/119 IF(HF ATAL.GT.0) RETURN CAM.S 
0004190 I TT- CAI.SF-1 CAMS 
000091 WPIIE(CAMH) ZZZZ, (IFILLvI , ITOT) CAMS 
000492 RF KIN ('AF13F CAMS 
000l03 RErlIND SLGTRU CAMS 
O00044 IF(TA('T.LrO) REWIND ACQUTS LAMS 
0004o95 IF(IAC!3.L..0) REwIND CAH±RR CAMS 
000196 IF(ILRoPW.LE.0) RFMIND rHOPH LAMS 
0000t07 IF(ISTG.Lr.0) RFIhn SICLXI LAMS 
000498 IF(TArQ .LE. O)CALL TsAVL(O,-IIBAD)
 
0001099 RF IU'N tAiS 








IL CAMSINl,760127, 39103 , 1 
000001 SLIBROUT lNr CAMSIN CAMS IN 
000002 C FII E OFFINITTONS AND RFCOHD LENGTHS FILF$ 
000003 CO, I4'2J /FIt HS / F ILFS 
000004 I SLCIO ,LsECIDCRnPW ,LCHOP',lSUIIST,LSUl3H ACDUTSiLACa F ILFS 






,It.'P .O0ITP ,TACU ,LT4CW ,CASUSF ,LCA$DS 
FILFS 
F I1.FS 
000001 INTFIFF SE.ID .CROP'W SLIIIISl,ACOIISCAMSF CAMFERRvCASF .YFSOUT I itrs 
000009 1 ,ST(;FXT,YESPRIZ,SF(;TRit,CAS)TS,O!JP ,TACU ,CASDSF P-ILFS 
000010 C F1ILrS 
00001 C PACE LJECT CONTROL PARAMETEHS FOR LEM PtUFCM 
'000012 
000013 
000011 * C 
COmmON /PArWCII/ 






C ARCUHLNT, LTST 
CO11!1 /ARfLST/ 
FOR FRRUR PROC SS1Nf, AR, S7 
AFtL sT 
000017 1 lRlHRS iNFATAI NR PNAHG tAHG(IO) APGI ST 
00001b 
000019 
UIHFIlSION IARG( 1.)) 






C rAM, CONTROL CARD TNPUT DATA 
A (CLST 
CAFSCM 
00002 COhNJON/A91.MCM/ ItIOD)L , ItIULT I* I$TGFX, ISKIP, ITMAX . IREP, lItND, CAII'CN 
0000?3 1 1r;RUPC3,2,1b),MS(3 3),G(5,2)ai(3,2) CAMSCM 
0000 4 HFA Ms CAMSC"I 
000015 C LAISCM 
0000P6 DIIFNSION ZCHKCttb)rHXMCL4,2,3)8hFQ(4,.) CANISIN 








ItI * 1),CKi,2,1) 
I/ 
,C11X4(2 Itt) ,CIXM(, 1) 
CA2ISIN 
CANISIN 
000030000031 I CiiMII(3,I, ) ,CIIgliC3,2,1) ,CMWMUI,1)2/1.,1, Io1 ,1 . . .54./ ,CHRM(4,d, I) 
00r003 -1 l)ATA ICI IK(I  I 11 ) IC1( 1 2 ,1 ) IIIK 1.i,!), ICHK(I *?,2) , CAMSIN 









1CIh 2 1,31 CIIK(C2L,3) *ICHK8,1itv4) ICHK,(,24 ) 
CPK3,),11 CK C,2, 1),1 HK 13, ,2),vLH(32,,2)v 
TrcKIc 31,9 3), TII ,, 3) T,IIKt(3, 1 14) T IK(3,2,')1 







0000 9 I 1Ir (i, 13),,)I 2,3) ,(4K(t , 3) .L), Itllfr)(#d,) . CA(SIN4 , 
00001i1 C CAMSIN 
0G0/IA0 C R AD IN AHD CI-FCK (CONTROL-CARD LAMS IN 
0000/13 RFAI( INP, 1000) IMUL'EL. TRMILTI , ISIrEX, ISKIP, TTIIAX, R Ei',IWI0, LAMSIN 
0000111 I ICAMb,, IBE I .AM9SIN 




C LCI!0, nl (UNIROL CARD 
CAM',IN
CAMss IN 
00 nola CALI Fjl-CT () LAIS IN 
0000119 WRIIL(OI I- ,1100) CAhSIN 
00U00"0000',2 11 11101 OR i T ( UPX?'OlAl(ISX, 11 1 IA MS I NCANSIN " 
0000 3 
0000,01 
1 SOIiC A 14 S I 
w;IT E 1u(' P. 1100) 




0000.", hRITF (lIll 2100) LAIISIN a 
O0000,6 1100 FOR"AI (Px) CAIStN 0 
0000' 7 IITl (fPllip 00 . C(tIV.-iN a 
WW1II) I ?00 FO1,A ( ", .00IMMUIICL,?XGIIULI I yXA6Hj5ItXp'Xt$NISIiIp,2XpiHIMAX, (AtSIN 
000099 1 2X I H IRFP, 2X, Sil WINO) 
000060 WRITL(01oIP,1300) TMoFL.IMUI.TItI$IGFXISKIPITHAXI XEP,T.qIND 
000061 I ICAHb,,ISLOI 
0000 2 1300 FORMAT('XI1 ,7XI ,7Xlt ,6XI t 6XI,2x,2(4X,TI),5XtA4,12) 





00001,5 C CHECK 1) AND SLO. 140. 






000070 CALL -:tPFS(14HCAMS,6HCAMSTN,4,1) 
00o171 GO TO p 
000078 1 CONT INLIF 
000073 1Ct(h,0. 0.0O) TWI ND=tl 
0000714 IAi%( )= ISLQI 
00007$ IAXG(?)=IMUOEL 
000u76 C 
000077 C CHECK CITkOL VALULS 
000078 IF(TMfI;FL. NF.I.ANO.IMlODFL.NE.2) CALL FRRMFS(4HCAMS,6HCASI'N,1,I) 
000079 IF(TI;U TI.NF.0.AND.TI1JLTI.NE.I) IMULII=I 
0000AO IF (T3T(;rX.JF.O.ANAI.TSIGFX.NF. I) ISIGEX-1 
O000,M ir11 £P.NIi.o. AtiD. ISM !P.NF* I )( %F 1SKIP--! 
000P2 IF(IRlp.Nr.0.AND.IR.fP.1F.t) IR-LP-I 
000083 NAR;=, 

000094 IARI.(") =ITMAX 
0000Mb IF(II 'AX.I1.0) CALL ERI{IMES(Ql1CA'SbHCAMSINt2,T1)
0
00080o IARG(?)=IWIND 
000007 PF(T'sU.0.. .0.UIWINA.GT.4) CALL EIMXtS(IJiiCAS,6HCAMSINi3.i) 
000089 C 

00000 C RFAD 1N AND CHECK MULTI-TrMPORAL SAMPLING MATRIX 
000091 2 CONTIUIU 
000102 IFLAG=o 
00093 IIEXT I 
000094 CALl PAGLR(9) 
0000)5 N ( I1I TI. (011 P12800) 11=5IS) 




00 )0(11 00f ?1I ,1 q 
00004) . I9LXI:IVUXI+I 
000100 RtAO(T P0?000) 1 I5),(ICX(J IT, K) K=ISb, 
000101 1 (CIIKM(J,I'I) KZK?93) I I('ANSI ISLQ(J, I) 
000102 2Q00 F(IRIIAT(IIII,2X FI.3 9YAI2) 

000103 IF(ILAitS. (.SHCAMS.A14. iaF(JI).E0.INkX) GO TO02 





000100 1AHI.C)IS0(J I) 

000107 CALl iRMFS(C4HCAMS,6ICAMS.IN,4,I) 

000101 22 CONTINur 
000109 C 
000110 C ECHO OUT 
000121 NR TL(GU1P,?I00) (ILMKCJIK)=3,IS), 
000112 1 (ClKrlCJ.IK) ,K=?,3) ,ICAMSISE(JI) 

000113 2100 FORI11AI CIIXI0(IIIX),TI,3X,2(Fb.3,2X),A~l12) 

0001 11 21 CO. TI NIjI 
00011 b0 LO11 tTI NUE 
000116 C 














































LA II IN 
LAMSIN 














LAIS IN co 
LAMSIN aq N 
CAmSIN CD W 










CAMS jN 0 
LA M IN  
t~il;=L AmS IN 
000119 ITUT=3 CA SIN 
000 120 IWIFPR 0 CAMSIN 
000121 IF (INf)DFL,E0.2) ITOW=I CAMSIN 
00012 IF(TMoDrL.LQ.2) IWHFR.S CAIISIN 
0001?3 IF(IFI.AG.FUJ. .RlIULTI.,Eo.I) GO 1 40 .AIISIN 
0001P4 On 0 1=1,2 CANSIN 
O00175 WI 31 J=1, 17OT LA IIS IN 
OO01?o L=J+114t IP CAM SIN 
000177 
00012600019 
IROUP(Jf , I )1
IIllJI' tJ , 1 --= 
IURIUp, (J, 1,2) = 
CAMSIN 
CAMSINlCAMS1N 
O00110 fuf)UP(4, T .tI)Z= CAISIJ 
000132 D0 3,2 V=5,15 LAIMSIN 
00013U IAIC.( I)=iSIQ(LT) cuMS IN 
0001 ;3 IARf.(?) = L AN.IS IN 





IF(TCPIUKL,iK).L1.I.URTCHK(LIK).GT.3) CALL ERRHE$(4HCAMS, 
lAiICAMlSIh., 111) 
1GlhfIUJ(J,1 K)ZICiK(Lit K) 





000139. M.(JT, 1)=I. CASIN 




AFb(3) zClIKIi(L, ItK) 
LAhISI[ 
, A ISI N 
0001413 
o0011q 
IF(Ch (l I,K) .LL.O.0 *OR. CHKM(LI,K).GE.CHKM(L,IK-1)) 
f CALL rI(RMES(4HCAMS,6HCASrIN,bI) 
CANSIN 
LANSIN 
S000)115 1(J, I , K)- CIIRM(L iI , ) CAIS IN 
0001116 35 CONT J "Of LAIISIN 
)00113/ 31 COIT INIIF LAtlIS IN 
000111 .30 1ill I PuF LAIS IN 
000150 C LAIISIN 
00o151 
000151! 
C READ IN AND CMHECK CRUP CA[LENOAR 
40 CONTINtUf 
LANSIN 
CA S I N 
-
000 1 3 
(111I4 




0001t5 WPIT&1 (0l P, 11000) CAMS 1N 
0001;6 41000 FOAIAT(IIX,3(21IGI1,6XHGU,6X,2HHI,6X, dIH2,6X)) CAISIN 
0001"7 DO III1-1, CAISIN 




R1 All( TNP,'I0'I ) (CIK(x I ,IJ) ,J=I q) . (CIIKH( Ii , ) .d:l 92). 




00016e I ,I CA I , Ib F-W I ) C kiS IN 
000163 
000164 
4040 FORHAT(P(F3.,F6.?,F6.i,F6.2,IX)t2(F6.3,F 6.?)'A,, ) 
Ir ILA14JI,.4.ICAMZANP, ISC0 (II) JO. INLX[) ;0 TO ( 
LASIN 
CAfI SIN 
00) I(, IFLAGmA CA 1,S IN Fo DO 











CALl I RRMF8( /IICAM IICA1451N, 4,) 
42 LOlTIluE 






NR I T1- P(l, 100) (C\14K(1, ,) J 1,2)1 (CHXH(I .1,( ) .dI',)J 
1 (C:l1'(?, I'J) ,J1 I.),(CII$H(.4) J~1 .2), 
L AISI 
LAMSIN '0 
000173 I (CHb;(3,TJ),d±l,2)(CIIKtl(3l,J),J=I,e) LANSIN Pd 
000171 I ,ICAI.STSFU(I,) CAMSIN 
000175 
0001/6 




000171 kEAl(IJP7,t 00) (tIl;( 11I T,1-) ,J= I, ?) , (LIfl1(I1, 1 J) ,J= I C, AMS tIS Q CAI N 0 
00017I 11400 F L0MIA (P(F6,,F'I,.?) ,b0XAli 12) CA MiSI N 
000179 IF(TCAMS.FU.4HCAMS.AND.ISEOI.EQ.INO<T) GO T0 43 CANSIN 
OOI 0 IFLAG= LASIN 
000181 IARG(I)tICAMS CANSi N 
000182 IARG(?) ISlO.I CANSIN. 
000183 CALL f RIMES (01ICAMS61CAMSIN,4,l) LA4SIN 
000 j$W4 (43 ClINTIrHuF LAIISIN 
000185 IR I T cuI6 I P ,lj300 ) LAJISIN 
0001 f16 1 (CHK6(4,1,J),J=IP)(CHH(4,1,J)J=,2)ICAMSISEOI CAMSIN 
0001I7 4300 FORHIAT(?X, (F6,3.2X.F6,22X),6bXA/4,I?) CAtSIN 
000188 Ql CONTINUf CAMSIN 
000189 C CAMSIN 
000190 C MOVF INTo ARRAY CAIMSIN 
000191 lIFr(TI AG.. .2.) GO TO $0 C , .SI1 
o0o02 NARG=2 LAIISIN 
00019 40 'i i''.a LANSIN 
000194 DO Se. J1,ITOT CASIN 
0001I5 L=J+IW'HF R , .ANSIN 
000196 IARG(l)tILOCII) CAMSINIWHFR/4 
000197 AU(g,(.IIKGCLI,1) -AIISIN 
000198 IF(As(CCHxG(L,I,I)).GF.IO.o ) CALL ERRMFS(IICAMS,6HCAMSIN,5.1) CAHSIN 
000199 Ab(d)CI7IlKH(Lt I, (.AmSIN-I) 
000,00 IF(AbS(ChYI(LYI.)).GF.O.O ) CALL FRRMFS(4HCAMS,6ICA'SINtdI) CAMSIN 
0002,01 AUG(2) zCIWIJCL,1 .2) LAISI N 
-
OUOo 02 IF(ABiS((HXCL,1,P))..100.O) CALL ERRMIS(IIICAMS,6HCAMSIN,5.I) CAhSIN
 
000?-03 AI ,(2) :Cf X ( L ' 1 )  AIISI N 
000204 II (,4IbS(IHIf L Iell)).GF%1000) CALl. ERRMFS(HCAS,6HCAM, I b)b LANSIN 
000205 C(4, I GIL 1 1 ) CANS I NI UCHK; 
000206 G(, I ,!) IHK0(L;,Ie) CAM5 IN 
0002'01 fl(J,,I I)=r Ik (L, . CAmS INI, I) 
OUO 6 I , .) =1 I(KII(L, I 2) s IN(1 CA l 
000.09 Se LoNT ItU I LAMSN 
000220 1 LO TIuF CANSIN 
000211 q0 CON'TINu E CA MS IN 
00021 R& TURN CANSIN 







1w060179 IF(ICANS.FU.JIICAMS.AND.ISEI.E.INXT) GO To 43 CAPS IN 
000180 IFLAG:2 CAMSIN 
0001111 IARC(1)=ICAMS CAMSJN 
1l 

00 0C, CALL EfIMFS (aIF4AMS,&HCAMSINtol) CArmSIN 
0001A 4 '13 CONT INuF LASIN 
OU0Ib " WRITL(oUIJP,1J300) LA1SIN 
0001V 6 I (CHKG(4tI,J) .=:t21)t (CHKH(4ttJ),J=1t2),ICAMSISEQI CAMSIN 
000187 4300 fORtIAT(2X,2(F6,3,2XF6.?,2X) 166X,A4,I?) CASIN 
00lia 41 CONTINUE CAIISIN 
o00189 C LA(S IN 
000190 C. MOVE INTO ARRAY CA ,SIN 
o001 IARG(?)ISEL CAMS IN 
0U0191 IF(T- A(;.&.2 ) GO TO bo CAILSIN 
0001q2 NARr.-? LAMS IN 
000)193 DO ')1 I-I'2 LASIN 
000191 00 5. j1I,ITOT CeIMSIN 
000195 L=J+IHHWR . CAM SIN 
N
000196 IAR,(1)tISEO(Il) t IWHFR/4 CAMSI
0001A~, (.) 1 .r IKG ( I) •CAIISIN 
00019l3 IF(AUS(CHMG(LtII)).GF.,0,0 ) CALL ERRM$.S(4HCAMS,6F1CASIN,5,I) CArSIN 
000199 AR,()=('IIKH (LI I) CA MSIN 
000200 IF(AiiSCH{I'H(LII)).GF.1O.0 ) CALL ERRWS(14HCAMSt61CA'1SN,bI) CA14hIN 
O000O.l AUG() (IMG(LI *2) L,,IS IN 
000212 1FCAtIS(fllG(L, )).GF, 20.0) CALL FRRMFS(4HCAMSv6HCAMSINSI) CAPSIN 
0002.03 A(lL(2)ZCH'rI(L, 1.) (AIISIN 
000204 I-(,AUS(CHKiL,I,2) ).GF.100.0) CALl. ERRMFS 4HCAM$,6IICAMbTN,,5I) CANSIN 
M205 0(J I)CMK;(L .1.1) CAIISIN 
000206 G(J,I,a)=rHKG(LI *) CAMSIN00020/[i,(fJ.I * 1) CIIKHI(L,*I, 1) lANSIIN 
0002013 N(J.,ah)IIYIUL, I, CAll SiN 
000209 92 LONT INUt LAHSIN 
000210 91 CONT INUF LAISIN 
00021 150 CONTINuF CAMSpI 
000212 RI.TIRII CAHNIN 











SU BROUT INE CAS CAS 
C MAIN DRIVER FOR GAS S.IMUL.ATOR CAS 
C CAS 














C CAS CONTROL CARD INPUT DATA AND CONSTANTS CASCM 
COMMON /CASCM / CASCM 
I, AREACF,YCF ,PRDCF ,APRUTS(4,2) ,PPRUTS(5,2) ,YPRUTS(3,2) CASCM 
2 ,AREAPS,S2MAX ,NHISTYHH ,TOPT ,AUNITSDISTFF,BWIND(4) CASCM 
3 ,WPRIOR(4) ,APREP ,IPRD(3,14) ,NPDATE,PRDATE(14) CASCM 
INTE(,ER HH, TOPT, AIJNITSDISTFF,BWIND,WPRIORAPREP,PROATE CASCM 
C CASCIA 
C FLAGS AND COUNTFRS FOR CAS SIMULATOR CASFLG 
COMMON /CASFLG/ CASFLG 
1 H ,PPFLG ,lBW1 ,3WW , WINDOW,'IPD ,IPP ,PPDATE,NREGS CASFLG 





,ENDREG,ENDZONIRSTR , IRZONE,IRREG 
,LOS4 ,IDS7 ,IDS8 ,I-DS9 ,IDSIO ,I-DS11 ,L0S12 ,LDS13 
G.ASFLG 
CASFLG 
5 ,L0S14 ,LDSI5 ,Lf;S]6 ,LDS17 ,LRCOLJN,LRREG ,LRZONE,LRSTR CASFLG 
INTEGER PPFIG , WINPOW , PPDATE CASFLG 
C CASFLG 
C CONTROL_ PARAMETERS FOR L-EM PROGRAM CNFRL 
CUMMUN /CNTRL / CNTRL 
I PRINTF ,NSTART,SEED(7) CNTRL 
INTEGER PRINTF CNTRL 
DOUBL1E PRECISION SEED CNrRL 
C CNTRL 
C CAS DATA SETS 1,2, AND 3 USETI p cc 









,ANALVK,EPWK ,EPW2K JULY76 
JULY760 o" 
REAL MIK , M2K JULY76 
DIMENSION DSET1(14), DSET2(14), DSET3(6) JULY76 
EOUIVAIENCI ( DSET1,DSET2,DSET3,ISUBST ) USETI 
1 , A M2K,MK ), ( CT2K,CT3K,CT1K ) DSET 
C DSETI 
C CAS DATA SETS 4, 5,. AND '6 (AT STRATA LEVEL) DSET4 
COMMON /DSET4 / DSET4 
1 STRATA,TWASI ,HWAS1 ,EWASI ,XMlJS ,XCriS ,ANVSI. JULY76 
2 ,TWAS2 ,1WAS2 ,EWAS2 ,XM2JS ,XCT2S ,ANVS2 ,T JULY76 
3 ,TWAS3,HWASBXCTlS 
4 ,XYS ,XESTYS,EVYRS ,P21DPK,VIV2S ,VARS ,ANVARS JULY76 
5 ,FILL4(57) 
INTEGER STRATA JULY76 
DIMENSION 1DSET4(24), DSET5(7), DSET6(3) JULY76 
C 
EUJIVALENCE ( DSET4,STRATA ), ( DSETS,TWAS2 ), ( DSET6,TWAS3 ) DSET4 
I)SET4 
C CAS DATA SET 7 (AT ZONE LEVEL) OSET7 
COMMON /DSET7 / U.DSET 7 
I ZONE ,HWAZ2 ,EZ ,MIK2KZ,ANALVZ,NSTRAZ,HWAZI ,EWAZ1 ,HWAZ3 JULY76 
2 ,ESTVZ ,HWAZ12 JULY76 
3 ,M1K2CL41O) ,EPWCL(IO) ,EPW2CL(1O) ,PKPICL(10) JULY76 
4 ,PK2Cl(IO) ,PKCI-(1O) ,SSQ(10) JULY76 
INTEGER ZONE JULY76 
REAL MlK2KZ, M1K2CIL JULY76 
DIMENSION DSET7(81) JULY76 
EUIVALENCE A OSETT,ZONE ) DSET7 
C DSET7 
C CAS DATA SET 8 (AT REGION LEVEI) DSET8 
COMMON /OSET8 / OSET8 
I REGION,HWAR2 ,FR ,MlK2KR,ANAI-VRNZONES,HWAR1 ,EWARI ,ESTVR JULY76 
2 ,M1M2ZR,FILL8(71) JULY76 
INTEGER REGION JULY76 
RE AL M1K2KR JULY76 
DIMENSION DSETB(1O) JULY76 
EWU-UIVALENCE ( DSET8,REGION ) LSET8 
C USET8 
C CAS DATA SET 9 
COM A ,ON /DSET9 / 
(AT COUNTRY LEVEL) DSET9 
DSET9 0 
1 CUUNTR,HWAC2 ,EC ,MlK2KC,ANALVC,M1M2ZC,-IWAC1 ,EWAC1 ,ESTVC JULY76 
INTEGER C(UNTRREAL M1K2KC JULY76JULY76c 
DIMENSION DSET9(9) JULY76 N 
EOUIVALENCE C DSET9,COUNTR ) USET9 
C DSET9 c 
C CAS DATA SET 
COMMON /DSETIO/ 









,AERRS ,AVARS ,TPRODS,EPROUS,PRERRS,PRVARS JULY76 
,MIJS ,M2JS ,CTIS ,CT2S ,CT3S ,ANAVS JULY76 
3 ,ANPRVS,ES JULY76 
REAL MIJS , M2JS JULY76 
DIMENSION DSETIO(20) JOLY76 
C 
EUUIVALENCE C DSET]O,HWAS ) JULY76 
USET 10 
'C CAS DATA SET 
COMMON /DSET~l/ 
11 (ZONE DATA -- FINAL PASS) JULY76 
USETI I 
1 HWAZ ,TWAZ ,EWAZ ,AERRZ ,AVARZ ,TPRLOZ,EPRODZ,PRERRZ,PRVARZ OSETlI1 
2 ,TYZ ,EYZ ,YERRZ ,MIZ ,M2Z 7CTiZ ,CT2Z ,CT3Z ,ANAVZ USETil 
3 ,ANPRVZ DSETl 








C CAS -DATA SET 12 (REGION DATA -- FINAL PASS) JULY76 
COMMUN /DSET12/ USET12 
I HWAR ?TWAR ,EWAR ,AERRR ,AVARR ,TPRODR,EPRODR,P.RERRRPRVARR DSET12 
2 ,TYR ,EYR ,YERRR ,MIR ,M2R ,CT1R ,CT2R ,CT3R ,ANAVR DSET12 
3 ,ANPRVR DSET12 
REAL MIR , M2R DSET12 
DIMENSION DSET12(19) DSET12 
EQUIVALENCE ( DSET12,HWAR ) I)SET12 
C I)SETJ2 
.C CAS DATA SET 13 (COUNTRY DATA -- FINAL PASS) JULY76 
COMMON /DSETI3/ LSETi 3 
1 HWAC ,TWAC ,EWAC ,AERRC ,AVARC ,TPRUDCEPRODC,PRERRC,PRVARC DSET13 
2 ,TYC ,EYC ,YERRC ,MIC ,M2C ,CTIC ,CT2C ,CT3C ,ANAVC DSET13 
3 ,ANPRVC,CLEWA ,CLEPRD,CLATEC,CLPTEC,CLATWC,CLPTWC t)SET13 











C INDEX RECORD FR CAS INTERMEDIATE DATA SET FILE (CASOSF) IXCOSF 
COMMUN /IXCDSF/ IXCDSF o-. 
C 
I IXCDSF(i) ,LIXCDS 
IXCDSF 
C LEM CONT'RFJL CARD INP1IT DATA LEMCM c 
COMMUN /LEMCM / LEMCM u 
I TITLE(IO) ,ICASE ,CIINTRYNTRIAL,RSTART,IPRINTSTAPTR,STARTZ LIEMCM 
2 ,ENDR ,ENDZ ,ISTG ,ICAMS ,IYES ,IACC ,ICLASSISEXT ,ISCC LEMCM
 






) IMENS ION RSEE)( 7) L EMCM
 




E.UIVALENCE ( RSEED,RSEED1 ) 	 LEMCM 
INTEGER RSTART,STARTRSTARTZ,ENDR ,ENDZ LEMCIA 
C LEPACM 
C SEGMENT DATA FROM CAMS OUTPUT FILE (CAMSF) SEGDTA 
COMMUN /SEGDTA/ SI-GDTA
 
I IIJSEGT(5) ,ISEG ,TP14KI ,LACDAY(4) ,EPWKI(4) SEGDTA
 
2 ,EkRPWI(4) ,ESTPWI S'EGDTA
 
INTEGER ZACDAY SEGDTA 
C "SEGDTA 
C SUBSTRATA HISTORICAL DATA FROM SUBHST FILE SSHDTA 
CUMMUN /SSHDTA/ SSHDTA 
I COUN2 ,IREG2 ,IZONE2,ISTRA2,ISUBS2,NSEG ,IDSEG ,GRPNO ,HISTPW SSHDTA 
2 ,AkEAK ,PWK ,NAGR ,NA ,DELTPW,DELTPM,CV1 ,CV2 ,CV3 SSHDTA 
3 ,CV4 ,VMULTK,CLASS(18),MXKRDSSH JULY76 
INTEGER GRPNO , CLASS , RDSSH JULY76 
DIMENSION SSHDTA(39) JULY76 
EQJUIVALENCE ( SSHDTA, COUN2 ) SSHDTA 
C SSHD)TA 
C STATISTICAL INFORMATION FOR LEM STATS 
COMMON /STATS / STATS 
I ITER ,NSEGTR,NCAMSR,NYESR ,NREC(7),NCA-SCR,NCASDR STATS 
EQUIVALENCE ( NT,ITER ) STATS 
C STATS 
C SUMMARY DATA FOR REPORTS 	 SUMDTA 
CUMMUN /SIMDTA/ SUMDTA 	 N 
N1 CVAEPT,CVEPTASDPER ,CVPEPT,CVEPTP,CSUMR(18,18) SUMOTA 
C SUMDTA CD 
C YIELD DATA FROM YESOUT FILE YESDTA w 40
YESDTA 	 .-COMMON /YESDTA/ 

1 YSTR ,IZPnRD(6) ,YSCI(6) ,VSYCI(6) YESDTA
 























210 IBW= IBW + 1 
 CAS
 
IF ( BWINO(IBW) .EO. 0 ) GO TO 250 CAS 
C' PROCESS NEXT BIOWINDOW CAS 
CALL CASPP CAS
 
IF ( NSATAL .NE. 0 GO TO 900 CAS
 




C PREDICTION DATE LOOP CAS
 










IF ( PPDATE .EQ. b ) GO TO 400 oAS
 




IF ( NFATAL .NE. 0 ) GO TO 900 CAS
 




C WHEN PRINTF .NE. 0, PRINT COUNTRY SUMMARY REPORT CAS 
400 IF ( PRINTF .NE. 0 CGALL SUMREP CAS 











1760427, 1 1CASU I. 30062 
000001 BLOCK DATA CASbLO CASI3LD 
000002 C CtSBLD 
000003 C FLAGS AND CQIhTfRS FOR CAS SIMULATOR CA$FLC 
0000014 CI)MNUN /CASFLG/ CABFL ; 
000'Ob 1 H ;PPFLG 0Nt14 ,13 ,WIN, hIPD ,IPP ,PPOAIEPNREGS (AbFLG 
000006 ? NZToT ,NSTPAT'NYrSSK,NSSHSKICAISKNRYtS ,NkSSH ,NRCAIS CAbFLG 
000007 " rN)c ENbRrt;,ruoZoN,lRS'TR TRIU4k, IRHFG CA rLG 
00008 .1 )Sj ,LDS7 ,LDS9 D LDS13,t()S 1 ,LnSM ,LDSIO 0811 *SItILDS12 LASFL­
000009 5 ,tDSIJ ,LDS15 ,LDS16 ,LOSII ,LRCOJ.NLRREUL ,LHZUNELRbTR CASFLr 
000010 INIFGER 'PFLG , WIlDDH , PPVAIE CASFLG 
000011 'C" CASFLG 
000012 C .IIPFX RECORU H'R CAS INTERHM[)IAIF DATA SET FILE (CAbDbF) IYCPSF 
000013 LOlIUN /IXCSI)S/ IXCOSF 
000014 1 IXCISFC I) tLIXCAS IXCOSF 
0000 1b C I X I, F 
000016 C (A ti1IL.D 
000017 DATA LIXCD$ / 388 / P 
000018 C CAS13L0 











SFLT tCASERI,l,760427,* 390?2 1 
000001 SUB)ROUITINE C'ASER(NO) C:ASFRI 
000002 C (:ASERl 
000003 C THIS 5SUJRUUTINF CODNTAINS IHE INPUT ERROR MESSAGES FUR CAS LASFkI 
O000004 C LA5Fk1 




1 NtRRS UtF ATIAt. NPFRRS, NARG 
.AV:GLST 
ARG(IO) A~ztLST 
00000t DIF117r4S iON IARG(1O) APGI ST 
000009 .EGUIVALf NCE ( TARGARG AR(,LST 
000010 C: APG{; ST 
000011 C CAS (CUPNOI.CARD INPUT UATA AND CUN3TANTS (CASCM 
00A012 
000013 
COMMU14 /1 001I / 
1 AlF A(rF, YCF PRDL.F APIMIS(lt?) *PPRUTS( y?) 9yPRIJI S(392) 
LASCM 
( A r'11 
000014 2 , A 1 APS , SdiA X , N H 1S Y,H H iTOPT , A tIN I IS 11 1D 1 F F, 13pfI,, V ( 4) LA C H 
0U0015 3 14PR IR0D qt APPEP , IPRD](3t fill tNPOAlf tPRDATL(14I) CASCM 
000016 IPITt.GER Hilt TOPI, AUK,1TSDI STP-F, VWIND, KPR 108. APR P PiRDATF C A 6C, 
00001 1 C CAAb(74 
0000)l "C F II E "UFF INT7 11ONS AND RF-COR0I. LENGTHS P I LFS 
000019 COMMON /F11LLs / F JL.FS 
O 0 UPO I SLO ID , LSF nI i) Cknfl , LCRDPW , UPHS I ,LSUB11 tACrU 1 ,L ACrI F I L F S 
0000". 2 CIAMSF ,LCAM8F',CA14ERI?.l-CAMFP,(CA5F ECASF PYLROUILYL-SO FILFS 
0000?1 3 TSG-Xl S kX FSR ,YSRtSGIUL G CSI CS FILES 
000023 l t, ,P ULTH.P , TACU , LITAC ,CASUSi ,LCASOS F ItFS 
0 06007 1 ITF(;R SL1',ID CP0P1, ,UFk'HST,Af.UlU 5,CAMSF C(ANFIRRvCASE tYFSOUT F It Fs 
0000lps I ,bIff'XI tYt,$ 1I1,bF(;T1U,('ASUI!;UIJTI' ,TALU 9C:ASDSF F IL F'S 
OunoOP c FILF5 
0000?( C C:AbFR I 
OOOOP0 d C46FRI 
0000P9 GO TU (1O,20,30914O0b,50 O670)tINO (:DSFRI 
0000oko0 
000011 
10 CO]NT I)uFr 
WR ITE.(oUTP, 1000) IARG(1) t IRG ) ) 
LASFRt 
CAbFkt 
000032 TJY CA!F -R I 
()no() 53 2,0 CO)NT I HIJF '( ,LAFl 
0000i34 FNITE (uITP0PO00) NIII$Iy ).7 LAtFRI 
ooooV R,5.Tik[ J CA.S3 1 
00003t0 30 C01,17 1NUF LASI"Rl 







O00001lO IJ CrNTI I LIE L A3FR I 
000041 W1 I L.COi I P ,4000) WPRTOR LAbER 
0000112 RE 11 um, LA b rR 1 
00003 - so CtVIIT INUf CASEFR 1 
00001114 
0000015 






60 CFn1J If, Ul-











0 0 0 0 10O FR IT L ( OiI P 7 0 0 0}) LA F RI1 0 0 
00no0% I kl TUkH (L,AbrR D 
00AW"21 1000 F0141AT ("PX, C:AV.RIt 
0(0001.3 C I'l HIpROPER LAB~EL AND SEOUFNCE NUM13ER ON A CAS C:ONTROL C:ARD. CASFRI 
0{00u I I ?XpHA ' AND St{o. NO, = A4,4 X02) LAbFRI -
O1)OOb 
0000"tb 
PoO0 FOIAIJAl (PX,91114111SIY = 1, 





OF PAN6F' . CAS[R! 
LIsrk| 0 
O) U 01 "0 0 1 1!Ik MA I X , 311I I i H[I [1 Ul JT UF 14A INF LA,11R I 
0 0 oI - /?A- I I (3 5 . . |L l 11 1E.. 9 9) ) E.ASF RI 





1 .3(11 ,?H, );II /eX,3H(FACIl WINI)uIA MiU5T 6F 1-4 OR 
5000 FORMIAI(?X,3HALL. [NTUTLS TN WPRIOR ARF 7ERO ) 
6000 FIFtIIAT(?X, '1HTLlLf;AL. PRFUICTION DATl ,2(12tIJl/),I 1 











1 12,2? II iIU 
7000 FORNAT(?X, 
T Or i-1e, 6AY ?,I,4I1 -U'31 lsl' 1-31. ) UASFRl 
CAbFRI 
00006bl I 3fIPRLDICTION flATFS NOT IN ASUFNDING ORDER OR DUPLICATES ) CASPRI 







SUBROUTINE CASER2 (ICODE) 
C PRINTS PROCESSING ERRdR MESSAGES FOR CAS SIMULATOR CASER2 
CASER2C 
C ARGUMENT LIST FOR ERROR, PROCESSING ARGLST 
COMMON /ARGi- ST/ ARGLST 









C FLAGS AND COUNTERS FOR CAS SIMULATOR 	 CASFLG 
COMMON /CASFLG/ C'AS FLG
 
I H ,PPFLG ,NBW ,IBW ,WINDOWIPD ,IPP ,PPDATE,NREGS CASFLG
 
2 ,NZTOT ,NSTRAT,NYESSKNSSHSKNCAMSK,NRYES ,NRSSH ,NRCAMS CASFLG
 
3 ,ENDC ,ENDREG,ENDZONIRSTR ,IRZONE,IRREG CASFLG
 
4 ,LDSI ,LDS4 , I-DS7 ,LOS8 ,I-DS9 ,LDS1O ,LDSI1 ,L0S2 L0S13 CASFLG
 
5 ,LS14 ,LDS15 7LOS16 ,LDS17 ,LRCOUN,LRREG ,LRZONELRSTR 	 CASF.LG
 
CASFLG





COMMON /DSET4 / STRATA CASER2
 
COMMUN /DSET7 / ZONE CASER2
 
COMMON /DSET8 / REGION CASER2
 




C FILE DEFINITIONS AND RECORD LENGTHS 	 FILES 
COMMON /FILES / FILES
 
I SEGID ,LSEGIDCROPW ,LCROPW,S(JBHST,LSJBH ,AC0UIS,LACQ FILES
 
2 ,CAMSF ,LCAMSF,CAMERR,L.CAMER,CASF ,I-CASF ,YESOUT,LYESO FILES
 
3 , S I GEXTL SIGEX, YES ERR ,LYESER, SEGTRU, LSEGTR, CASb IS,LCASD FILES
 
4 , INP ,OUTP ,TACO ,LTACO ,CASDSF,LCASDS FILES
 
INTEGER SEGED ,CROPW ,SLbHST,ACQUIS,CAMSF ,CAMERR,CASF ,YESOUT FILES
 
1 ,SIGEXT,YESERRSEGTRt1,CASD)IS,OUTP ,TACQ ,CASDSF FILES
 
FILES 	 pooC 
LEMCM 	 Wc LEM CONTROIL CARD INPUT DATA 
COMMON /LEMCM / LEMM No1 TITLEi1O) ,ICASE ,CUNTRYNTRIAL,RSTART,IPRINT,STARTR,STARTZ 	LEMCM 
2 ,END< ,ENDZ ,ISTG ,ICAMS ,UYES ,IACQ ,ICLASS,ISEXT ISCC LEMCMN' 
3 ,ICAS2 ,IC4S3 ,IPRCAMIPRYES,IPRCAS,ICSESG,ICSECW,ICSESH,ICSECE LENCM 
4 ,ICSEYM, ICSESE, ICSEAC,RSEED1,RSEED2,RSEEL)3, RSEEL)4,RSEEDS,RSEED6 LEMCM c 
LEMCM 	 I5 ,RSEED7, ICSEST,ICSECO,ICSEYS,ICSECJ,ICSECD LEMCM 
DIMENSION RSEED(7 
DOUBLE PRECISION RSEED ,RSEEOD1,RSEED2,RSEED3,RSEED4,RSEED5 LEMCM 
1 ,RSEED6,RSEE07 LEMCM 
EOUIVALENCE ( RSEED,RSEED1 ) LEMCM 
INTEGER RSTART,STARTR,STARTZENDR ,ENDZ LEMCM 
C LEMCM 
C SUBSTRATA HISTORICAL- DATA FROM SUBHST FILE SSHDTA 
COMMON /SSHDTA/ SSHIDTA. 
1'' COUN2 ,IREG2 ,IZ0)NE2,ISTRA2,ISUBS2,NSEG ,IDSEG ,GRPNO ,HISTPW SSHDTA 
2 ,AREAK ,PWK ,NAGR ,NA ,I)ELTPW,DELTPM,CVi ,CV2 ,CV3 SSHIDTA 
3 ,CV4 ,VMIJlTK,CLASS(18),MXK,RDSSH JULY76 
INTEGER GRPNO , CLASS , ROSSH JULY76 
DIMENSION SSHDTA(39) JULY76 
C 
EUUIVALENCE ( SSFDTA, COLJN2 ) SSHOTA 
SSHDTA 
C SEGMENT DATA FROM CAMS OUTPUT FILE (CAMSF) SEGDTA 
COMMON /SEGDTA/ SEGDTA 
I IDSEGT(5) 




,TPWKI ,ZACOAY(4) ,EPWKI(4) SEGOTA 
SEGDTA 
SEGUTA 
C SE GOTA 
C CASER2 
DATA MXMES / 19 / JULY76 
C CASER2 
C QASER2 
IMES= ICDE CASER2 
IF ( IMES .LT. I .OR. IMES .GT. MXMES ) GO TO 800 CASER2 
C CASEk2 
GO TO (10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,9O,].00,1l0,120,130,140,150,160,170




10 WRITE (OUTP,l) IARG(l),ARG(2) CASER2 
1 FORMAT (3SHODIVISION BY 
1 =i-i0.) 
ZERO NOT ALLOWED. EON. (,13,4H), ,A6, C' F'R2 
CASER2 p 
GO TO 900 CASER2 D 




FORMAT (105HOIF NT 
IOT BE COMPUITED AND 
CASER2 
= 1, VARIANCE ERRORS AND CONFIDENCE LEVELS CANNCASER2 




GO TO 900 CASER2 
C CASER2 
30 IARG(2)= STARTR CASER2 
GO TO 45 CASER2 
40 IARG(2)= STARTZ CASER2 
45 WRITE (OUTP,4) ARG(), IARG(2),ARG(3) CASER2 
4 FORMAT (IOHOSTARTING ,A6,5,15H NOT FOUNI) ON A6,6H FILE.) CASER2 
GU TO 900 CASER2 
C CASER2 
50 IARG(2)= ENDR CASER2 
CASER2
 
60 IARG(2)= ENDZ CAKER2
 
65 WRITE (OUTP,6) ARG(1),IARG(2)ARG(3) CASER2
 
6 FORMAT (UHOEND.ING ,A6,15,15H NOT FOUND ON ,A6,0H FILE. ) CASER2
 






70 WRITE (OIJTP,7) ' REGION, ZONE, STRATA, NRVES GASER2 
7 FORMAT (49.HOZERO PREDICTION DATES ON YESOUT FILE FOR REGION 14 CASER2 
I ,7H, ZONE ,I4,9H, STRATA ,14,15H (DATA RECORD ,14,10)) CASER2
 




80 WRITE (OUTP,8) GRPNO,IREG2,IZONE2,ISTRA2,ISUBS2,NRSSH CASER2 
8 'FORMAT (22HOILLEGAL GROUP NUMBER ,13,30H FROM SUBHST FILE FOR REGCASER2 
lION ,14,7H, ZONE ,14,tOH, STRATUM ,14,13H, SUBSTRAtUM ,14 CASER2 
2 /15H (DATA RECORD ,14,IH)) CASER2 
GO TO 900 CASER2 
C CASER2 
90 WRITE (OUTP,9) NAGR,NA,GRPNO CASER2 
9 FORMAT (8HONAGR = ,14,1O OR NA = ,14,42H -FROM FILE SUBHST ARE CASER2 
IZERU. GROUP NUMBER ,I3,17H IS CHANGED TO 3. ) CASER2 
GO TO 900 CASER2 
C CASER2 
100 WRITE (OUTP,910)NRYES,REGION,ZONE,STRATA,NRSSH,IREG2, IZONE2, ISTRA2CASER2 
910 FORMAT (47HOINCONSISTENCY BETWEEN YESOUT AND SUBHST FILES.// CASER2 w 
I 8X,3OHRECORD REGION ZONE STRATA/8H YESOUT .15,318/ CASER2 pco 
2 8H SUBHST ,15,318) CASER2 
GO TO 900 CASER2 
C CASER2 ,o Q 
110 WRITE (OUTP,11) NRSSH,IREG2,IZONE2,ISTRA2,ISUBS2,NRCAMS,IoSEGT(2)CASER2 N ASER2 ',
 
I , IDSEGT(3j, IDSEGT(4) ,IDSEGT(5) 
CASER2
11 FURMAT (46HOINCONSISTENCY BETWEEN SUBHST AND CAMSF FILES.// d 
I SX,41HRECORD REGION ZONE STRATA SUBSTRATA CASER2 
2 /8H SUBHST ,15,318,110/8H CAMSF ,15,318,I0) CASER2 




120 WRITE (OUTP,12) IARG(1) CASER2
 
12 FORMAT (61HOERROR RETURN FROM BETA DISTRIBUTION SUBROUTINE. ERROR CASER2
 
IFLAG = 13) CASER2
 
GO TO 900 CASER2
 
C CASER2 
130 WRITE (OUTP,13) ISIjBS2,ISTRA2,IZOIE2,IREG2,NRSSH CASER2 
'13 FORMAT (26HONO SEGMENTS IN SUBSTRATA ,14,9H, STRATA ,14,7H, ZONE CASER2 
14,9H-, REGION 14,17H (SUBHST RECORD ,14,!H)) CASER2 
GO TO 900 CASER2 
C CASER2 
140 WRITE (OIJTP,14) CASER2 
14 FORMAT (52HOZERO OR NEGATIVE DIVISOR IN COMPUTING TAU2S, SIGM2S/ CASER2 
1 14H(EOS. 93D-93F) ) CASER2 
GO TO 900 CASER2 
C CASER2 
150 WRITE (OUTP,15) HISTPW,ISUBS2,ISTRA2,IZONE2,IREG2 CASER2 
15 FORMAT (22HOWARNI'NG... HIST PW =F6.2,16H FOR SUBSTRATA ,14 CASER2
 
1 ,9H, STRATA ,I,H, ZONE ,14,9H, REGION 14/ CASER2
 
2 24H GROUP NO. CHANGED TO 3.) CASER2
 




160 WRITE (OITP,16) Ip,PPDAESTRATA, ZONEREGIONNRYES CASER2 
16 FORMAT (24HOINPUT PREDICTION DATE (,12,4H) = 14/ CASER2
 
1 54H .LT. ALL PREDICTION DATES ON YESOUT FILE FOR STRATA ,I4, CASER2
 
2 7H, ZONE ,14,9H, REGION ,14,1OH (RECORD ,14,I.H)) CASER2
 
GO TO 900 CASER'2
 
170 WRITE (OUTP,17) CASER2
 
17 FORMAT (5 BHOTOO MANY MONI'E CARLO ITERATIONS FOR CAS DISTRIBUTION CASER2
 
iFILE ) CASER2 
GO TO 900 CAzFR2 o 
CASER2 00cnC 

180 WRITE (OUJTP,18) ARGU(),IARG(2),,ARG(3),ARG(4) CASER2 w 
18 FORMAT (2HO ,A6,9H IN EO. ,14,3H = ,E13.6,15I REF. VALUE = , CASER2 oat 
CAStER2 o"I E13.6) 
CASER2GO TO 900 CASER2? 
C 
190 WRITE (OLTP,19) IARG(1)ZONE,REGIONIARG(2) JULY76
 
19 FORMAT (40HOI-ESS THAN 2 ACOUIRED SEGMENTS IN CLASS I3,9H OF ZONE JULY76
 
1 14iTH REGION,14",24H. NO. OF ACO. SEGMENTS=13) JULY76
 
JULY76






800 WRITE (OUTP,80I) IMES CASER2
 















.. YYCASIN,1,7404?7, 612 4 2 I 
000001 
000002 C 
SUBRUUTINF CASIN CASTN 
LASTN 
000003 C -THIS SUPROUTINE READS IN AND C TECKSHE CAS CONTROL CARDS CASIN 
0000 C LAbIN 
000005 
OOnOOb 
C AR(;UO4LNT LIST FOR 
COMMON /ARGLST/ 
CRROR PIOCFSSING AFGLST 
AR;LST 




EOUIVAIENCE ( IARGAPG 3 
ARGI ST 
AIGI.ST 
000010 C APGLST 
















000015 3 1l'RfIIllt(M) ,APREp *IPRD(3,14) WVDA1 ,PHDATE(14) C ACi 
000016 INI-GFu HH, Tel'F, AUNITSUISTFFv I4),WPRIORAPHFP,PRDATE CASCM 
000017 c LASC4M 







CAS DATA ,ifS 14, i5, 16, Arg) 17 
COMMON ./CASCUM/ 
I CAS(:Uhl(. ) luFIl(SOt1) 







1 *Dl Il7(tel) 









I ,( n 0 f HS,0tJALRW.,SrArRR,StIAL4CCA&CUH(P'l ) 
2 . (SOF'f S,SOFPtI/,SrPRR,SUPLIC,CASCUM (PS) ) 

















E(OUIVAL! VCL ( CA:;U8I,IIIIFFR ) 
DTIIFNSIV(N ICASO(303), HWAcK(60) * WAKNFY(60), PIK(60) 
tQMuIVAfl iCL f ICA)V,1WA2XKCASDSQ )t ( WAKhFYCASDSR(61) 











CF Fit INTlrU-is AND RFCORD ILNGTIIS 
COMMON /FPII. Es / 
I SLCXD1 L.SEGt.,CROPW ,LCRnPW,SUBt1STLSUBH ,ACOUTS,LAC-'l 
? ,rAr-SF ,LCAMIF ,CAIML R,LCALI?, C.ASF *LCASF *YLSOIT,LYt.SU 
'S ,SI-XILSI;LX,YLSLRR,LYLSER,SLGTPU,LSEGIRiCASDIlb,LCASD 
F ILS 
FI L "S 
FILF5 
I Lt 8 
FILFS 




1NIFbI H SI ru11 
I ,TirXT,YF.SLRI 






tYFSOUT FI IFs 
FILES 
ILFS 
000011o, DAIA bIUCK flhd CAS DTbTHIbUrION FILL d NSF 












I TXDISF( I),'LXDIS IV ISFIl. , ')06 Otlt.Y ALLOWS UP TO A PkOt.7T0ION POINTS INCLIJTNG IypT3F 
' rlwII tui's ( 506 - I t I t 8*63, IDFX + hfADER + 8 PRFO. PIS.) X, sF 
IX) 
I LIM (ONII'(JL CARD IMPUl DAIA LF MC. 
COMMUN /ItLMCH / Ltt{C 




oO000 ? ,pFrl EMND7 fSI; ,ICANS tiYFS ,IACO t fLI ASbISi XI !,iCC LFMCM 
0000L 6000051 3 0 
vTCAb; 
..SjYIl, .ICAS i , TPRCAM, IPRYLSt IPRCAS, 1 SC.,TLSLCI'. ICbFbH, ILSEC-ICbFMl , ILSLACI(SEEDI )?SF ID:SFD,s! r),HSLUr,RbFL) LFMCM ILI c o 
r,000,115 lRf [ I ',ICSE 0 ILEU, ICS YS , IC:itCU, 1C('hCO LI mCm 
000019 DIMENSION RSFEO(7) I. 
000060 DOULF PRECISION RSEFD ,RSEEOIRSEED2,RSELD3,RSEFU4,RSEED5 
000061 I ,RSrFnD6'Sf E07 
000062 EOUTVALFNC<I ( PSFED0RSFEDI 
000063 INIFGbR PbTARTSARTRSARTZENDR ,ENDZ 
000064 C 
000OA5 C PACE EJECT CONTROL PAHAMEIFS FOR LEM 
oooOeb COMMUN /PAGECrI/ 
OODo67 I NPAF ,NL INE tNXLINENST TL ,SUBTTL (10) 
000060i C, 
000,9 C STAT1STICAL INFORMATION FOR LEM 
000070 COMMON /SIATS / 

000071 . TTF.R ,NSEGTRNCANSMNYESH ,NREC(7),NCASCRtNCASOR 





ooo/ 4 C 
000075 C READ IN F IPbT ,C0NIROt CARO 
00007b NEAr(INP, 1000) NHt1$Y,HMI4TPT,AUNI1S,1DISTFF,t3 INDtA.PRIORAPREPt 
001077 I !AUG( ), ARG(2) 
000078 1O00 FO(MAT(14J5,3?XAqI2) 
000079 NSITTL=O 
000080 C 
000081 C ECHO 0JU1 FII,-ST CONTROL CARD 
0000h2 CALL IJFLT(12) 
00008. WRITE (oUTP, O00) 
00008f ?000 FORIIAT(?X) 
o000n5 UIT.(ntI P0000) 
00009 1, [ TI (oUTP,3000) 
000087 3000 l-OrIA(1')I<,4AiL AS I N P U T C O N T R 0 L C A R D S 
OOohImt WP I TL (Hll (P 0000 
0000P9 RI T I1 IoiP', ?000) 
O000o WRI Ic(otIPIo000) CI,I= 1 , 4)fC I I--1,4) 
000091 'J0 00 I Y isX2HHH X t 4HIOPT ISP0H1AT (3x, 6IINN I , T ?X oHANNI ?X,6OISTFF ,?X v 
000002 1 L 5M) ) , 6HF PRIOR t ( IH( , II ?11) ) t',iAFREP)SmwIItD, 4 1114 ( I I 
00)009 5 WRITL (otIll o0OulHIS TY 14 ,TOF'Tt AUNITDIbTF JhNnWPRI0Ij, PRHP, 
000094 - I l(:( I ). I) 





00009/ IF(ARG(l).tJ. 3PLAS.AN.IANG(2).EO.I) kO TO 10 
00009U CALL EpI-tF (HCAS5NLAbIt1,I) 
000099 GO It) 200 
000100o C 
000101 C' CHLCK FOR ERIRONS 
O0O02 to CONIltUC 
000103 IF(rFIHIsTY.LT.I.OR.N1IsIY.(;T.20) CALL E RMFS(HCAS ICASIN,2,1) 
O 1041'001 ( L..R.0.0,1 CALL 3SIICAS b51CASIN,5, 0)r . .99) FRRMrS 
0U00 05 IF(TUPI h.F .1) TO T=I 
000106 IF(AUN 15,MF.0) AUNI I.S=t 
0on10/ IFIF)ISTfF.t4 .0) DIST-F=I 
000108 II (APREI .NI.0) APRLP=I 
0001i09 NFil--0 
000110 DO P0 -p1,4 
000It1 IF I,I (I).NE.0) tsIM (I)I 
0061 12 IrCWfRIII( ) .LI .. R.W'P10HC11) ,T.4) 
000113 1 CA[l1 1 I-H S1IICAS( ,bHCA I N I) 
0001 14 I'( PI 1 O (1)I .01R0). UwII=t II IN , 
0001 lb P0 CONT I N' Il 
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n00119 C READ IN CONTROL CARDS 2 AND 3 (,ASIN 
000120 200 CONTINUF CAbIN 
000121 READ(NPt6000) (C IPRf(TJ),I-1,3),J=l,7),IARG(1),1A'6(2) CASIN 
000122 6000 FOfRMAI (7(312, IX) 25XA4,I.) LASIN 
000123' FRiTL(oUtP,.000) CASIN 
000124 
cl0012$ 
WRJTI COIJTP, 7000) (I, 1=1 7) 
7000 FO}IIAI (SX, /(HIPHO( iPH1I) )) 
CABIN 
CASIN 
000126 WRITE (OUIP,8000) (CIP(IJ) IJ=1t3),J=l,7) , IAPG(I) IARG(2) CASIN 
000127 
O001n 
8000 FORMA1 (5X,7(11/,I2, i4/,23X) 3XtAtJ,T2) 





CALl. IRRtI*S 3HCAS,5HCA5Ih I t 1) 
.. 210 CONTI[ Ul CAbIN CASIN 
0001)100oni3l RFAD(INIt6000) (CIPRD( J)--3)J I ) .IARG(1)IAR()CASN I WR.TL(nUI]P,-?0001 CABIN 
0001 WUn'ITI(oUIP,7000) (ItI=Utll ) CASIN 
000134 WRITe(r)L'1PtPO000) ( IP0OI,J) 1I=1 3) J=ks,1II) ARG(1) .IARG(2) CASIN 
00031 IIF(TAP((1)o1'.0.3LAS.ANi). IAHG(2).C0.3) 6O IU 10 CABIN. 
000136 
00013 
CALL F'RPIhFS(3NCAS,'liCASINI ,I) 
GO TI' 900 
LAIN 
CABIN 




DO ;20 I=J,14 
CASIN 
CASIN 
0001t:I IF(I'Pu(I,I).E-Q.0AND.IpRI)(2,1).EQ.0) GO T 0.530 LAS TIM 
0001112 NPUiI FI=PPAIE+ I CAbIN 
0(|0 0Ii IF ( F'I4) ( r, I ). 61. (0 CABIN 
0001111 1 .A40. (IPRU(2X) .CE. I.AND. IPRO(2,I).LF. 12) CASIN 
000105 I .AND.(IPRU(3,I).GE.I.AN0.IPHD(3I).LF.31)) GO TO 325 LASIN 
000216 1ARI( 1):IPNI) .I) CAS I N 
000111 I AIII; (?) I p I) (d .j CASI w 
00010 I dB(;13) 1 pO (3 , I) CABITN 
0001' 11 CALI FkNAI'T(3ucA$SHCASN,6,1.) LASIN 
0001"o GO TU 20 CASTN 
000151 325 COITINuF CABIN 
00o01l- CAll IF-PA (FLOAT(IPPD(3I)fIIPR(2,1),IPRD(lI)0.DAYS) CASIN 
000V,3 PFRA 1I |)-IFIX (DAYS) CABIN 
0001',4 320 CINTI NUF LASIN 
0001ff. 330 C)hd It f LAsIN 
0001',6 IF(NPIV(ATL.L-. I) GO TO 340 CAbIN 
0001t5 IIEIMF':NPUA I ' CABIN 
000158 of, S5O I=IITFMP LAIN 
000159 If(PRPATE().GE.PRAIF(Iel)) CALL ERRMES(3FiCASvSHCASINp7,I) CASIN 
0010160 350 COhT ItU LASIN 
000161 340 C()NTINuF CASIN 
000162 5 1-lAX: 0.?5*AREAPS*ARFAPS LASIN 
000163 ALACI=.00l CABIN 
000164 YCFI--.o CAuIN 













000169 :PRUC :=3.u7435441F-5 CABIN '00­
n00170 C (,A ]N -..C0 
000171P400 IF ( 1)IF& EI. 0 ) G(O TO 900 CASIN '0 
000172 C CAbIN 
000173 C 01'PFN CAS DIST.IB(1ION FILE, LASIN N 
000174 DEFINE FII E (b06,303,U,0tUM) *NEW . 
000175 
000176 
IF ( RIART EU. 0 ) (.0 To 900 
C RESTART RUN. READ AND CHICK HEADERRECORD. 
CAbIN ('A$IN **I 00 
00017/ CAL RANACF (CASDIS,I.CASD.SDLCA$DIXDISF.LTXDISt) CABIN 
00017l NT= IC'V(') CABIN 
000179 ARG(6)= 6HCASI)S. 
000180 ARG(3)= CASDS(l) 
000181 C SHIFT FIl IrAMb. 4 CHARACTERS (2a BITS) TO THE LEFT 
OU182 C BY MIJLIPLYING EY ?**24 
000183 ]Ar(l)= ICAS(1))16777?l, 
000181'4 IF C (ASW'iiC I) .NF. bHCADIS ) CALL FRRMFS (31$LtMSHCASINt9I,) 
00018b IARG(I)= ICAbD(?) 





(IAfRGn() .NF, I('SFCD .UR. CASOSB(3) NL. CUNTRY ) 
CALL VRPNES (31L4tIlSCASIN,18,I) 
000189 IF ( NT .NL. RSTARI ) CALL ERRMLS (ShkLfytbHCASINt4vtl) 
000190 C 































C PERFORMS INITIALIZATION TASKS FOR EACH PREDICTION POINT 
C 
C CAS CONTROL CARD INPUT DATA AND CONSTANTS 
COMMUN /CASCM / 
I AREACF,YCF ,PROCF ,APR(UTS(4,2) ,PPROTS(5,2) ,YPRUTS(3,2) 
2 ,AREAPS,-S2MAX ,NHISTYHH ,TOPT ;AUNITS,OISTFF,BWIND(4) 
3 ,WPRIOR(4) ,APr-EP IPRfD(3,14) ,NPDATE,PRDATE(14) 
INTEGER HH, 'TOPT, AUNITS,DISTFF,BWIND,WPRIOR,APREP,PRDATE 
C 
C FLAGS AND COUNTERS FOR CAS SIMULATOR 
COMMON /CASFLG/ 
1 H ,PPFLG ,NBW ,IBW ,WINDOW,IPO ,IPP ,PPDATE,NREGS 
2 ,NZTOT ,NSTRAT,NYESSK,NSSHSI<,IJCAMSK,NRYFS ,NRSSH ,NRCAMS 
3 ,ENDC ,INDREG,ENDZON,I'RSTR ,IRZON'EIRREG 
4 ,LDSl ,IOS4 ,LIS7 ,LDS8 ,tlOS9 ,LDSlO ,11.DS1I ,L.DS12 ,LDS13 
5 ,LDS14 ,LDS15 ,LDSl6 ,LDS17 ,LRCOUN,LRREG ,LRZONE,LRSTR 
INTEGER PPFLG , WINDOW , 13PDATE 
C 
C CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR iGEM PR.OGRAM 
CJMMON /GNTRL / 
.1 PRINTF,NSTART,SEED(7) 
INTEGER PRINTF 
DOUBLE PRECISION SEED 
C 
C FILE DEFINITIONS AND RECORD LENGTHS 
COMMUN /FILES / 
I SEGIO ILSEGID,CROPW ,lCROPWSIJBHST,LSUHH .ACQUIS,LAC0 
2 ,CAISF ,LCAMSFCAMERR,L-CAMER,CASF ,LCASF ,YESOUTLYESO 
3 ,SIGEXT ,ILSIGEX,YESERR,IYESERTSEGTRU ,LSEGTRCASDIS,LCASD 
4 ,INP ,OtHTP ,TACO ,LTACO ,CASDSF,LCASDS 




C PAGE EJECT CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR LEM 
COMMON /PAGECM/ 
1 NPAGE ,NLIINE ,MXLI NE,NSTT'L ,SIYBTTL(1O) 
C 









































I COUN2 ,IREG2 ,IZCJNE2,1STRA2,ISUBS2,NSEG ,IDSEG ,GRPNO ,HISTPW SSHDTA 
2 ,AREAK ,PWK ,NAGR ,NA ,DELTPW,DELTPM,CV1 ,CV2 ,CV3 SSHDTA 
3 ,CV4 ,VMULTK,CLASS(18)VMXK,RDSSH JULY76 
INTEGER GRPNO , CLASS , ROSSH JULY76 
DIMENSION SSHDTA(39) JULY76 
ELJUIVALENCE ( SSHOTA, COUN2 ) SSHDTA 
C SSHDTA 
C STATISTICAL INFORMATION FOR LEN STATS 
COMMON /STATS / STATS 
1 ITER ,NSEGTR,NCAMSR,NYESR ,NREC(7),NCASCR,NCASDR STATS 
EOUIVALENCE NTITER ) STATS 
C STATS 
C 
C INITIALIZE FLAGS AND COUNTERS 
CAS INL 
CASINL 
RDSSH= 0 CAS INL 
NREGS= 0 CASINL 
NZTOT= 0 CASINL 
NSTRAT= 0 CASINL 
NRYES= NYESSK - I CASINL 
NRCAMS= NCAMSK - I CASINL 
C INITIALIZE REGION, ZONE, AND SFRATA POINTERS FO..CAS CASINL 
C INTERMEDIATE FILE. ( REGION RECORDS ARE 3-12, ZONE RECORDS ARE CASINL 
C 13-62, STRATA RECORDS ARE 63-387 ) CASINL 
IRREG = 2 CASINL 
IRZONE= 12 CASINL 
IRSTR = 62 CASINL 
C CAS INL 
C INITIALLY POSITION FILES YESOUT, SUBHSI, CAMSF AT STARTING CASINL 
C REGION AND ZONE. CASINL 
REWIND YESOIIT CASINL 
REWIND CAMSF- CASINL 
DO 210 .I=I,NYESSK CASINL 
REAl) (YESOUT) CASINL 0 
210 CONTINUE CASINL 
C JULY76 U 
IF ( NT .GT. NSTART .OR. IPP .GT. ) GO TO 225 JULY75 o,, 
RFW IND SUBHST JULY76 
DO 220 I=1,NSSHSK CASINL 
READ (SUBHST) CASINL 
220 CONTINUE CASINL 
NRSSH= NSSHSK - I JUILY76 
C JULY76 
225 DU 230 I=I,NCAMSK JULY76 
READ ( CAMSI) CASINL 
230 CONTIJNUE CASINL 
CASINL
C 














C PERFORMS MISCELLANEflUS INITIALIZATION TASKS FOR THE GAS CASINT 
C SIMULATOR CASINT 
C 1. SETTING COUNTERS AND FLAGS CASINT 
C 2. OPENING RANDOM ACCESS FILE (CAS INTERMEDIATE FILE) CASINT 
C 3. DETERMINING HOW MANY RECORDS TO SKIP ON THE YESOUT, CASINT 
C SURHST, AND CAMSF FILES TO PROPERLY POSITION THOSE FILES CASINT 
C AT THE STARTING REGION AND ZONE (STARTR AND STARTZ) CASINT 
C CASINT 
C ARGUMENT LIST FOR ERROR PROCESSING ARGIST 
COMMUN /ARGLST/ ARGLST 
I NERRS ,NPATAL,NPERRS,NARG ,ARG( 10) ARGLST 
DIMENSION IARG(1O) ARGLST
 
ARGLSTEQUIVALENCE ( IARG,ARG ) 
C ARGILST 
C GAS CONTROl- CARD INPUT DATA AND CONSTANTS CASCM 
COMMON /CASCM / CASCM 
I AREACF,YCF ;PROCF ,APRUTS(4,2) ,PPRUTS(5,2) ,YPRUTS(3,2) CASCM
 
2 ,AKEAPS,S2MAX ,NHISTY,HH ,TOPT ,AUNITS,FOISTFF,BWIND(4) CASCM
 
3 ,WPFIOR(4) ,APREP ,IPRO(3,14) iNPDATE,PRDATE(14) CASCM
 
INTEGER HH, TOPT, AUNITS,DISTFF,BWINDWPRIOR,APREP,PRDATE CASCM
 
SCASCM 
C DATA BLOCK FOR GAS CUMULATIVE FILE CASCUM 
C CAS DATA SETS 14, 15, 16, AN) 17 CASCUM 
COMMUN /CASCUM/ CASCUR 
1 CASCUM(32), BUFFR(504) CASCUM
 




EWUIVALENCE ( ICASCCASCUM ) CASCUM
 
EOUIVALENCE ( DSETl4,DSETl5,DSET16,0SETIT,CASCUM(5) CASCUM
 
1 , ( SOAERS,SOAERZ,S(AERR,S(.)AERC,CASCUM(24) ) CAqCUM r 
2 , C S(PERS,SOPERZ,SQPERR,SQPERCCASCJM(25) ) CASCUM 03N 
CASCUM (D3 , ( SOYERS,SQYER7,SOYERR,SOYERC,CASCtJM(26) ) 
C CASCUM cal 
C FLAGS AND COUNTERS FOR GAS SIMULATOR CASFLG N 
COMMON /CASPLG/ CASFLG
 
I H ,PPFLG ,NBW IBW ,WI'NDUW,IPD ,IPP ,PPDATE,NREGS CASFLG
 
2 ,NZTOT ,NiSTRAT,NYESSK,NSSHSK,NCAMSKNRYES ,NRSSH ,NRCAMS CASF-LG
 
3 ,ENDC ,ENDREG,ENDZON,IRSTR , IRZONE, IRREG CASFLG u 
.4 ,LOSI LDS4 ,LDS7 ,LDS8 ,IDS9 ,L0S10 ,LDS11 ,LDS12 ,LDS13 CASFLG 
5 ,LIDSI4 ,Lf)S5 ,LOS16 ,LOSI7 ,LRCOUN,LRREG ,L.RZONE,LRSTR 
INTEGER PPFLG , WINOWr , PPDATE 
C 
C CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR LEM PROGRAM 





DOUBLE PRECISION SEED 

C' 
C CUNSTANT (UANTITIES FOR LEM PROGRAM 
COMMON /CONST / 
1 NTRNX ,MAXR ,MAXZ ,IMXSEG,ENDFILITSFG 
C 
C FILE DEFINITIONS AND RECORD LENGTHS 
CUMMON /FILES / 
I SEGID ,LSEGIO,CROPW ,LCROPW,SUBFIST,LSUBH ,ACOUIS,LACO 
2 ,CArmSF ,LCAMSF,CAMERR,l-CAMER ,CASF ,LCASF ,YESOUT,LYESO 
3 ,SIGEXT,LSIGEX ,YESERR,LYESERSEGTRU,LSEGTR,CASDIS,LCASU 
4 ,INP ,OUTP ,TACO ,LTACO ,CASOSF tLCASDS 
INTEGER SEGID ,CROPW ,SUBHST,ACOUIS,CAMSF ,CAMERR,CASF ,YESOUT 
1,S IGEXT ,'YESERR,SEGTRI),CASIDIS, OJTP ,TACQ ,CASDSF 
C 









C LEM CONTROL CARD INPUT DATA 
COMMON /LEMCM / 
I TITI-E(1O) ,ICASE ,CJNTRYNTRI-Al-,RSTARTIPRINT,STARTRSTARTZ 
















































5 ,RSEED7, ICSEST, I CSECO, ICSEYS , ICSECU I CS ECD1 LEMCM
 
DIMENSION RSEED(7 LEMCM 
DOUBILE PRECISION RSEED ,RSEEDI,RSEED2,RSEED3,RSEED4,RSEED5 LEMCM . 
1 ,RSEED6,RSEED7 LEMCM CoD 
EOUIVALIENCE ( RSEED,RSEEDI ) t.ECM t 
INIEGER RSTART, STARTRSTARTZ,ENDR ,ENDZ LEMCM 
C LEMCM 
C PAGE EJECT CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR LEM PAGECM I 
PAGECM •lCOMMON /PAGECM/ 
C 
I NPAGE ,NLINE ,MXINENSrTL ,SIJBTTO(IO) PAGECM 
PAGECM 
C TATISTICAL INFORMATION FOR LEM STATS 
CUMMUN /STATS / STATS 
I ITER ,NSLGTR,NCAMSR,NYESR ,NREC(7)NCASCRNCASOR, STATS 
EQUIVALENCE ( NTJTER ) STATS 
C STATS 
C YIELD DATA FROM YFSOUT FILE YESOTA 
COMMON /YESDTA/ YESOTA 
1 YSTR ,IZPRDD(6) ,YSCI(C6) ,VSYCI(6) YESUTA 
2 ,RDYES ,NYESPP YESDTA 
INTEGER RDYES YESOTA 
C YESDTA 
C DEBUGGING PRINT FLAG CASINT 
COMMON /DEBUGF/ DEBUGE CASINT 
C CASINT 
C 
DATA DEBUGF / 0.0 / CASINT 
CASINT 





COUN = COUNTRY ID 
CASINT 
CASINT 
C REGION = REGION ID CASINT 
C ZONE = ZONE I0 CASINT 
C STRATA = STRATOM ID CASINT 
C ICODE = ERROR MESSAGE CODE FOR ERRMES CASINT 
C FIL = TEMPORARY CELL USED TO FIL OUT LIST IN REAO STMT. CASINT 
C I = DO LOOP INDEX CASINT 
C CAS INT 
C CASINT 
C INITIALIZE FLAGS AND COUNTERS CASINT 
PPFLG= 0 CASINT 
IPP = 0 CASINT ) 00 
NSTTL= 0 CASINT a N 
C 





DO 110 I=I ,LCASF CASINT N. 
BUFFR( )= u.0 CASIIT 
110 CONTINUE CASINT 
C CASINT I 
C OPEN CAS INTERMEDIATE FILE (RANDOM ACCESS FILE) -- CASpSF CASINT 
o CAS INT
 
C PERFORM THE FOLLOWING CHECKS ONLY ON THE FIRST ITERATION CASINT
 








C SKIP OVER THE HEADER RECORD OF THE YESOUT, SUBHST, AND CAMSF CASINT 
,C FILES. CASINT 




















IF ( S1ARTR .ED. 0 ) GO TO 900 JULY76
 
C COUNT THE NO. OF RECORDS TO SKIP ON YESOUT CASINT
 
ARG(3)= 6HYESOUT CAS INT
 
210 READ (YESOUT) COUNREGION,ZONE,STRATA,YSTR CAS INT
 











IF C REGION - STARTR ) 250,240,800 CASINT
 
C REGION = STARTING REGION CASINT
 
240 IF ('ZONE- STARTZ ) 250,300,820 CASINT
 
250 NYESSK= NYESSK + I CASINT
 





C CUUNT NUMBER OF RECORDS TO SKIP ON SUBHST FILE CATNT
 GASINT 	 P 0300 	 ARG(3)= 6HSUBHST 

310 	 READ (SUBHST) COUIN.REGION,ZONE, ( FILL,T=4,LSUBH CASINT (D 
IF ( COUN .EO. ENDFIL ) GO TO 800 CASINT ,1, 
IF ( REGION I STARTR ) 350,340,800 CASINT LO 
CASINT 	 vC REGION = STARTING REGION 

340 IF ( ZONE - STARTZ ) 350,400,820' CASINT
 
350 	 NSSHSK= NSSHSK + 1 CAS1NT
 
GO TO 310 CASINT
CAS INT 	 -C 
C COUNT IUtMBER OF RECORDS TO SKP ON CAMSF 
400 AkGC3)= 5HCAMSF 
410 READ (CAMSF) COUN,REGION,ZONE, ( FILL,I=4,LCAMSF 
IF ( COUN .EQ. ENOFIL ) GO TO 800 

IF ( REGION - START( ) 450,440,800 

C REGION = STARTING REGION 
440 IF ( ZONE - STARTZ ) 450,900,820 
450 NCAMSK= NCAMSK + 1 
GO TO 410 
C 
C ERROR. STARTING kEGION NOT FOUND ON FILE 
800 ICUDE= 3 
ARGCL)= 6HREGION 
GO Ti 830 

C 
C ERROR. STARTING ZONE NOT FOUND ON FILE 
820 IC(IDE= 4 
ARGC1)= 6HZONE 



































SUBROUTINE CASOUT( I[_EVEL) CASOUT 
C THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS THE AREA AND PRODUCTION REPORT AND SAVES DATACASOUT 
C FOR THE COUNTRY REPORT CASOUT 
C ARGUMENT LIST FOR ERROR PROCESSING ARGLST 
COMMON /ARGI-ST/ ARGLST 
I NERRS ,NFATALNPFRRS,NARG ,ARG(1O) ARGLST 
DIMENSION IARG(10) ARGLST 
E(JUIVALENCE ( IARGARG ) ARGLST 
ARGLSTC 





COMMON /FILES / 

I SIEGID ,LSEGID,CROPW ,LCROPW,SUBHST,LSUBH ,ACQUIS,LACQ FILES
 




4 ,INP ,OUTP ,TACO ,ITACO ,CASDSF,ICASDS FILES
 
INTEGER' SEGID ,CROPW ,StBHST,ACOtJIS,CAMSF ,CAMERR,CASF ,YESOUT FILES
 





C SUMMARY DATA FnR REPOlRTS SUMOTA 
COMMON /StJMDTA/ SUMOTA 
1 CVAEPTCVEPTA,SDPER ,CVPEPTCVEPTP,CSUMR(18,18) SUMDTA 
C SUMDTA 
C CAS CONTROL_ CARD INPUT DATA AND CONSTANTS CASCM 
COMMON /CASCM / CASCM
 
1 AREACF,YCF ,PRDCF ,APRUTS(4,2) ,PPRUTS(5,2) ,YPRUTS(3,2) CASCM
 
2 ,AREAPS,S2MAX ,NHISTY,HH ,TOPT ,AUNITSDISTFF,BWIND(4) CASCM
 
3 ,WPRIOR(4) ,APREP ,IPRD(3,14) ,NPDATEPRDATE(14) CASCM
 





C DATA BLOCK FOR CAS CUMULATIVE FILE CASCUM 
16, AND 17 C"qrilM tC CAS DATA SETS 14, 15, 
COMMON /CASCtJM/ CASCUM 
1 CASCUM(32) , Bt'PFR(504) CASCUM 
DIMENSION ICASC(32), I)SET1i(22), DSET15(22), DSET16(22) CASCUM 0 .. 
CASCUM 01C 1 ,DSETI7(28) 

CASCUM ..
EOUIVALENCF ( ICASC,CASCUM ) 

EOUIVALENCE ( DSETI4,DSET15,DSET6,DSET17,CASCUM(5) I CASCUM
 
1 , SQAERS,SQAERZSOAERRSOAERC,CASCUM(24) ) CASCUM
 
2 , ( SOPERS,SQPERZ,SQPERR,SOPERC,CASCUM(25) ) CASCUM
 
3 , ( SOYERS,SOYERZ,SQYERR,SOYERC,CASCUM(26) ) CASCUM
 
C CAS CUM 
C FLAGS AND COHNTERS FOR GAS SIMULATOR CASFLG 
CUMMUN /CASFLG/ CASFLG 
I H ,PPFLG NBW ,IBW4 ,WINDOWIPO ,IPP ,PPOATENREGS. CASFLG 
2 ,NZT0T ,NSTRAT,NYESSKNSSHSK,NCAMSK,NRYES ,NRSSH ,NRCAMS C.SFLG 
3 ,ENDC ,ENDREG,ENOZON,IRSTR ,IRZONE,IRREG CASFLG 
4 ,LI)SI ,LDS4 ,LDS7 ,LDS8 ,I_.S9 ,LOS]O ,LIl)S1 ,LDS12 ,LDS13 CASFLG 
5 ,LDS14 ilDS15 ,U)S16 ,LDS17 ,LRCOLJN,LRREG ,LRZONE,LRSTR CASFLG 
C 
INTEGER PPFLG , WINI)OW , PPIDATE CASFLG 
CASFLG 
C LEM CONTROL CARD INPUT DATA LEMCM 
C OM MUl\ /LEMCM / 'IMCIm 







,ISTG ,ICAMS dIYES ,IACO ,ICLASSISEXT ISCC 
,IPNCAMIPRYES, IPRCAS,ICSESG, ICSECW, ICSESH, ICSECE 
LHMCM 
LMCM 
4 , ICSEYM, ICSESE, I CSEAC,RSI£EDi ,RSEEI2,R.SEEI3 ,RSEED4,RSEED5,RSEED6 LEMCM 
5 ,RSEED7,ICSEST,ICSECOICSEYS,ICSECU,ICSECD LEMCM 
)IMENS RSEE(7) LEMCM 
DOUBLE PRECISION' RSFED ,RSEEI)I,RSEED2,RSEED3,RSEEI)4,RSEED5 LEMCM 
I ,RSEED6,RSEED7 LHMCM 
EUIVALENCF ( RSEFI,RSEED1 ) 












C STATIST ICAL INFORMATI(IN FOR EM STATS 
CUMML)N /STATS / STATS 
I ITER ,NSEGTR,NCAMSR,NYESR ,NREC(7)NCASCR,NCASDR STATS 
EQUIVALENCE ( NTITER ) SIATS 
C 
C CAS DATA SET 7 (AT ZONE LEVEL) 
CTATS 
DSET7 




,MIK2CL(10) ,EPWCL(IO) ,EPW2CL(IO) ,PKPICL(IO) 
JULY76 
JULY76 
no p i 
4 ,PK2CL(10) 
INTEGE R ZIJ'NE 
,PKCL(10) ,SS0(10) JULY76 
JULY76 
a 





EOUIVALENCE ( DSETY,ZONE ) DSET7 
C DSET7 
C CAS OUT 




(CASCUM(5),HWA), (CASCUM(6),TWA), (CASCUM(7),EWA), 
(CASCUM(8),AERR), (CASCLM(9),AVAR), (CASCUM(IO),TPROD), 








(CASCLJM(15),EY), (CASCUM(16),YERR), CASOUT 
CASOUT 
1 (CASCUM(23) ,ANPRV) , (CASCUM(24),SOAER), (CASCIIM(25),SQPER), CASOUT 





(CASCUM(3O),CI-PTEC), (CASCUM(31),CLATWC), CASOUT 
CASOUT 
INTEGER M1J,M2J.CT],CT2;CT3 CASOUT 
C CASOUT 
C CASOUT 
C CONVERT UNITS AND GET MEAN ( CASCUM) CASOUT 
FNT=FLC'AT (NT) CASOUT 
HWA =HWA 'AEACF/FNT CASOUT 
TWA =TWA'AREACF/FNT CASDUT 
E'WA =EWAlAREACF/FNT CASOUT 
AERR =AERR'tAREACF/FNT CASOUT 
AVAR =AVAR'*AREACF*AREACF/FNT CASOUT 
TPROD =TPR1.D'PRDCF/FNT CASOUT 
EPRUD =EPROD)*;PRDCF/FNT CASOUT 
PRER =PRERR-PRDCF/I:NT CASOUT 
PRVAk =P<V~AI ,'*P'RDCF'.PRD)CF/FNIT CASOUT 
TY =TYvYCF/FNT CASOUT 
EY =EY'-YCF/FNT CASOUT 
YERR =YERR-'YCF/FNT CASOUT 

























SC-AER =SOAER*AREACF*:AREACF CASOUT 
S(0 PE k =SUP ER'*"P RDC F,"PRDC F CASOUT 
C 
SOYER = S 0 YF- R 'I" YCF' YC F CASOUT CASCUT ' 
C COMPUTE VALUES FOR COUNTRY (CASCUM) CASOUT 
IF(II.EVEL .NE.0) GO TO 10. CASOUT 
CLEWA =CLEWA/FNT CASOUT 
CLEPRU =CEPRD/FNT CASOUT 
CLATEC =CLATEC/FNT C/SOUT 
CLPTL-3C=CLPTEC/FNT CASOUT 
CLATWC =CLATWC/FIT CASOUT 
CLPTWC =CPTWC/FNT CASOUT 
C CASO li 
C COMPUTE OTHER VAUES (SUMDTA ) CASC UT 
10 CONTINUE CASOIT 
CVAEPT= SORT(AVAR)/TWA*100.O CASOUT 
CVPEPT= SORT(PRVAR)/TPROID*0.0 .CASOUT 
CVGEPTA=O. CASCOUT 
SDPER=O. CASOUT 
C VE PT P=O. CASOUT 
IF(NT.EO.1) GO TO 20 CASOUT 
ARG(1)= ( SOAER - AERR*AERR*FNT )/(FNT-1.O) CASOUT 
IF ( ANG) .GT. 0.0 ) CVEPTA = ( SORT(ARG(1))/TWA )*100.0 CASOUT 
ARG(1)= ( SOYER - YERR*YERR*FNT )/(FNT-..O) CASOUT 
IF ( ARG(1) .GT. 0.0 ) SIPER = SORT( ARG(M) ) CASOUT 
ARG ()= ( SOPER - PERR*PERR*FNT )/( Nr- .DO) CASOUT 
IF AR.G( ) .GT. 0.0 ) 'CVEPTP = SORT( ARG(1) )/TPROD *100.0 CASOUT 
20 CONTINUE CASOUT 
C CASOliT 
C PRINT LINE ON AREA' EPORT CASOUT 
IF(APREP.EO.O) GO TO 30 CASOUT 
C CASOUT 
C NEW PAGE CASOO l 
IHCILEVEL .NE.L) GO TO 50 CASOUT 
IF ( ENOREG NE. 0 ) GO TO 25 CASOUT 
ICHK= NSTRAZ +9 +NLINE CASOUT 
IF( ICHK.LT°.1XLINE) GO TO 50 CASOUT (D 
25 CALL APHDR CASOUT 
C CASOUT o 






IF(ILEVEL.LE.O) GO TO 60 CASOUT 
CALL PAGER(I) 





I TWA,EWACT1,CT2,CT3,MlJ ,M2J,CVAEPT,CVEPTIA, TY,EY, 

I SI)PER,TPROD,EPRnf0 ,CVPEPT,CVEPTP 

1000 FURMAr (IX,2(I3,IX),14,2X,2(FB.,IX),3(IX,I4),2X, 

I 2( 14,IX) ,]X,2(F6.1,IX), IX,3(F6.2, IX) ,lX,2(F8.1, IX) ,2(F6.IIX)) 





C ZONE LI)\IE 

60 COIT INUE 







WRITE(OUTP ,2000 ) 

2000 FORMAT (1X, 20 (6H* **;- - , ) 









WRITE (OUTP,5000) IREG,IZONEt 

1 TWA,EWA,CTJ,CT"2,CT3,N1J,M2J,CVAEPT ,CVEPTA,TY,EY, 

I SI)PER,TPROI),EPROO ,CVPEP F,CVEPTP 

5000 FORMAT (1X,2(13,IX),6X, 2(F8.1,1X),3(1X, I4),2X, 





WRITE (UIJTP ,2000) 





GO ItJ 30 
C 
C REGION LEVEL 

70 CoNTINUE 
IF(ILEVEL.NE.-I) GO TO 80 

CALl_ PAGER(4) 
WRITE (OITP,6000) IREG, 

I TWA, EWACTI ,CT2,CT4 MIJM2J,CVAEPT,CVEPTATYEY, 

I 6000
SDPER,TPROD, EPROI),CVPEPT ,CVEPI P ORMAT0(7,
 



























































































 CASOUTWRITE(OUTP ,2000) 

CASOUT





I TWAEWACT1 ,CT2,CT3,MIJ,M2j,CVAEPT ,CVEPTA,TY,EY, CASOUT
 
CASOUT
I SDPER,TPROD ,EPROD,CVPEPT,CVEPTP 
'7000 FORMAT (1X,7HCOUNTRY,7X, 2(F8.1,IX),3(1X,I4),2X, CASOUT 
I 2( 14,iX) ,1X,2(F6.1,IX),1X,3(F6.2,iX) ,IX,2(F8.IIX) ,2(F6.1,1X) ) CASOUT 
CASOUTC 

C* * *** * --- '. . * * 4- *'.-* 4-*-"-;'.-*- 4.- -. , 	 CA SOUT 



































CSUMR( 16, IPP)=CLEPRI) CASOUT
 











SUBROOT INE. CASPP CASPP 
C PERFORMS THE FIRST PASS CAS COMPUTATIONS GENERATING DATA SETS CASPP 
C 1-9. CASPP ALSO CALLS CAS3 TO GENERATE DATA SETS 10-19. CASPP 
C CASPP 
C ARGUMENT L-IST FOR ERROR PROCESSING ARGLST 
COMMON /ARGLST/ ARGLST 




EOUIVALENCF ( IARG,ARG ) ARGLST 
C ARGLST 
C FLAGS AND COIUNTERS FOR GAS SIMULATOR CASFLG 
CUMMOJN /CASFLG/ CASFLG 
I H ,PPFLG ,NB14 ,1IB ,WINOO0,IPD ,IPP ,PPDATEqNREGS CASFLG 
2 ,NZTOT ,NSTRAT,NYESSK,NSSHSK,NCAMSK,NRYES ,NRSSH ,NRCAMS CASFLG 
3 ,ENDC ,ENDREG,ENDZON,IRSTR .IRZONEIRREG CASFLG 
4 ,LDS1 ,LDS4 ,LDS7 ,LDS8 ,LDS9 ,LDS1O ,LDS1 ,LDS12 ,LDS13 CASFLG 
5 ,L)S14 ,LDS15 ,LDS16 ,LDSI7 ,LRCOUN,LRREG ,LRZONE ,LRSTR CASFLG 
INTEGER PPFLG , WINDOW , PPDATE CASFLG 
C CASFLG 
C CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR LEM PROGRAM CNTJRL 
COMMON /CNTRL / CNTR L 
I PRINTF,NSTARTSEFDM(7) (NTRL 
INTEGER PR.1NTF CNTRL 
DOU131-F PRECISION SEED CNTRL 
C CNTRL 
C CUNSTANT OUANTITIES FOR LEM PROGRAM CONST 
COMMON /CONST / CONST 
1 NTRMX ,MAXR ,MAXZ ,IMXSEG,ENDFIL,ITSFG CONST 
C CON ST 
C GAS DATA SETS 1,2, AND 3 IJSETI 
COMMON /DSETI / 
I £SUIBST,TWAK ,HWAK 











RE AL MiK , M2K JULY76 
DIMENSION rSETI(14), OSET2(14), DSET3(6) JULY76 o0 
E(QUIVALENCE
1 , ( M2.K,MiK 
( DSFI 1, DSET2 ,DSET3, I SUBST 




C OSETI c 
C CAS DATA SETS 4, 5, AND 6 (AT STRATA LEVEL) I)SET4 
COMM ON /DSETA / DSEI4 -
I STRATA,TWAS1 ,HWAS1 ,EWAS1 ,XMIJS ,XCTIS ,ANVSl JULY76
 




4 ,XYS ,XESTYS,EVYRS',P21DPK,VlV2S ,VARS ,ANVARS JULY76
 
5 , F.ILL4(57) 
IINTEGER STRATA JULY76
 
DIMENSION DSET4(24), DSETS(7), DSET6(3) JLJLY76 
EOUIVAILENCE ( DSET4,STRATA ), ( DSET5,TWAS2 ), ( DSET6,TWAS3 ) DSET4 
C OSET4 
C CAS DATA SET 7 (AT ZONE LEVEL) DSET7 
COMMUN /DSET7 / DSET7 
I ZONIE ,HWAZ2 ,EZ ,M1K2KZANAI-VZ,NSTRAZ,HWAZ1 ,EWAZ1 ,HWAZ3 JULY76
 
2 ,ESTVZ ,HWAZI2 JULLY76
 
3 ,M1K2CL(1O) ,EPlCL (1O) ,EPW2Cl-(1O) ,PKPICIL(1O) JULY76
 




REAL M1K2KZ, M1K2CI " JULY76
 
D IMENIS ION OSET7(81 ) JULY76
 
E-UIVAL-ENCE ( DSET7,ZONE' )"I I DSET7
 
C DSET7 
C CAS DATA SET 8 (AT REGION LEVEL) DSET8 
COMMUN /DSET8 / I L)SE T 8 







D I MENISI ON DSFTSI1O)
( 10 .' JULY76
 




C CAS DATA SET 9 (AT COLYNT'RY LEVE-Ul) DSET9 
CUMMIUN /DSET9 / I ., DSET9 
1 COUNTR,HWAC2 ,EC ,MIK2KCANALVC,MM2ZC,HWAC ,EWAC1 ,ESTVC JULY76 
JULY76 00INTEGER COUNTR t ' 
JULY76 DREAl- MlK2KC 
DIMENSION FSETS(9) JULY76
 
EOUIVALENCE ( DSETY,COUNTR ) )SET9 cc 
C 'DSET9 10 
C CAS DATA SET ii (ZONE DATA -- FINAL PASS) JULY76 I 
CUMMLJN /OSETI1/ OSET11
 
1 HWAZ ,TWAZ ,EWAZ ,AERRZ ,AVARZ ,TPRODZ,EPRODZ,PRERRZ,PRVARZ USETlI
 
2 ,TYZ ,EYZ ,YERRZ ,M1Z ,M2Z ,CTIZ ,CT2Z ,CT3Z ,ANAVZ DSETlIi
 
3 ,ANPRVI USETI1 
RFE4L M1Z , M2Z ISETII 
DIMENSION DSETlI(19) OSETI 
C EOUIVALENCE ( DSETl1,HWAZ DSET11 OSETII 
C CAS DATA SET 12 (REGION DATA -- FINAL PASS) JULY76 
CUMMUN /DSET12/ )SET12 
1 HWAR ,TWAR ,EWAR ,AFRRR ,AVARR ,TPRODR,EPRODR,PRERRR,PRVARR OSET12 
2 ,TYR ,EYR ,YERRR ,MIR ,M2R ,CTlR ,CT2R ,CT3R ,ANAVR DSET12 
3 , ANPRVR DSE-T12 
RE AL MIR , M2R DSET12 
DIMENSION DSET12(19) USET 12 
EOUIVALENCE ( DSET12,HWAR ) OSET12 
C DSET12 
C CAS DATA SET 13 iCOUNTRY DATA -- FINAL PASS) JULY76 
COMMON /DSET13/ DSETI 3 
1 HWAC ,TWAC ,EWAC ,AERRC ,AVARC ,TPRI)ODC,EPRODC,PRERRC,PRVARC DSET13 
2 
3 








( DSET13,HWAC ) 
DSET13 
OST 13 
C )SET 13 









,CAMSF ,LCAMSF,CAMERR,LCAMER,CASF ,LCASF ,YESOUT,LYESO 
,SIGEXT ,LSIGEX,YESE RR,LYESER,SEGTRIJ,LSEGTR,CASOIS,LCASD 
FILES 
FILES 
4 , 1INP ,OIUTP ,TACO ,LTACO , CASDSF,LCASI)S FILES 
INTEGER SEGID ,CROPl ,SURHSTACOUIS,CAMSF ,CAMERR,CASF ,YESOUT FILES 
C 
1 SlGEXT,YESERR,SEGTRU,CASI)IS,OUTP ,TACO ,CASUSF FILES 
FILES 
C INDEX RECORD FOR CAS INTERMEDIATE DATA SET FILE (CASDSF) IXCDSF P NO 





C INDEX RECORD FOR INTERMEDIATE SUBSTRATA HISTORICAL DATA FILE lXSUBH 
COMMON /IXSUBH/ IXSUBH 
C 
1 LIXSSH,IXSt)BH(1) 






LEM CONTROL CARD INPUT DATA LEMCM
 
CUMMUN /LEMCM / LEMCM 
I TITLE(1O) ,ICASE ,CUNTRYNTRIAL,RSTART,IPRINr,STATR,STARTZ LEMCM 
2 ,ENDR ,ENDZ ,ISTG *ICAMS ,IYES ,IACQ ,ICLASSISFXT ,ISCC LEMCM 
3 ,ICAS2 ,ICAS3 ,IPRCAM,IPRYESIPRCAS,ICSESGICSECW,ICSESH,ICSE.E LEMCM 
4 ,ICSEYM,ICSESE,ICSEAC,RSEEDI,RSEED2,RSEED3,RSEED4,RSEED5,RSEED6 LEMCN 
5 , RSEED7, ICSEST, ICSECO, ICSEYS , ICSECU, ICSECD LEMCM 
DIMENSION RSEED(7) 	 LEMNCM
 




EOUIVALENCE ( RSEED,RSEEI)I 









1 CUUN2 ,IREG2 ,IZONE2,ISTRA2,ISUBS2,NSEG ,IDSEG 

2 ,AREA( ,PWK ,NAGR ,NA ,DECTPW,DELTPM,CV1 

3 ,CV4 ,VMULTK,CLASS(18),MXK,RDSSH 









C STATISTICAL INFCJRMATION FOR LEM 

































1 ITER ,NSEGTR,NCAMSR,NYESR ,NREC(7),NCASCRNCASOR STATS 
EQJUI\/ALENCE C NT,ITER ) STATS 
C STATS 
C DEBUGGING PRINT FLAG CASPP 
COMMON /DEBUGF/ DEBIJGF CASPP 
C CASPP 
C YIELD DATA FROM YESOUT FILE YESDTA 
COMMUN /YESDTA/ 	 YESDTA P)o 
I YSTR ,IZPRDD(6) ,YSCI(6) ,VSYCI(6) 	 YESDTA (DW
 
2 ,RDYES ,NYESPP 	 YESDTA t l
 








C INITIALLY PnSITION FILES YESOUT, SUBHST, AND CAMSF AS SPECIFIEIJCASPP
 
C BY STARTR AND STARTZ. ALSO INITIALIZE FLAGS AND COUNTERS. CASPP
 
IPP= IPP + I 	 CASPP 
CALL CASINL CASPP
 
C ON THE FIRST ITERATION CALL CLASSN FOR EACH PREDICTION POINT JULY76
 
C TU DETERMINE THE'CLAS'S NUMBER FOR EACH SUBSTRATA JULY76
 
IF ( NT .EO. NSTART ) CAIL CLASSN JULY76
 




C INITIALIZE DATA SET 9 (COUNTRY LEVEL) 	 CASPP
 













C 	 CASPP 
.C INITIALIZE DATA SET 8 (REGION LEVEL) 	 CASPP
 
CASPP
120 	 DO 130 I=I,LDSB 

CASPP













C INITIALIZE DATA SET 7 (ZONE LEVEL) CASPP
 











C 	 CASPP 
C INITIALIZE DATA SETS 4,5, AND 6 (STRATA LEVEl-) CASPP
 






KStJB= 0 	 "'ASPP FN C 	 CASPP pNi O 
C READ STRATA YIF'. DATA FROM, YESOUT AND SEILECT THE PROPER VALUE CASPP 	 CD 
C OF ESTIMATED YIELD FOR THE CURRENT BIOWINDOW OR PREDICTION DATECASPP 
CALL GETYS CASPP No 
IF ( NFATAL .NE. 0 ) GO TO 990 CASPP . 
IF ( YSTR .,ILT. 0.0 GO TO 550 CASPP 
C CASPP 
C SHOULD WE READ SUBHST THIS TIME OR IS SUBSTRATA DATA AL-READY CASPP l 
C REAr) IN AND WAITING FOR PROCESSING CASPP " 
IF ( ROSSH .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 210 , CASPP 
C SUBSTrRATA DATA AL-READY READ IN. SET RDSSH FLAG TO READ SUBHST CASPP 
C NEXT TIME. CASPP 
RDSSH= 0 	 CASPP
 




C READ NEXT SUBSTRATA RECORD FROM ,ISUBH2 FILE JULY76
 
210 	 NRSSH= NRSSH + I JULY76
 














C CASP P 
C CASPP 
C TEST FOR END OF COUNTRY ON ISUBH2 FILE JULY76 
IF ( COUN2 .EO. ENDFIL ) GO TO 400 CASPP 
C CHECK FOR NEW*REGI(JN, ZONE, OR SUBSTRATA CASPP 
IF ( IREG2 .NE. REGION ) GO TO 430 CASPP 
IF ( IZONE2 .NE. ZONE ) GO TO 440 CASPP 
IF ( ISTRA2 .NE. STRATA) GO TO 450 CASPP 
C 	 CASPP 
C SKIP OVER GRPNO, NAGR, NA, AND HISTPW CHECKS IF NOT FIRST CASPP 
C ITERATION FOR THIS RUN. CASPP 
250 IF ( NT .NE. NSTART ) GO EO 290 CASPP 
IF ( GRPNO .GT. 0 .AN O. GRPNO .LT. 4 ) GO TO 260 CASPP 
C TULEGAIL GROUP NUMBER (MUST BE 1,2, OR 3) CASPP 
CALL ERRMES (3HCAS,5HCASPP,8,1) CASPP
 
GO TO 990 CASPP
 
C 	 CASPP 
CARPP260 	 IF ( NAGR .EO. 0 ) GO TO 270 
IF ( NA .NE. ) GO TO 280 CASPP O 00N• 	 N 
c CAS PP WU 
C NAGR= 0 OR NA= 0. PRINT WARNING AND SET GROUP NO. = 3 CASPP ,,t 
270 CALL ERRMES (3HCAS,SHCASPP,9,0) CASPP wo 
CASPP 	 NGRPNO= 3 
C 	 IGASPP 
280 IF ( GRPNO .E. 3 ) GO TO 290 CASPP 
IF ( HISTPW .GT. 0.0 ) Gfl TO 290 CASPP 
C ERROR. HISTPW .1-E. 0.0 AND GRPNO = 1 OR 2 CASPP 






C GENERATE DATA SETS 1,2, AND 3 AT THE SUBSTRATA LEVEL. CASPP
 
290 CALL DS123 CASPP
 










C END OF DATA ON SUhHST (COUNTRY = 4HZZZZ) CASPP
 
C SET END OF COUNTRY FLAG CASPP
 
400 ENDC = I JULY76
 
C SET END (IF REGION FLAG CASPP
 
430 ENDREG= I CASPP
 
C SET END OF ZONE FLAG CASPP
 
440 ENDZON= I. CASPP
 
C END 'OF STRATA. SET RDSSH TO SKIP READING SUBIST NEXT TIME CASPP
 












IF ( NFATAL .ME. 0 ) GO TO 990 CASPP 
C CASPP 
550 IF C ENOZON .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 160 CASPP 
C CASPP 
-C END OF ZONE CASPP 
C FINISH PkOCESSING DATA SET 7 (ZONE LEVEL) CASPP 
CALL DS7 CASPP 
IF C NFATAL ME. 0 ) GO TO 990 CASPP 
C CAS1PP
 
IF ENDREG -EQ. 0 ) GO TO 140 CASPP
 
C 
 CASPP 	 tl
 P) 0 
C END OF REGION CASPP mN 
C GENERATE REST OF DATA SET 8 (EQ. 77 -- REGION LEVEL) CASPP 




C WRI-TE DATA SET 8 ONTO INTERMEDIATE FILE CASPP
 
IKREG = IRREG + 1 	 CASPP
 
NXEGS = NREGS + I 	 CASPP c 




C AGGREGATE REGION DATA SET 8 UP TO DATA SET 9 (COUNTRY LEVEL) CASPP 
C EGNS. 80-86,88,69 CASPP
 
TWAC= TWAC + TWAR CASPP
 
DU 820 1=2,5 	 JULY76
 
DSETY(I)= OSET9(I) + DSET8(I) 	 CASPP
 
820 	 CONTINUE 
 CASPP 
MIM2ZC= MIM2ZC + M1M2ZR GASPP 
HWACI = HWACI + HWAR1 CASPP 
EWACI = EWACI + EWARI - CASPP 
IF ( ENDC .EO. 0 ) GO TO 120 CASPP 
C 	 CASPP 
C END OF COUNTRY CASPP 
C GENERATE REST OF DATA SET 9 (EO. 87 -- COUNTRY LEVEL) CASPP 
IF ( HWACI .NE. 0.0) EC= EWAC1/HWACI CASPP 
C CASPP 
JUILY76C 
C COMPUTE ESTIMATED GROUP 1,2 VARIANCE OF ALL STRATA WITH JULY76 
C ACUIJIRED SEGMENTS JULY76 
CALL CAS2 JULY76 
JULY76 
C GENERATE DATA SET 10-19 ON FINAL PASS FOR EACH PREDICTION POINT.JULY76 
CAL CAS3 JULY76 







SUJ6BRUTINE CAS2 CAS2 
C COMPUTES THE AREA VARIANCE AND ANALYTIC AREA VARIANCE OF JULY76 
C' ALL STRATA WITH ACQUIRED SEGMENTS AND ACCUMULATES QUANTITIES JULY76 
C AT THE ZONE, REGION, AND COUNTRY LEVELS WHICH WILL BE USED JULY76 
C TO COMPUTE THE VARIANCE OF STRATA WITHOUT ACQUIRED SEGMENTS JULY76 
.C AND ALSO THE AREA VARIANCES AT THE ZONE, REGION, AND JULY76 
'C COUNTRY LEVEILS. JULY76 
C CAS2 














C CAS CnNTROL CARD INPUT DATA AND CONSTANTS CASCM 
COMMON ' /CASCM / CA.SCM 
I AREACF,YCF ,PRDCF ,APRIJTS(4,2) ,PPRIJTS(5,2) ,YPRUTS(3,2) CASCM 
2 ,AREAPS,S2MAX ,NHISTY,HH ,TOPT ,AUNITS,DISTFF,BWIND(4) CASCM 
3 ,WPRIOR(4) ,APREP ,IPRD(3,14) ,NPDATEPRDATE(14) CASCM 
INTEGER 'HH, TOPT, AUNITS,DISTF F,BWIND,WPRIOR,APREP,PRDATE CASCM 
C CASCM 
C DATA BLOCK FOR CAS CUMULATIVE FILE CASCUM 
C CAS DATA SETS 14, 15, 16, AND 17 CASCUM 
COMMON /CASCUM/ CASCUM 
I CASCUM(32) , BUFFR(504) CASCUM 
DIMENSION ICASC(32), DSET14(22), 
1 ,DSET17(28) 
EUUIVALENCE ( ICASC,CASCUM ) 
DSET15(22), DSET16(22) CASCUM 
CASCUM 
CASCUM 
EQUIVALENCE ( DSET14,DSET15l,)SET6,DSET17,CASCUM(5) ) CASCUM 





( SOPERS,SOPERZ,SQPERR,SOPERC.CASCUM(25) ) 





C CASCUM o 








2 ,NZTOT ,NSTRAT,NYESSK,NSSHSK,NCAMSK,NRYES ,NRSSH ,NRCAMS CASFLG 
3 ,ENDC ,ENDREG,FNnZON,IRSTR .IRZONE,IRREG CASFLG 
4 ,LDS ,ILDS4 ,LOS7 ,ILDS8 ,L0S9 ,LDS10 ,I.DSI1 ,ILDS12 ,IDS13 CASFLG 
5 ,LDS14 ,LDS15 ,LDS16 ,LDS17 ,LRCOUN,LRRFG ,LRZONE,LRSTR CASFLG 
INTEGER PPFLG , WINDOW t PPDATE 
C 
C CUNTR-OL PARAMETERS FOR LEM PROGRAM 
COMMON /CNTRL / 
I PRINTFf'STARTSEED(7) 
INTEGER PRINTF 
DUUBLE PRECISION SEED 
C CUNSTANT QJANTITIES FOR LEM PROGRAM 
CUMMUN /CONST / 
1 NrRMX ,MAXR ,MAXZ ,IMXSEG,ENDFIL, ITSFG 
C 
COMMUN/F ILES1/ 
l ISUBH2 ,LSIJBH2 ,MXCLSS 
C CAS DATA SETS 1,2, AND 3 
COMMON /DSET1 / 
I ISUHST,TWA( ,HWAK ,EWAK ,MIK ,CTIK ,ANALVK,EPWK ,EPW2K 
2 ,SrPKPI ,StJMPK2,S1JMPK ,KSJB ,NC'.ASS 
REAL MIK , M2K 
DIMENSION DSETI(14), DSET2(14), DSET3(6) 

EUUIVALENCF C DSETI,DSET2,0SET3,ISUBST ) 

1 ( M2K,MIK ), ( CT2K,CT3K,CTIK ) 

C 
C CAS DATA SETS 4, 5, AND 6 (AT STRATA LEVEL) 

CUMMUN /[JSET4 / 

I STRATA,TWASI ,HWASI ,EWAS1 ,XMIJS ,XCT1S ,ANVSI 





4 ,XYS ,XESTYS,EVYIS ,P21OPK,V1V2S ,VARS ,ANVARS 

5 , F I11L4( 57) 
INTEGER STRATA 
DIMENSION DSET4(24), DSET5(7'), O'SET6(3) 
E(QUIVALENCE ( DSET4,STRATA ), ( DSET5,TWAS2 ), C DSET6,TWAS3 
C 
C 1 ~CAS DATA SET 7 (AT ZONE LEVEL) 
COUMMON /DSET7 / 
I ZUNE ,HWAZ2 ,EZ ,M1K2KZ,ANALVZ,NSTRAZHWAZI ,EWAZI ,HWAZ3 

-2 ,ES-VZ ,HlAZ12 
3 ,MIK2CL(1O) ,EPWCL(1O) ,EPW2CL(1O) ,PKPICL(1O) 










































REAL M1K2KZ, MIK2CL JULY76 
DIMENSION DSET7(81 ) J ULY76 
EOUIVALENC. ( DSET7,ZONE ))SET7 
C DSET7 
C CAS DATA SET 8 (AT REGION LEVEL) DSET8 
COMMON /DSET8 / DSET8 
1 REGION,HWAR2 ,ER ,MlK2KR,ANALVR,NZONES,HWAR1 +EWARI ,ESTVR JULY76 
2 ,MIM2ZRFILL8(71) JULY76 
INTEGER REGION JULY76 
REAL_ MIK2KR JULY76 
DIMENSION DSET8(1O) JULY76 
EOUIVALENCE ( DSET8,REGION ) OSET8 
C DSET8 
C CAS DATA SET 9 (AT COUNTRY LEVEL) t)SET9 
COMMUN /DSET9'/ DSET9 
1 COUNTR,HWAC2 
INTEGER COiNTR 
,EC ,MIK2KCANA-VC,MIM2ZCHWACI ,EWAC1 ,ESTVC JULY76 
JULY76 
REAL. MIK2KC JULY76 
DIMENSION DSET9(9) JULY76 
EOUIVABENCE ( DSET9 ,COUNTR ) DSET9 
C OSET9 




,TWAZ ,EWAZ ,AERRZ ,AVARZ ,TPRODZ,EPRODZ,PREURZ,PRVARZ 
ISET11 
)SETI 
2 ,TYZ ,EYZ ,YERRZ ,MIZ ,M2Z ,CT1Z ,CT2Z ,CT3Z ,ANAVZ OSETIl 
3 ,ANPRVZ DSTll 
REAL MIZ , M2Z DSET11 
DIMENSION DSETII(19) DS1ETII 
EOUIVALENCE ( DSETI1,HWAZ ) DSETI1 
C 0SETII 







,EWAR ,AERRR ,AVARR ,TPRODR,EPRODR,PRERRR,PRVARR 







3 ,ANPRVR F)SET 12 01 
REAL MIR M2R DS-TI2 -N C 
DIMENSION DSETh2(19) DSET12 




DATA SET 13 
/DSETh3/ 
(COUNTRY DATA -- IINAL PASS) JULY76 
OSET 13 
I HWAC ,TWAC ,EWAC ,AERRC ,AVARC ,TPROOC,EPRODC,PRERRC,PRVARC DSET13 
2 ,TYC ,EYC ,YERRC ,MIC ,M2C ,CT1C ,CT2C ,CT3C ,ANAVC DSETI3 
3 ,ANPRVCCLEWA ,CLEPRD,CLATEC,CLPTEC,CLATWC,CLPTWC DSET13 
REAL MUlC , M2C -) SET13 
DIMENSION DSET13(25) DSET13 
EOUIVALENCE ( DSET13,HWAC ) )SET13 
C- OSET13 
C FILE DEFINITIONS AND RECORD LENGTHS FILES 
COMMON /FILES / FILES 
I SEGID ,LSEGID,CROPW ,UCROPWSUBHST,LSUBH ,ACO(JIS,LA'CQ FILES 
2 ,CAMSF ,LCAMSF,CAMERR,LCAMER,CASF ,LCASF ,Y.SOUT,LYESO FILES 
3 ,SI(GEXfr,-LSIGEX,YESERR,LYE SER ,SEGTRIJ,ILSEGTR ,CASDIS,1CASD FILES 
4 ,INP ;OUTP ,TACO ,LTACO ,CASDSF,LCASDS FILES 
INTEGER SEGID ,CROPW ,SUBHSTACQUIS,CAMSF ,CAMERR,CASF ,YESOUT FILES 
1 , SIGEXT,YESERR, SEGTRU,CASI)IS, OIITP ,TACQ ,CASDSF F I'LES 
C FILES 
C INDEX RECORD FOR CAS CUMULATIVE FILE (CASF) IXCASF 
COMMON /IXCASF/ IXCASF 
I IXCASF(1) ,LIXCAS 
C IXCASF 
C INDEX RECORD FOR CAS INTERMEDIATE DATA SET FILE (CASDSF) IXCDSF 
COMMON /IXCDSF/ IXCL)SF 
I IXCDSF( ),LIXCDS 
C IXCDSF 
C INDEX RECORD FOR INTERMEDIATE SUBSTRATA HISTORICAL DATA FILE IXSUBH 
COMMON /IXSIJF3H/ IXSUBH 
I LIXSSHIXSIJBH(1) IOI)1 
C I XSIBH 
C LEM CONTROL CARD INPUT DATA LEMCM 
COMMON /LEMCM / LEMCM 
I TITLE(10) ,ICASE CIJNTRY,NTRIALRSTART,IPRINT,STARTR,STARTZ LEMCM 
2 ,ENDR ,ENDZ ,ISTG ,ICAMS ,IYES ,IACO ,ICLASS,ISEXT ,ISCC ' 'fhCM 
3 ,ICAS2 ,ICAS3 ,IPRCAM,IPRYES,IPRCASICSESG,ICSECWICSESHICSECE.LEMCM 0N 
4 ,ICSEYM,ICSESE,ICSFAC,RSEED1,RSEED2 ,RSErD3,RSEED4,RSEED5,RSEED6 LEMCM CD 
5 ,RSEED7,ICSESTICSECO,ICSEYS,ICSECUiICSECD LEMCM 01 
DIMENSION RSEED(7) LE.MCM 0C c 
DOUBLE PRECISION RSEEO ,RSEED1,RSEED2,RSEED3,RSEED4,RSEED5 LEMCM 
1 ,RSEED6,RSEED7 LEMCM 
EOUIVALENCE RSEED,RSEED1 ) LEMCM 
INTEGER RSTART,STARTR,STARTZ,ENDR ,ENDZ LEMCM 
C LEMCM 
C PAGE EJECT CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR LEM PAGECM 
CUMMON /PAGECM/ PAGECM 
1 NPAGE ,NLINE ,MXLINE,NSTTL ,SYBTTL(IO) PAGECM 
c PAGECM 
C STATISTICAL INFORMATION FOR LEM STATS 
COMMON /STATS / STATS 
1 [TER ,NSEGTR,NCAMSRNYESR ,NREC(7,NCASCRNCASDR STATS 
EOUIVALENCE ( NT,ITER ) STATS 
C STATS 




,IREG2 ,IZONE2,ISTRA2,ISUBS2,NSEG ,IDSEG ,GRPNO ,HISTPW 
SSHDTA 
SSHDTA 
2 ,AREAK ,PWK ,NAGR ,NA ,DELTPW,DELTPM,CV1 ,CV2 ,CV3 SSHDTA 
3 ,CV4 , VMII-TK, CL-A SS ( 18 ) , MXK ,RDSSH JULY76 
INTEGER GRPNO', CLASS , RDSSH ,JULY76 
DIMENSION. SSHDTA(39) JULY76 
EQUIVALENCE ( SSIODTA, COUN2 ) SSHDTA 
C SSHI)TA 
C DEBUGGING PRINT FLAG CAS2 
COMMON /DEBUGF/ DOEBlGF CAS2 
C CAS2 
C CAS2 
C LOCAL VARIABLES CAS2 
C I DO LOOP INDEX CAS2 
C [REG REGJON INDEX (1,2,...,NREG) CAS2 
.C IZONE ZONE INDEX (1,2,...,NZONES) CAS2 
C CAS2 
C CAS2 
IF C M1K2KC .NE. 0.0 ) GO TO 110 CAS2 
C CAS2 
CALL PAGER (3) CAS2 
WRITE (OUTP,1) CAS2 
I FORMAI (//28H NO ACOUISITIONS 
IF ( PPFI G ME. 0 ) GO TO 105 




WRITE (OUTP,2) IBW CAS2 
2 FORMAT (16H FOR BIOWINDOW ,12) CAS2 oo 






'(22H FOR PREDICTION DATE ,12,1H/12,IH/12) 
CAS2 
CAS2 
GO TO 990 CAS2! 
C CAS2 
* C INITIALIZE REGION, ZONE, AND STRATA POINTERS FOR CAS CAS2 
C INTERMEDIATE FILE. ( REGION RECORDS ARE 3-12, ZONE RECORDS ARE CAS2 
C 13-62, STRATA RECORDS ARE 63-387 ) CAS2 
110 IRREG= 2 CAS2 
IRZONE= 12 CAS2 
IRSTR = 62 CAS2 
IREG= 0 CAS2 
NRSSH = 0 JULY76 
C J U LY 76 
C REGION LOOP JULY76 
140 IREG = IREG + 1 JULY76 
IZONE= 0 CAS2 
C CAS2 
C READ DATA SET 8 (REGION LEVEL) FROM CAS INTERMEDIATE FILE CAS2 
IRREG= IRREG +,1 CAS2 
CAILL- RANACF (CASDSFIRREG,DSET8,LCASDS,IXCDSF,IIXCDS,I) CAS2 
C CAS2 
C ZONE LOOP JULY76 
I0 IZONE = IZONE + I CAS2 
C CAS2 
C READ DATA SET 7 (ZONE LEVEL) FROM CAS INTERMEDIATE FILE CAS2 
IRZONE= IRZONE + I CAS2 
CALL RANACF (CASDSF,IRZONEDSET7,LCASDS,IXCDSF,LIXCDS,1) CAS2 
C CAS2 
ISTRAZ = 0 JULY76 
C JULY76 
Cl STRATA LOOP JULY76 
200 ISTRAZ = ISTRAZ + I JULY76 
C READ DATA SETS 4,5, AND 6 FROM CAS INTERMEDIATE FILE JULY76 
IRSTR = IRSTR +,I JULY76 
C 
CALL RANACF (CASDSF,IRSTR,DSET4,LCASDS,IXCDSF,LIXCDS,I) JULY76 
"III Y76 
V1V2S = 0.0 JULY76 N 
NSUIB = XCTIS + XCT2S + XCT3S + 0.01 JULY76 CD 
ISUB = 0 JULY76 , 









220 ISUB = ISUB + 1 JULY76 
NRSSH = NRSSH + I JULY76 I 

















C IF CLASS NUMBER I.S ZERO OR IF NO ACQUIRED SEGMENTS IN STRATA, JULY76 
C SKIP THIS SUBSTRATUM. JULY76 
IF ( NCLASS .EO. 0 ) GO TO 250 JULY76 
IF ( M1K2KZ .LT. 2.0 ) GO TO 250 JULY76 
If-( XM1JS + XM2JS .EQ. 0.0 ) GO TO 250 JULY76 
o JULY76 
IF ( GRPNO - 2 ) 240,230,250 JULY76 
C GROUP 2 SUBSTRATA. FINISH COMPUTING GROUP 2 VARIANCE MULTIPLIERJULY76 
230 IF ( XM2JS .EQ. 0.0 ) GO TO 250 JULY76 
VMULJTK = 'VMULTK4HWAS2/XM2JS JULY76 
C GROUP 1 OR GROUP 2 SUBSTRATA JULY76 
240 VIV2S = V1V2S + VMULTK-SSQ(NCLASS) JULY76 
C TEST FOR END OF STRATUM JULY76 
250 IF ( ISUB .1-T. NSUB ) GO TO 220 JULY76 
JULY76
C 
c IF NO ACQUIRED SEGMENTS IN STRATUM OR IF LESS THAN 2 SEGMENTS JULY76 
C IN ZONE, SKIP VARIANCE CALCULATIONS FOR STRATUM. JULY76 
C (COMPUTED LATER IN SUBROUTINE DSIO) JULY76 
IF ( M1K2KZ .LT. 2.0 ) GO TO 260 JLJLY76 
IF ( XMtJS + XM2JS .EQ. 0.0 ) GO TO 260 JULY76 
C COMPUTE AREA VARIANCE FOR STRATA WITH ACQUIRED SEGMENTS. JULY76 
V1V2S = V1V2S + T JULY76 
ANVS2 = ANVS2 + T JULY76 
TAU2S = ( 1.0 + HWAS3/(HWAS1 + HWAS2) )*'2 JULY76 
.VARS = TA0i2S*'VIV2S JULY76 
ANVARS= TAIJ2S*(ANVS1 + ANVS2) 'Ill Y76 
JULY76 

o WRITE REr.R0 ONTO CASDSF JLILY76STRATA BACK 
CALL RANACF (CASDSF,IRSTR,DSET4,LCASDS,IXCDSF,LIXCDS,2) JULY76 

ESTVZ = ESTVZ + V1V2S JULY76 

ANALVZ= ANALVZ + ANVSI + ANVS2 JULY76.N 
GO TO 265 JULY76 
C JULY76 
C COMPUTE TOrAL WHEAT AREA FOR STRATA WITHOUT SEGMENTS JULY76 


















C TEST FOR END OF ZONE JULY76 
270 IF ( ISTRAZ .LT. NSTRAZ ) GO TO 200 JULY76 










C WRITE DATA SET 7 BACK ONTO CAS INTERMEDIATE FILE (CASDSF) JULY76
 




IF ( M1K2KZ oLT. 2.0 ) GO TO 280 JULY76
 
ESTVR = ESTVR + ESTVZ JULY76
 
ANALVR= ANALVR + ANALVZ JULY76
 
C TEST FOR END OF REGION JULY76
 










IF ( M"M2ZR .EO. 0 ) GO TO 290 JULY76
 
C WRITE DATA SET 8 BACK ONTO CASDSF JULY76
 
CAUL RANACF (CASDSF,IRREG,DSETS,LCASDSIXCDSFLIXCDS,2) JULY76
 
ESTVC = ESTVC + ESTVR JULY76
 




C TEST FOR END OF COUNTRY JULY76
 
290 IF ( IREG .LT. NREGS ) GO TO 140 JULY76 
JULY76 (D WC 
C JULY76 
o CAS2 O 
990 RETURN CAS2 N' 
C CAS2 
C GAS2 






















































C GENERATES DATA SETS 10-17,19 USING 
C THE CAS INTERMEDIATE FILE. 
C 
C ARGUMENT LIST FOR ERROR PROCESSING 
CUMMUN /ARGLST/ 

I NERRS ,NFATAL,NPERRS,NARG ,ARG(10) 
DIMENSION IARG(10) 
EQUIVALENCE ( IARG,ARG ) 
C 

C CAS CONTROL CARD INPUT DATA AND CONSTANTS 
CUMMUN /CASCM / 
I AREACF,YCF ,PRDCF ,APRUTS(4,2) ,PPRUTS(5,2) ,YPRUTS(3,2) 
2 ,AREAPS,S2MAX ,NHISTY,HH ,TOPT ,AUNITSDISTFF,BWIND(4) 
3 ,WPRIOR(4) ,APREP ,IPRD(3,14) ,NPDATE,PRDATE(14) 
INTEGER HH, TOPT, ALINITS,DISTFF,BWIND,WPRIOR,APREP,PRDATE 
C 
C DATA BLOCK FOR CAS CUMULATIVE FILE 
C CAS DATA SETS 14, 15, t6, AND 17 
C[JMMUN /CASCUM/ 
1 CASCUIM(32), BUFFR(504) 




EOUIVALENCE ( ICASC,CASCUM ) 

EOUIVALENCE ( I)SET14,DSET15,DSET 16,OSET17,CASCUM(5) 

1 t ( SQAERS,SOAERZ,SQAERR,SQAERC,CASCUM(24) ) 

2 , ( SOPERS,SOPERZ,SOPERR SOPEC,CASCUA(25) ) 














,PPFI-G ,NBW ,IBW ,WINDOW, IPD 
,NSTRAT,NYESSK,NSSHSKNCAMSKtNRYES 
,ENOREG,ENDZON,IRSTR ,IRZONEIRREG 
,LDS4 ,I0S7 ,IDS8 ,IDS9 ,ILOS1O 
,ILDS15 ,LDS16 ,LDS17,LRCOUN,LRREG 
PPFLG , WINDOW , PPDATE 
CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR LEM PROGRAM 
CUMMUN /CNTkL / 












DOUBLE PRECISION SEED CNTRL 
C CNTRL 
C CAS DATA SET 7 (AT ZONE LEVEL) DSET7 
COMMON /DSET7 / )SET7 
I ZONE ,HWAZ2 ,EZ ,MlK2KZ,ANALVZ,NSTRAZ,HWAZ ,EWAZ1 ,HWAZ3 JULY76 











INTEGER ZONE JULY76 
REAl_ MIK2KZ, MIK2CL JULY76 
DIMENSION DSET7(81) JULY76 
E(OUIVALENCE ( DSET7,ZONE DSET7 
C OSET7 
C CAS DATA SET 8 (AT REGION LEVEL) DSET8 
COMMON '/DSET8 / tSET8 
1 REGION,HWAR2 ,ER ,MIK2KR,ANALVR,NZONES,HWARI ,EWAR1 ,ESTVR JULY76 
2 ,MIM2ZRFILL8(71) JULY76 
INTEGER REGION JULY76 
REAL MIK2KR JULY76 
DIMENSION DSET(1O) JULY76 
EQUIVALENCE ( DSETB,REGION ) DSET8 
C 1)SE TS 
C CAS DATA SET 9 (AT COUNTRY LEVEL) DSET9 
COMMON /DSET9 / DSET9 
1 CUUNTRHWAC2 ,EC ,MIK2KCANALVC,MlM2ZC,HWAC1 ,EWAC1 ,ESTVC JULY76 
INTEGER COUNTR JULY76 
REAL, MIK2KC JULY-76 
DIMENSION OSET9(9) JULY76 
EQUIVALENCE ( DSET9,COUNTR ) DSET9 
C DSET9 
C CAS DATA SET 11 (ZONE DATA -- FINAL PASS) JULY76 N 
COMMON /DSETII/ IDSl-Tl 





,YERRZ ,MIZ ,M2Z ,CTIZ ,CT2Z ,CT3Z ,ANAVZ OSiET1i [)SET l 
No 
.N 
,'REAL MIZ , M2Z ISIETli 
DIMEN\SION DSETII(19) USETli c 
EOUIVAILENCE ( DSETl ,FIWAZ ) SIETil ' 
C OSET]. 1 




I HWAR ,TWAR ,EWAR ,AERRR ,AVARR .TPRODR,EPRODR,PRERRR,PRVARR DSET12
 
2 ,TYR ,EYR YERRR ,MIR ,M2R ,CTIR ,CT2R iCT3R ,ANAVR DSET12
 
3 ,ANPRVR DET i2
 




EQUIVALENCE ( DSET12,HWAR ) DSET12
 
o DSET12 
C CAS'DATA SET 13 (COUNTRY DATA -- FINAL PASS) JULY76 
COMMON /DSET13/ DSET13
 
I HWAC ,TWAC ,EWAC ,AERRG ,AVARC ,TPRODC,EPRODC,PRERRC,PRVARC I)SFT13
 
2 ,TYC ,EYC ,YERRC ,MiC ,M2C ,CTIC ,CT2C ,CT3C ,ANAVC )SET13
 
3 ,ANPRVC;CLEWA ,CLEPRD,CLATEC ,CI-PTEC,CCLATAC,C-PTWC USET13
 
REAL MiC , M2C USETi3
 
DIMENSION DSET13(25) 0SET13 
EQUUIVALENCE ( DSET13,HWAC ) DSET13 
C D'SET 13 
C FILE DEFINITIONS AND RECORD LENGTHS FILES 
COMMON /FILES / FILES 
I SEGID ,LSEGID,CROPW ,LCROPW,SUBHSTLSUH ,ACOLIS,LACO FILES 
2 ,CAMSF ,ICAMSF,CAWERR,L1CAMER,CASF ,I-CASF ,YESOUT,LYESO FILES 
3 ,SIGEXTLSIGEX,YESERR,LYESER,SEGTRULSEGTR,CASOIS,LCASD FILES 
4 , INP ,OUTP ,TACO ,ITACO ,CASDSF,LCASDS FILES 
INTEGER SEGID ,CROPW SLJBHST,ACOtJISCAMSF ,CAMERR,CASF ,YESOUT FILES 
I ,SIGEXf,YESERR,SEGTR(J,CASDIS,OIJTP ,TACO *CASOSF FILES 
C FILES 
C INDEX RECORD FOR CAS CUMUILATIVE FILE (CASF) IXCASF 





C INDEX RECORD FOR CAS INTERMEDIATE DATA SET FILE (CASDSF) Icr.DSF
 
IXCDSF 	 00COMMON /IXCDSF/ 
1 IXCI)SF(1),LIXCDS ( U) 
C IXCOSF 
C LEM CONTROL CARD INPUT DATA 	 LEMCM NC) 
LEMCM .QCOMM ON /ILEMCM / 
I * TITLE(1O) ,ICASE" ,CtNTRY,NTRIIAIRSTARTIPRINT,STARTR,STARTZ LEMCM 
2 ,ENI)R ,ENDZ ,ISTG ,ICAMS IYES ,IACO ,ICLASS,ISEXT ,ISCC LEMCM 
3 ,ICAS2 ,ICAS3 ,IPRCAM,IPRYES,IPRCASICSESG,ICSECW,ICSESH,ICSECE LEMCM w 
4 , ICSEYM,ICSESE,ICSEAC,RSEED1,RSEED2,RSEED3,RSEEU4,RSEED5,RSEED6 LEMCM '-" 
5 ,RSEE07, ICSEST, ICSECC, ICSEYS, ICSECU, ICSECO 
DIMENSION RSEED(7) 
DOUBLE PRECISION RSEEO ;RSEED1,RSEED2,RSEED3,RSEED4,RSEED5 
1 ,RSEED6,RSEEn7 

EUUIVALENCE ( RS.ED,RSEEDI ) 

INTEGER RSTART,STARTR,STARTZ,ENDR ,ENDZ 

C 
, PAGE EJECT CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR LEM 
COMMON /PAGECM/ 

I NPAGE ,INE ,MXLINE,NSfTU ,SUBTTL( 10) 
.C 

C STATISTICAL INFORMATION FOR LEM 
COMMON /STATS / 

I ITER ,NSEGTR,NCAMSR,NYESR ,NREC(7),NCASCR,NCASOR 





C DEBUGGING PRINT FLAG 







C LOCAL VARIABLES 

C I DO LOOP INDEX 

C IREG REGION INDEX (1,2,...,NREG) 











C INITIALIZE REGION, ZONE, AND STRATA POINTERS FOR CAS 

C INTERMEDIATE FILE. ( REGION RECORDS ARE 3-12, ZONE RECORDS ARE 

C 13-62, STRATA RECORDS ARE 63-387 ) 










C INITIALIZE DATA SET 13 (COUNTRY LEVEL) 
















































C INITIALIZE DATA SET 12 (REGION LEVEL) CAS3 
140 IREG= IREG + I CAS3 
DO 150 I=I;LDS12 CAS3 
DSET12(I)= 0.0 CAS3 
150 CNTINJE CAS3 
IZONE= 0 CAS3 
ENDREG= 0 CAS3 
,C SET NINE TO CAUSE PAGE EJECT BEFORE PRINTING NEXT REGION CAS3 
C ON AREA AND PRODUCTIr]N SUMMARY REPORT CAS3 
rLINE= MXLINE + 1 CAS3 
C CAS3 
C READ DATA SET 8 (REGION LEVEL) FROM CAS INTERMEDIATE FILE CAS3 
IRREG= IRREG + 1 CAS3 
CALL RANACF (CASDSF,IRREGiDSETBSLCASDSIXCDSFLIXCDS,1) CAS3 
C JULY76 
HWAR12= HWAR2 JULY76 
C JULY76 
IF ( M1M2ZR .&E. 0 ) GO TO 180 JULY76 
C MM2ZR = 0. NO ZONE IN REGION HAS AT LEAST 2 ACQUIRED SEGMENTS JULY76 
C USE ESTIMATED GROUP 1,2 VARIANCE AND HISTORICAL GROUP 1,2 JULY76 
C WHEAT AREA FROM COUNTRY LEVEL. JULY76 
ESTVR = ESTVC JULY76 
ANALVR = ANALVC JULY76 
HWAR12 = HW4C2 JULY76 
C CAS3 
C INITIALIZE DATA SET 11 (ZONE LEVEL) CAS3 
180 IZONE = IZONE + I CAS3 
IF ( IZnNE .EO. NZONES ) ENDREG= 1 CAS3 
DO 190 I=I,LDS11 CAS3 
DSET11(I)= 0.0 CAS3 
190 CONTINUE CAS3 
C CAS3 
C READ DATA SET 7 (ZONE LEVEL) FROM CAS INTERMEDIATE FILE CAS3 N 
IRZU)NE= IRZONE + 1 CAS3 ,b 
CALL RANACF (CASDSFIRZDNE,DSET7,LCASUS,IXCDSFLIXCDS,1) CAS3 NO' 
C JULY76 N o 
HWAZ12= HWAZ2 JULY76 
IF ( MIK2KZ..GT. 1 ) GO TO 200 JULY76 
C JULY76 c 
C LESS THAN 2 ACQJIRED SEGMENTS IN ZONE. USE ESTIMATED GROUP ,2 JULY76 I 
C VARIANCE AND HISTORICAL GROUP 1,2 WHEAT AREA FROM REGION OR JULY76 
del
 
C COUNTRY LEVEL. JULY76 
ESTVZ = ESTVR JULY76 
ANALVZ = ANALVR JULY76 
HWAZ12= HWAR12 JULY76 
IF ( HWAR12 .EQ. 0.0 ) Go, TO 200 JOLY76 
WRATIO = ( HWAZ3/HWARI2 )**2 JULY76 
AVARZ = ESTVR*WRATIO JULY76 
ANAVZ = ANALVR*WRATIO JULY76 
C CAS3 
C COMPUTE DATA %ET 10 FOR EACH STRATA IN THIS ZONE AND AGGREGATE CAS3 
C INTO DATA SET 11 AT THE ZONE LEVEL. CAS3 
200 CALl OSIO JULY76 
IF ( NFATAL .NE. 0 ) GO TO 990 CAS3 
C CAS3 
C GENERATE REST OF DATA SET 11 (ZONE LEVEL) CAS3 
C EOS. 109, 113, 115 '- 117 CAS3 
AFRRZ = EWAZ - TWAZ CAS3 
PRERRZ= EPRODZ - TPRfIDZ CAS3 
IF- ( TWAZ .NE. 0.0 ) TYZ= TPRODZ/TWAZ CAS3 
IF ( EWAZ .NE. 0.0 ) EYZ= EPRODZ/EWAZ CAS3 




TEMPORARY DEBUGGING PR INTOUT CAS3 (AS3CAS3 
C AGGREGATE Z'ONE DATA SET 11 UP TO DATA SET 12 (REGION LEVEL) CAS3 
C EOS. 125 - 127, 129 - 131, 133, 137 - 143 GAS3 
DO 440 1=1,7 CAS3 
DSET12(I)= DSET12(I) + DSEfI1(I) CAS3 
440 DSET12(I+12)= DSET12(I+12) 
PRVARR= PRVARR + PRVARZ 
+ DSET11(I+12) CAS3 
CAS3 tJN 
C CAS3 N 




CAS CUMULATIVE FILE. 













SET 15 (ZONE 
EOUIVALENCE 
DATA) FROM GAS CUMUILATIVE 
( DSET15,CASCUM(5) ) 
FILE CAS3 
CAS3 C 
CALl_' RWCASF (IRZONECASCUM,1) CAS3 
C CAS3 
C ACCUMULATE ZONE DATA IN DATA SET 15 (CAS CUMULATIVE FILE) CAS3 
IF ( NT .GT. 1 ) GO TO 470 CAS3 
C FIRST ITERATION. CLEAR DATA SET 15 BEFORE ACCUMULATING CAS3 





ICASC(4)= NSTRAZ CAS3 
Do 460 I=I,ILDS15 CAS3 
DSETl(I)= 0.0 CAS3 
460 CONTINUE CAS3 
470 DU 480 1=1,19 CAS3 
OSET15(I)= DSET15(1) + DSET11(I) CAS3 
480 CLNTINUE CAS3 
c E(OS. 173 - 175 CAS3 
S(.)AERZ= SOAERZ ,+ AERRZ-,-2 CAS3 
S(JPERZ= SOPERZ + PRERRZ**2 CAS3 









C WRITE DATA SET 15 (ZONE DATA) BACK ONTO CAS CUMULATIVE FILE CAS3 
CALL RWCASF (IRZ[NE,CASCJM,2) CAS3 
C CAS3 
C UPDATE ZONE DATA ON GAS DISTRIBUTION'FILE CAS3 
IF ( DISTFF .NE. 0 ) CALL RWDISF (2,DSETI1) CAS3 
C CAS3 
PRINT AREA AND PRODUCTION SUMMARY REPORT DATA FOR THIS ZONE CAS3 
IF ( PRINTF .NE. 0 .AND. APREP .NE. 0 ) CAL CASOUT (-2) CAS3 
C TEST FOR END OF REGION CASZ 
IF ( IZONE .LT. NZONES ) GO TO 1.80 CAS3 
C CAS3 
C GENERATF REST OF DATA SET 12 (REGI'ON LEVEL) CAS3 (D 
C EUS. 128, 132, 134 - 196 CAS3 4 3 CAS3 NoAERRR= EWAR - TWAR 
PRERRR= EPROOR - TPRODR CAS3 10 
IF ( TWAR .NE. 0.0 ) TYR= TPRODR/TWAR CAS3 .2 
IF ( EWAR .NE. 0.0 ) EYR= EPRODR/EWAR CAS3 
IF ( TYR .NE. 0.0 ) YERRR= ( EYR- TYR )/TYR *100.0 CAS3 
C CAS3 ­
C CAS3 
C TEMPORARY DEBUGGING PRINTOUT'V, CAS3 
C. CAS3 
C AGGREGATE REGION DATA SET 12 UP TO DATA SET 13 (COUNTRY LEVEL) CAS3 
C EWS. 144 - 146, 148 -- 150, 152, 156 - 162 CAS3 
00 540 1=1,7 CAS3 
DSET13(1)= DSET13(1) + DSETl2(1) CAS3 
540 DSET]3(I+12)= DSET13(I+12) + OSET12(II12) CAS3 
PRVARC= PRVARC + PRVARR CAS3 
C CAS3 
C ON FIRST ITERATION AND FIRST PREDICTION POINT, SKIP READING. CAS3 
C CAS CUMULATIVE FiOE. CAS3 
IF ( NT .EO. 1 .AND. IPP .EQ. I ) GO TO 550 CAS3 
C CAS3 
C READ DATA SET 16 (REGION DATA) FROM GAS CUMULATIVEnFILE CAS3 
C NOTE ... EQUIVALENCE ( DSET16,CASCUM(5) ) CAS3 
CALL RWCASF (IRREG,CASCUM,I) CAS3 
C CAS3 
C ACCUMULATE REGION DATA IN DATA SET 16 (GAS CUMULATIVE FILE) CAS3 
IF ( NT .GT. I ) GO TO 570 CAS3 
C FIRST ITERATION. CLEAR DATA SET 16 BEFORE ACCUMULATING CAS3 
550 ICASC(1)= REGION CAS3 
ICASC(2)= 0 CAS3 
ICASC(3)= 0 CAS3 
ICASC(4)= 0 CAS3 
D) 560 l=1,oDSl6 CAS3 
DSET16(I)= 0.0 CAS3 
560 CUNTINIE CAS3 
C CAS3 
570 DO 580 1=1,19 CAS3 
OSET] 6()= DSET16(I) + DSET12(I) CAS3 
580 CONTINUE CAS3 
C ES. 176 - 178 CAS3 0o 
SOAERR= SOAERR + AERR'R**2 CAS3 
SQPERR= SQPFRR + PRERRR*'2 CAS3 
SOYERR= SOYERR + YERRR**2, CAS3 N aC 0A5
CAS3 N
C 
 C CAS3, 




C WRITE DATA SET 16 (REGION DATA) BACK ONT'O CAS CUMULATIVE FILE CAS3
 




C UPDATE REGION DATA ON CAS DISTRIBUrION FILE CAS3 
IF ( DISTFF oNE. 0 ) CALL RWDISF (1,DSET12) CAS3 
C CAS3 
C PRINT AREA AND PRODUCTION SUMMARY REPORT DATA FOR THIS REGION CAS3 
IF ( PRINTF .NE. 0 .AND. APREP ,NE. 0 ) CAL CASOUT (-1) CAS3 
C TEST FOR END CIF COUNTRY CAS3 
IF ( IREG .LT. NREGS ) GO TO 140 CAS3 
C CAS3 
C GENERATE REST OF DATA SET 13 (COUNTRY LEVEL) CAS3 
C EOS. 147, 151, 153 - 155 CAS3 
AERRC= EWAC - TWAC CAS3
 
PRERNC= EPRODC - TPRODC CAS3 
IF ( TWAC..NE. 0.0 ) TYC= TPRODC/TWAC CAS3 
IF C EWAC .NE. 0.0 ) EYC= EPRODC/EWAC CAS3 
IF TYC .NE. 0.0 ) YERRC= ( EYC - TYC )/TYC *100.0 CAS3 
C CAS3 
C COMPUTE CONFIDENCE L-EVELS CAS3 
CALL CUNFL CAS3 
C CAS3 
C CAS3 




C UN FIRST ITERATION AND FIRST PREDICTION POINT, SKIP READING CAS3 
C CAS CUMULATIVE FIILE. CAS3 
IF ( NT .EO. 1 .AND. IPP .EQ. 1 1 GO TO 650 CAS3 
C CAS3 
C READ DATA SET 17 (COUNTRY DATA) FROM CAS CUMULATIVE FILE CAS3 
C NOTE ... EQUIVAILENCE ( DSET17,CASCUM(5) ) CAS3 
CALL RWCASF (2,DSET17,1) CAS3 co 
C CAS3 
C ACCUMULATE COUNTRY DATA IN DATA SET 17 (CAS CUMULATIVE FILE) CAS3 , a 
IF ( NT GT. I 1 GO TO 670 CAS3 No-) 
C FIRST ITERATION. CLEAR DATA SET 17 BEFORE ACCUMULATING CAS3 N'0 
650 DO 660 I=1,_DS17 CAS3 
DSET17(I)= 0.0 CAS3 
660 CONTINUE CAS3CA S 3 " -
C 

670 DO 680 I=,19 	 CAS3
 
DSET17(1)= DSET17(I) + DSETI3(1) 	 CAS3
 
680 CONTINUE CAS3 
C EOS. 179 - 181 CAS3
 
SAERC= SQAERC + AERRC*' 2 	 CAS3 
SOPERC= SQPERC + PRERRC*:*2 	 CAS3 
SUYERC= SOYERC + YERRC**2 	 CAS3 
ACCUMULATE CONFIDENCE ILEVELS ALSO. 	 CAS3 
DO 690 I=20,25 	 CAS3 
DSET17(1+3)= DSETI7(I+3) + DSETI3(1) CAS3 








C WRITE DATA SET 17 (COUNTRY DATA) BACK ONTO CAS CUMUIATIVE FILE CAS3 







C UPDATE COUNTRY DATA ON CAS DISTRIBUTION FILE 	 CAS3
 
IF ( DISTFF .NE. 0 ) CALL RWDISF (O,DSETI3) CAS3 
C CAS3 
C COMPUTE MEAN VALUES AND PRINT AREA AND PRODUCTION SUMMARY REPORTCAS3 
IF ( PRINTF .NE. 0 ) CALL CASOUT (0) CAS3 
C CAS3
 




C ON THE FINAL ITERATION (UNLESS NTRIAL = 1), COMPUTE CAS3 
C CLWA AND CLPRD IN DATA SET 18. CAS3 
IF I NT .E. NTiAIAL .AND. NT .GT. 1 ) CALL DS18 CAS3 
C 	 CAR3 l 
CAS3 P 00990 RETURN 
O 	 CAS3 (D 
C 	 CAS3
 
ENID 	 CAS3 N OC 
I 
tLn 
o ErCLASSI,760427 39055, , 
000001 StWROUTINF CL "SS(SEED?,TYPE,1INO0W,MHRCCS1CC,XI) 
0000 2 C 
000003 C THIS SUPRUTINF CALCUI ATES THE 'INPUT CLASSIFICATION ERROR FOR 




COMMONCAIIERR/ COUN2,IRFGPlZONE2,ISTIRA2, )130?TSFG?, 
I P- (","J),BFRR( 3,/I) ,SiorHR(3,4) 
000006 COlMUN/TRAINS/ COIJ7, IL 67, IZU7t.7, ISTRA ,1SUt31 ISE?.r, 
000009 
00000 
I IIIN(LI,?b), TUTT.%qS,4,?b) TURC3,,?b) ,TVV(3'J, i)
1 TPTRIJE 1 IIILUUI) ,TPEsTI (4) PFRR(4 ,TERTOT (3) ,TM(3) TV (.) .7(3) 
000011 INTF(.,I R ITILULI 
000012 DIrFNSIrN 1TRATN(129) 
000013 EOUIVAL ENC'((ITNiA ltOI UlIN7) 
00002t C CONTPOI PARAMETERS FOR LEN PROGRAM 
000011 LMNIs Nt3 /CINTkIL / 
000016 I PkI'NTFI",STARTSLFD(? 
00001? IRFbFp PRINTF 
000016 DO)UBLE PRFCISIUN 51&E 
0011019 - C 
0000?0 C CAMS CONTROL CAR) INPUT DATA 
0000 1 COMNNI/CAIASCM/ TOOFL.IHUI.T I,ISTC;FX,ISKIP,ITMAXtIREP,IwIND, 
0000?) I?2FGW) (3 , 2, 5) 1S (3,213G(3. 2, 2) ,H 3,2 , 2) 
f0 0o3 REA. N5 
0000I C 
0000 b COMIION/FIROR /TITL(4), IDATl.PES TMTOTtALOCAt ,FRTOT() 
00006 
0000?? 
2 EPIIIAS C5) LRRANP(l) ,CL TOT (3) CLIIAS(.5) CLRANDC3) DELTA, 
1 CRUP, 7(3,?)thIILT(3),TO,TRAINATRAINI 
OD)00 8 DIMEISIN lISC(OJ) 
0000?9 E(JUTVALFNCE(TITLIERS) 
000030 RF At Not I 
000031 INIFUFa I I1,OCIUP) 
000032 C AG.UIUJT LIST FOR FRROR PROCFSSING 
OD0,3 COIUN /ANG.SI / 
000OI I NERPS ,NFATAI ,NPFRRSNARG ,ARG(1O) 
000035 OTHENSION TAIG( 10) 
000036 LOUIVALFNCE ( TARGARG ) 
000037 C 
0000 '0 INTFGFL- TYPE, HIOW 
000039 R-AL 11 
0000o/0 DnUILI PRECISION EFDP 
OU0aI C 




000046 C COMPUTE XFtAP ARD SIG,"A, THEN XI 
000047 XBIAR:flW(YI'FW4tJI)Om) '(l. +M 46) 
00008 SIUMA-tPW(TYPI HINflW) *H4SIG 
0000/19 CALL IFTAI) (S'tO 2,XPARSIC.MAXItoIFR) 





IF (TI I.T . 0) CALL tRRoES(/lICAMS,5HCLASS,4.0) 
IF ( PE.. lE 3) XT=XbAR 
01100'b C. ERROR RIpORT 




























































































CI ASS p 
L ASS N 
LI ASS 
Cl ASS 
LI ASS E3 0 










000099 IF(SIGMA°P.0.) GO TO I? 
00006U0 TV(TYP )=(XT-X'fAl)/(PW(TYPEWINDOW)*M) 
000061 12 CONfTI NUP 




CI(ANI) (TYPE) =TV (TYPF) 
CtIni rYPI)=11+TV(TYPL) 
ER1O1 ( TYPr)=M* (+TV'(OYPF)) 
000066 ER61AS(TYPL)M4II1I 
000067 EfR$ANP(1YPL)=H*TV(TYPr) 
000068 RF TIJlNN 





















C THIS ROUTINE CONTROLS THE COMPUTATION OF CLASS NUMBERS AND THE 
C GENERATION OF ISUBH2 FILE FROM THE SUBHST FILE. 
C(0MMN/FILES1/ --










AND COUNTERS FOR CAS SIMULATOR 
/CASFI.G/ 
,PPFLG ,NBW ,bW ,WINOOW, IPD ,IPP , PPDATE,NREGS 
,NSTRAT,NYESSK,NSSHSKtNCAMSK,NRYES ,NRSSH ,NRCAMS 
,ENDREG,ENDZON,IRSTR , IRZONEIRREG 
,LDS4 LDS7 ,LDS8 ?,LDS9 ,LDSIO ,IDS.l ,-0S,12 
,LDS15 ,LUS16 ,LDS17 ,LRCLUN,LRREG ,LRZONE,LRSTR 
PPFLG , WI NDOW , PPDATE 
,LDS13 

C CONSTANT .IUANTITIES FOR LEM PROGRAM 
COMMON /CONST / 
1 NTRMX ,MAXR ,MAXZ ,IMXSEG,ENDFIL,-ITSFG 
C 
C IEM CONTR0]L CAR) INPUT DATA 

COMMUN /LEMCM / 

I TITIE(1O) ,rCASE tCUNTRY,NTRIAILRSTART,IPRINT,STARTR,STARTZ 
2 ,ENDR ,ENDZ ,ISTG ,ICAMS IYES ,IACO ,ICLASS,ISEXT ,ISCC 








































DOUBLE PRECISION RSEED ,RSEEDIRSEED2,RSEEO3,RSEED4,RSEED5 
I ,RSEED6,RSEED7 

EOUIVALENCE ( RSEEDRSEE1 









1 L IXSSH, IXSUBH( ) 

C 
C FILE DEFINITIONS AND RECORD LENGTHS 
COMMON /FIILES / 
1 SEGID ,iLSEGIO,CROPW ,LCRO3PW,StJBHST,LSUBH ,ACOUIS,LACO 
2 ,CAMSF ,LCAMSF,CAMERR,LCAMERCASF ,ICASF ,YESOUT_,LYESO 










MO I N'1 






4 ,INP ,OIJTP ,TACO ,ITACO ,CASDSF,ICASDS FILES
 
INTEGER SEGID ,CROPW ,SJBHSTACOLIS,CAMSF ,CAMERR,CASF ,YESOUT FILES
 





C CAS DATA SETS 192, AND 3 OSETI
 
COMMON /OSETI /. DSET1
 
1 ISUBST,TWAK ,HWAK ,EWAK ,MIK ,CTIK ,ANALVK,EPWK .EPW2K JULY76
 
2 SMPKP I,SUMPK2,SIPPK ,KSIIB ,NCLASS JULY76
 
REAL MiK , M2K JUL Y 76
 
DIMENSION DSET(14), DSET2(14), DSET3(6) JULY76
 
EOUIVALENCE ( DSET1,DSET2,DSET3,IS(JBST ) I)SETi
 
1 , M2K,M1K ), ( CT2K,CT3K,CT1IK ) tSETI 
C DSETI 
C ARGUMENT LIST FOR ERROR PRnCESSING ARGLST 
CUMMON /ARGLST/ A'RGLST 
1 NERRS ,NFATAIL,NPFRRS,NARG ,ARG(10) ARGLST 
DIMENSION IARG(IO) ARGLST 
EOUIVALENCE ( IARG,ARG ) ARGLST 
C ARGLST 
C TABLES NECCESSARY TO DEFrERMINE CLASS SETS WITHIN A ZONE CLSTAB 
COMMON /CLSTAB/ CLSTAB
 
















1 COUN2 ,IREG2 ,IZONE2,ISTRA2,ISUBS2,NSEG *IDSEG ,GRPNO ,HISTPW SSHIDTA
 
2 ,AREAK ,PWK ,NAGR ,NA ,DEITPW,DELTPM,CV1 ,CV2 ,CV3 SSHDTA
 
3 .CV4 ,VMILJTK,CLASS(IB),MX'K,RDSSH JULY76 'VN 
INTEGER GRPNO , CLASS , RDSSH JULY76 pi 
DIMENSION SSHDTA(39) JULY76 CD U 
E.UIVALENCE C SSHDTA, COLJN2 SSHDTA 1.t 
SSHDTA 
DIMENSION IBUF(39) . ." 
- DIMENSION BIJF(3 9) MOD I 
EOUIVALENCE (BtUF(]),IBIlF(1)) IOD1 ci 
DIMENSION IDLIM(150) l 





. *. ,4,,' 
*..." " 
*44, * * 
4 **'"* 
.. *'"*' 




























" .... *.*... 
,, 
. . 
ISUB = I 
NORiD = 0 
DO 5 1=1,39 
IBU F ( 1= 0 
SSHF)TA(I) = 
NT INUE 
IFIRST = I 
IF( IPP .NE. 
MAXCLS = 9 
GALL-- RANACF( 
1'5 	 ISUl1 = 0 
NACO = 0 





IG IUUP( I) 
IDAT1(I) = 
IDAT2(I) = 









35 CUNT INUE 
GO TO 54 
40 CALL RANACF( 
IF(IFIRST .E 
IFIRST = 0 
GO TO 45 
0.0 
I)GO TO 15 
ISIBH2,0,00 IXSUBH 9-IXSSH0)9...... 
22 1F (NORI) .E(J. 0)GO TO 25 
NORD = 0 
IF(IPP .EQ. 1)GO TO 30 
GO TO 45 
25 IF(IPP .NE. 1)6GO TO 40 
READ(SIJBHST)( IBIF( ) ,I=1,6), (IDOM(J) ,J=, IMXSEG) ,(IBUF(K 
BU F(19) = 1.2 
IF( IFIRST .EO. O)G TO 27 
IFIRST = 0 
GO TO 30 
27 IF(IBUF(2) .NE. IREG2 .OR. IBUF(3) .NE. IZONE2)GO TO 80 
30 D0 35 I=1,IRCT 
BUF(I ) 
ISIJBH2 , I SIB, IBIJF ,LStJBH2, IXS JBH ,LIXSSH,1) 
. O)G( TO 42 
42 IF( IBUF(2)- .NE. IREG2 .OR. IBUF(3) .NE. IZONE2)GO TO 80 
45 DO 50 I=I,IRCT 
SSHOTA(1) = BIJF(I) 	 M1 
* * * * ll*"I50 	 CONT INUE 
54 MIK = 0 MOO)
 
IF(NSEG .NE. O)CALL_ GROUP MOD 1
 
MXK = MIK MODi
 
55 	ISUB = ISUB + 1 .
 
ISUil = ISLJBI + I
 
IF( ISUB1 GT. MAXSCT)GO TO 200
 
ISTRAT(IStJB1) = ISTRA2 .......
 




IGROUP( IStJB1) = GRPNO
 
DAT] ( ISUBI) = AREAK 	 ':" ," ; * 
DAT2(ISUBI) = HISTPO/100.0
 
ISMI = ISUB - 1
 
IF( IPP .EO. 1)CAIL RANACF(ISJBH2,ISM,SSHDTA,LSJBH2,IXSUBISSHLISH-4','---,
 
..... 	 I "......GOl 	TO 22 121)
80 NURD 1 It -.
 
. .. *. 44,
NACO = 0 	 I , ,:DU 	 85 I=1,ISUB1 I; 
NACO = NACO + NSCNT(I)
 
85 CONTINUE . *
 
IF(NACO .GT. MAXSCT)GO TO 200 ...............
 
IF(NAC, .LT. 2)GO TO 90
 







95 CALL ASSCLS(2) ... 'c4*4
 
GO TU 105 .. .. . 
100 CALL SEGTAB "'p":*" 
CALL DETCLS 	 ,44*4,4 
.. .... , 
CALL _ ASSC LS(0 ) 
105 1 = ISUB - ISUBI ..... . 
00 110 J=1,ISUBI "t 
CALL RANACF(ISUBH2,I,SSHDTA,LSUBH2,IXSUBH,LIXSSH,1) ....'." 
...	 I..
C L A S S ( I P P ) = IDA T 2 (J ) 

-'. 4 t:1P0CALL RANACF'(ISUBH2,I,SSHDTAL SUBH2,IXSUBH,L IXSSHb2) 

Ln 
.. 	 ....110 CONTINUE 
IF(BUF(I) .E(J. ENDFIL)GO TO 150 MOD1
 
IF(ENDR .EO. O)GO TO 154*";
 "4 
II-(IBUF(2) - ENDR)15, 15;145 '"' " 
115 IF(ENDZ .EO. O)GO TO 15 :::::::4 
IF(IHUF(3) .LE. ENDZ)GO TO 15 ... . . 
1i45 BUF(1) = ENOFIl iOo 1 
150 If(IPP .ME. 1)GO TO 152 MOl.1 
C AI-L RANACF ( ISUBH2 , I SUB ,I BIJ , ISUBH2 , I XSUHIXS,LI XSSH,2) 
152 	REWIND CANSF MOD1 
DO 155 I=I,NCAMSK -*-* ... 
READ(CAMSF) 
155 	 CUNT INU0E 
NRCAMS = NCAMSK - 1 ...... 
GO TO 210 44* 




210 IF(NFATAL .EQ. O)G TO250 . 
WRITE (OUTP ,901)1...... 
STOP 
250 RETURN 
900 FURNAT( 1HOv 481HEITHER TOO MANY SUBSTRATA OR SEGMENTS IN REGION-, 14,MOD1 
16H ZONE-, 14) - MOD). 












SUSROUT IN LONFL 
















ARGUMENI LII;T FOR rRROR PROCEbSING 
COMIMN /AR(;LST /
I NEPRS ,NFATAI *NPERRS,NARG yARG(o10)
DTI-NSION IARC(10) 
FOUIVALLNCE ( IARGARG ) 

















HIAc. tIWAC ,FiAC -,AFRRC ,AVAHC ,TPR00CvPPoDCPRERRCfPkVARC USLT13 
,TY( *EYC ,YLRIC MIC H2C .CTIC *C1?C CT3C ,ANAVC 03SET131 




RFAI MIC ! ?C 
DI$MF NS1ON SFE113(25) 
E0UTVALFNrE ( 05F115,HWAC ) 




















X = ARG(INMNT 
X1 = ARGIJhfNT 
X4 Z ARGIIF.tT 
Y = VARIANCE 
FOP PX) FUNCTION 
FUR P(X) FIINCION 
FOR PX) FIINCtIUN 




















IAO(.C ) 165 
Y: YS'b (AVA4C,LWAC) 
X= O.I4FWAC/y 














CUpLItF CLAIFC (10. 166) 
XI: ( EWAC - O.,*TkIAC )/Y
X?g ( EXAC I.IOTNAC )/Y 



















C COMPUTF CLFPRI) [EO. 165) 
APC(I)= 6Ol'HI0CrDnEC 
JAk(;(?)= 1(oft 
I ( ? 6Yz YSUU(PRVARCEPRODC) 
X= o.1*FPROfcy 
Cl f'lN_ C d.00'SUFB(X - i.O )04100.0 
COMPLIF CLPTFC (FU. 157)
=(XlC l'lnl)r - 0.'4TPIUODC )/Y 
X?= ( EPROUC - .14tPPUDC )/Y
CLPTEC= ( PSUR(XI) - PSIH(X2) )*100.0 
C.C 
CCOlPUTr CLATWC (ED. 168) 























0000 Y= YbLI(Al4AVC, IWAC) C(INEL0000' 1 , XiC FWAC - 0.94THAC )/Y CORFL
 
0000e,5 X?- ( I WAC - I.1I * T-AC )/Y lIM L00000,6 CLA TWC= ( f'S(,I(XI) - PSt;lU(XP) ) t 100.0 LCNFLo0000,7 , C('IJFI1 0 
OO L000u,8 UPpUlf cI I'wC (n. 1 9) 
000059 ARG(1)- 6HANI'RVC C(INFL 
000060 IAR() = J69 CnNFL 
000061 y= Yb LI(ANPRVCTPRURDC) C('NFL 
O0006.. XI= ( FPRODC - 0.9*TPRODC )/Y LhrL 
O00u6 X2= C FPRUC - t1.1TPUnC )/Y - LON L 
000064 CI PTWr= (PSLB(XI) - PS[tb(X2) )4100.0 ,nNFL 
00006$ C CONFL 
000066 900 RFTURN LOIJFL 








O.ELC ORR'L9l,,7600127, 3900t I 









THIS SUR ROUTINE TRIES To CORRELATE A 
ORr)EVAPY SE(,MENI 13FING PROCESSED, 
TRAINING SEGMENT WITH THE 





000006 COHHONI,*-:GIRIC OU)N4 O.RE 11.4, I ZUNE4t , Ib TN A4, ISU84 t ISEG4 9 Sf GTRIJ 






COIION/7RAIN8)/ COUN( IREG7tlIUN~l7 I51RA7,ISU[37,ISEG7, 
1 - TItlh(f l2 ) , I rTT T ill( , ) TI3( 3, U,? ) s TVV( ,1, ?5p), 
t- T1170,4ULI I IX.ILlI1ll) , I IILST (14) 1TPERR01( i III/UT (3) , I M( 3") TV(3) 1 18R (3) 
INTF-F R I J"ZILU 




I F;A IrjS 
TRIAINS 






/F 11 1 / 








SE;il LSFGI 'ruOPW ,LCHOYwSU11HStLSUf3H ACWVUT$,LAC0 
tCA051- LCAMISF,CAMLrR,LCAMEP,CASF ,LCASF YESOUI LYLSU 







4 ,TNrP , UUTVP TArij 
IT FG-ER ,SE-.r1I1 ,Cf?0UPW 
1 61,I(;XT, YLSEI', .ELTRIJ 
,LTAI:0CU ASOSF, LCASUS 
SUI3HISI,ACQtIIS,,CAIlSF CAm'FkRCASF 










CnftimOt;T ACO/I} Ui.D (4, 1293 





00011 6 60 LONT Ititil UI.RRLL 
00 00P IF(II'I"I{)R(IUSF).NF.O.AND.IUSE.L{-'.6) GO "rO 10 LoRREL 
000028 65 CnlI';TIWNU LV'RRL 
0(00029 ItISf =7 LOPPEL 
0000 s0 
















C FIND FIRST ACQ)U%,.OAIE 
ITAr.(= 0 
DO P0 jI|4INDUW 









1IF (T I l,I,{T7,J) l.1O.) GO TO 20 
IF ( ACnNOt.I I ITI,IN (I J)) 60 TO 









0 0 ozL4 30 
ISAVI = I 
JSAVE=J 




O0 00 it6 
0000 7 
0000018 
1'F( I I W I N (WIMOON d5) .NF. 0) 
0 0 NT I t jl 
IF(IIAcO-F0'.O) I!0 10 9 0 
1 rACQ= ITWI N (H INI)U , ?5) L(C'R11:L 









DOn 43 1=1,3 ,CORRf 
"TM( I )I-JM CI ISAVE JSAVE) 
I k ( I ) Ilit)I( I , ISA vE.tJ3AVI. 
TV(Y)-IVV(I, ISAVL t J S A V E )  
013 COINT INV~ 
L 
L(ORP L 












101/FF =A('(ONO-I TACII 
1 F (11) 7F F.GT .ITM..AX) 
Dn 115 lZIJ 
















000062 '5O CONTINUF COPRF L 
000 05 1Obf-C I USE+ I CtIkF L 
0000611 GO TO 60 C.RIfh 1. 






0 FLI CROPl,760'27, 39qoS , 1 
000001 $UbROUTTNF CROP(SEED4,IYPESL'ASONNINDOUWIFTRSIBCCSIGCC CROP 




C IHIS SUIROUTINE CALCULATES THE CROP CALENOAR FRROP FOR TRAINING 
LROP 
CROP 
0000 C SLCrifr14.S LROP 
000006 C CROP 

























000016 1 *,i AS(%) RlRAt,'D( i).Cl 101 (3) ,CLBI AS(3 ),CLRANO(3) DOELTAt LlR-OR 
000017 
0000.18 
1 LRIPO, 7(, P) .ULI (3) 
DIMENSION IFRS('JO) 
ID, 1RA1NATkAINo E'RROR 
RRO0R 




INTI'GrR TIDv(RoP) LRR Og ERROR 
00002D 
0000;3 








C COMPUIL DFLTA T 






CAL( llrTAO(SEIod,0.,0. ,Rt, 








C COMPUTE CRlOP CALENDAR ERROR 
10 CONTIhu F 
cPou'.- IsrG -FRR(SEASON,WTNDUW) 





























SUBROUTINE DETCLS DE FCLS
 
C THIS ROUTINE DETERMINS HOW MANY CLASSES THE X ARRAY XORD CONTAINS DETCLS 
C AND ASSIGNS THE CLASS BOUNDARY POINTS WITHIN XORD. L)ETCLS 
C TABLES NECCESSARY TO DETERMINE CLASS SETS WITHIN A ZONE CLSTAB 
COMMON /CLSTAB/ CLSTAB
 
I ISTRAT(300),ISBSTR(300),NSCNT(300),IGROUP(300),IDAT1(300) , MOI)1
 




DIMENSION DAT1(30O) ,DAT2(300)RANK(300) 'LOD1
 
EQULIVALENCE (IDATI(1),OATI(1)), (IDAT2(1),D)AT2(i.)),(IRANK(I'), CLSTAB 
IRANK (1)) CLSTAB 
C FLAGS AND COUNTERS FOR CAS SIMULATOR CASFLG 
COMMON /CASFLG/ CASFLG 
I H ,PPFLG ,NBW ,IBW ,WINDOW,IPD ,IPP ,PPDATE,NREGS CASFLG 
2 ,NZTOT ,NSTRAT,NYESSK,NSSHSKNCAMSK,NRYES ,NRSSH ,NRCAMS CASFLG 
3 ,ENDC ,ENDREGENDZON,IRSTR ,IRZONE,IRREG CASFLG
 
4 ,I)S1 ,LDS4 ,LOS7 ,LDS8 ,0S9 ,LDS1O ,LDS11 ,LDS12 ,LDS13 CASFLG 
5 ,LDS14 ,LDS15 ,LDSl6 ,LDS17 ,LRCOUN,LRREG ,LRZONE,LRSTR CASFLG 
INTEGER PPFLG , WINDOW , PPDATE CASFLG 
C CASFLG 
DIMENSION ID(10),IDHM(IO) I6 rCLS 
C DETCLS
 
C I)E rCLS 
DATA CC/.25/ MODI 
C THIS DATA IS A BUILT IN CONSTANT, IT CAN BE MODIFIED VIA COMPILATIDETCLS 
C DETCLS 
C DIETCLS 
IH = H I)ETCLS 
DO 2 M=1,10 MOOD 
IBPT(M) = 0 MODi 
IEPT(M) = 0 MOOI
 
2 CONTINUE 
 MODI 00 
MODI (TDN CO = CC/NACO 
ICLCNT = 0 )ETCLS , 
UETCLS 00 a,K= 1 
5 1 = I DETCLS N ,DETCLSIF( (NACQ -K) .NE. IRANK(l))GO TO 257' DETCLS CLB : 0 
IUB = NACO I)ETCLS
 
IF(ICLCNT .LE. O)GO TO 20 DETCLS
 
DO 15 J=I,ICLCNT 
IF{ 1(J) .LT. I)GO TO 
IUB = MINO(IUBID(J)) 










20 IP = IXPT(I) 
IP = IXPT(I+1) 




LBPI = IXPT(LEB + 1) DETCLS 
IF((1 - LB) .LT. IH)GO TO 25 
IF( (IUB - I) .LT. IH)GO TO 25 
IF((XORD(IP)- XORD(LBPI)) .LT. CO)GO TO 25 









.GT. MAXCLS)Gr) TO 30 
ETCLS 
[EICLS 
25 I-= I + 1 DETCLS 
I I .LE. 
K = K + I 
(NACO-1))IGO TO 7 I')ETCLS 
t ETCLS 
30 
IF(K .LE. (NACQ-1))GO TO 5 
IF(ICCNT .EO. o)Gwn TO 40 
OETCLS 
DETCLS 





CAL SORTAG( ID,1,ICLCNT, DUM) UETCLS 
40 IBPT{1) = 1 





I = 2 
= NACO 




00 50 J=1,IClLCNT 
IBPT(1) = ID(I-1) 
IEPT(J) = IO(I-1)








50 CONTINUE DETCLS co 
55 ICLCNT ICLCNT + 1 DETCLS .0 
60 RETURN DETCLS 




SUBROUTINE DS1O DSlO 
C PROCESSES DATA SET 10AT THE STRATA LEVEL. DS10 
C Oslo 




,PROCF ,APRUTS(4,2) ,PPRIJTS(5,2) ,YPRUTS(3,2) 
CASCM 
CASCM 
2 ,AREAPS,S2MAX ,NHISTY,HH ,TOPT ,ALJNITS,OISTFF,BWIND(4) CASCM 
3 ,WPRIOR(4) ,APREP ,IPRD(3,14) ,NPDATE.,PROATE(14) CASCM 
INTEGER HH, TOPT, AJNITS,DISTFF,BWINDWPRIOR,APREP,I)RDATE CASCM 
C CASCM 
C DATA BLOCK FOR CAS CUMULATIVE FILE CASCUM 
C GAS DATA SETS 14, 15, 16, AND 17 CASCUM 
COMMUN /CASCUM/ CASCUM 
1 CASCUM(32) , . BUFFR(504) CASCUM 
DIMENSION ICASC(32), DSET14(22), DSET15(22), DSET16(22) CASCUM 
1 ,F)SET17(28) CASCUM 
EQUIVALENCE ( ICASCCASCUM CASCUM 
EQUIVALENCE ( DSET14,DSEF15,DSET16,)SET17,CASCUM(5) ) CASCUM 
I , ( SOAERS,SOAERZ,SQAER-.R,SOAERC,CASCUJM(24) ) CASCUM 
2 , ( SOPERS,SQPER. Z,SQPERR, SOPERC,CASCtJM(25) ) CASCUM 
3 , ( SOYERS,SQYERZ,SOYERRSOYERC,CASCUWM(26) ) CASCUM 
C CASCUM 
C FLAGS AND COUNTERS FOR CAS SIMULATOR CASELG 
COMMON /CASFLG/ CASFLG 
1 H ,PPFLG ,NBW ,IBW , WINDOW,IPD ,IPP ,PPDATE,NREGS CASFLG 






,LDS4 ,I0S7 ,LDS8 ,IDS9 ,LDS1O ,0DS11 ,LDS12 LDS13 
CASFLG 
CASFLG 
5 ,I.DS14 ,LDSI5 ,L.DS16 ,LOS17 , LRCOJN,LRREG ,LRZONE,LRSTR CASFLG 
INTEGER PPFLG , WINNW , PPIATE CASFLG 
C CASFLG 
C C(ONTROL PARAMETERS 
COMMON /CNTRL / 










DOUBLE PRECISION SEED CNTRL 
C CNTRL 
C CAS DATA SETS 4, 5, AND 6 (AT STRATA LEVEL) DSET4 
COMMUN /DSET4 / DSiT4 
STRATA,TWASl ,HWAS1 ,EWAS1 ,XMIJS ,XCTIS ,ANVSl JULY76
 I 
2 ,TWAS2 ,HWAS2 ,EWAS2 ,XM2JS ,XCT2S ,ANVS2 ,T JULY76 
3 ,TWAS3,HWAS3,XCTBS 
4 ,XYS 'XESTYS,EVYRS ,P21DPK,VIV2S ,VARS ,ANVARS JULY76 
5 ,F ILL4(57) 
INTEGER STRATA JULY76 
DIMENSION DSET4(24), DSET5(7), DSET6(3) JULY76 
EUIJIVALENCE ( DSET4,STRATA ), ( DSET5,TWAS2 ), ( DSET6,TWAS3 ) USET4 
,C DSET4 
C CAS DArA SET 7 (AT ZONE LEVEL) DSET7 
CUMMJN /DSET7 / DSET7 
1 ZONE ,HWAZ2 ,EZ ,MlK2KZ,ANALVZNSTRAZ,HWAZ1 ,EWAZl ,HWAZ3 JULY76 
2 ,ESTVZ ,HWAZ12 JULY76 
3 ,MIK2CL(lO) ,EPWCL( 10) ,EPW2CL(10) ,PKPICL(1O) JULY76 
4 ,PK2CL(IO) ,PKCL(IO) ,SSO(1O) JULY76 
INTEGER ZONE JULY76 
REAL MIK2KZ, MIK2CL - JULY76 
DIMENSION DSET7(81) JULY76 
EUUIVALENCE ( DSET79ZONE DSET7 
c DSET7 
C CAS DATA SET 8 
COMMON /DSET8 / 
(AT REGION LEVEL) DSET8 
DSET8 
I 'REGION,HWAR2 ,ER ,MlK2KRANALVR,NZONESHWAR1 ,EWARI *ESTVR JULY76 
2 ,MIM2ZR,FILi-8(71) JULY76 
INTEGER REGION JULY76 
REAl MIIK2KR JULY76 
DIMENSION DSET8 (1O) JULY76 
EO IVALENCE ( OSET8,REGION ) )SET8 
C I)SET8 
C CAS DATA SET 9 (AT COUNTRY LEVEL-) USET9 
COMM UN /DSET9 / USET9 
1 COUNTR,HWAC2 ,EC ,MIK2KC,ANAlVCMIM2ZC,HWACl ,EWACI ,ESTVC JULY76 
INTEGER COIJNTR JULY76 N 
REAl- MIKZKC JULY76 N 
DIMENSION DSET9(9) JULY76 CD 
EUJ IVALENCE ( DSET9,CGIJNTR ) I)SET9 
C DSET 9 C) 
C 
I 
CAS DATA SET 10 (STRATA DATA -- FINAL PASS) JULY76 
COMMON /DSETIO/ JULY76 




2 ,YS ,ESTYS ,YERRS ,MIJS ,M2JS ,CTlS ,CT2S ,CT3S ,ANAVS JULY76 
3 ,ANPRVS,ES JULY76 -
REAL MiJS , M2JS JULY76 
DIMENSION DSET1O(20) JULY76 
E.UIVALENCE ( I)SETIO,HWAS ) JULY76 
C DSET10 
C CAS DATA SET 11 (ZONE DATA -- FINAL PASS) JOLY76 
COMMON /DSET].I/_ DSET11 
1 FIWAZ ,TWAZ ,EWAZ ,AERR'Z ,AVARZ ,TPRODZ,EPRODZ.PRERRZ,PRVARZ DSETII 
2 ,TYZ ,EYZ ,YERRZ ,MIZ ,M2Z ,CTlZ ,CT2Z ,CT3Z ,ANAVZ USETlI 
3 ,ANPRVZ DSET 11 
REAl- MIZ , M2Z DSETl 
DIMENSION DSET11(19) USET11 
E.UIVALENCE C DSET11,HWAZ ) DSETII 
C DSET 11 
C FILE DEFINITIONS AND RECORD LENGTHS FILES 
COMM ON /FILES / FILES 
1 SEGID ,LSEGIDCROPW ,LCROPW,SUBHST,LSUBH. ,ACQUIS,LACQ FILES 
2 ,CAMSF ,LCAMSF,CAMERR,LCAMER,CASF ,LCASF ,YESOIJT ,LYESO FILES 
3 ,SIGEXT,LSIGEX,YESERR,LYESER, SEGTRIJ,LSEGTR,CASDIS,LCASD FILES 
4 INP ,OUTP ,TACQ ,ITACJ ,CASDSF,LCASDS FILES 
INTEGER SEGID ,CROPW ,SlJBHSTACO(JIS,CAMSF ,CAMERR,CASF ,YESOUT FILES 
I ,SIGEXT,YESERR,SEGTRLJCASDIiS,OiTP , TACO ,CASDSF FILES 
C FILES 
C INDEX RECORD FOR CAS CUMULATIVE FILE (CASF) IXCASF 
COMMON /IXCASF/ IXCASF 
I IXCASF(1i),LIXCAS 
C IXCASF 
C INDEX RECORD FOR CAS INTERMEDIATE DATA SET FILE (CASOSF) IXCDSF 
COMMUN /IXCDSF/ IXCDSF 
1 IXCDSF(l)LIXCDS 
C IXCDSF 
C STATISTICAL INFORMATION FOR ILEM STATS 
COMMON /STATS / STATS 
I ITER ,NSEGTR,NCAMSR,NYESR ,NREC(7) ,NC4SCR,NCASDR STATS po 
EQUIVALENCE ( NT,ITER ) STATS (D 
C STATS 
.C DEBUGGING PRINT FLAG LS10 , 
C 









INTERMEDIATE OIJANTITY USED TO COMPUTE TAU2S 
DSlOI)S1 IO 
C (D = 0 OR 1 DEPENDING UPON NO. OF ACQUIRED GROUP 1,2 oslo
 
C SEGMENTS IN STRATA) SIO
 
C DENUM = DENOMINATOR 6F RATIO USED TO COMPUTE TAL2S AND SIGM2S DSIO 
C F = INTERMEDIATE QUANTITY USED TO COMPUTE ANAVS DS1O 
C (= ANALV AT STRATA, ZONE, REGION, OR COUNTRY ILEVEL) OSlO 
C FM = NHISTY (IN FLOATING POINT) Os1o 
C HWASI2 = MWASi + HWAS2 OSO 
,C HWA12 = HWA1J + HWA2J (WHERE J = S, Z, R, OR C) DS10 
C' I = DO LOOP INDEX OSlO 
C ISTRAZ = ZONE INDEX (1,2,...,NSTRAZ) DS1O 
C MYV12 = MYVIJ + MYV2J (WHERE J = S, Z, R, OR C) DSI 
C NU = 00 LOOP (YEAR) INDEX IN MULTI-YEAR VARIANCE LOOP OS10 
C RATIO = INTERMEDIATE QUANTITY USED TO COMPUTE TAU2S AND SIGM2SUS1O 
C RN1 = RANDOM NUMBER IN NUMERATORS OF RATIOS IN EXPRESSIONS DS1O 
C FOR' TAIJ2S AND SIGM2S DS10 
C RN2 .= RANDOM NUMBER IN DENOMINATORS OF RATIOS IN EXPRESSIONSDS10 
C FOR TAU2S AND SIGM2S DS1O 
C SkMV12 = SORT. OF MULTI-YEAR VARIANCE FOR GROUP 1,2 SEGMENTS DS10 
C AT STRATA, ZONE, REGION, OR COUNTRY LEVELS DSIO 
C SRMYV3 = SORT. OF MUILTI-YEAR VARIANCE FOR GROUP 3 SEGMENTS SIO 
C AT STRATA, ZONE, REGION, OR COUNTRY LEVELS OSlo 
C SUMI SUM OF TERMS IN EXPRESSION FOR TAU2S BEFORE DIVIDING SIO 
C BY M. SIO
 
C SUM2 = FIRST SUM IN EXPRESSION FOR SIGM2S (SUM OF RATIO;;*2) DSI 
C SUM3 = SECOND SUM IN EXPRESSION FOR SIGM2S (SUM OF RATIOS) 0SI0 
C TERMI = INTERMEDIATE QUANTITY USED TO COMPUTE PRVARS AND DS10 
C ANPRVS (=EVYRS + ESTYS*-2) ISlO 
C TERM2 = INTERMEDIATE QOANTITY USED TO COMPUTE PRVARS OSlO 






C COMPUTE INTERMEDIATE OUANTITY USED TO COMPUTE AVARZ LATER,ON. JULY76 Cb 
CUNZ = 1 .0 JULY76 P. , 
IF ( HWAZ12 .ME. 0.0 CCNZ= 1.0 + HWAZ3/HWAZ12 JULY76 N0 C JULY76 N 
"'ISTRAZ= 0 I)SI0 
C INITIALIZE DATA SET 10 (STRATA LEVEL) OSlO 
200 ISTRAZ= ISTRAZ + 1 1S10 
D0 210 1=1,L)SIO OSIO 
DSETIO(I)= 0.0 DS 10
 




C READ DATA SETS 4,5, AND 6 FROM CAS INTERMEDIATE FILE Oslo
 
IRSTR = IRSTR + 1 USlo
 








C MOVE YS, ESTYS, M1JS, M2JS, CTIS, CT2S, AND CT3S DSIO
 
C FROIA DATA SETS 4,5,6 TO DATA SET 10 Oslo
 




MIJS = XMIJS DS10
 
M2JS = XM2JS DSIO
 
CTIS = XCTIS DS10
 
CT2S = XCT2S USlo
 
CT3S = XCT3S Oslo
 
HWAS12= HWAS1 + HWAS2 OSlO
 
HWAS = HWAS12 + HWAS3 JJLY76
 
C DSIO 
.C COMPUTE ES (E0. 90) DSlO 
IF( MIJS+M2JS .EO. 0.0 .OR. HWAS12 .EO. 0.0 ) GO TO 232 Oslo 
C M1JS + M2JS .GE. 1 (AT LEAST ONE ACOUIRED SEGMENT .IN STRATA) )S10 
ES= ( EWASI + EWAS2 ) / HWAS12 DSIO 
GO TO 240 OSIo
 
C M1JS + M2JS = 0. NO ACQUIRED SEGMENTS IN STRATA. OSlO
 
232 IF ( .M1K2KZ .EO. 0.0 ) GO TO 234 UOlo
 




GO TO 240 DSlO
 
C M1K2KZ = 0. N ACQUIRED SEGMENTS IN ZONE ' Ifl 
234 IF ( MlK2KR .E@. 0.0 ) GO TO 236 Oslo IN 
C SUM OF MIK + M2K .GE. 1. AT LFAST ONE ACQUIRED SEGMENT IN REG.DS.10 
ES= ER DS10 
LS10 w.. >GO TO 240 

C M1K2KR = 0. NO ACQUIRED SEGMENTS IN REGION USIO
 
236 ES= EC D'S 10
 
O 010 c 




IF ( 	 M1K2KZ .LT. 2.0 ) GO TO 250 JULY76 
IF ( MIJS + M2JS .GT. 0.0 ) GO TO 260 JULY76 
C CUMPUTE AREA VARIANCE AND ANALYTIC AREA VARIANCE OF STRATA JULY76 
C WITHOUT ANY ACOUIRED SEGMENTS ( OR STRATA IN A ZONE WITH LESS JULY76 
C THAN 2 ACOUIRED SEGMENTS) JULY76 
C (THE AREA VARIANCE OF STRATA WITH SEGMENTS HAS ALREADY BEEN JULY76 
C COMPUTED IN SULBROurINE CS2) JULY76 
250 IF ( HWAZ12 .EO. 0.0 ) GO TO 320 JULY76
 
WRATIO = ( HAS/HVWAZ12 )"*2 JULY76
 
AVARS = WRATIO*ES[VZ JULY76
 
ANAVS = WRATIO*ANALVZ JULY76
 
(U TU 320 JULY76 
C JULY76 
C AT LEAST ONE ACOUIRED SEGMENT IN STRATA AND AT LEAST TWO JULY76 
C IN ZONE, JULY76 
C ADD CONTRIBUTION OF THIS STRATA TO ZONE AREA VARIANCE JULY76 
260 	 AVARS = VARS JULY76
 
ANAVS = ANVARS JULY76
 
VZMULT= ( CONZ + HWAS3/HWASI2 ) *,2 JULY76
 
AVARZ = AVARZ + VIV2S*:cVZMULT JULY76
 
ANAVZ = ANAVZ + (ANVSI+ANVS2)*VZMULT JULY76
 
C I)SIO 
C COMPUTE HWAS, TWAS, ... , ANPRVS (EQS. 94-105) )SIO 
320 	 HWAS= HWASI? + HWAS3 Oslo 
TWAS= TWAS1 + TWAS2 + TWAS3 Oslo 
EWAS= EWASI + EWAS2 + ES*HWAS3 DSO 
AERRS= EWAS - TWAS DSTO 
TPRODS= YS*TWAS DS10 
EPRODS= ESTYS*EWAS Osio 
PRERRS= EPRODS - TPRODS DSIO 
TERMI = ES1YS*ESTYS - EVYRS JULY76 
TEkM2 = EWA.,-EWAS0EVY S ISIO t DSIO 	 w 0PRVARS= AVARS*TERM1 + TERM2 

IF ( YS .GT. 0.0 I YERRS= ( ESTYS- YS )/YS *100.0 DS10
 
ANPRVS= ANAVS*TERM1 + TERM2 DSIO
 




DSIOC TEMPORARY DEBUGGING PRINTOUT 

DS10C 
C DS10 u.' 
C AGGREGATE STRATA DATA SET 10 UP TO DATA SET 11 (ZONE LEVEL) )S] 0 
C EQS. 106 - 108, 110 - 112, 114, 118 - 124 	 Oslo
 
fOU 340 1=,4 JULY76
 
DSETII(I)= DSETII(I) + DSI-rIO(I) JULY76
 
DSET11(I+5)= DSET11(I+5) + DSETIO(I+5) JULY76
 
340 OSET1I(I+12)= DSETlI(I+2-)-.+ DSETIO(I+12) JULY76
 
CT3Z = CT3Z + CT3S JULY76
 
ANPRVZ= ANPRVZ + ANPRVS JULY76
 
, C DS10 
C ON FIRST ITERATION AND FIRST PREDICTION POINT, SKIP lEADING O)slo 
C CAS CUIULATIVE FILE. Oslo 




C READ DATA SET 15 (SfRATA DATA) FROM GAS CUMULATIVE FILE DSIO
 
.C NOTE ... EQUIVALENCE ( DSETI,CASCUM(5) ) DS10
 




C ACCUMULATE STRATA DATA IN DATA SET 14 (CAS CUMULATIVE FILE) OSlO
 
IF ( NT .GT. 1 ) GO Tn 370 0S10
 
C FIRST ITERATION. CLEAR DATA SET 14 BEFORE ACCUMULATING DS10
 
















370 OU 380 I=1,19 Oslo
 




C EQS. 170 - 172 ISIO
 
=SQAERS SOAERS + AERRS;'P2 DSI.O 
SOPERS= SOPERS + PRERRS**2 OS1O 00 
Oslo 	 no
 SUYERS= SOYERS + YERRS**2 









C WRITE DATA SET 14 BACK ONTO CAS CUMULATIVE FILE s310
 
CALL RWCASF (IRSTR,CASCUN,2) DS0. u
 
C OS1O 
IF ( PRINTF -NE. 0 .ANO. APREP .NE. 0 } CALL CASOUT (ISTRAZ) OSlO 
C TEST FOR END OF ZONE USIO 
IF C ISTKAZ .LT. NSTRAZ ) GO TO 200 OS1O 
C DSiO 














C ARGUMENT LIST FOR ERROR PROCESSING 
COMMON /ARGLST/ 




EOUIVALENCE ( IARGARG ) 

C 
C CAS CONTROL CARD INPUT-DATA AND CONSTANTS 
CUMMON /CASCM / 
1 AREACF,YCF ,PRDCF ,APRUTS(4,2) ,PPRITS(5,2) ,YPRUTS(3,2) 
2 ,AREAPS,S2MAX ,NHISTY,HH ,TOPT ,A(INITS,DISTFF,BWIND(4) 
3 ,WPRIOR(4) IAPREP ,IPRD(3,14) ,NPDATE,PRDATE(14) 




C I)AIA BLnCK FOR CAS CUMULATIVE FILE 
C CAS DATA SETS 14, 15, 16, AND 17 
COMMON /CASCUM/ 
1 CASCUM(32), BUjFFR(504) 
DIMENSION ICASC(32), DSET14(22), DSET1S(22), DSET16(22) 
I ,DSETI7(28) 

EOUIVALENCE ( ICASC,CASCUM ) 
EOUIVALENCE ( OSETI4,DSET15,0SET16,DSET1T,CASCUM(5) -) 

1 , ( SOAERS,SOAERZ,SQAERR,SOAERC,CASCUM(24) ) 

2 , ( SQPERS,SQI-ERZ,SOPI-ERR,SOPERCCASCUM(25) ) 

3 , ( SQYERS,SOYERZ,SOYERR,SOYERC,CASCUM(26.) ) 

C 
C DATA BLOCK FOR CAS DISTRIBUTION FILE (DATA SET 19) 
DIMENSION CASDSE3(303) 
EQUIVALENCE ( CASDSB, BUFFR ) 
DIMENSION ICASD(303), HWA2K(V60), WAKNEY(60), PIK(60) 
EQUIVALENCE ( ICASD),HWA2KCASDSB ), C WAI<NEY,CASDS3(61) I 
1 , PIK,CASOS3(121) ) 
CCASDSB 
C FLAGS AND COUNTERS FOR CAS SIMULATOR 
COMMLN /CASFLG/ 
1 H ,PPFLG ,NBW ,IBW ,WINDOWIPD ,IPP ,PPDATENREGS 
2 ,NZTOT ,NSTRATNYESSI,NSSHSK,NCAMSK,NRYES ,NRSSH ,NRCAMS 









































4 ,IDSI ,l0S4 ,IDS7 ,LDS8 LDSI9.LDS10 .LDS11 ,1.0S12 ,LDS13 CASFLG 
5 ,LDS14 ,LDS15 ,LDS16 ,LDS17 ,LRCOLJNLRREG ,LRZONE,LRSTR CASFLG 
INTEGER PPFLG , WINDOW , PPDATE CASFLG 
C CASFLG 
C CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR ICEM PROGRAM CNTRL 
COMMUN /CNTRL / CNTRL 
1 PRINTF ,NSTART,SEED(7) CNTRL 
INTEGER PRINTF CNTRL 
DOUBLE PRECISION SEER CNTRL 
C CNTRL 
C CAS DATA SETS 1.2, AND 3 USETI 
COMMON /DSET1 / SET1 
I ISUBS1",'TWAK THWAK ,EWAK ,MIK ,CTIK ,ANALVK,EPW( ,EPW2K JULY76 
2 ,SMPKPI, SUMPK2,SUMPK ,KSUB , NCLASS JULY76 
REAL MIK , M2K JULY76 
DIMENSION DSETI(14), OSrT2(14), DSET3(,6) JULY76 
EUUIVALENCE ( DSETI,DSET2,DSET3,1SUBST ) DSETI 
I , ( M2K,M1K ) ( CT2K,CT3K,CTIK ) OSET] 
C USETI 
C CAS DATA SETS 4, 5, AND 6 (AT STRATA LEVEL) OSET4 
COMMON /DSET4 / OSET4 
1 STRATA,TWASI ,HWASI ,EWAS1 ,XM1JS ,XCTIS ,ANVS1 JULY76 
2 ,TWAS2 ,HWAS2 ,EWAS2 ,XM2JS ,XCT2S ,ANVS2 ,T JULY76 
3 ,TWAS3,HWAS3,XCT3S 
4 ,XYS ,XESTYS,EVYRS ,P21DPK,V1V2S ,VARS ,ANVARS JULY76 
5 ,FILL4(57) 
INTEGER STRATA JULY76 
DIMENSION DSET4(24), DSET5(7), DSET6(3) JULY76 
EQUIVALENCE ( DSET4,STRATA I, ( DSET5,TWAS2 I, ( DSET6,TWAS3 ) DSET4 
C OSET4 














4 ,PK2CL(IO) ,PKCL(1O) ,SSO(IO) JULY76 c' o 
INTEGER ZONE JULY76 
REAL N1K2K.Z, M.K2CL JULY76 
DIMFEiISION DSET7(81) JULY76 
EOUIVALENCE ( DSET7,ZONE DSET7 
C DSET7 . 
C FILE DEFINITIONS AND RECORD LENGTKS FILES
 
COMMUN /FILES / FILES
 
I SEGID ,LSEGID,CROPW ,I-CROPWvSLJBHSTLSUBH ,ACOUISLACQ FILES
 




4 ,INP ,OUTP ,TACQ ,LTACQ ,CASDSFLCASDS FILES
 
INTEGER SEGID ,CROPW ,SUBHST,ACQUIS,CAMSF ,CAMERRCASF ,YESOU-T FILES
 




















1 CUUN2 ,IREG2 ,IZnNE2,ISTRA2',ISU8S2,NSEG ,IDSEG ,GRPNO ,HISTPW SSHDTA
 
2 ,AREAK ,PWK ,NA(R ,NA ,DElTPW,DELTPM,CV1 ,CV2 ,CV3 SSHDTA
 
3 ,CV4 ,VMULTK,CLASS(18),MXK,ROSSH JULY76






EOUIVALENCE ( SSHOTA, COUN2 ) SSHI)TA 
C SSHIDTA 
C DEBUGGING PRINT FLAG OS123 





EQUIVALENCE ( IER,IARG(1) ) DS123 
C 0S123 
C LOCAL VARIABLES -0S123 
C CONK = OUANTITY WHICH IS CONSTANT FOR A GIVEN SUBSTRATA D)S123
 
C INDEPENDENT OF SEGMENT (=NK'RKAREAPS WHERE NK = NAGR)DS123 O 
C FNK = NK = NAGR (FL. PT.) 0S123 (D 
C I = DO LOOP INDEX 1S123 , 
C LEVEL = ERROR LEVEL (=0 FOR NON-FATAL ERROR, =1 FOR FATAL) -DS123 -oQ 
C M2 = M2K (INTEGER) DS123 Nn 
C " PWKNEY = SUBSTRATA PROPORTION WHEAT (PW) FOR NON-EPOCH YEAR. DS123 " 
C RK = RK (E0. 1) US123 
C RKSO = (RK*-AREAPS)4'*2 DOS]23 
C SIGMA = STANDARI) DEVIAFIIN FOR BETA DISTRIBUTION ROUTINE. D)$123 
C 
C ARRAY FOR SAVING HISTPW, PWK, AND AREAK BEFORE CONVERTING 









SSHSAV(1) = HISTPW 
SSHSAV{2) = PWK 
SSHSAV(3) = AREAK 
C CONVERT HISTPW AND PW TO FRACTIONS FROM PERCENT. 
HISTPW= O.01HISTPW 
PWK= 0.01*1PWK 
C CONVERT SUBSTRATA LAND AREA TO HECTARES FROM KMN*):2 
AREAK= 100.O':AREAK 
C EQ). 1 
RK= AREAK/( FILOAT(NA)*AREAPS ) 
RKSQ= (.RK*'AREAPS )-"-'2 
FNK= NAGR 
CONK= FNK*'RK' AREAPS 





C TEST GROUP NUMBER AND GENERATE DATA SET 1, 2, OR 3 
IF ( GRPNO - 2 ) 310,350,390 
C 
C GROUP I SUBSTRATUM 
C CHECK THE NUMBER (IF SEGMENTS IN THIS SUBSTRATUM 
310 IF ( NSEG .GT. 0 ) GO TO 320 
C FATAL ERROR. NO SEGMENTS IN SUBSTRATUM 
CAILL_ ERRMES (3HCAS,5HDS23,13,1) 
GO TO 990 
C 
C PROCESS ALL SEGMENTS IN THIS GROUP I SUBSTRATUM. 




















































































320 CALL GROUP 
IF ( 	NFATAL 

C WERE ANY 
IF ( MiK .EO. 
C GENERATE 
.NE. 	0 ), GO TO 990 

GROUP I SEGMENTS ACQUIRED FOR THIS SUBSTRATUM 
0.0 ) GO TO 390 
REST OF DATA SET I (EQS. 9, 11, AND 12) 
EWAK= CONK*EPWK/MIK 






C AGGREGATE SUBSTRATA DATA SET I INTO DATA SET 4 

C ( TWAK,HWAKEWAKMIK,MYVK,VMJTK,CT1K,ANALVK. ) 
C (EQS. 19-25, 37) 
D 345 I=2,7 
DSET4(1)= DSET4(I) + DSETI(I) 
345 	 CONT INUE 

GO TO 385 

C 
C GROUP II SUBSTRATUM 
C CHECK THE NUMBER OF 
350 IF ( NSEG .EU. 0 ). GO 
C PROCESS ALL GROUP II 
C EQS- 2B - 6B 

CALL 	 GROUP 
(STRATA LEVEL) 

IF ( NFATAL .NE. 0 ) GO TO 990 
C 
C GENERATE REST OF DATA SET 2. 

360 IF (. TOPT EQ. 0 ) GO'TO 370 
C 
C COMPUTE NON-EPOCH YEAR WHEAT AREA 
KSUB 	= KSUB + 1 
WAKNEY(KSIJB) CV4.HWAK 

HWA2K(KSUB) = HWAK 












16 C DEFER DIVISION BY HWAK UNTIL AFTER ANALVK COMPUTED 
( FNK*FNK - FNK )*RKSO 
17 
VMULTK*( PWK*CV2 )-*2 
VMULTK/HWAK 
C AGGREGATE SUBSTRATA DATA SET 2 INTO DATA SET 5 (STRATA LEVEL) 

C EONS. 31,32,34,35,6,38,40 
DO 380 I=1,6 JULY76
 




C NOTE... AT THIS POINT EWAS2 HAS NOT BEEN COMPUTED YET AND LS123
 
C VMULTK AND ANVS2 (EQS. 36 AND 40) ARE INCOMPLETE JULY76
 
C (COMPLETED IN SUBROUTINE CAS2) JULY76
 
P21OPK= P21OPK + EPWK/HISTPW 	 DS123
 
•C JULY76 
'385 M1K2CL(NCLASS)= M1K2C.(NCLASS) + M2K JULY76 
EPWCL(NCLASS) = EPWCL(NCLASS) + EPWK JULY76 
EPW2CL(NCLASS)= EPW2CL(NCLASS) + EPW2K JULY76 
PKPICL(NCLASS)= PKPICL(NCLAS$) + SMPKPI JULY76 
PK2C&(NCLASS) = PK2CL(NCLASS) + SUMPK2 JULY76 
PKCL(NCLASS) = PKCL(NCLASS) + SUMPK JULY76 
C RESTORE ORIGINAl VALUES BEFORE WRITING BACK ONTO IS UBH2 FILE JULY76 
HISTPW = SSHSAV(1) JULY76 
PWK = SSHSAV(2) JULY76 
AREAK = SSHSAV(3) JULY76 
C WRITE SUBSTRATA DATA BACK ONTO ISUBH2 FILE JULY76 
CALL RANACF (ISUBH2,NRSSHSSHDTA,LSUBH2,IXSUBH,LIXSSH,2) JULY76 




C GROUP III SUBSTRATUM. SET GROUP III FLAG 1S123
 
C 	 AGGREGATE SUBSTRATA DATA SET 3 INTO DATA SET 6 (STRATA LEVEL) nS123
 
EQS. 47 - 49 DS123
 
390 	 TWAS3= TWAS3 + TWAK $123
 
HWAS3= HWAS3 + HWAK US123
 









E'0123C 	 TEMPORARY DEBUGGING PRINTOUT 












DS1UT,760'427, 39088 f 1 
000001 SUI)ROUTINF DS18 DS18 
00000o C COMPUTFS CLHA AND CLPRD IN DATA SET 18 ON THE FINAL ITFRATION.'VSIR 
000003 C DS1O 
000004 
00005 
C ARGUMENT LIST 
COMMUN /AkGLS1 / 
FOR FRRUR PROCESSING ARGL ST 
ARGLST 
000006 1' HLRRS ,NFATALtNPFRRSNARG ,ARG(10) AI1G ST 
000007 
000006 
DIM NS I ON I ARG (10) 






C DATA ULOCK FOiR CAS CUMULATIVE FILE 
API,LST 
CASCUM 
000011 C CAS DATA SETS 14t lb, 16t AND 17 CAbCuM 
0000 o2 COMMON /CASCIIM/ CASrIIM 
000013 
000014 
1 CASLUM(3?) , IUFFP(S04) 
DI.M rSR N TCASC(12), DSETIi(?2), DSETIS(22). DSETI6(22) 
CASCUM 
CISCUM 
000015 I ,' ji t I (,lI) CA CUm 












. C SIPfrRSS0P-R/,SOPFRRSUJPLRCCASCU14(?b) 









C FLAGS AND CU)NTLRS FOR CAS 
COMMON 7CASF IG/ 
II PPfLG 0NIIW 11114 
SIMULATOR 




000?b 2 ,NLToT tNSIRATtlY[SSKNSSHSK,NLAMSK,NkYFS ,NRSSH *NRLAIS CASFLG 
000026 3 ENOc ,ENDREf,f.NDLON, IRSTU 1 F?7UHE, IRRFG LASFLG 





, t US 14 
ir ErR 
LOSIS 1tOr16 .LOS I , LRCUUNL.RF'. 
PPFLG * WINunW , PPUAIE 
H7UNE,LRSTR LASF LG 
CA1,SFLG 
OUb3O c CASFLG 




COMMON /STATS / 
1 ITfR 05- GSTR,MCAMSR 
IGUIVALENCE ( Ni ITE 
NYE S 
) 




00003b C STATS 
000036 C SU!'MARY DATA FOR Rr.PORTS sN TA 






I CVAEP ICVEPTA,SUPER ,CVPEPTCVEPTPCSUMR(18t8) NI)MIrA 
SL I) T A 
us I a 















PF'hFDICTION POINT INDEX 













SUM OF SQUARES 
TRUE "A 
OF PRODUCTION LPRORS Usia 
0S18­
00004 C flFT1/w)= MAN ESITMATED NA 05111 





DSF TI 7(6) 









000ud . ObF [I7 z MLAN PRODUC IIN ERRUR DS, 13 
000093 " '1 I 
0000'4 C OUTPUT OUANTITICS ... 8I1 





rSI'WRC15,1PP) = CLPRD DS IA 
S I A 







000009 C FNT = NT MONTE CARl 0 ITERATION (FLOATING POINT) D5±8 
000060 C FNTI = NT - I [,SIA
000061 C VL.tC = AREA VARIAHCF ERROR FOR COUNTRY 0S18 
000062 C VtPC PRUODUCTION VARIANCE ERROR FOR-COUNTRY D518 
000063 C Y . DIVISOR FUR Xt AND X2, DS18 
00O064 C, X1 = ARGU,LNT FnR P(X) FUNCTION VSIs 
000065 C X = ARGU:MLNT FoR H(X) FUNCTION US I8 
00006O C VsIs 
00006 C USIF 
0000 8 C FIJ. 182 S I 
000069 FNI= NT, SI FA 
= 
000070 FNT1 NT - I ulS1A 
000071 VFAC= ( SOAFRC - (DSETl7(4)**?)*FNT FNTI U,18 
000072 ARG(l)I 4'IVFAC USIA 
000073 IAHCG2)= Ip USIA 
000014 Y= Y3'QI(Vr'ACDSEI17(2)) ust1S 
000o75 XI= (n.SLT 1.(5) - 0.94DSETI7(?) )/ Y US 1 
000076 X?2 (liSTTI7(3) - .1 I)SETI7(2) / USI 
00001 C CWA IN IPP) 0515SI (lrL CbIJOR(I, 
=
000078 CSUk(lITPP) PbtJB(XI) - PSUB(Xd) )00.0 USIB1 
000079 C Us18 
00oVO0 1880Q U I As 
000081 vCf'r= ( SONFRC - (VSTI7()*l2)*FNI )/ FF4TI USIA 
0000,1 ARG(1)= 111iVrpC US IS 
0 0 0s53 I AR (I) [18= USI8 
D0008t Y= YbUI(VFPCDSFTt7(8)) VS 18 
0000 $5 Xl= ( USi.T17(7) - 0.9*VsETI7(6) / Y USI8 
0000116 X?= ( SLT17(7) - 1.I4osETI7(6) U/ cSIA 
o0ooos/ c SlOkF CLPHO IN (.SUIIR(IIPP) USI S 
0000O8 CSLII( C PbLtJX I) PSUq(X2) [USI A0r, IP') - )0100.0 
0000A9 C USI8; 
0000,170 900 RFIJRxN US 18 














C PROCESSES DATA SETS 4, 5, AND 6 AT THE STRATA LEVEL 

C 
C CAS CONTROL CARD INPUT. ATA AND CONSTANTS 

COMMUN /CASCM / 

1 AREACF,YCF ,PRDCF ,APRUTS(4,2) ,PPRUTS(5,2) ,YPRUTS(3,2) 

2 ,AREAPS,-S2MAX ,NHISTY,HH ,TOPT ,AUNI TS, DI STFF, BWI ND (4) 

3 ,WPRIOR(4) ,APREP ,IPRD(3,14) ,NPDATE9PRDATE(14) 

INTEGER HH, TOPT, AUNITS,DISTFF,BWIND,WPRIORAPREP,PROATE 

C 
C FLAGS AND COUNTERS FOR CAS SIMULATOR 
COMMON /CASFILG/ 
I H ,PPFLG ,NRW ,IBW ,WINDOW,IPD ,IPP ,PPDATE,NREGS 
2 ,NZTUT ,NSTRAT,NYESSK,NSSHSKNCAMSK,NRYES ,NRSSH ,NRCAMS 

3 ,ENDC ,ENF)REG,ENDZON,IRSTR ,IRZONE,IRREG 

4 ,LOSI ,ILDS4 ,I-S7 ,LDS8 ,LDS9 ,LDSIO ,LDSII ,LDS12 ,LDS13 

5 ,LOS14 ,LDS15 ,LOS16 ,LDS17 ,LRCOUN,LRRFEG *LRZONELRSTR 





C CAS DATA SETS 4r 5, AND 6 (AT STRATA LEVEL) 

COMMON /DSET4 / 

1 STRATA,TWASI ,HWASI ,EWASI ,XMIJS ,XCTlS ,ANVS1 











DIMENSION DSET4(24), DSET5(7), DSET6(3) 





C CAS DATA SET 7 (AT ZONE LEVEL.) 

COMMON /DSET7 / 

1 ZUNE ;HWAZ2 ,EZ ,MIK2KZ,ANALVZ,NSTRAZ,HWAZ1 ,EWAZI ,HWAZ3 

2 ,ESTVZ ,HWAZ12 

3 ,MlK2CL(1O) ,EPWCL(10) ,EPW2CL(10) ,PKPICL(IO) 




















































C CAS DATA SET 10 (STRATA DATA -- FINAL PASS) JULY76 
COMMON /DSET10/ JULY76 
.J HWAS ,TWAS ,EWAS ,AERRS ,AVARS ,IPRODS,EPRODS,PRERRS,PRVARS JULY76 
2 ,YS ,ESTYS ,YERRS ,MI.JS ,M2JS ,CTIS ,C'2S ,CT3S .,ANAVS JOLY76 
3 ,ANPkVS,ES JLiLY76 
REAL. MIJS , M2JS JULY76 
DIMENSION' DSET10(20), JULY76 
C 
EOUIVALENCE ( DSET1O,HWAS ) JULY76 
DSETIO 
C CAS DATA SET 11 (ZONE DATA -- FINAL PASS) JULY76 
COMMON /DSETII/ [)SETIl 
1 HWAZ ,TWAZ .EWAZ ,AERRZ ,AVARZ ,TPRODZ,EPRODZ,PRERRZ,PRVARZ DSETi 
, 2 ,TYZ ,EYZ ,YERRZ ,MIZ ,M2Z ,CTIZ ,CT2Z ,CT3Z ,ANAVZ DSETi 
3 .,ANPRVZ OSET 1 
REAL MIZ , M2Z DSETI1 
DIMENSION DSETI1(19) USETi 
EQUIVALENCE ( DSETII,HWAZ ) DSETII 
C DSETI 
C FILE DEFINITIONS AND RECORD LENGTHS FILES 
COMMON /FIlES / FILES 
1 SEGID ,'LSEGID,CROPW ,LCROPW,SUBHSTLSU3H ,ACQUIS,LACQ 'FILES 
2 ,CAMSF +ilCAMSFCAMERR,ICAMER,CASF ,LCASF ,YESOUr,LYESO FILES 
3 ,SIGEXTLSIGEXYESERR,LYESER,SEGTRU,LSEGTR,CASDIS,LCASD FILES 
4 ,INP ,OUTP ,TACO ,ITACO ,CASD'SF,1-CASDS FILES 
INTEGER SEGID ,CROPW ,SUBHST,ACOUIS,CAMSF ,CAMERR,CASF ,YESOUT FILES 
I ,SIGEXF,YESERR,SEGTRU,CASDoIS,OTrP ,TACQ ,CASDSF FILES 
C FILES 
C INDEX RECORD FOR CAS INTERMEDIATE DATA SET FILE (CASOSF) IXCDSF 
COMMON /IXCDSF/ I'XCOSF 
1 IXCDSF(1),ILIXCDS 
C 





COMMON /DEHIJGF/ I)EBUGF )S456 
C DS456 
C 





WERE THERE ANY GROUP I[ SEGMENTS 
( XM2JS .NE. 0.0 ) G O TO 480 
ACQUIRED FOR THIS STRATUM DSl156 
0S456 , 
C NO. RECLASSIFY ALL GROUP II SUBSTRATA AS GROUP III SUBSTRATA DS456 
C BY ADDING DATA SET TO DATA St 6, THEN ZEROING OUT DATA SET 5 DS456 
TWAS3= TWAS3 + TWAS2 US456 
HWAS3= HWAS3 + HWAS2 DS456 
XCT3S = XCT3S + XCT2S DS456 
DO 470 1=1,7 JULY76 
OSET5(I)= 0.0 DS456 
470 CONTINUE DS456 
GO TO 500 DS456 
SC US456 
C GENERATE REST OF DATA SET 5 (EQNS. 33,36,40, AND 39) DS456 
480 EWAS2= HWAS2"P2IDPK/XM2JS * DS456 
ANVS2= ANVS2/XM2JS DS456 
IF ( TOPT .NE. 0 .AND. XCT2S .GT. 1.0 ) CALL TSUB DS456 
C . DS456 
'C WRITE DATA SETS 4,5,6 ON1 INTERMEDIATE FILE DS456 
500 IRSTR= IRSTR +-1 DS456 
NSTRAZ= NSTRAZ + 1 DS456 
NSTRAT= NSTRAT + 1 DS456 
C MUVE YS AND ESTYS FROM DATA DET 10 TO DATA SETS 4,5,6 DS456 
C BEFORE WRITING STRATA DATA ONTO CAS INTERMEDIATE FILE. DS456 
XYS = YS DS456 
XESTYS= ESTYS DS456 
CALL RANACF (CASDSF,IRSTRDSET4,LCASDS,IXCDSF,LIXCDS,2) DS4F56 
C IDS456 
C AGGREGATE STRATA DATA SETS 4,5,6 UP TO DATA SET 7 (ZONE.LEVEL) DS456 
c ( EQS. 50-56,58,59,61,62,68,69 ) DS456 
TWAZ= TWAZ + TWASI + TWAS2 + TWAS3 U.S456 
IF ( XM1JS + XM2JS .EQ. 0.0 ) GO Td 990 DS456 
MIK2KZ= MIK2KZ + XMIJS + XM2JS .DS456 
20 HWAZI= HWAZI + HWASI + HWAS2 DS456 









SUBROUTINE DS7 DS7 
C DS7 
C PROCESSES DATA SET 7 AT THE ZONE LEVEL. DS7 
C DS7 
C ARGUMENT LIST FOR ERROR PROCESSING ARGLST 
COMMON . /ARGILST/ ARGLST 
I NERRS ,NFATAL,NPERRS,NARG ,ARG(1O) ARGLST 
DIMENSION- IARG(I1O) ARGLST 
EOUIVALENCE ( IARGARG ) ARGLST 
C ARGLST 
C CAS CONTROL CARD INPUT DATA AND CONSTANTS CASCM 
COMMON /CASCM / CASCM 
I AkEACF,YCF ,PRDCF ,APRUTS(4,2) ,PPRUJTS(5,2)- ,YPRUTS(3,2) CASCM 
2. ,AREAPSS2MAX ,NHISTY,HH ,TOPT ,ALJNITS,OISTFF,BWIND(4) CASCM 
3 ,WPRIOK(4) ,APREP ,IPRD(3,14) ,NPDATE,PRDATE(14) CASCM 
INrEGER HH, TOPT, AUNITS,DISTFrFBWINDWPRIOR,APREP,PRDATE CASCM 
C CASCM 
C FLAGS AND COUNTERS FOR GAS SIMULATOR CASFLG 
COMMON /CASFLG/ CASFLG 
I H ,PPFLG ,NBW ,IBW ,W'INDOW,IPD ,IPP ,PPDATE,NREGS CASFLG 
2 ,NZTOT ,NSTRAT,NYESSK,NSSHSK,NCAMSK,NRYES ,NRSSH ,NRCAMS CASFLG 
3 ,ENDC ,ENOREG,ENOZON,IRSTR ,IRZONE,IRREG CASFLG 
4 ,LDS1 ,,LDS4 ,LDS7 ,LDS8 ,ILDS9 ,LDS1O ,LDS11 ,LDS12 ,LpSI3 CASFLG 
5 ,LDS14 ,L-IS5 ,IDSI6 ,)1S17 ,IRCOJN,I-RREG ,LRZONE,IRSTR CASFLG 
INTEGER PPFLG , WINDOW , PPDATE CASFLG 
C CASFLG 
C' CONSTANT OUANTITIES FOR LEM PROGRAM CONST 
COMMON /CONST / C ON ST 




F 11 S 1 kdl 
I ISUBH2 ,LSUBH2,MXCLSS FILES1 )0 
CAS DATA SET 7 'AT ZONE LEVEL) DSET7 N 
COMMON /DSET7 / DSET7 
1 ZONE ,HWAZ2 ,EZ ,MIK21<Z,ANALVZ,NSTRAZ,HWAZ1 EWAZ1 HWAZ3 JULY76IJo 













INTEGER ZONEREAL MIK2KZ, MIK2Cl- JULY76 I':.. 
DIMENSION DSET7(81) JULY76 
E.UIVALENCE ( DSET7,ZONE ) DSET7 
C F)SET7 
C CAS fDATA SET 8 (AT REGION LEVEL) DSETS 
COMM(JN /DSET8 / - I)SET8 
1 REGION,HWAR2 ,ER ,MlK2KRANALVR,NZONES,HWAR1 ,EWAR1 ,ESTVR JULY76 
2 ,M]M2ZR,FIlL8(71) JULY76 
INTEGER REGION JULY76 
REAL MI1K21KR JULY76 
DIMENSION DSET8(10) JULY76 
EOUIVALENCE ( DSETS,REGION ) DSET8 
C DSET8 
C CAS DATA SET 11 (ZONE DATA -- FINAl_ PASS) JULY76 
COMMON /DSFTI1/ I)SETI1 
I HWAZ ,TWAZ" ,EWAZ ,AERRZ ,AVARZ ,TPRODZ,EPRODZPRERRZPRVARZ DSETII 
2 ,TYZ ,EYZ ,YERRZ ,M1Z .M2Z ,CTIZ ,CT2Z ,CT3Z ,ANAVZ I)SET1I 
3 ,ANPRVZ DSETI 
REAL MIZ , M2Z DSET!! 
DIMENSION OSETI(19) OSET11 
E(,UIVALENCE ( DSET11,HWAZ ) ISETIl 
o US1E Tl1 
C CAS DATA SET 12 (REGION DATA -- FINAL PASS) JULY76 
COMMON /DSET12/ DS-TI 2 
1 HWAR ,TWAR ,FWAR ,AERRR ,AVARR ,TPRODR,EPRODR,PRERRR,PRVARR DSET12 
2 ,TYR ,EYR ,YERRR ,MIR ,M2R ,GCfR ,CT2R ,CT3R ,ANAVR DSETI2 
3 ,AI"JPRVR DSET12 
REAl- 1\11R , M2R DSLTI2 
DIMENSION DSET12(19) I)SET12 
EOUIVAL-ENCE C DSET12,HWAR ) DSET.2 
c DSETI2 
C FILE DEFINITIONS AND RECORD LENGTHS FILES 
CUMMUN /FILES / 
1 SEGID ,LSEGID,CROPW ,lCROPW,SUBHST,LSUBH ,ACQUIS,ILACO 
FILES 
FILES 00 
2 ,CAMSF ,LCAMSF,CAMERR,LCAMER,CASF ,LCASF ,YESOUT,LYESO FILES Ow 
3 S I GEXT ,LS IGEX,Y ESERR,L.YE SER,SEGTRUILSEGTRCASDI S,LCASD FILES 
4 ,INP ,OUTP ,TACO ,LI'CQ ,CASDSF,LCASDS FILES * uo 
iNTEGER SEGID ,CROPW ,SIJBHSFAC(JUIS,CAMSF ,CAMERR,CASF ,YESOUT FILES ~o 
1 ,SIGEXT,YESERR,SEGTRU,CASDI S,OJTP ,TACO ,CASDSF FILES 
C F IILES 
C INDEX RECORD FOR CAS INTERMEDIATE DAIA SET FILE (CASDSF) IXCDSF 




C DEBUGGING PRINT FL.AG DS7
 
COMMON /DEBIJGF/ I)EBUGF DS7
 
C DS7 
DOJU3LE PRECISION XGOP,ZER 




C LOCAL VARIABLES 0S7
 
C A = REGRESSION COEFFICIENT USED TO CALCL.JATE S-""'2 DS7 
C B = REGRFSSION COEFFICIENT USED TO CALCULATE S*"*2 0S7 
C 0 = DENOMINATOR OF B 0S7 




100 CONTINUE )S7 
C DS7 
C 0S7 
C GENERATE REST OF DATA SET 7 (ZONE LEVEL) DS7 
C DS 7 
C IF M1K2KZ = 0, NO ACQUIRED GRO1IP I OR GROUP II SEGMENTS IN ZONE. DS7 
C HWAZ2 EZ = ANALVZ = HWAZI = EWAZ1 = SSO(CLASS) = 0.0 JULY76 




C M1I(2KZ .GT. 0. COMPUTE EZ (EQ. 63) I)$7
 
IF ( HWAZI .NE. 0.0 ) EZ= EWAZI/HWAZ1 S7 
C IF MIK2KZ .LT. 2, THEN HWAZ2 = 0 AND SSO(CLASS) = 0 FOR ALL JULY76 
C CLASSES IN ZONE JULY76 
IF ( M1K2KZ .LT. 2.0 ) GO TO 780 JULY76 
C DS7 
C MIK2KZ .GE. 2. SET HWAZ2 = HWAZI (EQ. 57) JULY76 
740 HWAZ2= HWAZ1 DS7 t 0S7 go 0MIM2ZR= I 
DS7 (C 
C COMPUTE S**2 ( EQS. 64-67 ) )S7 0 
C / FOR EACH CLASS IN ZONE JULY76 o'o 
DO 770 ICL=1,MXCILSS JULY76 
IF ( M1K2CL(ICL) .EQ. 0.0 ) GO TO 780 JULY76 
IF(M1K2CL(ICL) .GT. 1.0)GO TO 750 C 
C LESS THAN 2 ACQUIRED SEGMENTS IN CLASS. JULY76 l 










750 IF ( M1K2CL(ICL) .LT. H ) GO TO 760 JULY76 
C NUMBER OF ACQUIRED SEGMENTS IN CLASS .GE. H. JULY76 
,C USE REGRESS ION FORMULA JULY76 
XGOI = MIK2CL(ICL) 
XG02 = PK2CL(ICL) 
XG03 = PKCI(ICL) 
XU04 = PKPICL(ICL) 
XGL5 = EPWCL( ICI-) 
XGU6 = EPW2CL(ICL) 
D = XGOI':XG02 -XG03*'2 
IF(D .EO. ZER)GO TO 760 
B = (XGO1l-XGO4 - XGO5*XGO3)/D 
A = (XG05 - B4'XGO3)/XGO1 
SOSO = (XG06 - A'XG05 - B*XGO4)/(XGOI - XGOP) 
GO TU 765 JULY76 
C JULY76 
C LESS THAN H BUT MORE THAN I ACQUIRED SEGMENTS IN ZONE. JULY76 
C USE VARIANCE FORMUILA. JULY76 
760 SOSO = ( EPW2CL(ICL) EPWCL(ICL)-**2 / MK2CL(ICL) ) / JULY76 
1 C M1K2CL(ICI) - 1.0 ) JULY76 
C JULY76 
765 SSQ(ICL) = AMIN1(S(5SO,S2MAX) JULY76 
C JULY76 
770 CONTINUE JULY 76 
C )Stl 
C WRITE DATA SET 7 ONTO INTERMEDIATE FILE 0S7 
780 IRZUNE= IRZONE + 1 





NZUNES= NZFINES + 1 DS7 
C 
CALL RANACF (CASDSF,IRZONE,DSET7,L-CASDS,IXCDSF,LIXCD'S,2) DS7 S7 o 
C AGGREGATE ZONE DATA 'SET 7 tiP TO DATA SET 8 (REGION LEVEL) DS7 N' 
C E[NS. 70-76,78,79 DS7 -
TWA R = TWAR + TWAZ LS7 
HWAR2 = HWAR2 + HWAZ2 0S7 
MIK2KR= MIK2KR + M1K2KZ DS7 
HWARI = HWARI + HWAZI 357 
EWARI = EWARi + EWAZI DS7 
C DS7 





ELT JFCTIt,7604P7, 39011 p I 
000001 SUBROUTINr EJECT CNLINES) EJECT 
000002 C RESTORFS PAGE AND PRINTS THE PAGE HEADER EJECT 
000003 C LJLCT 
0000041 C CUOMON ,OCK DFFINTITONS Ed Ct 




COtIM01 /FILLS / . 
1 SE;.[f)LSLCl).CkOPW ,LCROPW,SUIHSI 






00009 3 ,l'r;X1,LS1(;L)(tYESERRiLYISLR,SLGTRULSLGIRCASOISLCAS FI.FS 














C I LM CUNIROL CARD IHPUT DAIA 
I ILFS 
LA NCM 










,ICAH; *TYFS ,IACU *ICLASS,ISEXT IbCC LI MGM 
000018 3 tICAS? ,ICAS3 MIPRCAMII'YLSII'RCASICSFS(,t1C1CHICSFSHPICSECELLIICM 
000019 
00O)v'0 LI s ICSEYIYM, ICFS& TCSEAC,RSEEU I,RSEED ,RSEED3,1RSELD4.RSEE5,SEL)b LEMC '3 ,iibEP/,IC'T,ITt£SLC0.IC tY5 ICSCUICFCI) L ICtI 




DOURLF PkECISION LSEFD ,RSEEI,NSEFUD2,ISEEn3,RSLF0II,REEDb 
,rSiF rRSLi-D7 




000025 INIJbFR RSTAPT,STARTRSTARTLENDR ,ENDZ LMC 




C PAf. L.IL.I CONTROL PAHAIIT. FRS FUR I LM 
COIIMMON /PAGE( I/ 




0000"30 C PAGFCN 
0U0031 C L LCI 
00001 2 NLINL= NLTNfS + ,2 1J Cn 
000033 NPAGL= UPAGF + I EJ( CI 




i FORMAT (IItp4 ,IOA6,bX,'p3IiLPP SIMULAIION 
1 /) 
IF ( NSTTL E0. 0 ) GO 10,900 
CASE,15,71 PAGEI4 EJECT 
ELIFCT 
EJECT 
00003 WRITL (OUTP,2)' 5UBTTI LJECT 
000031 NI IME: NLIl"1 4 EJECT 
0000110 ? FOR(MAT (/2bX.I(A6/) EJECT 
000o01 900 R1fTURN kJEtCT 








000001 SUBRIOUTITNF FRRMC EFRHMC 
000002 C FRRoP MODEL CONTRUO ROUTINE FOR- TIE LE PROGRAM LURH 
000003 C FOP FAC-I M0O)TI CARLO ITERATION ERHHC PROPERLY INITIALIZ.S THE ERRMC 
000004 C RANUOM NUIIBER SL-EDS FOR THE FOLLOWING ERROR SU1RCES .. ERRIIC 
O000005-c * CLASSIFICA1ION ERROR (ICLASS) LPRMC 
000006 C * SIGNATURF EXTENSTON ERROR (ISEXT) LRR-C 
000001 C * Slt8* NT CR')P CALFNOAR FRROR (ISCC) EPRMC 
000008 C A CAS GROUP TI NON-LPOCH YFAR, IIISTORICAL PROPORTION rHEAT i:kHMC 
000009 C C(CA 2) LRRt1 
000010 C * CAS'GROUP III MULTI-YLAR PROPORTION OF WHEAT (ICASS) L.RRMC 
000011 C . , 
 ERRm C 
000012 C COMlON ULOCK OFF IN[ I rONS LRRI-C 
000013 C CONTROI PARAMETERS FOR LEM PROGRAM CIJTRL 
000014 COMMON /rNTr L / CN 1RL 
0000o13 1 PRINT- ,JSIARTRSTFD (I) 0:I7RL 
0000]l IN'IrtCFlN PNINTF L.IIRL 
000011 DOUBLF PirCISiUo sVtn LUIRL 
00001b C CNTR L000019 C LLM CONTROL CARD INPUT DATA LFMCM 
0000?0 CoMAuoI /LLMCM / LF CH 
OuOoji I IITL(10) ,ICASF ,CINTRYNTRIALtRSTAUTIPRINT,STARIRSTARTZ LIMCA 
0000?2 2 ,ENRp ENUZ tTG ,ICAIS ,TYFb ,IALO ,ICLASSISLXT 9ISCL LIMCH 
0000P3 S .1CAs?,,ICAS3 ,IPRCAMIRYESIPRCAS,ICSFSGILSECM.tICbFbHICSLCE L, CII 
00024 4 .tICs YVI.IrSFbF, ICSLACRSEEUI *RSFLe8RSLFo3IPSFbr)4,RSLEU5,11SEED1 LI M(iC
'OOO0?0 5 ,SFFI)1,lrFSESTvICSICU,ICSEYStICSLCU, CECD t.FUI(C5 
000)6b DI MFHS 1014 JSEEL( 7) LI 11CM 
0000? DI(IILF PHI CTSIUN RSeFD ,NSEFDIRSEED?,RSEfD3,I4SF(IhRSFE5 I 1i0C 
0000;0 I *P'f I )CRREI'lI I I ir 1 
Ouoopy LOUIVALI NCL ( PSILPRP51.O1 ) LI CM 
000030 INTFGFR RSTARTtSTARlT ,SI ARTZENDR t NOL LF M1CM 
000031 i LE ,rr4 
000012 C .LRHiC 
00(001,5 C INPUTS ... ICAMS., ICLASS ISEXIT 25CC, ECAS?, ICAS3, AND RSELI)LRHMC
00(10Y4 C li0'C .,
0000 1,5 C OUTPUTS ... SLL) LRiRMC 
0000 1b C I?R ,C
00100 C t INIA(.' .. CAI L ERHMC EP*0 C00o0383 C ERRMC 15 CALLED FROM TIE LEM DRIVER LkwC vd 
00009 c . E lic 
O000I0 C 01,0 ; 14 4t *4*h4#t L'l?TOC 
00001i C 
 EPOiC
0000/Id C t-,PR'I[: 
0 00 0/11?cF141C C LI;It4o ()o) j+ 
01000114 C TEST THE CAMS OPTION. IF ICAPS .;NE. 0, ALL 3 CAMS ERRORS ARE FLRmC 
00001i5 C CONSTANT AtL) CAlIS il L BE CALLEL UNLY ON,FE. I PNtCO Oo/6 C IF i(Ai5 Q,. litN IN G 11NE tACH OF Th ERRORS MAY IL. L.R:IC FdNAL CAMS 0000/17 C VARIFED OR HELD CONSfliNT IND.PENOENTLY. ERFIRCG pN 
O0000o C ' .. PRMC in 
0000/49 IF ( lcANS .NF. 0 ) o 'To 200 (D LO 
ood';o C ICAMS = O. VARY CAMS ERRORS OIR HOLD THEM CONSTANT AS SPECIFIED LPHN1C 
6 000"'1 C IlY IIL PAAML EFH, IrLAbS, 1S-XT ISCC IpROC -C 0I A1,D 
IF I AS U. I ,SFLD(,)= UbLD(2) LNR'C000013 IF,C SF xT EU. I SFI f)(,)= PbFL)( 3) f4kRC I 
0F,4{ 1O 7CC UJ. SL)(4) = 1SEID(4) EVR-CF I00nOR5 C ENML C(
00?)056 200 IF ( ICAS? .Eu. I ) SFF (6) = RSEI)(1,), Fl l I 
00i0 f F ( ICAJ3- . Q . I I SIL1( 7)= RSFL0(7) E1[110 c C o 





o Fr4ERRMES,1;760427, 39013 , I 
000001 
000002 C 
SUBROUTINE FI<RMES (PROGS,,UBRICODFLEVEL) 














INPuT PARAMETERS ,., 
PRO G = SI1PRORAM NA.E IN A6 FORMAT (E.G. 3HLEHOHCAMS, ETC.)
SUI'R = SlIrROIITTF NAME jN A6 FORMAT (E.G. SHINPUT)
lLr)Fr= ERROR LOVE I 
LEVEL= ERROR SEVERITY LEVEL (m 0 FOR NONFATAL, x I FOR FATAL) 







PARAmLTERS FO BE PRINTFU AS PART OF FRRuR HESSAUE ARE PASSED 
IN TI4L- ARRAY ARO IN /ARULST/ 





C ARGUMLNT, LIST FOR FRRUR PROCrSSING 
COMMUN /AR.LYT/ 
I/ 1 *NRS ,NATl ,NPCRRS,NARG pARGOt) 
DIMENSION IA(;(iO) 




C CUISTAII u'JANT [TILS 
COMMUN /CUNST / 
FOR LEM PROGRAM 
0000?3 I NtR14Y,.MAX9 MAXZ IMIXSLG,CNDFIL,ITSFG 
0000-4C 




COMMON /FiL- S / 
1 SEIF TL CLGISvI,CROPW ,LCROPHSUBHSI.LSUSH ,ACOUTS,LAC) 





*SIfXIILSIGt XY-SLRR,LYE$RSI-. U,LS.GI14,CASIt)IS,LCASD 
, 11P MOIhTP tTACU .LTACO ,#CASVSF .LCASUS 
000u I INIItf H SL(:I ) C UI)h ,SWsH8 Af:WtIS,'A'lbF ,CAMI R1.,CAS .YFSOUT 
000)032 
000033 C 
1 .SIbFx ,Y'SLR, .SITRtICASUIS,0'ITP ,TACO ,LASDSF 
000034 C 
000035 C LOCAL VARIAbLt 





















ERRLVI= ULAMK U-1 
(1SIINGUISIILS 
NONETL (tJSE 
hEFtWFEN NONFATAL AND 
IO FILL PART OF EROR 
FATAL ERRORS) 
MESSAGE) 
000011! RFAL NONFL .RHES 
0000013 C 
0000110 DATA bLANKtNONFIL 
00O/I15 
00000rb C 












LEkM INPUT, INPORK 
0000',0 C SUIROUlINES U3E ... INPERR 
00001.2 C 
O00093 C 
OUOOlI IMLz IrOn. 




IF I EVI'L .NE. 0 



















































L1IIBIFS u a 











































































0001 	 C,.d 

0010 
oon 1114 C 
001 15 C 
0001 lb 




NERR$= NERRS + I ERRMES
 
GO TO '30 ERRMES
 
FATAL FRRoR PR , S
 
ERRI VI = BLANK EPRMES
 




CALl PAG(IR (6) LRHES
 
WRITE (IUTP,1000) EPRLVL,+PR0GSUI3RW MES ERRYES
 
FOII(AT (// 6H .***,A3,?bHFAIAL ERROR IN SURPROGRAM yAo IRR."ES
 
1 lah. StlbflOITUIE ,A1I.H ERROR COOF I13,ni #$4*) 	 I IW Im-S 
LRRMLS
 
TEST f-OR CALLING SUBPRORAM/ROTINTE AND CALL PROPER LUER LEVELERMINS
 
IIOIITINF TO PRINI ENHOR ME$SAGE ERNE S
 
IF C SAHR .FUI. '5IIINPUT ) GO 10 IsO EROESt 

IF ( SIIR IE. FITNPCIHK) GOIn ?00 kuk"Es
 
FRPrP DEiECTED IN LEM INPUT PROCFbSOP LPRRLS
 
CAL. lOP[RR (ImrS) EPrRPES
 








FRPOP DETECTED IN CAMS CONTROL CARD DATA LPRMIS,
 
CALL rAMRS (IN, Fb) L.R- LS
 
GO TO 900 	 LURPES 
LPRHFS ,
 
IF ( SOUR NE. FICASIN ,) GO TO 4100 1 PR L S
 
IF ( TiIF5 .GT. 17 ) 00 TO 150 EPIMI- S
 
ERkMES 
FRPok DETI-CTFD IN CAS CONTROL CARD DAiA LklfIIS
 
CALL CASERI (IMFS) LRRmES
 




NPLRUS= NPERRS + I LPRIIIS
 




FkRoR DETECTFD IN CA14, MODULE tRRHm0
 
CALL CAWETR2 (TR2 E) 1-,0118
 








CALL PArLR (3) 	 ERRHFS 
FRRoP DETECTED IN MOnULE YES. 	 PRRPES
 
GO TO (',lOi,,1O) , IMfl, 	 LP.II( 
WRITE ?UTP,921) 	 EPR'ltS
 
FORMAl (/A2HOYES INPUT FILE (YESERR) - SEGINNI,NG REGION AND ZONE NLIRUHES
 
OT iUlfl ) IIF0M S
 




RITL (UTP,9?e) . . IRRMLS
 
FORMIAT (/9IIOYES INPUT FILE (YESERR) - ENDING REGION AND ZON. LPI I 3
NOT  
tF(UI ) II 3 un c, 
LRH N C 




*FIR DEl'rij'l IN CAS MULAO MODULELI;'4LS
 
CALl 'ASLRl (IF,') LRWIFS
 
GO .Jo 900 V
LRFtt 
I) 	 C. d(PL S 
0 001 70o IF ( PROG .IL. 3HSIG ) GO TO 900 ERRMLS 
000120 
0001?1 C 
CALL STGLR (IM-) L.RMESRR'C S 
009112 900 krTlJrN L1,18,40 
"0001?3 990 CALL PAGLR (3) LRb< MIS 
O0001i? PITh (OUTPIO01) LllNM.S 
0001? 1.FORIIAT (//4SH JOU TEIWINATED IN ERRHES DUE TO FATAL IRRORS ) IPRMLS 
O00126 CALL WRAPUP LRRMLS 
000127 STOP IRRM- S 






EIFZULUtl,760428, 52543 f 1 
000001 SUIBRUITINF FZUL'l(TDATE T OUT) FZULU 
"000003 C FZULU 
00000ol C ROUT' IE FZtILU F7ULU 
000005 
 C F7ULU 
000006 C pURPOSE TO CONVERT ZULU DAT'E TO YEAR MONTH AND DAY F7UIU 
000007 L I 7UI U 
000008 C LINKAGE CALL FZULU (TDATETUUT) •70LU F 
000o09 C IDATE, BJTNARY INTEGER ZULU DATE FT7ULU 
000010 C IOUT, CAlLFNDER OATE ,DItFNSION 3 FUR INTEGER 17Ut U 
000011 c YFAR, MONTH ANU LAY HfrSPLCTIVFLY FZUtU 
60001 C F7ULU 
000013 C ROUTINES CALLFD NONF fT7Ul U 
000014 C F7Ut U 
000013 C LOCAL VARIAFL&&i F7ULu
 
000016 C FZULU 
000011 C IAAYS VFCTO CONTAINING NO.,DAYS r YFAR ON EZULU 
00018 C LAbT OAY OF nOUNTHS 0 ThROIGH 12 FOR NORMA 17ULU 
000019 C YFAR FOLLOwED bY 13 MONTHS OF LEAP YEAR F7ul.U 
000020 C 7U U 
00001 C NLEAP. NO. OF LEAP YFARS SINCE 19O TO SPECIFIFD 7ut U 
000022 C DATE t 7uLu 
0000213 C NFLG, SUiiSCRIPT INTO IDAYS VLCTOr f1 tUu 
o0024 C STARIL, NOT LfAP YEAR 1-7UlU 
C000WS C bTART=1I4 LFAP YEAR 1-7ULU 
0000?o C, JDAY, JULIAN PAY OF YEAR F/UI U 
0000P7 C I LOCAL USE F7l U 
000028 C COMMENTS NONF 7ULU 
00(0029 JutI U000030 D0I*ENS ION XflUT ( S) 17ULU 
000031 DIMFN,-ION IrAYS(2',) F7ut U 
000032 DATA 212,203,273,300,sso,365, FiOAYS/031,$Q90,1?,191,1fI,IZUlU
 
000S3 I O13,Oqt1,21bt ,21327q.274'3o5033b,36b/ [ZUtU

0000sq IDAlk = IATL + 111,63 FFULU 
000035 D 5 II,3 F7ULU 
000036 IOUT(1) = 0 
- [ZU(U
0000 1 5 CONT (NLu 
., FZULU 
000016 C FIND NO. LrAP YEARS SINCE 1900 AND OFT CURRENT YEAR IF7ULU 
0o009 NI.AI= (I095+IOATh ) / 16 1 7UlU 
00001j0 10UI(1) = (IUAIE-NLfAP)/365
0000-T1 C SEE IF CURRENT YEAR ISLEAP YEAR-SLT NFLG=n OR 14 FZULU 
0000111.2 IZlnUTc1)/
000O03 It=I4 F ul U 
000(0[4 NFLG=I FZUtU 
0000 15 IF(TUJT(C) - I)O,0i0vO *NEW 
000016 10 Ni LG=14 *-I4F7ULu 
O0000iI C JUtIAN DAY = ZULU DAY-NU YtAR&*365-NO.LLAP YEARS FZULW o 
0000,0 20 JDAy=IDATF-(IOUT(1)4.,65)-NLEAP + I aRq
0000/49 C GET nAY. MONTFH FROM TAbLE SFARCH F7UlU 
0000"o C .71WULU 
O000',1 30 IF (,tAY-IOAYS(NFL(;))S0,Ot0D I 7U( U Ln o',
000098 £10 ItUT(?]=OUT(2)+1 F 7ULU 
­
0000,s NFLI;=rIFL G+ I P7ut U 
OU0 ,P4 i;lo0 0 f 7UI U Id 
0()Osb so NFLl;=ItI G-1 [' .ULU 
iuo0,b LOUT(3)=JDAY-TDAYS(NFI.G) mc!UtU0000'-i7 fVTlIlJN F/ul U C 
0NUOD0E L N I 7U0U C 
FUR,IS GETYS 
SUJBROIJT INE GETYS GETYS 
C READS TRATA YIELD DATA FROM YESOUT FILE AND OBTAINiS THE GETYS 
C PROPER VALUE OF ESTIMATED YIELD FOR THE CURRENT BIOWINDOW GETYS 
C (OR PREDICTION DATE. GETYS 
C GETYS 
C ARGUMENT LIST FOR ERROR PROCESSING ARGLST 
COMMON /ARGiLST/ ARGLST 
1 NERRS ,NFATAL,NPFRRS,NARG .ARG(1O) ARGLST 
DIMENSION IARG(IO) ARGLST 
EQUIVALENCE ( IARG,ARG ARGLST 
C % ARGLST 
C FLAGS AND COUNTERS FOR CAS SIMULATOR CASFLG 
CLMMOI\1 /CASFILG/ CASFLG 
1 H ,PPFLG ,NBW IBW ,WINDOW,IPD ,IPP ,PPDATENREGS CASFLG 
2 ,NZTUT ,NSTRAT,NYESSKINSSHSKNCAMSK.,NRYES ,NRSSH ,NRCAMS CASFLG 
3 ,ENr)C ,ENDREGENDZON,IRSTR , IRZONE, IRREG CASFLG 
4 ,ADS I ,LDS4 ,IDS7 ,ILDS8 ,LIDS9 ,LS10 ,I-DS1-1 ,LDS12 ,LDS13 CASFLG 
5 ,LDS14 ,LDS15 ,LDS16 Lf)S17 ,LRCOUN,LRREG ,LRZONE,LRSTR CASFLG 
INTEGER PPFIG , WINDOW , PPDATE CASFLG 
C CASFLG 
C CONTROL, PARAMETERS FOR LEM PROGRAM CNFRL 
COMMON /CNTRL / CNTRL 
1 PRINTF,N.START,SEED(7) CNTRL 
INTEGER PRINTF CNTRL 
DOUBLE PRECISION SEED CNTRL 
C CNTRL 
C CUNSTANT QJANTITIES FOR LEM PROGRAM CONST 
COMMON /CONST / CONST 
1 NTRMX ,IVAXR ,MAXZ ,IMXSEGENDFI1LITSFG CONST 
C CONST 
C CAS DATA SETS 4, 5, AND 6 (AT STRATA ILEVEL) DSET4 
COMMUN /DSET4 / I)SET4 p.0 
I STRArA,TWAS1 ,HWAS1 ,EWAS1 ,XMiJS ,XCTlS ,ANVSI JULY76 
2 ,TWAS2 ,HWAS2 ,EWAS2 ,XM2JS ,XCT2S ,ANVS2 ,T JULY76 
,TWAS3,HlAS3,XCT3S Ln o 
4 ,XYS ,XESTYSEVYRS',P2IDPK,V1V2S ,VARS ,ANVARS JULY76 N' 
5 ,F114(57 1 
INTEGER STRATA JULY76 
DIMENSION DSET4(24), 








C CAS DATA SET 7 (AT ZONE ILEVEL-) USET7 
COMMON /DSET7 / DSET7 
I ZUNE ,HWAZ2 ,EZ ,MlK2KZ.ANALVZNSTRAZ,HWAZl ,EWAZl ,HWAZ3 JULY76 
2 ,ESTVZ ,HWAZ12-- JULY76 
3 ,M1K2CLM(O) ,EPWCI(1O) ,EPW2CL(1O) ,PKPICL(IO) JULY76 
4 ,PK2CL(1O) ,PKCL(1IO) ,SSO(O) JULY76 
INTEGER ZONE JULY76 
REAL M1K2KZ, MIK2CL JULY76 
DIMENSION. DSETY(81) JULY76 
EUUIVALENCE ( DSET7,ZONE ) US ET 7 
C OS.ET7 
C CAS DATA SET 8 (AT REGION LEVEL) DSET8 
COM [AUIN /DSET8 / IOSET8 





REAL_ M1K2KIR JULY76 
DIMENSION OSFT8(IO) 








10 (STRATA DATA -- FINAl- PASS) JULY76 
JULY76 
1 HWAS ,T WAS ,EWAS ,AERRS ,AVARS .TPRODSEPRODSPRE,,RSPRVA'RS JULY76 
2 iYS ,ESTYS ,YERRS ,M1JS ,M2JS ,CTIS ,CT2S ,CT3S ,ANAVS JULY76 
3 ,ANPRVS,ES JUJLY76 
REAL MI1JS , M2JS JULY76 
DIMENSION DSETIO(20) JULY76 
C 
EQUIVALENCE ( DSET]OHWAS ) JULY76 
US:TIO 
C FILE DEFINITIONS AND RECORD LENGTHS FILES 
COMMON /FIILES / 
1 SEGID ,LSEGID,CROPW ,LCROPW,SUBHST,LSIJBH ACOUIS,LACQ 
FILES 
FILES 00 
2 ,CAMSF ,LCAMSF,CA0ERR,LCAMER,CASF ,LCASF ,YESOUtI,LYESO FILES D U 
3 ,SIGEXT,LSIGEXYESERk,LYESER,SEGTRU,LSE(;TR,CASIJIS,LCASD FILES 
4 , IIP ,CUTI1 ,TACO , ITACO ,CASDSF ,ICASDS FILES C 
INTEGER SEGID ,CROPq ;SUBHST,ACQUIS,CAMSF ,CAMERR,CASF ,YESOUT FILES PN10 
I SIGEXT,YFSERR,SE(TRIJ,CASDIS,1.UFP ,'TACO ICASDSF FILES 
C FILES c 
C SUBSTRATA HISTORICAL DATA FROM SUBHST FIL-E SSHDTA 
COMMON /SSHDTA/ SS HDTA 
1 CULJN2 ,IREG2 ,IZONE2,ISTRA2,ISUB.S2,NSEG ,IDSEG .GRPNDJ ,HISTPW SSHDTA 
2 ,AREAK ,PWK ,NAGR ,NA ,IETPW,DEOTPM,CVI ,CV2 ,CV3 SSHDTA 
3 ,CV4 ,VMULTK,CLASS(18,MXK,RDSSH JULY76 
INTEGER GRPNO , CLASS , RDSSH JULY76 
DIMENSION SSHDTA(39) JULY76 
EQUIVALENCE ( SSHDTA, COUN2 ) SSHDTA 
C SSHDTA 
A STATISTICAL INFORMATION FOR LEM STATS 
COMMON /STATS / STATS 
I ITER ,NSEGTR,NCAMSR,NYESR ,NREC(7),NCASCR,NCASDR STATS 
E-,UIVALENCE ( NT,ITER ) STATS 
C STATS 
C YIELD DATA FROM YESOUT FILE YESDTA 
COMMON /YESDTA/ YESDTA 
1 YSTR ,IZPRDD(6) ,YSCI(6) ,VSYCI(6) .YESDTA 
2 ,RDYES ,NYESPP YESDTA 
INTEGER RDYES YESOTA 
C YESDTA 
C DEBUGGING PRINT FLAG GETYS 
COMMON /DEBUGF/ DEBUGF GE FYS 
C GETYS 
C GE FYS 
C READ STRATA YIELD DATA FROM YESOUT FILE GE YS 
NRYES= NRYES + I GETYS 
READ (YESOUT) YCOUN,REGION,ZONE,STRATA,YSTR GETYS 
I , IZPROD(I),YSCI(II),VSYCI(1),I=1,6 ) GETYS 
IF ( YCbUN .EQ. SNOFIL GO TO 999 GETYS 
C GETYS 
C UN THE FIRST ITERATION OF THIS RUN, CHECK FOR CONSISTENCY GETYS 
C BETWEEN YESOJT AND SUBHST FILES. GIETYS 
IF ( NT .GT. NSTART ) GO TO 110 GETYS 









GO TO 999 
GO TO 999 
GEr'S 
WGEYS 
IF ( ZONE NE. IZONE2 ) GO TO 999 GETYS a 
IF ( STRATA .NE. ISTRA2 GO TO 999 GETYS o,o 
C GETYS 
110 YS= YSTR GEtYS 
IF ( PPFLG .NE. 0 ) GO TO 200 GETYS 
C GETYS 
C FIND LAST NONZERO YIELD DATE FOR THIS STRATA GETYS 
NYESPP= 6 GETYS 
DO 120 I=1,6 GETYS 
IF ( IZPRDD(NYESPP) .GT.-O ) GO TO 130 GETYS 
320 NYESPP= NYESPP - 1. GE rYS 
C GETYS 
C ALL YIEID DATES ARE ZERO FOR THIS STRATA GEFYS 
CALL ERRMES (3HCAS,6HCASER2,7,1) GETYS 
YSTR= -1.0 GETYS 
GO TO 900 CETYS 
C GEUYS 
C PICK UP LAST VALUE OF ESTIMATED YIELD AND YIELD VARIANCE FOR GETYS 
C BIOWINDOW (IBW) GETYS 
=






C TEMPORARY DEBUGGING PRINTOUT GETYS 




C PICK liP ESTIMATED YIELD AND YIELD VARIANCE FOR PREDICTION DATE GEEYS 
200 II= 6 GETYS
 
DO 210 1=1,6 GEfYS
 
IF C IZPRDD(II) .EO. 0 ) GO TO 210 GETYS
 
IF ( PPOATE .GE. IZPRDO(II) ) GO TO 220 GETYS
 
210 II= II - I 	 GETYS
 
C ERROR. PREDICTION DATE PPDATE .LT. ALL ZLJLU PREDICTION DATES GETYS 
C ON YESOUT FILE. GETYS 
IAR(;(1)= IPO GETYS 
IARG(2)= PPDATE GETYS 
CALL ERRMES (3HCAS,5HGETYS,16,0) GEfYS 
YSTR= -1.0 GETYS 
GO TO 900 GETYS 
C GETYS N 
220 ESTYS= YSCI(II) GETYS 
EVYRS= VSYCI(II)**2 GETYS 
C 	 GETYS-o
C 	 GETYS , 
C TEM.POIARY DEBUGGING PRINTOUT 	 GETYS 




C TEMPORARY DEBUGGING PR INTOUT GETYS 
900 CUNT I NJUE 




999 CALL ERRMES (3HCAS,SHGETYS,10?1) GEfYS
 











SUBROUTINE GROUP GROUP 
C READS SEGMENT DATA FROM THE CAMS OUTPUf FILE (CAMSF), SELECTS GROUP 
C THE ESTIMATED PROPORTION WHEAT FOR THE PROPER BIOWINDOW FOR GROUP 
C EACH SEGMENT, AND AGGR.ETATES THE SEGMENT DATA UP TO THE GROUP 
C SUBSTRATA LEVEL GROUP 
C GOUP 
C ARGUMENT LIST FOR ERROR PROCESSING ARGLST 
COMMON /ARGLST/ ARGLST 
I NERRS ,.NFATALNPERRS,NARG ,ARG(1O) ARGLST 
DIMENSION IARG(1D) ARGLST 
EOUIVALENCE ( IARGARG ) ARGLST 
C ARGLST 
'C CAS CONTROL CARD INPUT DATA AND CONSTANTS CASCM 
COMMON /CASCM / I CASCM 
I AREACF,YCF ,PROCF ,APRUTS(4,2) ,PPRJTS(5,2) ,YPRUTS(3,2) CASCM 
2 ,AREAPS,S2MAX ;NHISTY,HH ,TOPT ,AUJNITS,DISTFFBWIND(4) CASCM 
3 ,WPRIOR(4) ,APREP ,IPRD(3,14) ,NPDATE,PRDATE(14) CASCM 
INTEGER HH, TOPT, AINITS,DISTFF ,BWIND,WPRIOR,APREPPRDATE CASCM 
C CASCM 
C FLAGS AND COUNTERS FOR CAS SIMULATOR CASFLG 
COMMON /CASFLG/ CASFLG 
I H ,PPFIG ,NBW ,IBW ,WIND(W,IPD ,IPP ,PPDATE,NREGS CASFLG 
2 ,NZTOT ,NSTRAT,NYESSK,NSSHSK,NCAMSK,NRYES ,NRSSH ,NRCAMS CASFLG 
3 ,ENDC ,ENDREG,ENDZON,IRSTR ,IRZONEIRREG CASFLG 
4 ,LDS1 ,LDS4 ,LDS7 ,LDS8 ,LDS9 ,LDSIO ,L0Sl LDS12 LDS13 CASFLG 
5 ,LIDS14 ,IDS15 ,I- 16 ,I-DS17 ,LRCOUN,LRREG ,IRZONE,IRSTR CASFLG 
INTEGER PPFLG , WINDOW , PPDATE CASFLG 
C CASFLG 
C CAS DATA SETS 1,2, AND 3 OSETI 
COMMON /DSET1 / DSIETi 
1 ISIJBST,TWAK ,HWAK ,EWAK ,M1K ,CT1K ,ANALVK,EPWK ,EPW2K JULY76 
2 , SMPKPI ,SUMPK2,SUMPK ,KSUB ,NCLASS JULY76 00 
REAL MIK , M2K JULY76 CD 
C 
DIMENSION DSET1(14), OSET2(14), OSET3(6) 
EUUIVALENCE ( DSET1,DSET2,DSET3,ISUBST 







C FILE DEFINITIONS AND RECORD LENGTHS FILES 
COMMON /FILES /FILES 
I SEGID ,ISEGID,CROPW ,LCROPW,SUBHST,ISUBH ,ACQUIS,LACQ FILES -
2 ,CAMSF ,LCAMSF,CAMERR,LCAMER,CASF ,LCASF ,YESnUT,LYESO FILES 
3 , SI GEXT,L SIGEX ,YESERRLYESER,SEGTRU,LSEGTR,CASD IS,LCASD FILES 
4 , INP YOUTP ,TACO ,&TACO ,CASDSF ,CCASDS- FILES 
INTEGER SEGID ,CROPW ,SUBHST,ACQUIS,CAMSF ,CAMERR,CASF ,YESOUT FILES 
1 ,SIGEXT,YESERR,SEGFRU,CASDIS,OUTP ,TACQ ,CASDSF FILES 
C FILES 
C LEM CONTROL CARD INPUT DATA LEMCM 
CUMMUN /LEMCM / LEMCM 
I TITLE(1O) ,ICASE ,CUNTRY,NTRIAC,RSTART,IPRINT,STARTR,STAkIL LEMCM 
2 ,ENDR ,ENOZ ,ISTG ,ICAMS ,IYES ,IACO ,ICLASS,ISEXT ,ISCC LEMCM 
3 ,ICAS2 ,ICAS3 ,IPRCAM,IPRYES,IPRCAS,ICSESG,ICSECW,ICSESH,ICSECE LEMCM 
4 , ICSEYM, ICSESE, ICSEAC, RSEEDI, RSEED2, RSED3, RSEEU4,RSEED5,RSEED6 LEMCM 
5 ,RSEED7, ICSEST ,ICSECO, ICSEYS,ICSECU, ICSECO LF-MCM 
DIMENSION RSEED(7) LEMCM 
DOUBLE PRECISION RSEED ,RSEED1,RSEED2,RSEED3,RSEED4,RSEED5 LEMCM 
,RSEED6,RSEED7 LEMCM 
EQUIVALENCE ( RSEEI),RSEEDI LEMCM 
INTEGER RSTARTSTARTR,STARTZ,ENDR ,ENDZ LEMCM 
C LEMCM 
C SEGMENT DATA FROM CAMS OUTPUT FILE (CAMSF) SEGOTA 
COMMON /SEGDTA/ SEGDTA 
1 IDSEGT(5) ,ISEG ,TPWKI ,ZACIAY(4) ,EPWKI(4) SEGDTA 
2 ,ERRPWI (4) ,.ESTPWI SEGDTA 
INTEbER ZACDAY SEGDTA 
C SEGDTA 
C SUBSTRATA HISTORICAL DATA FROM SUBHST FILE SSHDTA 
COMMON /SSHDTA/ SSHDTA 
I COUN2 ,IREG2 ,IZONE2,ISTRA2,ISUBS2,NSEG ,IDSEG ,GRPNO ,HISTPW SSHDTA 
2 ,AREAK ,PWK ,NAGR ,NA ,DELTPW ,DELTPM,CVI ,CV2 ,CV3 SSHDTA 
3 ,CV4 ,VMIJLTK,CLASS(18),MXK,RDSSH JULY76 
INTEGER GRPNO , CLASS , RDSSH JULY76 
DIMENSION SSHDTA(39) JULY76 
EOUIVALENCE C SSHDTA, COUNZ ) SSHDTA 00 
C SSHDTA 
C DEBUGGING PRINT FLAG GROUP 




00 49Q N=I,lSEG GROUP 
2 READ SEGMENT DATA FROM CAMSF GROUP 
NRCAMS= NRCAMS + 1 GROUP .n 
REAl) (CAMSF) IDSEGT,ISEG,TPWKI,(ZACI)AY(I),EPWKI(I),ERRPWI(I) GROUP 
I ,I=1,4 ) GROUP 
C .GROUP 
C GROUP 
C TEMPORARY DEBUGGING PRINTOUT GROUP 
C GROUP 
C GROUP 
,C TEST FOR CONSISTENCY BETWEEN CAMSF AND SUBHST GROUP 
IF ( IDSEGT(2) .NE. IREG2 I GO TO 120 GROUP 
IF ( IDSEGT(3) .NE. IZONE2 ) GO TO 120 GROUP 
IF ( IDSEGT(4) .NE. ISTRA2 ) Gr) TO 120 GRtOUP 
IF ( IDSEGT(5) .EO. ISUBS2 ) GO TO 200 GROUP 
C INCONSISTENCY BETWEEN CAMSF AND SUBHST. GROUP 
C REGION, ZONE, STRATA, AND/OR SUBSTRATA FROM CAMSF AND SUBHST GROUP 
C 00 NOT AGREE.' GROUP 
120 CALL ERRMES (3HCAS,5HGROUP,11,1) GROUP 
Go TO 900 GROUP 
C GROUP 
200 IF ( RPFLG .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 300 GROUP 
C GROUP 
C PPFLG = 1. PROCESSING PREDICTION DATE. GROUP 
DO 210 I=1,4 GROUP 
WINOOW= WPRIOR(I) GROUP 
II- ( WINDOW -EG. 0 GO TO 490 GROUP 
IF ( ZACDAY(WINDOW) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 210 GROUP 
IF ( ZACIAY(WINDOW) .LE. PPDATE GO TO 400 GROUP 
210 CONTINUE GROUP 
GO TO 490 GROUP 
C GROUP 
C GROUP 
C BIOWINDOW BEING PROCESSED GROUP 
300 WINDOW= IBW GROUP N 
C 
C 
IF ( ZACDAY(WINDOW) .EO. 0 ) 

















EPWK= EPWK + ESTPWI GROUP N 
EPW2K= EPW2K + ESTPWI**2 GROUP 
M1K= MIK + 1.0 GROUP u 
490 CONTINUE GROUP 
C GROUP 
IF ( MlK .EO. 0.0 ) GO TO 900 GROUP 
C EOS. 4A-6A OR "4B-6B' GROUP 
SMPKPI= HISTPW*EPWK GROUP 
SUMPK2= MIK*HISTPW**2 GROUP. 
SUMJPK = MIK*HISTPW GROUP 







0'tmIbETAI,1760?7t 39105 f I 
000001 SUBROUTINF IIETAI (XA,BPIER) 
00o00,2, c 
000003 C COMPUIF INHCMPI.FTE UtIA INTEGRAL FOR ARGUMENTS 
000004 C X IFIWEFN LFRO AND ONF9 A AND b POSITIVF. 
000005 C 
000006- C X VALUF TO WHICH FONCIION IS 10 1IL IN7E(,RATLD 
000007 C A FIRST INPUT PARAItETEP 
000008 C B SLCONtD INPUT PAHAM-TFH 
000009 C P OUTPUT PPUBAIIII,ITY THAT A RANDOM VANTARLF FROM A 
000010 C BETA 0ISTRIUIIT1ON HAVING PARAMFIERS A AND B 
000011 C NILt BE LFSS THAN ORL EUIJAL TO X 
00001?2 C IER FFP'r)U FLAG TI H PUSSIUI t VALUES 
000013 C taO X NOT I0I14EF4 ANAL 0 In I 
000014 C =50 A AND/OR B 1I1 P05 rTTVf 
000015 C =60 (;AIH,A FUNCTION RANGE VIOLATED (NOT' GT. 0. AND .LL. 88.) 
000016 C -
000011 LOGICAL INt! X 
0001ot C TEST FUN AD$ISSIBILIT) OF ARGUMFNTS 
000019 DAA ACtI /1.1-0/ 
00000 P=X 
OUOOJH IFHk50 
0000?d - IF(A.I .0. .OR. R.Lt.0.) REIUkN 
D00023 IFR:40 
0000,q IF(X.t .0. .0R,,X.G.I.) RETURN 
D000OPb000070 C IFR=0 
000027 C CHANGE TAIL IF NECESSARY AND DETERMINE S 
0000a3 ASIJ=A4E 
000029 CX=I .O-X 




o~fO lb ,I 
j.t. 
I)F X=.7TR11L . 
S V 
0000(6 GO T0 20 
000031 10 XX=X 
000038 AA=A .w, 
0(3009 111=1:1 
00001100000111 INUFX=.FALSE. 20 TV R14= 1 .0 V ol 
000012 AT=1.0 
000013 p=i .0 
1000aQ NSBU+CXtASB 
000005 c 
0006 C USE SnPrR HFOUCTION FORMUL F 00 
000047 RX=XX/r':X 0Q 03 
0000118 30 TFHP=P;I-AI ( . 
0000 19 IF(tiS.I 0.0) RX=XX.' 
P000030 
000,1 
40 T Rtf=IrRMTTFMP*RX/(AA+AT) 
P=P+TF IohI 
NON C 




IF(TIF'p.LF.ACU.AND.TLHP.LF..ACU4P) GO TO 50 
AT=aI 0 
Nh=NS- I . I 
O000'6 It ('1S.0I .0) GO TO 30 0 
0000- 1 NP AjI' C 
0000,.b ANi =ii1 1.0 
000059 RFAD (SFGTRU)COUNJ .IREGC4, IZONE4 INITI 
000060 IF(.OtlN'.NL.4HZZZZ) GO TO 10 INITI 
000061 NAR(,=O INITI 
0000-2 CALL FRRMES(LHCAMS9,IHNITt1, I)  INITI 
000063 R r 7 iINj INI IT I 
000064 10 CON7 I NtlF INITI 
000065 . IF((NpEc4.NF.SIARTR.OR.TZONE4.NF.STARTZ).AND.STARTH.NE.O) GO TO 20INITI 
000066 BACKSPACE SFGTRJ IMITI 
000067 C INITI 
00006B C PASS OVFR HEA RS ON OTHER INPUT FILES INITI 
000069 C SAVE WINI)OW NAMFS FRUM ACOUIS OPEN DA FILE INITI 
000070 1.25 CONTINuF INITI 
000071 IF(IAQU.C[.O) GO T0 30 INITI 
000072 RFWTPIN ACOUIS INJIT I 
000073 ?FAI)(ACOUIS)ISKPtISKPICAS(2) ,ISKPISKP,NEAD II'ITI 
000074 CALL T5AVF (O,O,IUAD) Imtll 
000075 ;0 CONTI Ilt , II 
000076 ir (ICAiFIt.OT0)GO TO 40 INITI 
000071 RFWIND CAME.RR 1MI TI 
000078 K AD(CAMERR) ISKP, IKP,1 CASC3) INIT1 
000079 40 Lr)NT/JuF I'IlI 
000080 IF(TC!oPW.CT.0) GO TO 50 INITI 
000081 RFr: CtrPOW Ih-ITI 
000082 RFAO)(CROPN) ISKP,ISKP.ICAS(4) PITI
 
000083 50 CONTI uF :' ITI 
O000G4 IF(ISTG.UT.) 'GO TO 60 INI'7 
OO085 REWTND S1(;XT I.ITI 
O0000I6 RrAt)(STB;EX1) TSKP,ISKP,ICAS(5) INITI 
0000o7 60 CONTIbUF INITI 
000088 C '] TI 
000089 C OUIPUT 1 AbrR OF OUTPUT F TLE INITI 
000090 RFWTN ) CAMSF 1NITI 
0uo091 l1OTI .AF-I1 INITI10II 1 
000o2 NRITL(CANSH)NArIE(t),NAMF( )),ICASE,IMOLL,, 
00()oo3 I TCAS(3),CAsrP),ICASu) ,TCAS(1) ,ICAS(5),IMULTI,ISCC,ICLASS, IPITI 
00O94 I ISLXTIACONTCAMSt(IFILL,I"1ITOT) U'IMTI 
00009b R& tURN 1 I TI 








FLT INTt,1,760 l27t 39023 ,1
 
000001 SUbRUtlTTINF INTT INIT, 
000002 C INITIAl 1ATION kOUTINE. INITIAIZES RANDOM NUIMBER SEEDS INIT 
000003 C NTI Tr HEDER 'RECOROS, ETC. INIT 
000004 C If'IT 
000005 C r"U IMON BL OCK DF INITIONS INIT 
000006 C CONTROL PARAMETERS FnR LEM PROGRAM (.N L 
000007 COlHPUN /CNTNI. / ("1 RL 
00000a I PRTNTFNSTARTSEFV(7) LNTRL 
000009 INTFR P R1IF L!" I RL 




C LEN CONTROL CARD 1oPI1 DATA 
CNI L 
LUhCM 
000013 Com(UN /I 1.1M / LIF MCM 
(1000011 1 TITL"(1O ,TCAS CUNTRY,NIRIALRSTARTIPRXINTSTARTPpSTaRTZ LimCm 
00o001 2 ,Eff)r ,LENIZ , STG ,ICA'4S IYFS ;IACO ,ICIASSIStlY I SCC LrMrm 
(00016 3 t ILS) ,ICA83 ,IPICAM,1PRYvSsIPRCASIcs1Sr;,TCsL;,ICFrHtIt.9tCE LF MCM 
00001 1 11 ILSFYM,ICSESF, ILSLAC ,HSEEU I , PSEEDl, HSLED31PSEL0, RSLE5 RbEElb LFMCM 
0000I8 9 , RSFEP I, ICS ST TCSECO, IC$sYSICSECUICSt-D LF:ICM 
000019 D Itit,(S I (IN PS El)C 7) LFMCH 
000020 DOUPLF PRLF IiUQN RSEFU ,HSIEMI R5EiJ?,RSEtP5,kSEFDU ,RSE'b LFMCM 
0000?1 1 ,R Fi floSft , 07 t fHC'm 
00()OP,2 EfUT VA( N14CL ( bFLD,RSFI.O ) Lk 1CM 
000023 INIFIGR PSLTAPT,STARiTP,S ARTZENLR *IN[)L LF'CM 
O00OQ4 C LiMCM 
00002$ C JIlT 
00002t C LItKAGF ... CALLEU FROM [M DRFIVFR ItKT 
0000?1/ C *4**l**4* t$lI***4tnt*$4#********$* IT 
0()0008 C P IT 
000029 C INIT 
000di0 C INITIALIZE RANDOM NUMUFN SEDS INIT 
0000'I DO 10 I=1,7 IN T 
000s2 SEED)()= RSFEI(I) IN T 
0000 13 to COIJT u I 'I T 
0000';4 PFTURN IN IT 













StbPUUT INF INIT I(ISFG IACOUt CAHER, ICROPW tISIG, HEADt 1TSFG) 










CANS CnNTROL LAHD INPUT 
-'NI1 
ATA CI Hscm 
00 000 7 






. . . 
C 
C-
COMMUN/CANSCH/ IMOUFL, IMULT I I 151GIX I SKIP# ITMAX, IREPt (WIND9 
1 G ( U ' t I ) S{ , ) ( 3 ~ ) ( 
REAL HS 
Ell.' E D FINITIUNS AND RFLORD LEN0,T 5 
COMMON /F It.L[IS / 
1 SL(;TD ,.;GD .OP ,LCROPeWtSUHHS7,LSUBH ACb-UISLACO 
CAMSCM 









v S I EX i 
LCAMSFCAMERRLCAMLPC4SF qLCAS' YLSULI fLYESO 




















4 'Inp 0111IP iTACU L.T ACQ CASt)SFiLCASDBS 
.II F R SE If) CIRUP'' SU lISiACOUI,tCA ISF CAMCRRi('ASF 
I tb, Ix ,YLS[I Iii SF.;TRU ASOI ,,UUTP TACU CA.SDSF 
ANCOMEN[ LIST FOR ERROR PROC{SSING 
C01111~uN /ANGLSI/ .APl,~ 
1. N04 "ERFATAL , NPFRS NANG tARG(OO) 
D MENSIDN IARG( 10) 
Lf.UVALFNCE ( IARGARG 
~CtIMMUN/SEGIRU/CouHLI,IRLG IlZONLdIISTRAlltlSUB4,ISEG4,,:EG 
1 11 , PRTOR (6) JSPWPTI t!') 






















0 ).O b0 AtUXLE 
000017 
cOmmUh /I LISC.H / Ll MMH 
1 TITLE( 10) TCASE CUJNTRY t!TRIAILRSIAHT91PRINJTSTARTRSIARTZ LI Mf. 
2 rmoIR tND,'7 ISTU OICAM ,TYE$ IACO vICLASS-ISE'XV 91'SCC Ll MC . 
3 iTC.AS? ,ICAS-3 IIPRCAt4,IPRYEr,,IPRCASICSF81; IC
S L C , I C S F H 91I .;E C E' LFHCrOm 
4 I .i Yll,9 ICSFE , ICSUL, RShEOI 0SEnkr~tS.EVU3 ,RSF L0 , HSLEU5 tibELD6 LFDICH 
5 1 RSPV.D7,ICSF67,IL.SLCO,lCbEYSttICSECU,IC'SF 6 LF(HmfM 
D IHFNSjON RSEL)( 7) LFMCM 
PRf LISTON RSEF) RSEEf}IRSLR0?iRSEED.5tRSEEDaRSELDj LFI CH 








EIJTVALFNCE ( 16FEDR~ 
RSATbATSTARTZ 
COrtMUNITNOXI INDEX ( 
bFEDl 
ENDR IENDZ 
1 ), POI:47(2001)l) PHT72(200 1), I P E N U, 
, 













COHMO0N/T RA INF.S/ COUM7, 1111:67 , I ZONE 7 , I STN'A7 ISUIV7 9 ISLG 7v 
1 7 YVI[ IN(4 , ?5) , I I TLOT t INV, ( 3 , 4I ? - 5 ) t T U6 " ( 3 , 11 9 ?' ) - T YV ( 3 , 4I 7 7 5 ) r 
1 TPTRUL_, I I ZULUJ (i4 TPUS 1 (4) TPEIRR ( 4) 1FRTOIT (3) 1 T (3) tIV('), TB (3) 
JNTFUI R TTZULU 
DT-HFISIO)N ITUAIN(1149) 




IRAINS P) 0o 
00ooo 1 
oo0018 
o o rto lig 
... .... UI VLFNfL (I TRA IN ,COlN7) 
CDI.ImO 'ITA('OI110H)tD 9igiIHp 
D I F N !-.I ;4 IF A t) ( 4 ' 4) , N A M C( 2 ) I C A S ( 5 3 
TRAIN$ 
1ACn•O 




00001O1 DATA NAME/101CAM3,11 OUl([T/ I ,, T I a, a, 
0oo) r. I 
000o052 
0 0 0 O3 
DATA ICA3/lb ol 
DATA IFLL/O/ 
INI II 
I I TI 
INI Tl 
O0 0 )0 l 
OO0W) 
C READ TO FIRST RECORD 
I F(I10 (;. GT.O0) G DO 















































































tO ONl INIF 








C PASS OVFR HEAOERS O(N OTHER INPUT FILES 
 IN1 TIC SAVE WIfn)OW NAMFS FROM ACoUTS. OPEN OA FILE INIT125 CON TINUr 
INITI 
., IF( 'ACrQU.Ol.0)GO tO 30 
IITI
RFWTND ACOUITS 
FA(tCOUIS)IKPSKP ICAS( 2 ) ,ISKPISKPtH EAO iITI, 







Ir(!CAmFR.G,0.) GO TO 440 
RfWiND CAfN[ NR INITI 
kFAD (CAt'RR)ISKPIbKP,ICAS(3) IMITI
I ITI40 CONTINUE INITIIF(ICOPN.GT.0) GO TO 50 IKNITIRFhIND CROPW INITIR AOC(HROPWII<SKP , SKP , TCASQ() IN IT I50 ClINTIMkuF ifITI
IF(STGS,.bT.0) GO TI) 60 
 NJ TIRfHTND SItXT 
RFAI)(SI (EX l )ISKPISKP,ICAS(5) IN! I 
I I60 CONTINUE I ITIC I NITIC OUTPUT HEAI)FR OF OUTPUT FILE 
IKIT IN-tI l) CAM F 





. WRITE (CCAISF) NAt t)I NAMF ( 2 )tCASEIINOOEL9 
I ICA$(3),IcASC t),CAS(4 ) ICAS(1),ICAS(SflIMULTIISCC,ICLAS$, INITI 
= X INIT I





























































































SUIqRnUTINE INPCHK CHECKS THE VALIDITY OF THE INPUT PARAMEtERS INPr.HK
 
ON Tt.E LEM CONTROL CAROS. 17 ALSO READS THE HEADFR RECORDS OF INr.HK
 
EACH RrrtjlRLfl INPUT FIE AND CHECKS THF FILENANL, CASE NUMItR, INPCIIK"
 
AN) COUNTRY ON THAT rILE; ALSO INPCHK PRINTS 1HE INITIAL INFCHK
 




ComrlmIN ULJCK DFFINITTONS- I1*r iK
 
ARrIJt:!NT LISt FOR 'ERROR PROCESSING A!CI..$T
 
COMMON /ARGLS I/ 	 APGL ST 
tILflRS ,NFATAL,NPFRRSNARG ,ARG(tO) A uL,3
 
DIMFNSICON IAPGri0) AR6I sT
 




DATA BI.OCK FOP CA$ CUMULATIVE FILE CAsr.u1
 
CAS DATA SETS Iq, 15, lbi AND I LASCUH
 
COmmUN /CASCUMf 	 CASuM 
I CASCLJ(3?), RUFFR(50') CASCUM 
pT MCrNSIOn ICASC(2), OSLTIO(22), DSETis(22), DSETI6(22) LkSrum 
t ,I)bF [I 1(28) LASCUM 
ErjuIuVAL I tC ( ECASCCASCLM ) LASr1Ut 
E'UIVAI.NCE C I)bFTI',SET15tDET'I6,OSET17CASCUM(5) CAb(UM
1 , ( s)AFRSSAER/ SAAFRRSU AEPCCASCUM(24) ) CASC.UM 
2 C CASrUti(5PFRS,SUP.L,SQirRR.,SOPERCCASCU(C)?) 

3 , 50YFRSStYLRZSr)YFRRSUYERC.CASCUX(2O) ) 	 LASCUM 
CAbCUm 
CONSANT (OUAJ1It ILS FOR LEN PHOGRAM CONSI 
COMMON /CONST / LONSI 
1 NJ1PMX ,MAXR IIAXZ , IMXSLGENOI ILMITSFG CONST 
CONS r
 
FILE DEFINITIUN$ AND RECORD LENGTHS FILFS
 
COIIMUN /F It ES / FIL-S 
1 SLO, II) *LSI.GID,CkOPW ,LCRO]PN SU!liSI ,LSUBII ACOUIS.,LAC fILES 
P *CAMSF ,LCA11SF,CAMLRI?,LCAMLRCASr ,LCASF *YESOUTLYESJ F]LrS
3 *SIFX1,LSI WYLSLPR,LYESLP.EOTPU,LSL; RCASOTS,LCASD. ?ILFS 
4 , IJP 0011P ,TACU ,LTACQ *CASISF,LCASUS FILES 
INTEGER SEGLI) ,UROPW ,Su HSI ,ACUIiSCASF .CAMFRROCASF ,YtSOUT FTLFS 
1 .STGt'xTtYLSELRR,SEGTRIICAS1sUuTP ,TACO tCASDSF FILFS 
F ILFS 








I LM CONTROL CARD INPUT DATA Lf-hirN
 
COMMON /1 ENCM / I LE 4CM 
1 TITLF(I() ,ICASF ,CONIUYNIRIAL,RSTARIPRINT.STARTRtSTARTZ LEI CM d rDO 
2 irFI'R , END. ,ISTG ICAHS tIYFS j.ACO iTCtASb,ISEXI .I501 LF MCH oq [R) 
3 .ICAS2 *ICASS VIPRCAM,IPRYESIPRCAS,ICSESI'ICStC,,iCSESH,ILSECE LI.CM (D W 
0 , TC!;. Yl , i'trsE , I CSI AC, 0IA Uf MCII '4'HSE EDt N+.*L')t * I3 tlBSELQ4,tRSE EU',DISEL06 
S R l 0, ISaST,,CSEro.ICSEYS,ILSECJICSFC LIMrs o'a' 
0O1,S I(IN IS.LD( 7) LrmCH -.j a 
DOU'LF PFCISION RSLFD mRSEEDI,RSLEI)2,1RELD3,SLE'I,R*EED5 L MC 
1 . R04uISL10EI)7 	 L! CM 
EQUIVAI.FNE . ( RSFCItPSFLOI ) LF MCII
 
INI I',I R USTAR V3T ISTARTZ o NOR ENOZ LF/t("
. ART 
L( tCH ,ST AfIST IA. INFORMATION FOR I EM !,TATS 

COlimuN /1A IS'/ ,T
 
0 
000059 1 TIFR ,NSTGNtCAMSR,NYESR ,NREC(7),NCASCRNCAOUR STATS 
000060 
0000of, I*C 
EVUIVALFNrE ( NtHITEP ) 5TATS 
STATS 
000061 C INPCHK 






/F It ES/ 
THE OUANTITIFS IN THE COMMON BtOCKS 
ARE RCLcUTRF.D bY TtPCHK. 






IN AD)IT1OII THE (U1ANTITIES 
/CUNST/ ARE RLOUTNEU. 









ALSO PEPLNt'ING UPON INPUT OPiIONS 
FOL OWING ' TLIS MAY BF INPUT TO I 
R...IIR)OS MAY 31' CIIFCXLI) .. 




SnME OF THE 
THEIH HFAODR 
SIOLXI , ACOUTS 
Itq,ClK 
IN4pcH1K 
I, ' rHK 
IV'PiiK 
000072 " C SErGIRU, CAIISF , YLSU()t CAS' * CASOI ,PmK 
000073 C .INPrHlK 
00007. C " ' tUTp'ItTS . 'PCHK 
0000I5 C NERRS NO. OF NONFA7AL ERhOOHS OET. CTF ON LiEMCONTROL CAROSINPCHK 
000076 C NFATAL NO. OF FATAL FHRURS D01ECTED ON LIf CONTROL CARr6.E, 1NPCHK 








FILIER FOR H(EADIR RECORDS OF DATA FILFS 
nIp('cnK 
INPrHK 









... CALL ItjPCHK 
IS CALLFO FROM INPUT 






C SUnROUTINES USFO ... ERfmES 
I pr IK, 
IFPC H K 





*tfl* *,v#f******4** I1.pCrfw< 
I NPCIIK 
0000$9 C INPC HK 
000090 C TEP".pOkARILY SIT TC EcU ANO ICSECO ICASE INprK 
000001 ICSFCIl= ICAS I ,PCHK 
000092 ICSFCD= ICASI I Ht CIK 
000095 C. 11:P1C1K 
000094 IF ( NTRIAL - RSTART *GT. NTRMX I I1,PCtiK 
00001;5 
0000916 C 











0 ) GO TO 
















MAXR ) GO TO ?0 IIPCHK 
INPCiK 
OU0104 C INPCHK 










FNDt .F$, 0 ) . G0 TO 40 
STA<TL *tI. ENDZ .AND. ENOZ 
FRPMFS3'(3H1,EMt6HINPCHK, 0tl) 








000110 4o IF IsTG .LT. 0 .OR. ISIG .GT. 3 ) rO 10 S0 IVPCHK (-C, 
O001 IF C TCAtIS .LT. 0 .OR. TAMS .GT. . ) GO 70 50 INPCHK Noo 
000112 IF ( lyFS .LT. 0 .OR. IYLS .GT. 3 1 SO TO 50 I' CHK'C 
000113 Gn TO 60 INPCN t 
Onh14 C 1STo. ICAIS, AN)/OR TYF IS NOT 0,. I ?, OR 3 INPCiiK 
0001 l 90 IALL RRHMLS (SHLEMHbHINPCHKt 591) lI'PCHK 
0001 16 C l11'C HR 0 
00011/ I 0 'C JCM .14. 0 .ANf. IS G *tO. 0') 1IPriK 0 



























































IF ( ICAMS .EQ. 2 ) GO TO 120 

IF ( IsTG IFQ.. ) GO TO 80 

IF ( STG .ro. I *AND. nSTART .FQ. 0 ) GO TO 75 

I(TST; .F0. .AN-I). PSTART .EO. O)o T0 75 
IF 	 ( ISIG ,NE. 0 ) GO Tb 80 

IUIG- 0 OR ISTr= I AND HSTART= 0.' READ AND CHECK HEADER 

OF THL SEG'41'NT ID Fit E. 

NFILLs ISFGIO - 4 

RE WIND SEICGH) 

READ (SFGID) ARG(3), ARG(), IARG(l)iITSFG ( FILLI=INFILL ) 

AR(0= bi'rGI D 

IF 	( AtG(S) MNL. 4HSEGM .OR. ARG(4) .i.E. IFNI ) 
1 	 CALL LRRMLS (SHLH1,bIINPCHKI9,I) 
NFILL: LSFGIO - 1 

.FAD (SF670.) .RG(2), ( FILL,I=IUNFIL ) 

IF i .ARG(I) .NF. ICSFSr .R. ARG(2) ffE.CUNTHY ) 

1 CALL ERHMES (SIL.FHb1IINPCHK, 7#1) 
RFwINf SLCID 
IF ( TCAMS .IO. 0 ) GO TO 85 
IF ( RSTART .rT. 0 ) Go TO 120 
ICAMS: 0 OR ICAHS= I OR 3 AND RS7AR = 0. REAl) AND CHECK 
HLAOVk OF THE CHOP WTOOW FILL. 

NFIIL= ICRUPH - i 

RI-VIIND (' PM 





IF 	 ( A((3) NL. 'IIsCROP *OR. ARG() .ME. HWIND ) 
I CALL LRRILS (SHLFIt6HINPCHK,19,I) 
NFIT.Lz I CP.PH - I 
R-AD f{:I(( I.I) ARGC2) * C ITLI I=1 Nl'ILL ) 
IF ( TARG(1) .14 . ICSFCW .OR. ARJ(2) .Nr. L*LNTHY 
I 	 CALL ERRHES (3HLEMG6HINPCHK, 891) 

i'CAofLE THE
RLA) AND CHECK OF CAMS FRRUR MODEL FILL. 





f AD (CAM[fRR) ARG(3) ,ARG(4) sIAR(( 1), ( FILl Ia INFILL }
ARGT(O) GHkL AMFRR 
-
IF NAk,(3)SIHCAV.S AR(0) 4H I ,. E. .nR. .ME. LPNI CALL I..RHFL$ (3HLEMtbH INPCHKv 19,1) 
NFII Lz LCAMFR - I 
RFiAD (CANFRR) ' AI(O(?), ( FILLtLI-lNFILL 
II' C(IARG (1) .Nr. ICSFCF .UR. ARG(8) NI- . CLINTRY ) 
1 CALL ERRMLS (0I LVM,6HZNPCHK, 9,1) 
WIINO CAHrR 
PFA!) AND CIfACK HF ADER OF THE SIGNATUPE EXIFNSION FIEF 









IF ( ARC(3) *NF. 'IliHSiL ,OR. ARfl( ') M.111/IIIYIEN ) 

t 	 CALL LRNHIS (3tILCH,bHINPCHK.I9,I) 

NFILL: IbIGCX - I 

IWAD (SIf-XT) ARG(P), ( FILLIltlNP ILL I 

IF '( IARG(l) I. ICbrSF .01i, AR;() A . ClINI(Y ) 































































































000 179 R WtNp SIGEYT INPCHK 
o0olo C IM;PCHK 
000181 C READ AND CHECK HFADER OF THE DATA ACOUISITION FILE XNPCIIK 
o000Ii2 1I0 NFILL= LArg - 3 1INCi K 
OOn RFv4TrOD AC(JUTS IMPCHK 
0001 HFAD (ACI1rIS) ARG(3),ARG(4).IARG(1), ( FILL.I=lNPILL ) INPrIIK 
O00185 AFG(6)= 6HACUUIS IMPrHK 
00o186 IF ( ARG(C) NE. 4liACOU .OR. ARr(4) .NE. 3HTSI ) IPCHK 
000187 1 -CALL ERR"ES (SPLFM,6HIN PCHKI9,I) I'PCK 
00018 NFII.L AC. - I INPPIiK 
000189 READ (ACUI}IS1 ARG(2), ( FILLI=INFILL I PIlICIIK 
000190 IF ( IARG(t) .NF. ICSFAC .OR. ARG(2) *Nf. CUNTRY ) Ilt;PCIK 
000191 > ' I CALL LRRPLS (3HL'MbHINPCHKIIil) INIPCkK 
000192 RFHTND ALOUTS INP :C K 
000193 C ImPrK 
00019ll 120 IF ( IyFS FO. 0 GO TO 125 1,'PCHK 
000195 IF . yFS .'F(J. P ) GO TO 10 11WPCHK 
0001o0 IF ( PsTAPT .(;T. 0 ) GO TO 130 J1,PrPK 
0001PI C IYS= 0 OR IYLS= I OR I AND RSTART 0. READ AN D CHECK IN'PCHK 
0001 98. C lEADEtR OF THE YLS FRROR MUDlL FILL. I PCisK 
000199 125 NFII.L= tYFSFrP - 3 1PPCHK 
000200 RF,4TNP YESERR IPPCHK 
000201 HEAD (YFSFRR) ARG(3),ApG(J),IARG(I), ( FILL uI=INFILL ) I.PrIK 
000202 
oooe03 
AHG(b)= 61YF'SI RR 
IF ( ARB(;C .NE. JiIYESE OR. ARG(4) *NE. QHPROH ) IN'prHK IKPHCpK 
000204 1 CALL LRHMES (3I4LPH,6HINPCHK,19,I) 1NPCFIK 
0002'b NFI[L= LYrSHp - I I1'PCHtK 
n00peob HrAr) (yFSFRR) AR1(2), C FILLI=1,NFiLL ) IIVPCHK< 
o0o.01 IF ( IAkG(I) ,NE. ICSFYH .OR. ARG(2) .NF. CUNTkY 3 IPPCIjK 
0U0206 I CALL ERHMES (3HLFHM6HINPCIIK I2,1) IhPrlK 
000209 REWTNO YL S.R I FPCIIK 
000.210 C I l'p CHNK 
000211 C PLAo) AN) CH'CK HEADER OF SUBSIRATA HISTORICAL FILE INpCIK 
000211 130 NFILL= tSI1IuH - 3 1PIC HK 
000223 REWTND SUPHST I PCHK 
000214 HEAD (SUUHST) A'Rr(3),ARG(4),IARG(1)IIIX$EG IfCPCHK 
00021 APG(6)= 61fSUI'IST INPCIHK 
000126 IF ( ARG(3) .ME. QIISUR .OR. ARG(4 .NE. 'JHHISI ) IPCHK 
000217 1 CALL ERHMLS (SHLFM,6HINPCHK,iq,1) I'WCHK 
0002 1 NFIIL LLII)H - I 1NPCIiK 
000219 RFAD (511ST) AH(:(2), ( FILLIMI,NIEILL ) INPCiiK 
000220 IF (IAR{;(1) .NL. TCSLSH .OR. ARG(?) .NL. CUNTPY ) I1'PCJIK 
000?1 I CALL LRR9ES (HL(HbHINPCHKXI3,I) INPCIIK 
000222 HEl IN SUPHST INPCIIK 
000223 C I NPClK 
O000224 1O I ( I-cArS .EQ, 2 GcO TO 155 IMPCHK 
000225 IF C IsTI; . F. 2 1 GO TO 145 !NICIsK 
0002 IF (.PSTAT *ro. 0 GO TO ISO INPCHK 
000227 IF C ISIG .ED. 0 ) GO TO 150 IPCFiK ot 
000228 CTST( = 2 014 IST.= I OR 3 AND RSIART *GT, 0 IPPrHiK 
000229 14o" NFILL= I bFGTR - 3 NPtC OX 
f000210 RlSrIND SECTPU I NPCHK C 
000 31 HEAh rSr(;TRU) ARG(3),ARLCM) IAROC), C FILL01=t NFILL 3 INPCFIXK 
000M 2 ARTG(o) 613 GTRU "INPCI'( 
0002133 IF ( Ap.( ) *N& 'iliSLl .OR. ARG(I) NLE. 'HRUTH ) INPCKiX 
00013 I 1 CALL ERRMES (3HLrHN6I41NPCI1K,P19,1) INPCII( 
0()02?-; 
0002 
NI'IILv lbrGlI - I 
READ (S'kTRU) LRG(2),, ( FILLI: INF ILL 3 lI'IriK IPPCHK 0 
0002;/ IF '( IAIGC I) NF,.I(SrsT .O?. ARG(2) NF . CIINTIRY ) It.ppcIK , 
0 ' MI I CALL LRHILS f3lLfI1,6b INPCIK, l'4.i) INIV'CI4K 
000239 RFWnI4D ShrERU . I&PCIIK 
0002110 C INPCHK 
000241' t50 IF ( PSTART FQ. 0 ) Go TO 160 I"RC HK 
00021.- IF ( TCAMS .E. 0 ) fO TO lbO IN PCHK 
000211 C I'CiAHS = 2 OR ICAMS = I OR 3 AND RSTART GT. 0 IKPCHK 
000211I 155 NFILL= ICAMSF - 3 I pCIIK 
0002/15 HF h INl CAISr I -'PCI lK 
000 46 RFAD (CAMSF) ARG(3),AR(C),IARG(I). ( FILL,I:-INFILL ) PPCHK 
OOl117 ARG(6)= bHCAMSF - IPCIIK 




NFII L = ICAN t W - I 
CALL ERRES (3ILFM,bHINPCHK,19,J) IlIP4Hr. 
ItIPrlK 
O0o0.. . HFAI) (CAMSF Y AR(;), ( F ILL.I=I,NFILL ) Ii'PCI(K 
00o52 IF ( TARG( ) ,NE. ICrCo ,OR. ARI,(2) NF. CLNTRY 2 IrpcPf< 
000.'13 I 'CALL LRRMES (SHLM,bHINPCIKpISl) INPCHK 
000N24 RI.WTNO CANSF ItPCHK 
O00WP5 C I PCHK 
0002,6 160 IF f YF3 ,FO. 2 ) GO TO 165 INPCHK 
O00023 IF ( R;TART J0. 0 ) Go TO 170 I1'PCIIK 
000 30 IF ( 1yF3 JO. 0 ) GO TO 170 PtPCii 
0008S9 C IYF$ = 2 OR IYL.S m I OR 3 AND RSTART *GT. 0 INPCHK 
000260 16 NFILL= LYFSO - 3 IHCHK 
00061 RF WIND YCSOIII pjHK 
OOn/1., RFAO (yFlCiUT) ARG( ),ARG(4),IAR0 1), C FILLt:-1NFILL ) IKpCIIK 
000263 ARG(6)= b1yF SUT IPCHK 
000264 IF ( AR,(i) *NE. 3HYLS *OR. ARG(4) ,NF. IH 2 INPCHk 
0065 1 CALL LRRMES (SLFM6HIN.PCHX,9,I) INPCIIK 
000266 NFII t IYFO - I IpWprHK 





( IAPG(I) .NE. ICbrYS .0R ARGC(2) .NE, CUNTRY ) 
CALL ERRMLS (HLi,6HINPCHKtI6I) 
IPPCHK 
INPCK 
000,170 RFXIND YESOUT INPCIIK 
000271 C I PCHK 
000272 C oPru CAS CIMULATiVF FILE I '8CiIK 
00073 170 D&FIF FILE lII(38,5010iU10) *NEW4 
000 .74 C 1NPCH -K** I 
000.7t . IF C RSTAPT F0. 0 ) Go TO 900 INPrHK 
000276 C INPCHK 
000277 C l'LAD AND CHECK HEADER RECORD OF CAS CUMULATIVE FILE INPCHK 
000278 CALL RANACF (CASF,1,CASCUMLCASFIXCAFLIXCAS9l) INPCHK 
000279 COUN= CAbfCUI(3) INPCHK 
000200 NT= ICASL(4) INPCHK 
O000*1t ARG(W)= 4HCASF INPCiIK 
000281 ARG(.)= CASCUM(1) ItbPCIK 
000 83 C SHIFT FILE4AML 4 CHARACTERS (-!4 BIT) TO THE LEFT INPrilK 
000284 C MY MULTIPLYING BLY '*i*2 IPCIIX 
000118 IAHG()= ILAbCCI)tI67/?16 "INprHK [0 
0002/16 
oo00 . . 
It f CA"'tIi1(I) .NF-6HCA6CUM 
IARr(I)= ICASC(P) 






t cA$C?) .1Ek ICSErU *OR. COUN .NE. CUNTRY ) INPCHK INPCiHK Lb 
00021?0 1 CAIL FRRMFb (3HLEII,6HThPCHiK. 7,1) I PCHilK -
00(1201 IF I NT ,NE. RSTART ) CALL LRRHES (3HL.FM,6HINPCHFX,1,I) IIPr,HK N 
000202 C POIC1IK 
0002r03 900 R. TIJIN ItprilK 




0 FLT INPERRi,76)027, 39028 .1 ­
000001 SUIIROLITTNF. INPERR (TCOOF) 
000002 C PRINTS LRROR MESSAGES FOR THF LEM INPUT PROCESSOR 
000003 C 
000004 C INPUT PARAMETER .. , 
000onS C ICOi( = ERROR MESSAGE CODE 
000006 C 
601U07 C COMMON tLOCK DEFINITIONS 
000000 C ARGuENT LIST FOR RR0R PHOCESSING 
000009 COMimN /AHLSI / 
0000 I0 1 'i PRS ,NFATAL, NpRRSNARG ARr.(IO) 
000011 DIMFNSJON IARI,( 10) 
000012 EQUIVAL'NCE ( TARGARG 
000015 C 
0000111 C CONSTANT, OUA!IJI.TES 
000015 COMflO /CONST / 
000016 1 N fP&X ,MAX? ,MAXZ 
00001 C 
0000113 C Fit IO-F 11411 TONS AND 
000019 COMMON /P-it5s / 
0000 0 t SIDnI ,LSEGII),CkOPW 
) 
FOR LEM PROGRAM 
, IMXSLG,INOF ILI75FG 
RFCON) LENGTHS 
,LCROPVSUOHST,LSUHH ,ACOUTSLAC( 
0000?i 2 tCM-'sF ,LCAMSFvCAMLRR,LCAMLRQCASF ,LfASF ,YLSOUT,LYLSO 
O000dP 3 *SI(,FXl',LSIGFXYSEF4RLYLSLRSLGTRULStOIRCASVIS,LCASU 
0000 3 4 ,INP (Ut0P' ITACO ,LTACtA tCASUS",LCASDS 
00)02I I N I IR StIC ,LPPI' *SUflISTA(.UISCAbF ,CAMHfRPCASt 
0000 5 1 ,SIXT ,YE.SEPR,'I GTRIICASUIS,17OIP ITACt ,CASOSF 
0000?t' c 
00(1002 (C I LM CONI-ut CIARO INI'Il DAIA 


































0000 9 1 TITLF(IU) ,TCA$F ,CUTIRY, IIRIALRS1ARTIPPINl,STARIR,SYARTZ LFI CM
 
?0002 I NI R .LNII ,ISf; ICAf'S *IYFb sIALO siLl Afbl:i'T tISC(.
000031 3 ,1CAS? ,ICAS3 ,TPRCAMIPRYLS,?IPPCAS,1('bCS(;gICSLC,.ICSbNICEC 
000032 4 ,tCS-YMICSFSFTICSEAC,RS.EEDIRSEEn2,RSEE'DtPSFt.r)4,1SEFO9NSEE6 
0000"$ : ,Ir)/, rICSFST, T(SCO, ICbtYSI ICSLCU, ICSLCD 
0o000o DIMFIISION RLO(7) 
00005 D1;UItLF RSLFO ,RSEEI .1SEE02,RSFLD.,RSEEO4,RSE-Db0 PRI CISTON 
000016 1 .P:EP6,RSrF U7 
0000' EOIUTVALTNCL ( RSFE-. RSFEI)1 ) 
000013 INJF6FR RSTARI ,STARIUSTARTENDR ,FzNOZ 
000039's C 
00()01:0 C .STATISTICAl.INFURMATION FOR LEM 

(W00l I COH'.UN /SlATS / 

0000112 1 ITFR ',NSLGTRNCAMSR,NYESR,NRFCC()NCA$CRtNCASOR 

000013 EOUTVALFNCE ( flr,ITIR )

()(/1i C 
000 0/lb C 
0000116 C ,UtAt VARIABLES .'Pl 

0000117 C IM(l$ ERROR MFSSAGE COOk 
0000116 C MXLF = MAXIMUM ERROR mFSSAGE CODE 
O00119 C 
0000"o DATA mXLFN / 21 / 
0U00'1 C I 
000052 C I INJKAGF ... CALL INPERR (ICOOL) 
0000i3 C INPIRR IS CALLED 9R-M ERRIIEbt WHICH IS CALLED .FROM ]NPCHK 
000054 C I 
­
f"00005 C 'INPFRIp 
0000" ( C 









































" 000059 i':s= ICOI . INPtRR 
000060 IF ( TMFS .I.T. 0 oOR. IMES .QT. MXLEM ) T0O 980 INPFRR 
00001 C :IRANCH TO PRINT PROPrR MESSAGE INPFRR 
000062 q() TO (I0, O,'Oi,OuO ,70OtO,90,100,1101.20,130,1UtO,150,It60170 I'PFRR 
000063 1,lbO 90,?00,210 IftPFRR 
00004 ), IoES INpFORR 
O0001, C INiFRR 
000066 i0 WRITE COUT,100l) 'NTRIALRSTAT,NTRX INPFRR 
000067 1001 FORMAT (46I00TOO MANY MONIF CARLO TRIALS REUI'ESTED. NTRIAL=TM, INprRR 
0000o8 1 9f, RSIARTI4/30H MAX. MU. OF TRIALS PLP RUt'IS,1) IIPFRR 
00069 GOi TO 999 INPFRR 
000070 C INPFRR 
000071 O HRITL (OUTP.100) RSTARTNTRIAL IF11 RR 
000072 lo02 FORMAT (UlHRSTAR1ZI=JpH MUST BE LESS THAN NTRIAL=I4) II"PFRR 
000073 GO TO 999 imPFRR 
000074 C I-PFRRR 
000075 30 WRITh (flUTP.'100") STARTRENRPAXR 10111 RR 
000076 10035 FfORtIAT (8110STARTR=I/It29H MUST BL UETWLEN 0 AND ENDR=I4, lIRp'R? 
000077 I 2011. EHP MUST BE *LF.tI(1) INPrFR 
000076 10 TO 999 INPF RR 
000079 C IMPI'RR 
00001O 4o WPRITE (OUTP.1001) STARTLENUZ,MAXZ I NPFRR 
000081 loo'4 FORMAT (8I40STARTL=I1,?9H MUST RE BETWEEN 0 AND END7=I4, 111iPE RR 
000082 1 20H. LNU? MUS F hE *LF.,14J) IEHPRR 
0000113 GO TO 99 1Kp'F"RR 
000084 C IUPl RP 
O000'S 50 WRITI ({OUTP,10O) IST6,ICAIIS,IYhS ItI'RR 
000086 1005 FORMAT (6HOISTI?;=, 9Ht ICA'I=I?,12H, AND IYESrI2t?bH MUST iLL BI'p[Re 
0000A17 It 0,1i a OR 3.) IMPFRR 
000088 GO T1 999 IMP'RR 
000,0 9 C I k I'RR 
000090 60 CALL. PAGER (I) INPFRR 
000091 WRIT. (OUTP,1006) ICAMSISTG 1PFRR 
OOO) 3e4006 FIRNAT (41 0IF ICMS 13 NONZERO, THFN IS1G HUST 'BE' NONZERO./ INPFRR 
00(1093 1 61H1 1.1 . IF TI CAMS FRROR APE HFLO CUNbIANIt THFN bO MUST THE It'PFRR 
000090J PSFGN.LNT TRUTH &RROR,/61H ICAMS-1bBH ISTG=15) IhPFRR 
000)09$ Gil tO 999 IN,-FRR 
000090 C I t!PFRR 
000097 70 WRITE (OUTP,1007) I ARG (I),IARG C2) ICSSGCUNTRY IlNPF4R 
000098 1007 FORMAT (I"hOCASE NUMHFR=I5, I3H OR FOLINTRY ;A6,57H FROM SEGMENT IINPFRR 
000099 ID FTLF 0(1FS NOT AGREE WTIN INPUTS 1cSFst;=Ib/io AND CUNTRY=" A6) I0PFRR 
000t00 Gn TO 991? INiP'RR 
000101 C INJPERR 
000102 80 WRITL (OUTPIO 01) IJt rI),IARG(2)tICSCHC1lNTRY INPFRR 
000103 1006 FORMAT CI3IlOCASF NUHMrFRI', 1314 OR CO'ITRY ,A6958H FROM CROP WTN INPFRR 
OOOioa ION FILE DOnS NOT AGREF WITH INPUTS ICSLCW=I'/14H AND CUNTRY= A6) 1I'J'RR 
000105 GO 7) 999 114PFRR000106 C INIPFRR hI N 
0001A? 90 WRITE (OUTP.1009) IANG (1), IARG() t I(SLC CUNTRY INPFpR 
000108 1009 FOR14AT (I1110 ASF NUfHBFR-,II114 OR CO114RY .Ab,'/H FROMI CANS ERRPINPFRR b 
000109 IN FTLF'FUI- NOT AGREE. KIlH INPUTS IC F>F:I$IIJH AND CUNIRY= Ab) INP RR­
000110 G0 TO 9(9 INPF RR - a, 
0001 11 C IN'JPF'R lAO 
000112 100 WRITE (0UTaOI0) TAItG( I),IAW ),lLSSI1 CnNTRY '),Pp N 
000113 1010 FORMAT (1II0(.ASE NUFMIFNt=I", ISN OR COLIlTRY A6,,62H FROM THF SIGNAI PFRR 
0001 14 ITURF F XTLN1(N1 FItE OnES NOT'AGRE WITH ' lMFOS / 1oprRN 
0001 15 p 914 ILStSE{1 5,11II AU CU14TRYD Ah) INPI"RR 
000 1 16 GO TO q99 lNPF RR o
I 0000111 cCipI 
0001 10 110 WHI 7 (UUTP, SoIl) IARG ( l) IARI2 ) I LSL AC CINThY AIwr Rn 




IACOIIISITION FILE floFS NO 
2 1'U4 AND CUNTRY- A6) 
GO TO q99 
AGREE WITI INPUTS ICSRAC=15/ IMPFRR 
INpFiPR 
INP'FRR 
0001?3 c INPFPH 




10 0 FORMAT (I3HOCASF NIUI'UTFR=ISt3H 
11RROR HOI)EI II E IOES NOT AGREE 
2 1/IH AND CUITRY= A6) 
OR COUNTRY *A6,66H FROM THE 
WITH INPUIS ICSLYM=I%/ 
YES F INPFRR 
INpFHR 
INPFUR 
0001?b GO TO 999 ItJPFRR 
0001;19 C IHVP RR 
00110 130 WRITE (OUTP,1030) TARG( I I ARG(2) , I CSESH,UNTRY INPFRR 
000131 1030 FORMAT (13I[0CASF NU'4FR=,ISI3H OR CUIINTRY ,A6,63H FROM THE SUIITI1PIII? 
000132 
000133 
IRATA HISTORICAL FILE r)OES NOT AGREE HITH 
P 911 ICSFSH.JS, 1/Ill A!D CU'JTRY= At) 
INPUIS/ INPFRR 
INPFHR 
0001 4 GO TOy'9' IhPFHR 
000135 C I I'PI hR 
0001 56 lO WRITE (OfUTPIZ10 ) lARG(I)IARG(2),tCSLSTCNTRY INIPI'RR 
000137 tooD FORMAT (13HOCiSE NtubFRt=I5,131 OR C01riT4Y ,A6,6qH FROM THE SEGNFIt,'PFIR 
000138 1147 TRIUH FILE DOES NOT AGREE WITH INPUTS ILtEST=I5/IAIH AN) CUNIHYIUPFnR 
000139 I= Ah) It:PFR 
000110 GO TO 999 INPFRR 
0001131 C lI1.RR 








NOT AGREE WITH 
OR COUNTRY *A6,62H FROM THE CAMS 
INPUTS ICSLCO=ISI4H AN4D CUNTRY= 
i PrRR 
II'FRR 
0001115 2 A6) I"b'PFRR 
0001116 GO TO 999 INPFRR 
0001117 C ItiPFRR 
0001118 160 WRITE (OUTP,1060) IARG(I),ARG(),ICSEYSCUNTRY IPPFRR 









OOEb NOT AGRFE KITH INPUTS ICSEYS= II,/14H ANDl CUNTRY =Ir-PFRR 
I I P[ RR 
I'rrRR 





WRITE (OUTP910?0) IARP;(I),IARG(2 ,ICSEYSCUNITRY 
FORMAT (13HOCAI NUIIbFNZIS, I3H OR COUNTRY ,A6,65H FROM THE 
INPIRR 
CAS CINPfRR 
000156 tUM OUTPUT FILE DOES NOT AGHEE WITH INPUTS ICASE 15/ 1 INPFRR 
00015/ 2 1/i11 AN) CUNTPY= A6) INPFRR 
000150 GO TO 999 1NPr<IR 
000 119 C VIPFRR 
000160 180 WRITE (IIUTP, 1080) IARG(1),IARG(2),ICSECDCIINTRY I'PFRR 
000161 1oRO FORIIAI (I1tNOCAbf NUIIFR=I5,tIH OR COIINTY A6,66H FROM THE CAS DINPERR 
000162 
000163 
lIST OUTPUT FILE DOLS NOT 
2 l4H A1ND CUNTIhY= Ab) 
AGREE WITH INPUTS ICASE 75/ IN.PFRR 
ItIPrRR 
000164 GO TO 999 1MPFRR 
00016. C IVPFRR 





WRITE (OUTP#It9O) AR (6) , ARu(3) 9 ARC.(I) 
FORHAT (SIII0IMPROPER HEADER LABEL ON FILE IAo.IOH. LABFL =2A'I) I fPrRR IIJPFRR m N-u 
000169 GOf TO 999 1 'IlRUP 
000170 C I i. F p I 
000171 200 WIRIT. (OUTPv1?0O) AFRL(I)' ,I PFR1t0 
000174 1200 FORMAT (Ji1IOIMiRtPFR IATIEL AND SEOUFNCE NUVMILR ON A LFM CONTROL CAIF/P14R N 
000173 1I) I AlI [. AND S1. NO. = A6) I t'PF RR 
000174 
000175 C 
(,) ro 999 IV111II0 
IK'PF RR C 








DOFS NO1T AGIVIE 
NUM8R NT 1POH A6#71 








000179 CO Tu'q99 IPFR? 
000180 C IHpFR 
0oojml 9e8O WRITE (OUTPtlqt0) IMFS 1NpERR 
00olia 1980 FORMAT(92HO ERROR IN SUnR. INPERR.' ILLFGAL ERROR MFSSArn COOETS)INFHR 
'UO1i3 C INPF IR 
0001 Ali 999 RFTURN I ;P FHR 





ELT INPT?1,760427, S0057 
O000001 SUBROUTINF INPT (ISLGt TACOU ICAMFR, |CRVPWTIIGX IPA$$t IMP 
000002 
000003 C 
1 1 r)ONE IF ND) I NIP 
IP 
000000 c THIS ,SU110LUTINF. (WTS THE NL-XT SET OF RL.COROS TO PROCESS6 FROM IMP 
O000005 C THF INPUT FILLS. INP 
000006 C IN~p 
000007 COMMOI/SE rTIRU/CDUN4 + REr I IZUNEI sISTRAd 1SUfli| ,ISE G(I SFGTRU 
OO00 008 1 If IPIOR (6)tI SF'llP'((2) 'i 5 ,TRU 
O000009 
000010 
COHl.UFV/Atf)UI S/C(]UN J IRLGI 
1 I J1 , T InTAL, 
I(ZUME I , 1IRA I , 15UB1 tI5t GI v Af 0[.UIS 
A(tOU 19 
0000| 1 C0NHlOH/CAPLRR/ COIJNP, IRF 02+ IZONE.2+ SlRA2, ISU 2, ISFG2I LAMFNR 
000012 1 W34 fR IFR3 CANFRR 
0000 I1 O3II R p / OUJfIR ;7IZ r I I A I U % CP'OpF! 
O000014 1 RI( PO2/) F() R25 CRPP 
000015 INI FL;Ff I'j? rUl, [C OPw 
0001016 CO r|XrU vG, L(~ l{3? Z~-326 IvIlx 
O00Ou y c FII E OILF111111UNS AND HPCORD) UkG~its FTIFS 
000018. COMMON /FILCS / PFILUS 
000019 1 $LGID I SFCI)tCR0PW LCRnIPwiiMsf -LSUIH ACOUILACO FILFS 
000020 2 C(A?-sF lLCAMSFCAIHl:RRLCAMLRCAS- tL:CAS YESUUTLYLSO FILFs 
0000o11 3 ,, rFX SILYSR YSR SGT~&SGR AD1 LADFILFS 
00U P2 1 '11J, -,DIHTP' 9 AC LTACU tCASt)SF ,L(A5S FILFS 
00001's INITtWFf ,SL(ID C'P fUPH lACuLlISlFAybF ,CAM~t'RpCAS YESOUT F IL F6 
O0000P4 I S IG[ xT,+YES R i k b TI Ui, CAS 15 full|P 9 TACU ,LASDZF FILFS 
000o015 C F]ltFS 
O00O0? CO MONl/tNN{)X/ TI EX( I) IPOINI (2001J), IPNT2(,.O0 |) e PLNU IPIN 1hUX 
0000P2 (H U / A U ] U, ( ,1') FP" I ALQ 









Ll M, H 
LF PICM 
000031 P , Ft FR , EPID7 t 13T(G ,ICA-3 IYFS , IA[(X tI(.AS$,ISf I ¢ISCC L P PICM 
00 0011! IS 1(:A,1, lCAS3 I C M IR L P C S I S=P T S C , C F H I S. r LFiIMH 
0000(iU , IC'PYM ICSF Sr, T.SEACR I)REg,RSEED3 R l~ HSLEVSlRbELI)0 L FMCNI 
O00004 5 7RSFI 07, IC5 T l S CO, ICSEYS ICSLCU, IC5FCD l-km{M 
000035 DI(OENS (ON rSLLI(/ LUmCm 
000036 D{lUH;LF PREC SIUN h'SEFD ~ D SE) ,EDtSE UREDLMCr. 
0000)7 1 iRG t l~b,R,9L(!L7 Lf rC 
0000)%11" EOIU7VAL 'NCE. ( RSFEl),RSF&FnI I LI'MCH 
000039 1 rTFF RSTAR r , 7AIRNSI Ak [19 ENDR , ENDZ Ll PCM 
O0001jO C LF MrMH 
0000111 C' CAMES CWNTROL CARD) INPUT DATA CAMSCM 
0000.412 C0O rlU/CANISCM/ TiDO[' L, IHUL II, ISIGEX +ISKiP 7MAXtIRLP I IND, CA14SCM 
O000043 1 3? S 323 2 2 c(R)PAb11's Ct)H(1A4 
00O0114 14mAL ?AS cAhiSCM 






CO HIU /AR(LST/ 






1 N1"PR S 
D)141 t'FSIDN 
NF ATAL 
I A R(;G 
NPFRIRS, NARG tAR,(10 ) APGVI ST 









0000-'2 C' SIATISTICAl T1NFURMATIOIN FOR t.j'M blAlSI 
00W3 COMMOlHN /STATS / STAYS d 
000010 1 TIEi ,N.9EGTRj NCAMSR,NYL.SR NRFC (7)rNCASCR,NCASDR bTATS 








O ~0 h 1' I I W114 (( )1 1 1TOTI , HPM ( 3 ,q4 9 b TOCI))" t 11t PS) 9 1 VV ( 3 t11 ) T5II,'AIUS 

























































































iP 	 0 
Itip 	 C) 
0000S9 	 '1 TPTRUE, TI1ILII( 1).TPEST () ,TPFRR.() 

000060 INirbr TTtILU 
000061 DIrIENSION ITRAIN(129) 
OOnO. EOnITVAI.FNCE:C jTRA IN CUHN7) 
00001.3 30 CRNT1I fIJ 
000064 IFtISI'G.GT.0) GO TO 10 
000065 I ( IPF G'I Eli.ENDR. AND. TZONF.M4. 0.FNZ) 
0TFRTUT (3) t Tm(3) t TV(3). 
IEND=1 
000066 	 READ (SL(.TRU) COUNQ, IRE G4, 1UNL'J, ISTRA4, ISUB4,ISEGM4 , 
(00007 	 I IT (IPRIO(T),i=1,6) ,TSPNv(PT(),=l 
000068 C000069 C' CHiEIS IF DONE 
000070 IF(EN4,YO.O.AND.CUIJN/I.NE.MHZ7ZZ) GO 
000071 Ir(FrFz.EfO.O.ANO.COIJNI.FU.4BZZZZ) GO 
000072 IF (T)ENiDEO.O.ANO.CUUN,.Fu.4;LZZZ ) GO 
000073 IF ( FIFl.F.1 . ) .AND. ( Ifr,4'. NE. ENOHROR 
000074 I *Af)0.(Ut7'ltl.!E.4HZZZ7) GO TO 21 
00007$ IF (LRiut4.LYO.4HZZZ/) ro 10 20 
000074 (0 TU I 
000077 
000078 C ERROR RFTlIRN - NO END LONE 
000079 21 CONTINO 
0000110 	 Il ='Eva 
00008i1 NAIG=0 
000082 CALL FRPftdC (4HCAMA,- HINP T.2.0) 
000013 
000084 C DONF PNOCFSSING 
0000A ?0 CONI 1 UI 
00006 	 IPOHL=I 







0000119 C CHLrK IF TRAINING OR ORDINARY SEGMEN7, AND BRANCH 
0000o0 10 CONTINUF 
0O00091 CIl 

00002 C ACuIJIS. pASS OR SPECIAL CASE - ORDINARY SEGMENT 
000093 IF(IPASS.F .O) GO 10,200 
00(0,)4 C 
000095 C TRATNTN. PASS - SKIP OVFR ORDINARYIS 
O000b IF(IPASS.FU .I.AND.ITFO.I) GO TO 30 
000007 IF(IPASS.FU;.IAND.IT.F 0.0) GO TO .00 
000098 C .O A 
000009 C RUTNARY PASS 




000102 C ORDINARY PASS - TRAININPm SEOHENTS - WRITE 10 OUTPUT FILE 

000103 C GIET FROM bCRATCH PILF 

000104 CAlL TsAV(I:,G4,tTO3AD) 

00010b WPITL (CA,4;F)Cf)UI!I, INL0/1,I ZON.L7 ,ISTRA ,ISUB/, ISEtGl 
000106 1 IPTRUF k II),IIULTP1. HR(I )(I),TP .4ItI 
000107 NC ANSP=NCAM4SR+ I 
O0010b GOU 50TO 

000109 200 C()NT INlif 
O00uoC 
000111 C REA) ACRUIS. FILE 
000112 	 IF(IACOLI.GT.O) GtI TO 100 
buoi usI 	 READ(AI:UUIS )COIJNI *,IP nI, I 70 4I, 
 IS
TTRAItISlURI * ISEGI,* 
0001? I I C((lIW J(ItJ) ,JA II P5), I IT II 'A 
0001 1 C 
O001b C MISsING RICORI 
0(011 7 1AIUG, ( I ) bHACI)0 1S 
000118 i'(ro[ltNl.NO HZIZ7 G;0 Oit?' 
000.119 
000120 . 
xr(TSGI.NE.ISEG4) GO TO 200 
IF(CO11NI.FU4HZZZZ) GO TO 310 
INP 
INP 
0001?, GO TO 400 UKP 
000122 . . . hP 
000123 
0001?11 
C MISSING RFCORD 
3V'Q CONTINUF 








000127 CALL I-RMrS(4CAM.18HTNPI#3,1) I1mp 
000128 RI- uRN INP 
000129 C IMP 
0001 10 C RFAl CAt'-RR FILE :fip 
000131 400 '(In'TIMU" Ime 
000132 IFL(I A('00.1 E.O)tJPLC (7)=NptC(7)+1I IP 
000113 IF(ICAli. R.GT.O) GO 10 500 1Np 
0001 SI DO '1.3 TI10 INP 
0001 ;5 Pt( tl )=PT VT)/100. Ihp 
000136 P (2,1)'O. 1 tip 
0001I I'W( 3I, z0. INP 
00010 430 CONT I NU I HP 
000139 Ufl 'IS- I?,3 ItNP 







0001113 434 CONFIuF I NP 
00011111 04'2 C01)T INUF IN1) 
0001135 410 CnhT I4uF INp 
000j10 
0001117 
000 fil 1 
IF(IlOrIr..EO.2) GO TO 4120 
HFAI ( AlLUU) INPr' IZUNE2 I $THA 13U82. 102 




0001'19 I ISKP),J=IvJ) lP 
QOIR00ro 
o0o1S, /l20 




0001'-2 RFAD rAIR) COtIN!?IRFrl;IZONEISTRAPTSUB?, SFG?, I UP 
0001,6 . 1 (1sk, I= I.9), ILR (l,J) SIGERR(I,J),J= I #U1 IKP 
000154 0/10 CONT INUF i P 
000 IS i f ( I )=611CAFIF 1N jNp 
000196 IF((fOhl2.FU.LhL2) GO TO 310 INP 
00017 
000.1',8'fl 
IFGOTS e;.-.E.II CO) 
C(/!pUPEC(')+1 
To0 4110 Imp 
Ip 
00o01? C INP 
q0AO00 
000161 
C READ (RI1iW 







IF(ICPCIPW.GT.O) GO TO 600 
IF(T{l'\ .FQ.1U004)- GO TO 600 
tiA D(r'0w)PVCo ur1, TkrG3, Tz ITF3,1 TRA'&1 7S11 3, 






I AIf;( I) bI'Cl/uI'I
IF(CUIN.FO.0IJH.ZZ) 
. 











GI-'TMII$.N1, 1114) T0iOl 500 
(?)'IIRLC (N21 
600 CONTINuF 
IAli(,( I ) 'AILI(IPI 
C CHICK *IF Mu UA1 A - WINTFR/SPRIN, 
IF(IPoPrO.LF.0.ANf.SIANT(+SPr ).Q.l.)20031 
C 















1r (I.;IGX .1rT. ) 1O 
11 (IZlIrF 'l.LO).110111I) 
10 700 
.O T0 700 
1NO 
1Hp 0 
000178 Oil1024 J=;',3 INP 
000179 " . ZI(T,b=-1. INP 
000110 Do 644 J=1,2 INP 
000181 DO 646 K=,t6 ,NP 
000112 ZSIfn(l,J,K)-O. INP 
00013 646 CONTIHU" ,r''I 
000184 604 COINT I NkF I iI, 
0O01.. 6112 COTINUt INp 
00016 640 CON TI NUE I p 
000101 IF(TMrI)EL.EO,.?) GO TO 6tO I rP 
0001o 8 00014' RFAf(l((;WX)COUNStREr,IZ0INE9,1 ( Z(iI~TJ) ,J:1,2) ((Z/STG(IJK) +K=l .6) ,J-l ,2) .I193) it'P INRP 
0U0190 
OUOIq9 '6. O 
GO TO 





00019. Ni-Af(SIf;EXT)COUNS IREGS,IZONESt INP 
000193 1 (TSKpI=, 42) , (7l(t,J),J=It2),((ZS(I GIJK)K= Ib),J=192) I NP 
000194 
000(193 
6?O6 C01iT I1q:jF 
11,/? ( I )' ,' SIGEX 
IMp 
I NP 
000196 1F (('OIIuq. IHLZZ) GO TO 310 INp 
000101/
O0 0 OL1 )000199 
If (I/0141 b.NE.IZONE.,)
DO1 311 1 = I ' 
ZI (T I ,)=Z6(7,I+ 
GO TO 640 1jP
I{'p
I NP 
000n200 614 CONT lIF I INP -
000o1 tlC (,) =NILC (6)1 INP 
000202 700 CONINUF* INP 
0001!03 C - IrP 




1F (P T (2) VP'4(2 11111D) .T.(PT (2)+PTl )-t00.)) ItP INp 
000,07 1 PT(?)2(IUO.-PT(t))/(IOD.-PW(2.WINO,))" I1p 
000206 IF (PI (?) *PW(2, IWIND).GI .PT (I)) P I (2)=PT(f/PW( IwINO) Np 
000209 RU' 1U0 IHP 






" FLT INPUT+t,760427 39030 ' 1
 
000001 SUEIROUTINE INPUT INPUT 
000002 C RhA'S AND CHFCKS LFH CONTROL CARD INPUT INPUT 
ooooO3 C ALSO CALL ROUTINES TO READ CONTROL CARD INPUT FOR CAMS AND CAS.IMPUT 
000004 C INPUT 
000005 C rOMON UtOCK OI)INTIONS INPUT 
000006 C ARCUHMINr LIST FOR FROR ,PROCFSSING AGI 5T 
COMM ON  

090000 I NLRRS 9,1FATAL tNPERRSNARG ,ARG( O) APULST 
000009 DIMI-NSION IARI( 10) ARPLLS 
000010 COUTyALIj.F4i ( IARGARG ) AR, ST 
000011 C AlIi ST 
000007 /AkRLST/ ARGLST
 
000012 C FILE UEFINTITUNb AND RECORD LENGTHS FILrS 
000013 COMMU /FLI ES / I F ILIS
 
000014 I SE,II) ,LSLGIDtCINPW ,LCRUPWiSU8HSTLSUBH ,ACOUIS.LACO FILES 
0000)b 2 rCAlSF rLA-iSFCAILIHLCAhERCASF ,LC.ASF tYESOUITLYLSO F ILFS 
QO00 1 3 , S01 FXT ,LSIGLXt YESLRNLYESLR,SETIOU, .SLr RCASIS.LCASD ILF 
00001f 11 , IP ,OLITP ,TACU ,LTACU sCASUSF, LCASDS FTILE 
000018 INIFGFR SE'ID ,CRuPW ,SUIHIIST ,ArUUIS,('AHSF .CAMFRRCASF 'YESOUT fIIt)s 
000019 1 ,SILFXTYLSERRPtSrfUIlR,)CASUIOUIUTP ,TACkj CASPSF FI FS 
000010 CF ILFS 
0000? I I FN C( TrPOL rAP0'INPur DATA LI ,rM 
OO0O? COMMON LILNCM / LFNCH 
000023 1 TITLEJ(10) *ICASF ,CLITRY.ITRIALRSTARTIPRINTSTARR,STARTZ LFHCM 
000024 2 ,FNiPR IEL)Z 'tISiG ,ICA'b , I'FS ,IACO *ICLASSISLXT ,SCL L'HMC 
000025 3 *TLAS? *ICASS tI'RCAM, IPRYES ,PRLASICSFStICSECn ,ICSFIICSLCE LF14CM 
000026 4 TCS[ Y!,ICSFSFt ICSLAC,IHSEEDIFtSFEI)2,RSED3,RSEL0D4,RSLEU 9RSELD6 LfMCH 
000?/ S , PRF 1l)1, I I ST I CSF C0, ICSYS I ICSI'CU vICSF CD L F rM 
0000?8 DOI FNSJ7(IN RSFE() ) Lf CM 
000019 DOnUILF PF 110 II N RSUF ,RSEEPI RSEI ,RSEEDSSEED4,RSEO5 Lt OrM 
o0o00o o .f,pkEt>, R3t rD L ICMI ­
0000oU EOUTVALJNLE( PS.LDtRSFELI ) LFirM 
0000 2 11Tl G['R PS TARI ,ST ARTR ,STARL t ENDR , N)Z "" LIMCM 
.000o13 C LIMCM
 
OUO0i; C PAOr iEJECT CONTROL PARAMETERS FUR LEM PAGFCM 
0000ib COMMUN /PA;ECM/ PAV(,CM 
000016 1 NPAGE ,NLINE MXL INEfNSTTL ,SUBI3TL(10) PA;FCM 
00n037 C PA(;FCM 
0000.Li C IN:lI f 
0000il C IDeAl VARIAOI S 'Pl 
U010 O C .lL = CONTROL CARP LAIIEL AND SEOUENCE NUMBER IN Ab FORMAT INpOT 
0000111 RFAL LIL,LILI INPUT 
0000/12 C . INPUT 
000003 C LINKAGF ... CALL INPUT INPUT 
00001;4 C INPUT IS CALLED FROM THE LEM DRIVER INPT 
0000b5 C I, I 
0000lb C SUBROOTINES CALLED CAIINNif O 
O000d C EJFCT, ERRHM-, INPCHK, CAM$1Rt CASIN IPUT ­
000018 C I IpjI 
0000"o C INT 0,pII
0000I C I NPUT C) 0 
0,00052 C READ FIlRST LFM CONTROL CARD INKpl ,, 
0005 5 HFAD WWII) TIILLtLnLI INPUT 
000011 1 PARIAl (CIOAh,l4XAO) (iii' I; 
000o0,b C INPUT 
0()0o,6 C READ SFCOND I Lm CONTROL CARD IHP1T a 
0000I RFAI) (I P,2) ICASH CSIN RY,NIPRIALRSTART,TVI[NTiSTAITR,STIARTI IDlIUT 0 
0l1U08l . *l Nl)U.FNS)?, I[,]P (AH, IY.SIACU,,ICLA5S, 1Z1 xlTSCCICiASe,1CAs3 ilIll 
000&59 2 vTPRCAM. IPRYLS.t 1PRCASLBL I PII 
000060 2 FORMAT (1lllXtAh21IlI3,414,1213,Ab) INPUT 
0000611 C I NPLIT 
_000062 C C.HFCIX LABEL AND SErUF4CE NUHH.f OF FIRST CONTROL CARD. 1I:IIIT 
000063 IF ( LW I t.u. 6hLCM 01 ) GO To 200 ItfpIt 




CALL FPRMrS (31ILUH1,SHTNPUT,20,i) 
ItPUpI T 
I NPUT 
000067 C IKPIIT 
000060 200 NPA(;L= 0 I JPI 






FORMAT (/ 20Xl51iL F H I N P 
WRITL (OUTP,1l) TITLFt tLI 








I ,rNLR,LtU'7,J I 
IrASE.CIjhTRY,NTPIAL,RSTART, TPRINTt$TARIRSTATZ 
I U, ICAMS, IYLS IACQ, ICLASSt TSFXT 9 ISCL,ICAS., ICA53 
It PLI 1 
INPUT 
000:070 2 vTPI 0-M, IPHYf S, IPRC,b LlL 1 PitI 











131, . I(:ACA 
ICA!$S IYFS TACt ICI ASS ISFXT / 
19T78,11l16l1,16,17,T6,7,77/ 





4 1 11617, T5I 
C'cIFC.1 hBLL 
, JA ,4Y1X Ab) 
Atli) SLOLtJFNCE NUMIBER Of. SECOND CQNTRUL CARD 
Il'II I 
IFP1T 









CALl FRRHFS (3Hl.Ht1HTNPUT,20q1) IFPIIT 
I 1i1 
0000A8 C PI AD IIFIRI) CONTROL LARD INPIUT 
000089 
00090 
"00 REAl) (IiP,31 
t ,ILS1:SrIcsrcotI 
ICSFbr(;,tfSEC.,ICSF$N,ICSECE,ICSEYMIC.;ESLICSAC 
CSLyS, RSLEII, SEL0 ,LIML 
111-IT 
INPUT 
0000Pi 3 FOPIAl (INP0UT,8X,201.0,px.A6) 11281I7 
000002 WRIT. (0i.TPI";) ICSFSCTCSfCHIjICSSHTCSECE,IcsFYMrcsESEIC.FAC INP'IT 
000003 . I (CSI bi ,ItSFCO, CSLYSRSEEOI ,RSE!.) .LUL Il"PUr 






, P111 Ibf 5T 1(7,I Cn Ir$Cv$1YS/T&,91u/ 
SXbIIHSLELD , I 3Y,Aili'Srhne 10XbSiLAL-L/2De.21,3XA6) 











000101 . CALL FR4141 S (38I.hSIINPUT20.I) INPUT 
000102 C I1PU! 
(000103 C RLAD FOL)RTH CONIROlI ARD LUPINT 








WRI Tt (UIP, f) RSL[ U RPEP) 
FORNAT (/RX,6HiH LFU311lX,6HRSEI)I,14 xbHRSFED$14X96hlRsEED6,1X14x 











( Ih I Ali-L AND SL-kf)UFNCF NIJNOWLR fF .E0. 61411M 01) ) GO TO IOUO FOURIH CONTRO CARD IxP iVPUT a ' C0 
0001111 AI:U(t)z LfiL 1111. '0 
O0 i)2 NAIRG2 I INPUT I 
000113 
000114 C 
CALl HRMFS (StiLLM,9lINPUT,20L) lp(tiJj 
INPU Q"c 










0001 18 C IINPUT 
000119 C RLAp AND CHECK CAMS CONTROL CARDS IPPUiT 
0001?0 CALL CAMSTN INPUT 
o0oi71 C READ AND CHECK CA$ CoNTkOL CARDS INPUT 
SOil0j?2 CALL CASIN INPUT 
oool3 C I PP 'T 
0017pJ C) CALL. PArER (5) I PUT 
0001?b WRITE (OUTP,f) NERRSvNfATAL I1I1tl7 
)001 ?6 
o00I?1 
FORMAT (//SX,5,43h NONFATAL ERRORS DETECTED ON 





00018 qo0 RFTUH I;PU r 














C MAIN DRIVER FOR LACIE ERROR MODEL (LEM) 
C 
C CUDED BY J. R. TAYLOR, JANUARY 1976 

C 
.C COMMON BLOCK DEFINITIONS 
C' ARGUMENT LIST FOR ERROR PROCESSING 
COMMUN /ARGLST/ 
1 NERRS ,NFATAL,NPERRS,NARG ,ARG(10) 
DIMENSION IARG(IO)' 





C CAMS CONTRO- CARD INPUT DATA 
COMMON/CAMSCM/ IMODEL,IMULTI,ISIGEXISKIP,ITMAX,IREP,IWIND, 







C CAS CONTROL CARD INPUT DATA AND CONSTANTS 

COMMON /CASCM / 

1 AREACF,YCF ,PRDCF ,APRUTS(4,2) ,PPRUTS(5,2) ,YPR(JTS(3,2) 

2 ,AREAPS,S2MAX ,NHISTY,HH ,TOPT ,AUNITSDISTFFBWIND(4) 

3 ,WPRIOR(4) ,APREP ,IPRD(3,14) ,NPDAT'E,PRDATE(14.) 





C DATA BLOCK FOR CAS CUMULATIVE FILE 

C CAS DATA SETS 14, 15, 16, AND 17 

COMMON /CASCUM/ 
1 CASCUM(32), BJFFR(504) 
DIMENSION ICASC(32), DSETI4(22), DSET15(22),DSET6(22) 
1 ,DSET17(28) 
EOUIVALENCE ( ICASC,CASCUM ) 
EUUIVALENCE ( DSET14,DOSET1SDSET16,DSET17,CASCUM(5) 
1 , ( SQAERS,SOAERZ,SQAERR,SOAERC,CASCUM(24) ) 

2 , SQPERS,SOPERZ,SOPERR,SOPERC,CASCUM(25) ) 

3 , ( SQYERS,SQYERZ,SYER ,SZYERCCASCUM(26) ) 
C 






























































DIMENSION ICASD(303), HWA2K(60), WAKNEY(60), PIK(60) CASDSB
 
EUUIVALENCE ( ICASD,HWA2K,CASOSB ), (WAKNEY,CASDSB(61) ) CASDSB
 
1 , ( PIK,CASDSB(121) ) CASDSB 
C CASDSB 
C FLAGS AND COUNTERS FOR CAS SIMULATOR LEM 
C ,( CHECK LISTING OF CAS FOR PROPER LENGTH OF COMMON BLOCK ) LEM 
COMMON /CASFLG/ LEM 
I CASFLG(40) LEM 
C LEM 
C CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR LEM PROGRAM CNTRL 
COMMON /CNTRL / CNTRL 
1 PRINTF,NSTART,SEEO(7) CNTRL 
INTEGER PRINTF CNTRL 
DOUBLE PRECISION SEED CNTRL
 
C CNT R L 
C CONSTANT CUANTITIES FOR LEM PROGRAM CONST
 
COMMON /CONST / CONST
 




C FILE DEFINITIONS AND RECORD LENGTHS FILES
 
COMMON /FILES / FILES
 
I SEGID ,LSEGID,CROPW ,LCROPW,SUBHST,LSUBH ,ACOUIS,LACO FILES
 




4 , INP ,OUTP ,TACO ,LTACQ ,CASDSFILCASDS FILES
 
INTEGER SEGID ,CROPW ,SUBHST,ACOUIS,CAMSF ,CAMERR,CASF ,YESOUT FILES
 
1 ,SIGEXT,YFSERRSEGTrRU,CASDIS,OUTP ,TACO ,CASDSF FILES 
C FILES 
C INDEX RECORD FOR CAS CUMULATIVE FILE (CASF) IXCASF 
COMMON /IXCASF/ IXCASF 
1 IXCASF(1),LIXCAS 
C Vr ASF 
C INDEX RECORD FOR CAS DISTRIBUTION FILE IXOISF N0 
COMMON /IXDISF/ IXDISF 
I IXOISF(1),,LIXDIS 
C NOTE... 506 ONLY ALLOWS UP TO 8 PREDICTION POINTS INCLUDING IXDISF wo 
+ 8 PRED. PTSJ)IX1ISF P NC BIOWINDOWS ( 506 = 1 4- 1 -- 8 63, ENDEX + HEADER 
C IXDISF 
C INDEX RECORD FOR INTERMEDIATE SUBSTRATA HISTORICAL DATA FILE IXSUBH 
COMMUN /IXSUBH/ IXSUBH 
I LIXSSH,IXStJBH(1) MOOI ' 
C IXSUBH 
CUMMUN/FIIES1/ F ILESI 
1I SUBH2 ,LSUBH2 ,MXCI-SS F I LES 1 
C LEM CONTROL CARD INPUT DATA LEMCM 
COMMON /IEMCM / -. LEMCM 
I TITLE(1O) ,ICASE ,CIJNTRY,NTRIALRSTART,IPRINT,STARTR,STARTZ LEMCM 
2 ,ENDR ,ENDZ ,ISTG ,ICAMS 91YES ,IAC0 ,ICI-ASS,ISEXT ,ISCC LEMCM 
3 ,ICAS2 #ICAS3 ,IPRCAM,IPRYES,IPRCAS,ICSESGICSECWICSESH,ICSECE LEMCM 
4 ,ICSEYM,ICSESE,ICSEAC,RSEEI)IRSED2,RSEED3,RSEED4,RSEED5,RSEEL)6 LEMCM 
5 ,RSEED7,ICSEST,ICSECO,ICSEYSJCSECU,ICSECD LEMCM 
DIMENSION RSEEO(7) LEMCM 
DUUBLE PRECISION RSEED ,RSEEO1,RSEEO2,RSEED3,RSEED4,RSEED5 LEMCM 
I ,RSEED6,RSEED7 LEMCM 
EQUIVALENCE ( RSEFD,RSEED1 ) LEMCM 
INTEGER RSTART,STARTR,STARTZ,ENDR ,ENDZ LEMCM 
C LE'MCM 
C PAGE EJECT CONTROl- PARAMETERS FOR ILEM PAGECM 
COMMUN /PAGECM/ PAGECM 
I NPAGE ,NIINE ,MXLINE,NsFTL ,SUBTTIL(1O) PAGECM 
C PAGECM 
C STATISTICAL. INFORMATION FOR ':EM STATS 
COMMIJN /STATS / Si ATS 
I ITER ,NSEGTR,NCAMSR,NIYESR ,NREC(7),NCASCR,NCASDR STATS 
EQUIVALENCE ( NT,ITER ) STATS 
C STATS 
C YIELD DATA FROM YESOUT FILE YESDTA 
COMMON /YESDTA/ YESDTA 
I YSTR ,IZPROD(6) ,YSCI(6) ,VSYCI(6) YESDTA 
2 ,RDYES ,NYESPP YESDTA 
INTEGER RDYES YESDTA 
C YESOTA 
C LEM 
C LOC41 VARIABLES LENv0 
C I INDEX IN MONTE CARLO 00 LOOP LEM (D 
C 





C SUBROUTINES USFD ... LEM 
C START' , INPUT , ERRMES, INIT , ERRMC , SETPRF, STG ,CAMS LEN d 
C 
C 
YES CAS , WRAPUP LEM 
LEM n 
C , 	 LEN 
C 	 LEM 
C 	 LEM 


















C 	 LEM 
.C CHECK FOR FATAL ERRORS LEM 
IF ( NFAT4L .NE. 0 ) CALl- ERRMES (3HL;EM,3HIEM,99,2) LEM 
C LEM 





C MONTE CARLO LOnP LEM
 
NSTART= RSTART + 1 LEM
 










C TEST SEGMENT TRUTH FLAG 	 LEM 
IF ( ICAMS .EO. 2 ) GO TI) 300 LEM
 
IF ( ICAMS .NE. 0 .AND. ITER .GT. I ) GO TO 300 LEM
 
IF ( ISTG .E(° 0 ) GO TO 120 LEM
 
IF ( ISTG - 2 ) 110,200,110 LEM
 
C SEGMENT TRUTH FLAG = 1 OR3. CALL SEGMENT TRUTH GENERATOR ONLY LEM
 




110 IF ( ITER .GT. I ) GO TO 200 	 LEM CD 
C SET-PRINT FLAG (PRINTF) FOR STG 	 LEM 
LEM oo,120 CALL SETPRF (IPRINT) 	 Ln C 








C TEST CAMS ERROR FLAG LEM
 
200 IF ( ICAMS E0. 0 ) GO TO 220' LEM 
IF ( ICAMS - 2 ) 210,300,210 LEM 
C CAMS ERROR FLAG = I O 3. CALt CAMS ONLY ON THE FIRST ITERATIONLEM 
210. IF ( ITER .GT. I ) GO TO 300 LEM 
C SET PRINT FLAG (PRINTF) FOR CAMS LEM 




IF ( NFATAL .NE. 0 ) GO TO 999 LEM
 
C 	 LEM 
C TEST YES ERROR FLAG 	 LEM
 
300 IF ( IYES .E . 0 ) GO TO 320 LEM 
IF ( IYES - 2 ) 310,400,310 LEM 
C YES ERROR FILAG = 1 OR 3. CALL YES ONLY ON THE FIRST ITERAFION LEM 
* 310 IF ( ITER .GT. 1 GO TO 400 LEM 
C SET PRINT FLAG (PRINTF) FflR YES LEM 
320 CALL SETPRF (IPRYES) LEM 
CALL YES LEM 
IF ( NFATAL .NE. 0 ) GO TO 999 LEM 
C LEM 
C SET PRINT FLAG (PRINTF) FOR CAS LEM 




IF ( NFATAL .NE. 0 ) GO TO 999 LEM
 
C END OF MONTE CARLO LOOP LEM 
500 CONTINUE LEM 
.C 	 LEM 
C END OF JOB. PRINT PROGRAM STATUS AT THE END OF THE JOB. LEM
 
CALL WRAPUP LEM 
STOP LEM 
C LEM 
999 	 CALL ERRMES (3HEM+3HLEM,99,0) LEM 
STOP LEM I co 




FLT LFPA,I,760"127, 3qO11 I I
 
000001 SUBRUUTI NF LFPA(FLDAtLMniLYR, ALFGXDAYS) LFPA 
000002 C I.F'PA 
000003 C 1OoULr - PjLFPA LFPA 
000004 C OCTOIOFR I, 1974 L.IPA 
000005 C LF PA 
000006 C L f PA 
000007 C ,JUNE 26,1973 LFPA 
000000 C LFPA 
000009 C MODUEI PPLFPA - POINT TARGET PERFORMANCE PREDICTOR LI PA 
000010 C LFPA 
000011 C GIVEN OAyMOJTH,YFAR - SUnk. LFPA RFTURNS IHIE RIGHT ASCENSION OF Lf'PA 
000012 C ,REENWICH AT 0IDNIGHI OF A GIVEN DAY LIPA, 
000013 C LFPA 
000Q14l C REFHFFft( FPOC IS 0 1HOUR IJANIOSO LFPA 
00001l UAIA rA)lAl /57..qb7t1/ LFpIA 
0001ob C LF PA 
000017 C COL'EUTE DAYS IN HAILL y-.S FROM LPUCH 10 LYP LFA 
000018 C DAYS 70, IJ,iN103 IS 4749. LF PA 




NOIF--LYH 'IlST FI.GPEATFRH THAN OR EQUAL T0 (19)64 
L.TA­
LI-A 
0000,2 LASTYIez 4'R-1 LI P-A 
00W3 00 P0 I--6LASTYH Ll-PA 
00002 4 KNIrI,=H'U ( T-60) , ) LFPA 
0000?Y IF(KPI-MI.PT.0) G0 10 10 IFPA 
000026 DAYS=IAYS 366 Lf PA 
0000, 1,1) TO g0 LI PA 
000028 10 DAYS=AYS+365 LI PA 
000029 20 CONI IUF LFPA 
0000'0 IF(IMfl- I)',SO 30 L 'PA 
00001i 30 IF(tt4.2)6Q,$0,60 LFPA' 
000032 00 DA Y!,=AYbteF DA-|IIPA L-
000033 G(l TO 270 LIPA 
00004 50 DAYS=f1AYS+FLDA+'0. LFPA 
01000 Gil TO 2/0 It I'A 
000036 60 KDLLPolD((LYR-b0).4) LPA 
000037 IF(KOFL.GT.O) GO TO 70 LFPA 
000038;,ATS=PAYS+' "). LI PA 
000039 Gn TO 60 LI pA 
000000 70 DAYS=OAY>+5M. LfPA 
000011 80 I'(L ML-3) 270.t17090 LFPA 
0000112 90 IM(NP-5) fo,1190, 100 LFPA 
o000011 100 I(I lM--7) 2110,210,110 LFPA 


















o000010 19O DAY$=fAYS+FLA+61 . LFPA 0 
0000,1 
0000S,2 






0000',3 GO TO 2/0 LIPA 
oooosq O210 O IAS4AYS+FOA+t22. Lf PA 
00005 G TO 270 LFIPA 
0000;0 2RO UAYS=:,AYS+Ft.OA+ 153. LFPA c 
1000)1,0 / "" L FPA 0 
0000,13 230 DAYSIIAYI+FI.I)Af4 i I. L'P'A 




GO1 TU p70 
A214. LF 'PA 
1FPA 
O000 .2 250 DAYS=DAYS+FLA+24,, LF PA 
00003 GO TU a70 , LFPA 
O0000A 60 0AYS=rlAYS+FL oA+271 . Lf PA 
O0006b 270 CONTINlit FPA 
000066 
000067 
Al F' ,=AMUD(SHf;L( (. 10007554203+ 
1 (?,.90'5f-l13)*DAY,*2) t O360,) 
.985647346OO)*DAYS+ VFPA 
lrpA 
000068 Al CM4AI FGM/RADTAN LF PA 
000069 Hf | llai LFpA 







P FLT MUI.TTtl;76O?7, 19649
 
000001 SOBRUUTTNF HULTI (TYPE.SFASON, IWINtM) MULTI 
000002 C MULTI 
000003 C THIS SU[HrOUTINE CALCULATLS THE MUtTI-TEMPORAL ERHOR FOR TRAINING MULTI 
000004 C SFGMI'S . hLILTI 
ooon5 c MULTI 
000006 C CANS CONTROL CARD INPUT DATA CA uSCH 
000007 COMKMJ/CAHCMR/ IMODEL, IMULII, ISIGFX, ISKIPt ITMAX, IREP, IWINDI CAMSCM 
00000 R0II IROUP(3,?, 15) S(3,2,3) S (392t2),H(3,22) CAMSCM 
000009 RFAL AMSCMCi, 
o0o00 C, CAmSCM 
0000J1 CHMHUflRPURITITL(I)tII)ATE.PLSIIMTOTALOCALtFI4TOT(3) t IkOR 
000012 1 ,.RkI 4 ASC(),LRRAND(%),CIlOT(3)CLHiIAS(3)t LPANJ(3),DLLTA, tRROR 
000013 1 CI'oPO, 7(;?),t ULT(1),1II),1 RAINATkAINI O LPROR 
00001 4 I 'I NS [(IN LFRS (1V) 1:PRnR 
000015 EUTVALI-NrC(lTTIIIFWSj LI'HflR 
O0000o RdAl. tjl I 1 LpR IR 
000017 INIFGFP I TfD,cRuPD) LPP n 
000018 INTFUtH IYPFSI ASON I MOLITI 
000019 0IENS ION IIIINC(') , INDeiX 16) MULTI 
oo00,O REAL h Milt T' 
0000 1 DATA Iml*FY/0, 1 2b,3,6',$vkI I,.0,12,tl , 14, l5/ MULTI 
0000P2 IFIN)= 1+4WIN( I )+dtIWIN(?) +4$ IWIN(3) tB*IWIT4(8) HILTI 
0O00P, ISTAII=INDEX(I F 1, ) IlL TI 
0 0024 1WIiTA l;*UVP ,' IL TMH= I ( I YP STA'ON, ISTATE) I 
00005 M= S(TyI'LSFASU', IIWHATI) MULT I 
0000?6 C ERR40 RjpnRT CALCIJLA I ION MULTI 
0000?7 10 CONTJ I:jr MILTI 
0000pl 1ULT(yPE)=M MILT 1 
0000.?Q RF I11RN MUL TI 











o FLT PACLPI,7604P7, 39016 
000001 SU8ROUTINFT PAGER CNLINES) PAGFR 
000002 C, AUToI ATIC PAGING'SUBROUTINE. PERMITS A MAXIMUM OF H4JNE PAFk 
000003 C t IN0S PLP PAGL., PAG(R 
000004 PAGFR 
000005 C PAt.r LJECT UOr1TROL PARAMETERS FOR LEM PAUl-CM 
00000o COMMON /$'AGECM/ PAG FCM 
000007 t NPAGF ,N INE M.XLlNE,NSTTL tSU(BTTL(IO) PACrCM 
OUfoono C PAGFLM 
000009 C P A(,r 
000010 C PtUR 
000011 NI IN= NLINF + NLINES PAGUR 
o0o0 IF C NLINE .LE. MX(LNE ) GO TO 900 PAGFR 
000013 C P A GE-R 
000014 CALL FJrCT;(NLINES) PAGF: H 
000015 900 RF riJRN PA (;R 







a ELY PSUB1,760427, 39092 I 









X = AbSXX) 





C OR p(X) 
PX = 0.0 








YV .GT1 1.F20 ) 
((( 0.019S7*X + 
1.o 
CC 10 OO 










pX= 0.5/ PX*1. 
IF ( Xx .GT. 0.0 ) 
PSUR= pX 
RrTURN 













SUBROUTINE RANACF (IFILE,IREC,BUF,N,IX,O,IOPT) RANACF 
C STANDARDIZED RANDOM AtCESS I/O ROUTINE RANACF 
C OPENS, CLOSES, READS, AND WRITES A RANDOM ACCESS FILE USING RANACE 
C INSTALLATION DEPENDENT RANDOM ACCESS ROUTINES RANACF 
C ON THE COG 6600 COMPUTING SYSTEM AT TRW THE OPENMS,CLOSEMS, RANACF 
C REAUMS, AND WRITMS ENTRY POINTS ARE USED TO ACTUALLY PERFORM RANACF 
A THE RANDOM ACCESS I/O OPERATIONS RANACF 
C RANACF 
C INPUT PARAMETERS ... RANACF 
C IFILE = LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER OF THE RANDOM ACCESS FILE, RANACF 
C IREC = RECORI) NUMBER TO BE READ OR WRITTEN, RANACF 
C B.F = ARRAY OF LENGTH N TO CONTAIN THE RECORD, RANACF 
C (BUF IS INPUT IF IOPT = 2 AND IS OUTPIJT IF IOPT = 1) RANACF 
C N = LFNGTH OF RECORD TO BE READ OR WRITTEN, RANACF 
C IX ARRAY OF DIMENSION L CONTAINING THE INDEX RECORD, RANACF 
C L = LENGTH OF INDEX, RANACF 
C IOPT = ENTRY POINT OPTION .. RANACF 
C = 0 TO OPEN THE FILE, RANACF 
C = 1 TO READ THE FILE, RANACF 
C = 2 TO WRITE THE FILE, RANACF 
C = -1 TO CLOSE THE FILE. RANACF 
C RANACF 
DIMENSION BUF(N),IX(L) RANACF 
C RANACF 
.C LINKAGE ... CALL RANACF (IFILEIRECBUFN,IX,LEOPT) RANACF 
C RANACF IS CALLED FROM INPCHK, CAS, WRAPUP RANACF 
C RANACF 




IF ( IOPT .EO. -I ) GO TO 400 RANACE 
IF ( IOPT - 1 ) 100,200,300 RANACF 
C IOPT = 0. OPEN FILE RANACE NC 
100 IF(IFILE .EO. 4)DEFINE"FILE 4(506,303,U,IDUM1) 
IF(IFILE .EO. 14)DEFINE FILE 14(388,504,U,IDUM2) 
IF(IFILE .Eb. 15)DEFINE FILE 15(388,81,U,IDUM3) 
IF(IFILE .EO. 16)DEFINE FII.E 16(50,1020,U,IDUM4) in 
IF(IFILE .ED- 17)DEFINF FILE 17(320,39,U,IDUM5) 
GO TU 900 RANACF 
C IUPT = 1. READ RECORD IREC RANACF 
200 READ( IFILE' IRECERR=600) iBUF( I),I=I,N) 
.GO TO 900 RANACF 
C IUPT = 2. WRITE RECORD IREC RANACF 
300 WRITE( IFILE'IREC,ERR=600)(BUF(I),I=IN) 
GO TO 900 RANACF 









901 FORMAT(1HO,91H ***;cAN IRRECOVERABLE I/O ERROR HAS OCCURRED ON READ 
lING A RECORD FROM A DIRECT ACCESS FILE / 
210X,6H FILE=,I5,8H RECORD=,I5,31H THE JOB IS BEING ABANDONED ***) 






o FLT RDIA,760427i 39101 - t I 
000001 StIjrUUTlNF RD'4A('FLtU), ROMI A 
000002 C RADOUM NWUi4OFR G'NFRATOR FOR ALL COMPUIERS RDMIA 
00000.5 QUI'LF PHFCIl YON CI 9C?tRI.RP, TFLTV)U35,0N .tZFROXOt)YMOD RHMIA 
0000014 DtA Cl ,CttNCWiRER 0/3051119316.0 bItA86S. DO0,Il0t0.DO/, ROHNIA 
000005 1- t TW(I3S'34Sbq/3kt3&,I.fO/ 1R4 IA 
000006 XMOf (T) = DM0 T0,TWOf3) RDil IA 
000007 YMOT)(T) = N0I(T#,2o?14.U0) ROhIiA 
000 001' , T = FL HOM IA 
000009 IF(T .jF. LERO) r = UNL ROMI A 
oonol H2 = YM)V(T) RHIM IA 
000011 RI = T - P2 tDI[IA 
000012 T xlorP(XMOD(C*I Re+C24R1) + C2t R2) NIhi A 
00001s U = T/T4U35 RDHIIA 
00001t4 Ft. = T RPMIA 
0000115t4 -11U4N1 RrMI A 






o FIT REPORTt1760427. 390416 , I 
000001 'SUBROUTINF REP0RT(IPASSIFIRSTIREP) RFPORT 
000002* C HkFPORT 
000003 C THIS'SUHRUUTI4F PRINTS THE CAMS REPORT. hFPNRT 
000004 C EJCF PnRT 
000005 C PAf;E EJECT CONTROL PARAMEIERS FOR LEM PAGFCH 
000006 COMMON /PAGECH/ PAECM 
000007 1 NPAGE ,NLINE ,MXLINLNSTTL *SURITL(10) PAGFCM 
000008 C PAI tFC 





,lt3TAS (), RRAND(i), CLT T(.)tCL'IAS (3) 
LPUPDi /(3,;'),ItUL()TTOT'RAINATaiA1IND 
CLRAND(3) DELTA EP)k0R 
PIeflp 
00001 - OTHrNSION IFRS(100) LRRnR 
000013 EOUTVALFICL(TILILRS) t INnp 
O()OILI RFAI HUI I ,LRIOR 
oooI0001 - IN(iFrp 1 TIJCRoPI)COMNPI)II/SI C T14U/COfUIJ'i, IPREiGO IZONe,415TRA4, I SUIA4ISL)1G4, UIRPORSt(.,TIJ 
000017 1 TIIPRTOIR(6),SPW,PT(-) FhiTRII 
o00018. C FLU- Df, EII ITONS AND RECORD LENGTHS Fit Is 
000019 COmmUN Irli Es / F TLFS 
0000 0 I ShItn) .t 50GI, fCROPW ,LCROPWSUf3HSf LSURH ACOUISLACO FIL-eZ 
000?t 2 ,CAISF ,LCAM F,CAMLRR,LCAMLRCASF ,LCASF ,YESOIT,LYLSO FILES 





,}OUIP 9 TACU 
S ;JIl) ,CROPW 
.LTACWi ,CASVSF ,LCASUS' 
tURIIST,ACIIIIS,CAPSF ,CAMFRRCASF ,YFSnUT 
f TIFS 
FILl 
0000P5 I STGFXT,YE SLR, FGTtl,CASD)TS,I)IP TACU *CASDSF F ILF.S 




I CANTIhu F 
Rf 'nT 
NC PORT 
O000P9 IF(TPASS.Fo.e) tW 10 ?OD kF1PORT 
00030 IF (TPASS.FQ.0) GO 10 30D RFpORT 
000071 Ck*f********$*******¢*4**********p**C*€*4*i*4*#*****n****** PRT 
000032 C Rprl RT 
00003 C TRAI NUJTIG SCMrNTS hE tIO)RI 
000054 IF(IFIRSIGT.I) GO TO 10 RI pijT 
000039 C REPORT 
00003 C TFIRSTACQUIS. FOR SEGMENT - PRINT HEADOERS RFPNRT 
0000/7 CALl, PAGLP(7) Rf POT 
00fl0 3I W1 I TL (u"I P,1300) RI pORT 
000019 WRITI. (DIII 1,1000) RE POT 
0000'I0 1000 F0Rp4AI (X,1(i0IIi***n***) .EPORT 
00001 WR IT (rUTP, I I00) COU'li , IREGL , IZONtO , ISTRAII. ISUH4, ISCLI IEPORT 
0000112 1100 F[I0AT(X6IhCOUNIRY ,A4,8H,REGION,,lI,bHZO'- 13# RFPORT 
0000/IS 1 8HI,STRATA I3,IIHSURSTRAIA *ILJ,18,HTRAINING SEGMENT v14) REPrIRT 
000fl1 PlTEruUIP ,1200)iT(I) R"PORT 
0000I5 
0000il 
1200 FORIIAT (?X.?PiTRU. 
WRI T,U If',tOO0) 




0000 1300 FOI1IAT (P.) HFPmRT W 




iOG FORIIAT(?X,I7X,91IAC( DATF 7IHESTIM. ,7HTOTAL ,1?X. 
i fORTk[ p",
RFPORT a 




flIXbIMULTI- ) pnRrt 
f prlRT 
N 
000o$ 1500 FOHMAT(?X,17HCIHOP WiNDOW ,H.O/OY/YX ,711PROp, * REPfORT 
00005 I 711Ut80R1R ,iX I e(T7lRHEAI * /tMIIxr *IIOTHFR ) ,bIICAL p4X) RF 'Out 
00001151 11111f. 1) U ipiRT 
0000'7 0 C0TUI 30 RFPoRT0 


































































1700 FOPI4AT(PXI7hiCROP WINDOW 914MO/UY/Yk 9THPROP. t2X,7HERRnlR )RFPORT
 
'30 CONTIllUr IF PnR r
 
10 	 CO3NT IN~UF I"PrnR T
 





CALL FZUJLU(ITATU, [U7) HFPnRT
 
WRITI: ((lITP,) 10t0) (TI.TL CI11 T= 10t ) eIOUT 01) , IOUTM3 7 ICIUT( I) *PE Tlm, RrPnRT
 
'I 	 ' TOT v (.TIn I(1I 1=1 ,3) ,(CLIOT( t 1=1 S) 0)U TA MUL I UI Rf PORT 
1010 R' IS2 I/I)IXF . It7 t ,A(~ krEPnRT
H TOT 

I 6(f 6. 5,IX),P 9.2tRXt2 N tF4.8) IRfPnRT
 
WIlL(OLIIP, I0V0) (LRHtIAl( ), ~ 3 ((,LbIAS( I ),Icii. 5) CR0PDl III PORHT
 
1 ILT (,.) kF PORT
 
1020 FORMAT Cl., 51131ISA t6(F6.$, IX) , 3 4lX ,!HM If4.2) RrPnRT
 
hiRITL~oUTIF ,010) (LRRA/IIN I ) t 1=1,3) 1 (CLRAND(T), I= I 3) '4ULT(3) R PORT
 
io30 FORMAT I lleY'51MHIANU[ 16(Fb, I X) IYX 0HO 11,P) RfPP,RT
 
Rf TORN RI pnHT
 
(40 	CnNT INUf REPORT
 
CAUl f &ILOIDIA TE,10f 1) RFIpnRT
 
CALI. P.Af;l RM1 II RT
 
WRIT ('OUIP, 100a) ( TITL(1) I1=1 94) 9 lOUT (P) OUT 73) IOU)T(I) PFSTIPtTOlirFPORT
 
10110 FORMHAT (?X 4A41,IX I #tI4/,1I II/, N , IX IF(.2 IX*F 1.2) 	 1F PORT 
l 	 .I I- fE fl.00()~~~ dJ 	 ~~ ITT 
C '4 FP 1)11T 
C ORD)INAR(Y ,SEGIFNTS Rt PORkT 
200 CONTINUr Rf POlRT 
IF I I .0T.I) G;OTO 210 K(PORT' 
C tHFPORT 
C FIRST Ar( . I-OR SI GKC NT . PRIN4T HEADFRS RF PORT 
LAI, PACL RM7 IffPnRT
 
WRITE(oVIP, 1300) .. IrP RT
 
WRIT( (oUTP, 1000) I(FPnRT
 
W I It (oU If-0 10)COUN4, NEGo, IZUNEO, TSTRA4# ISU114 XSI~Er Id POIRT
 
2100 FORMAT (PX,3G1COQNTPy 	 tl, eH#./NL .e11"39 RFPOlRTA4,MBHIRFGIUN 6 
1 OHSIPATA 1,1H,ItSUBSTkATA 1T4,18htURI)INARY SLGMENT 14 ) R PORT
 




210 	 CONI IIHI][ lffflnRT
 
I F (ITRF I.LF .0) 61) TO 220 ti) PORT
 
WI] IL ((kTe? 0 )fP ORT
 
2400 FOhlMAl( X,17X,VHACOJ {ATF" 7HESTIM. /IITOTAL eIX# 	 HfpnRT
 




?500 POlVIIAT(?X,ItTIICk0'l WINDOUN 9114O/DY/YR 7THPHOP,,. Rt"pnRT
 
1 MHRPOP "hXv4C NNHEAT 97HMIXED 7IiUTliFR ) ?X,6HZtI I [P]R T 
1 61iZ2 14HS5E(,.). R~pnHT P) Mo 
(;o TO 210 RIPOIT Om 
220 CnNT ltjij pi pnlT 0 : 
WRITL (oUIP,16b00) Rf PntT 
s RITI: (OUT Pt ! 7001 Rf,(' ?T 'D 0r 
21 0 COjTI NuF kF PnR T lC 
PIir I p 	 I NpIRT I. 
IC(TiPL .O ,)T 00•}I P 
IPAUR(3) RfPnRT 
CALL I 10UCtITOATE00OU) O(PPORT 
RIIt follfpP00101(IITL('IItT=t 0),1IUT(?) IOUTM 9)IUT(l),PFS7Imf l POllIT C 
I flolI (tRTO[((I) 91--l t ),(CLTOIT(I) tI=I t3) f MIt0 l 1 0 )I 110 Hlf P'(liT 
000119 2010 FOf4MAT(2XJA4IXtI'?2(IH/.I2)tlXtFb.21IXtF.2 .#5H TOT t REPnRT 
00o00 I 6(1-6.3,1X) tHw ,?(rb.2,1X),b) Rf PORT 
000121 WRITE(oUTP,2020) (ERBIASC1),I=I,3),(CLbIAS(T) .I=1,3) .HPORT 
000 1?2 1 (7(?,I),1=1,2),TAImA RrPnRT 
0001?3 20.0 FOR'AI (/12YIi31AS 6((Fo.3,IX)2HM ,2(FS.2,IX) f6.?) HE PLORT
.000 1;4 RRITL(o1J1I ,?(30))ALUCA1 , (ERRANO() ,1 (('LRANO{l),TI=t,3) Ht PoRTS:I.) 

0001?5 I (7(3, 1) .1=1 e),TRAI) IfPIR T
 
000126 2030 FOHI'AT(cX,F'6.AIX,HRAN) 6(Fb.3,IX)#2HO ,2(Fb.2.1C)46. ) RFPORT
 
0001?7 RFIURF' 
000126 240 CONT[ijuF 
000129 CALL PAGER(I) 
0001"0 CALL FZIILLI(DArHTOUT) 
000131 FRI1TL NUTi', 1040) (TITL(I) ,I=I 
000132 RFIITIFN 
000133 C**t4***4*******************4**t** 
000 1 311 C 
0nn1 b C Pkr.IAL CASE - NO ACQUS. FILE 
0001i;6 300 CONT [iu 

0"0137 IF(IfIRST.GT.I) GO TO 310 

0001358 CAL I'A(;LR(7) 


























0001111 WhITE (lIf',3100)COUWI4, IREGi4,10N4,ISTRA4t1SU84.S1G4 R PORT 
0001142 3100 F08!IAT(X,6ltCOUNIRY ,A4,8HREGION ,12,6I4,ZUN. .13, RE PORT 
000103 I Il,sTRATA ,Ih11HUp$TRAIA ,t14,9hSFG"kNT .1'J) RFPORT 
000144 hRITL (WE 1P t I 200)P( I 
OO lt4 WRITL () rP, 1300) 
000146 WRITL(OuLIP, 1600) 
ooojnl/ WRITE. (ulirp, 1100) 
00144u 320 CONTINUE , 
00o Il9 CALL PAGERI) 
(1001"o CALl F/UILU(IDATLlTOUT3) 
0001, 1 HRITLQWLIP, 10i0) (TITL( 
0001-,2 RF1111' 
























ErLT RlCAF9j,760'i27, 39093 1 





READS A ('ATA SET FROM THE CAS CUMULATIVE FILE OR 
VJRITFS A DATA SET ONTO THE CAS CIIMtILATTVC FILE. 
RWC ASF 
UWCASF 

















D0C = (RITGIN OF DATA SET TO RCAD/WRITE 
TIRPWR = VEAD/vRITE FLAC (=I TO READ, =2 TO WRITE) 
RWCASr 
XWCASF 
000009 C RWCASF 
000010 C WHEN RFADING CASF, lTE DATA IS FIRST RFAD INTO A 8UFFER. RC ASF 





TIIV ORTGIN SPECIFIF) by DL6C. RhCASF 
RWC A ,F 
000014' C WIFN WRITING CASF, THE DATA 1 FIRST 1moVrD INTO THE BUFFER. -LASF 
00o15 c AND THtLN' IS WRITLN ONTO IIL CAS LUMULATIVF FILE. R1'LASF 
000016 C RNbL ASF 
000017 DIMF NSICN OSLOC(2) HILCASF 
00001a C DATA Ut OCK FIR CAS CIIMII. AIIVE FILE CAbCUM 
OOO19 C CAS .OATA SFTS 11,S t, lb. AND 17 CASCIJ4 
0000 0 COMMON ' /CASCLJM/ CA Cu*f 
000011 1 CA,.I,(3?) , BUFFR(504)' LA3CUM 
000022 DTHENSI(OW ICA'C(Sf), DSLTj4(22)t DSETIS(22), DSET16(22) LASCIJN 





( ICASC,('ASCIM ) .LASrku 







t [ SOAF <5 SALR!,S)AFR ,SWAI.CCASCUM( 4) 





000028 3, C SOYFI.RSSUYERL ,srYrFRSglYhLCASCUl(2b) ) CASCUM 
0000?9 C LASCUM 
0000 0 C FLAGS AID COUNTERS FOR CAS SIMULATOR .AS-LG 
000031 C01IO' /CtSP IG/ CAsrt', 








, ENDR.EGtENI)ZON,I ITR TRI7UNE, IPREG 
,NMSSH .NRCAMS LAbFLO; 
LASFLG 6 
0000"15 4 0 F)Sj ,LPS94 tL57 *LOSfi .US9 sLOSIG t 051 ,LOSd1 tUS1'I CASFLG 
000036 5 ,t U)SjI tLDSIS i.DS16 .L)SI7 tI RCIJNLRRIG LRZONL,LRSTH CASFLG 
000037 
0000313 C 
















1...... SArIP I S.GID,CROPW ,LCkOPWSUIHST,LSUIIH ACOUIS,LAC(3 
2 ,CASF ,ICAMSFCAVLRI?,LCAMLPtCASF *LCASF ,YLSU(I1,LYI:SO 




0n0044 4 INP tOUTI' ,TACU ,LIACO .CASDSF, LrASUS 1ILF5 
0000115 
000011b 
O00/ ... C ' 
INTF6FR 
1 ?S.I, (FXI 
SEI;E) ,C{R UPW ,SUB11SI , ACOUISCAHSF 



















0000'i C IYCASF 
0000';2 c HWCASF 
0000%3 C SLT POTNTtR TO PICK LIP PROPER DATA bET FROM BUI'FFR HI:CASF 
0000S4 
0000 5ib 
Lm (11p - j)*?2 
jRH= TRI)WIt 
+ I Rb CASF 
I-CA ,F 
C 






MOVE U TA SET TRIU IIIFFLR, 
I( ,CASF' 
I4WL ASh 
0000S9, 60 210 7t,?8 RWCASF 
000060 BHIFFH(L): DSLOC(C) RWCASF 
L=
00001 210 L + I Rwc(ASF 
-00006O C RCASF 
000063 C NOW REA0 OR WRITE DATA FROM ON ONTO RANDOM ACCFSS FILE. RCASF 
-000064 300 CALL RANArF (CASHyIRECIUFFRLCASF!IXCASFLTXCASIHW) kt..CASF 
000065 C WC AbF 
OonO66 IF C TRW *Q. 2 ) GU o 900 R CA F 
000067 C RWCASF 
000068 C DATA .4AS READ FROM FILE. NON MOVE DATA FROM BUFFER INTO RWCASF 
0000')9 C PRnpF DATA SET. kHFCAsF 
000070 DO 310 12,288 RCASF 
000071 OSLOC(1)t bUFFRCL) RCAS-F 
= 
000q72 310 L L I HWWLA$F 
0'00073 C Mi'CASF 
000074 900 RETUHN HICAS 




























































































SUBROUIINr RWDISF (tLFVFLDSET) 
C REA()S AND WRITFS DATA FROM/ONTO THE CAS DISTRIBUTION FILF, 
C 
C CALLIVr; SFOUENLE PARAMETEP$ ... 
C LEVI I = O'FOR COUNTRY 
C = I FOR RLSION 
C = 2 FOR ZONE 
C 
C OSET = DATA SFT 13 FOR COUNTRY 
C = DATA SF1 1? FOR REGION 
C = DATA SFT II FOR ZONE 
C 
DIMENSION D)SE1I9 ) 
C 
C COMMON BLOCKl<S -
C (AS CONTROL CAND INPUT DATA AND CONSTANIS 
CoNMUtl /CASCM / 
1 ARFA(F,Y( F ,PRDCF APRUTS(1,P) *PPRIiS(S4?) yPRUITS(3P) 

? ,AR IAPZ;211,AX ,NlISTYHH TOPT , AINI I SISTFF #3 W14D (4) 
3 BI1'P 10( ) )APREP IPRO(3tI4) .4PI)A IFPRDATL (I1) 
INTFGFR HR. IUPI, AUNITb,)TTfFflw!NDNPRIORAPRFPPROATF 
C 

C DATA bLUCK FOR CAS CuMULAITVE FILE 

C CAS OATA SFI3 tit 1b 16, AN) 17 

COMIUII /CASCUM/ 
I CASBC IIl( 32)) lOUFR (90'4) 
OIM)NII N tCA SC.(6Q), DSLTI4(?2)v DSt,15(2e) 0(E16(22) 
I DsET 1 / (.$) 

LOUyILFNCE ( TCASCCASCN ) 

LQUV FIJCE ( D F 114,ISLTI9,DSFTIO1SET17tCASCUtI(5) 

I t C SPAFRS ,SAERZLA R)StAIlC,CASCUM(24 )*CASC0M 
2 sOi'i SSO'tR/ ,S0PIR,NPERC ,AbCUM(?b) ) 
3 , ( aY(RMSIJYINL , )DYrURtSuYLRCCASCUN 26)) 
C 
C DATA tI C f-01 CAS OTSTRIUlItON FILE (DATA Sri (9) 
DTIFISION CASOStS(303) 
Ef)UIALFICE ( CASL'S1.IUFFR 3 
UTMFNSTON ICAIO(3OS) ,IWAK(60) t WANFY(60)v PIK(60) 
EOUIVAL I ftCh ( ICASO HWAdK CASUSIU WAKNPY,CADSIO(6) 
1 , I PTKCAS )S1(Idt )el 
C 
C Ft.AoS AND COUN[1-RS FOR CAS SIMULATOR 
COMIIIN /CASILG/ 
1 p ,PPlItG ,NW i H NhINDOW,IPD *IPP ,PPVATEtNREGS 
2 ,:LZT~o PNSTRATNYI SSK,NSSHSKSNLAt)SK, ,fYFS NHSSH ,NRCAMS 
' 1I:14I)c I.NDRLGElIION,IRSTR ,IR UhE,IRRIU 
i
4 1.081 Ll)b l,L0)S7 LO58 .IDSV ,LDS1O I.DSI1 ,LPS12 .1Sl 3 
S 	 .tD8I(J .D315 ,ID816 ,LOS17 tI.ROUIN,LRRHrG kR70NLLRSTI 
INTf G,; PPFLG , WINDOW , PPDAIF 
cF i E UTFF-I 11IONb AND IWCI )D I ENTHIS 
CoFION /rILLS / 
I SLI;I) ISEGIDCROPW) LCRO)YISUIISI,LSUfI ACOUTIS.LACO 
? CAMbF tCAMiFCALHRRLCANI-RCASF ,LCASF YL$O0ITLYl:SO 
3 Sl(q X .1 I I ,YLSLPHI YLSLLr,1(4U.L-1 C IIi0tASD ILC AS 
4 .IN' .0)1 P ,TARO ,LTACW? ,rASSEi ,LCA$W) 
IkIFI(;[ R St GII) ,(RUPH ,U'InSI Arll! i('A'1bF ,CAMFE4PtASf .YE$0uT 





































































L4A3b! G 0 
CASFLC 	 qQN 
CASI-0 
CASrLO hI.t 
CAbFLG 	 c 0 
I 	 ILI,)sN 
FILFs 
i 	ILCS 








0000S9 -. " F-TLF 






rXIiSF( I), LIXDIS 




O00064 . C ( 506HIOfli)OkS=0bI + I + 8*639 INDFX +'HEADER + 8 PRE,. PTS.)IVDISF 
00oo6s C IXOISF 









000069 EOUIVMLrNCL ( NTITLR ) blAIS 
000070 C STATS 
000071 C TIHWISF 
000072 C NOTE ,.. THIWRE ARE 9 COUNTRY VAIUES PER ITEPATION PFR pREOICTION HwursF 
000073 C POINT REOUIRTNC I COUNTRY RECORDS PER PRFUICTION POINT. RWbISF 
000074 d (I,'0 TI-RATIOrIS/RLCURD) RI,'DISF 









RREUILj(TIOt PrJINI HRUUIRING 
PRFI)ILTION PDIN1. 
(1)0 IILRATIDNS/RECURL) 
I NFGION OR ZONF RECORD PER RFIISF 
Rv:u I sF 
RK,4ISF 
HI 1)1bF 





(,3RECURS PRt PHFUILIION POINT. R*UTSF 
RWUTSF 
000O05 t - RU ISF 
0000fH LEVEL= TLEVFL k1u1SF 
0000AS C RH' 1SF 
O000Ob C FOP lIF TIP-TH PREnICTION POINT THF 3 COUNTRY RECORUS ARE ... k1b0SF 
000007 C ?+N, 3+N. OI+N .SIREF N = (IPP-l)*63 140ISF 
OOnOtl IREC= 2 + (IPP-I)*63 Hi'-ISF 
000081' C RkWO ISF 
000 fO C fHE 30 RFI.ION RECORDS ARE 5+Ni b+N, ...t I14+N HPI)T SF 
000011 IF C IEVEL ED. I ) TRFCZ IEkFL + IRXFG RW DISF 







THE 0 ZnlE 
( I EVEL .1 0. 
RECORDS ARE 
2 ) ITrCr= 
Ib+N. 164N, ... 





) I F 
000096 
o000'? C 
iF ( NT 
FIRST 
T.T I ) GO TO 1?0 
ITF14AITON. CLFAR RUFFFR ANt} S-TORE REFERENCE VALUES 
- ISE 
RWVISF 
000098 DO 1I1 T=1,L(ASD R1I F 
*0)10 CASbI(I)z 0.0 RVUiSF, 
000101 . 10S, CONTItR, 
F 
0001n2 C AIREA REFE E CE VALUE = TRUE A HWIISF 
000103 CASI),',I(1h)= fl,FT(2) HR Il*F 
000104 C 'R nICILO, REFERENCE VALUE ' TRUE PRODUCTION RWUISfl 
000105 CASDSI(?)- D1ET(6) R4U1SF hJN 
000106 
000107! 
C YIILD ItFIRENUF 
CASI), I (3)- 100.0 
VALUF = 100.0 , " R 0GSF R )Io F ( 
000108 GO TO 10o . IDT$FRW i' 
000109 C RIC o CISF" 
000110 1?O IF ( I:T .1E. 100 ) O TO 125 R .DISF 00 
000111 CALL FRRhl'S (31FrAS,6hPI"ISF,17,I) IfOTSF 
0001 12 -ItSFf = 0 NWUISF i 
oo0ii O TO 900 EWLlT SF 
00011 it C i-?h F , 
000u 113 C PFAU) DATA RECORD INTO i1OFFFR kI I)lsF C 
00011 1291 CALL I:AIACF (CASISfIlPLr,,CASUSL,LASOIXOISFtIXDIS,I) RW)SF a 
000111 C , 0,fF 

























000I 11 230 
0001I2 
000143 






























4WRITE-RECUPD BACK nNTU CAD DTSTRIBUTION FILL. 
CALl IANACF (CASDIS1ILC.CASSb.LCASD),IXISFI IXDIS,2) 
I14tDISF 
IF ( EVLL .Nr.. 0 ), GO TO 9Q0 
PROcEbS SECOND COUNTRY RECORD 
IRLC= IRL + I 
IF ( NT .G1. I ) GO TO 220 
SI(IRF REFEPENCF VAIUFS OR, SECOND COUNTRY RECORD. 




GO TO 230 

READ RFLORD INTO BUFFER 
CALL RANAC- (C.SDIS.IRECCASDSUBLCASDIXDISFLIXDIS,) 
,SIORF CLrw4, ClEPRO, AND CLATEC FOR ITERAI!ON NI. 
CAS Sl!(JI+3)= oSLT(?0)
CAhbblc1I+ 103)= USET (21) 
CASDSll(NIte03) 9 OSET (22) 
WRITF RECORD bACK ONTO CA$ DISTR!LsIJTIUN FILE, 
CALL h'ANACI- (CASISIPLCCASDSIJ.LCAS,IXDISFLIXOIS,2) 
PROLFSS T14IRO COUNTRY RECORD 
IREfC IR-CE 1 
IF ( NT *FJ. I I GO TO 3SO 
RF'ERNCF VAI.UtS AtHFADY STORED IN CASDOS. 
READ VATA RECUR) INTO 0UFFTR 
CALf RAHACF (CASOIS.IRLCCASSULCASD,IDISFLlXDI$,) 
STORE CLPTEC, CLATWC, AND CLPTJC FOR ITERATION NT 
CASDSS(N 1+3)= OSI T(P31 
CASDQSI(FT+ 103)= DSET (?)Q 
CASflSDHl+03)= OSET(?b) 
WI'ITF RECORD lACK ONTO CAS VISTRIBUTIUN FILE. 
























































SLBRUUTINE SEGTAB SEGTAB 
C THIS ROUTINE FORMS THE S'EGMENT TABILES TO BE USED T-O DETERMINE SEGTAB 
C CLASS SEGTAB 
C TABLES NECCESSARY TO DETERMINE CLASS SETS WITHIN A ZONE CLSTAB 
COMMON ,/ClSTAB/ CLSTAB
 


















IPT = 0 SEGTAB
 
DO 5 I=,IMAX SEGTAB
 
IGAP(I) = 0 SEGTAB
 
XORD(I) = 0.0 SEGTAB
 






ICT = I SEGTAB
 
DU 30 I=lISUBi SEGTAB
 
IF(NSCNT(I) .EO. O)GO TO 30 SEGTAB
 
ITEM = NSCNT(I) SEGTAB
 
00 15 J=1,ITEM SEGTAB
 




INANK(IPT) = IDAT2(I) SEGTAB
 
15 CONTINUE 	 SEGTAB 
-FP(TAB NIXPT(I) = ICT 
IT = ICT + NSCNT(I) SEGTAB O t 
30 	CONTINUE SEGTAB 
SUM = 0.0 SEGTAB C ' 
DU 35 I=1,IPT SEGTAB ,-N 
DAT2(I) GAF'(I)*SQRT(RANK(I) (1, RANK(!))) IO D I-o 
SUM = SUM + DAT2(I) SEGTABP 
35 	 CONTINUE SEGTAB 
DU 40 I=l,IPT SEGTAB ul7 
RANK(1) = SEGTABI DAT2( I )/SUM 
XfORD(I) = RANK(I) SEGTAB 
40 C(JNTINUE SEGTAB 




= IXPT(I) SEGTAB 
SEGTAB 
DU 50 I=1,IPT SEGTAB 
IXPT(I) = I SEGTAB 
50 CONTINUE SEGTAB 
CALL SORTAG(RANK,,IPT,IXPT) SEGTAB 
DU 55 I=I,IPT SEGTAB 
GAP(I) = 0.0 SEGTAB 
55 CONTINUE SEGTAB 
IPTI = IPT - 1 SEGTAB 
Dl 60 I=1IPT1 SEGTAB 
GAP(I) = RANK(I+1) -'RANK(I) SEGTAB 
60 CUNTINUE SEGTAB 
IRK = 0 SE GT A B 
XMINS = XCON SEGTAB 
DO 90 I=I,IPT1 SEGTAB 
65 XNIN = XCON SEGTAB 
DO 80 J=I,IPTI SEGTAB 
IF(GAP(J) .LT. 0.)GO TO 80 SEGTAB 
IF(GAP(J) .GT. XMIN)GO TO 80 SEGTAB 
XMIN = GAPJ) SEGTAB 
IMPT = J SEGTAB 
80 CUNTINUE SEGTAB 
I(XMIN .NE. XMINS)IRK = IRK + 1 SEGTAB 
XMIN= GAP(IMPT) SEGTAB 
GAP(IMPT) = -10. SEGTAB 
IRANK(IMPT) = IRK SEGTAB 

















































































SUdROUTTNF SFTPRF (IFPR) SF TPRF 
C Si-TS THE PRINT FLAS PRINTF TO PRINT REPORTS OR SUPPR.SS SFTPRF 
C 
C 
PR7IrN6 FOR A GIFN MODULE nLPENuING UPON THE ITLRATION NUBMER FI pRF 
At~n THE INPUT P2< T FLAG FOR THAT MODULE SF I PRF 
C SF I PIF 
C INPUT PARAMETLR *.. SFIPRF 







PRINT RFPOHTS ON EVERY TIFRATION, 
PR IN1 RFPCRTS UNLY ON TILL LAST I RATION. 
SE'TPRF 
Sf 1PRF 
C IpP z 3 To SUPPRESS PRINTING. bF IPRF 
C 5C IPRF 
C COMO14 3.OCK OFF IN7IT yOHS SF IPIF 
C CONTRL PARAHLTERS I OR LEM PROGRAM L;NRL 
COMMON /rNTRL / LNIRL 
I PH1NTP '1SfARTSE)(0)) CNIRL 
INTFGFR PRINTF LNTRL 
DOUILF PRFCISION SEED 01IRL 
C Ct IRL 
C [EH CONTROL CARL) INPUI DATA 0 mCm 
COM'LON / LRCN / LFmCM 
1 TI T L(T0) ,TCASF ,CUNTRYNTRIALRSTARTIPRINT,STARTRSTARTL LI rMr 
2 ,FNrR -,ENL ,!ISTG 4ICAMS ,IYF5 *IACO ,ICLASSISLXI #TSCL LINCH 
3 tICAS? ,ICASS ,tpRCAM,IPRYESIPuCAS,IrSEr,,ICSECNICSESHrCSeC LFMCH 
4 
5 
, I CSE yH, I,SSF I 1CSEAC,PSEFUI ,RSEEI)2 ,RSL DYFSFED,4HRSEESPbEEf6 
7R.LE)DICSF ST, ICSLCO, ICSEyS , ICSLCU, ICSFCD 
L I I1CH 
LFCM 
DTMFNSIntl RSFED(7) 
DOUPLE III CI3OI RSLFO 




i. F MC 
C 
E(UIVAJ FRCE ( PSFEDE,SFEhL ) 
















I NL.AGF ... CALL SFIPRF 





C bl I PRF 
C SF TPRF 
SI IPRF 
C INITIALLY TURN PRINT FLAG OFF. b ITPOEF 





TE SI IPIJI PRINT FLAG 
I Tpi .£Q.3 ) GO TO 90 
( TpR - I 1 10,30,20 















'JSTART ) GO 








PO IF ( IlN .Nh. NIRIAL ) GU 10 49 I 1P9F 
C IpR 1 OR TPRz 0 AND I IRST OR LAST ITERATION OR IPR 2 AND bFTPRF 





SI PR F 




0 F:LT SG;EXTit,7604?19 39M5 , 
000001 SUBROUTINF SGEXT(ISEED3, TYPE '+INVOWtIUSF X I) SGX 
-0000 01! C SYGFXT 
000003 ,C THIS SUBROUTINE CALC ULATES THIE SlVNATURC EXThN3TON ERROR FOR STY6FXT 
oO00004. C URIUNARY SE(IVFN 'b. $'GrXT 
000005 C STGEXT 
O000006 COMMON/CAIMERR/ COUN2,?RFGP. I/ONF2,ISTkA2,ISUB32tlSFG2t MAiriF 
0U0007 l I ) IFR( Y)t 1G ) LAW HR 
000008 COMMHUN/T<A INS/ M11R7, l i-G7, IZQNL7T STRA79 lSUR7 rl SERT TRAINS 
000009 1 Il 1, JNh(4,25) ,IITUTrTHmi(3 , I,?5) eTUb)(3,.zlv25) tTVV(3 ' +25} IPTAINqS 
000010 1 TIT,,eFIIE l/ltt(I) I pESI (4) TPFRPMIvrfERTUT (3),011(0 TiVM) TB(3) IPAYNS 
OUllOl! .. . l..IiTr(,rR I IZtOL I HA TN.S 
000)012 olI F14S ] 14, ITIAINf(1290) IPAINS 
000013 
0000111 
L0IU IVA{ fNCF( 






I F 't Z N 't B( vjZI ( ; t )(,FX 
IPAINS 
000015 c GONI4UI 'PARAI*,TLP' -t14 LEM PROG.RAM :NTPL 
000016 COMHHUtl /(NmT l~l / CNTIRL 
0000ll I P8(IjITFNSTAH(TSfFU(M EN I 
O006016; 1141IG R PUT NTf LN.IPL 




C CA-IS CONITIL LAkI:TNPUT QATA 
LMIPL 
CAmSCM 
000021 COMmUrl/c; II3m/ TM I"L, IMUL I I I.SGF XISKIP, I TAX, IRLP IkiIND, LAm, c 
0o 0?LI) RH-AL Mis LAMS, C 





ROR/T ITL (14), 
, 3 'R N 
TIATF ,PLS #TH 
I 'IlO )I 
Il7, ALOCAI ONITOTM 
L)IA -) C P N -) O"LT + 
EP)HROR 
ILPRO{R 
O010 2i I CRUIID, Z 'P)tU.T ) ID IARA TAN LPiR 
0000P9 DUNFNS ION IFRIS(O0) LIRnpRq 
O000010 EIMTVALrNC ( TI[Lq IE~b) LPHOR 
0000 51 REM;A I tl I EPROP 
00010, [ITFi6FI TtDLRUf'U t PHOR 
000033 C AQ11u0ENI LIST FOR" rRRUR PKOLE@S5N(; APGLST - , 
00003.4 OnMMU, /AR;LST / ARGLST . 
00()00" I Nf PHR$ , N ATAL , fPFRRS NARG 9 AFO( 10) ARWt ST 
0000 ;6 DIIF-I,,91[lN JARG(19) I ARGILST v . 
000 03 7 ErQUIVAONCE ( IAPGARG )AR(GL T 
OunO3b ARGLST 
0000 P? DnUP LF PRF'CISTON SEED'3 bIXT 
00040 INITfOlR IYPF, HINDOW4 blt;f. XT 




S I A=pH (T yPE, HIIJD)'X") 
-IF 
IXrAAP=P i(YPf',WINW)Ct,)$ 
$AR5(TFRTOT (TIYP')* I S IGE.X*ZSI G(T YPE9It+.USE)











IF(TER.(;T.0) CALL ERRMLS(HCAMSbHSGExtfq0) 
ST6FXT 







IF(TLP.G.3..) XI= IkAR blt,FYT 





C COhPUTL I'RROR 
10 C()P,T INU F 
V(FP'(kI QUANTITIFS 1,IG'FxT 
iil rfxl ,.0 
000O0,3 IF(rlHlt~jTFoLF.O.ORIR .P.I.E.O) RE.TUR;N 51I.IxT d 




lr~t:lGVA.l E.(O.) GO TO 20I 
,SI*,f xTI 
$1,FXl C0 
0000',6 IV((Ibl(, X.LI fl')V(?)=(XI-XHiAl)/I)W/(TYPLtHINI)OW) IS {, I(fxT 
0000S9 '0 CONT INUF SI (;FX.T 
0000(1 )Zt(YMt 37IG XTZI(TYPEI)+V( ) 
000061 Z(IYPF,?)'=Ll(TYPE.'2)+V(?) sTGrXT 
000062 -RT(rTTYPF)9TFRTOT(TYPb)* Z(TYP tl) + Z(TYPE.2) ,!GFXT 
000'01,3 EROIAS(IP ')=Tm(TYPt)*TH(TYPL)*ZU(TYPFI I)+L 1(TYPa) S1tVXT 
00OQ6(4 LRk<AN)(TYPE)tflT( YPr),(TV(TY1F) *t8(TYF'L,'1) *1I(TvPL)) 84C xT6) Xh 
0000h5 I +*V(TYPF)*V(I)) + V(P) biurx1 
0000b CLTOT(IYPF)-(T)3(TYP ),1V(TYPL))*Z(rYPrt)' +Z(TYPE,2) STGFXT 
000 61 CITAS(TYP.)= rti( 1YP- ),( TYPL, I) +ZBl (TYPe ,2) S7UFXT 
0000I,8 CLR A4 ( TYPL)=I V CIY$F )4Lf (TYPE, I) Fl (TYP -*V () , SItFXT 
000)69 I +TV(,TYPI)4V(I) +V(2) $Il;FXT 
000070 , RFTUHiS 36F,XT 


















































































C JOB TNITIALIATION ROUTINE. INITIALIZES STORAGri FLAni 





C COMMON Ut OCK OFFINITTrONS 

C ARGUhLNt LIST FOR ERRUR PHOCFSSING 

COMMUN /ARLST/ I 









C rONTROl PARAMLTL=RS IfN LFM PROGRAM 

COMMON /CNTRE / 
1 I INTFNS fAFT,01EDf 7) 

INff WR PRINT 1 

UOIALF PRFCTISIN SEED 

C 
CONSTANT OLiJANTITIES FOR LEM PROGRAM 

COMMON /(ONSI / .
 




c FILE 11 IN!lION'; AND RECORD LENG~tS 

COMMON /FII s / 

I SEGID .LSLCI rCaOPw ,LCROPWtSUU11S7 LSU11 ACrOUISLACO 
2 ,CAMSF ,LCAMSFCA11:R,LCAMERfCASF ,LCASF ,YLSUU1 ,LYLSO 
3 ,SIl5 XrT,LSIG-XYE8ERR,LYESEPhSLGTR LSE.GIRCASDISLCAS 
Q .I,'1P W0110 , Tot ;IA('J ,CASUSFI rASDP 
1 11tER SEGID ,LRIF ,,SUH11StACUUiS,('AbF ,CAMFRPCASF *YE$OUT 




C I El" CONTROL CARD I NPUJI DATA 

COMMON /I EHCM / 
I Ti F(10) 0ICASF CUNTRY,NTRIAL,RSIARTIPRINISTARTRSTARTL 
2 ,FNDRP ,LNZ ,TSTt. ,ICAMS tYES ,IACQ ,TCLASS,ISEXT .1SCC3 7,LAZ,? ,ICAS3 , I 'R(AM.I, IPRYt StI PRLAb , I('SF Z(; , ICSLC ,I C SF~b H iI L-itCL 
L1 , rCSEYN,I Ii,EICSLACHSLEOI RSELD2,llSLE13.RELO4,RSEEbI SFEO6 
9 *RF;SFf0/ ,IrSFSTtICS8CC1CSFYS TCSECU1ICbFCD 
DtirNSI(IN vSEL)(/) 
" 
DOUPLF PRFLISION RSEED ,RSEEOIRSEFDRSEL'3,RSEED4IRSEEDb 
I ,IlSF rfO,I/ EO 

EOUIVAW NCL ( RSELDTSFEI ) 

INIF(,F R RSTARI,bTARTRST AHTZLNDR FNrZ 

C 












1 TTFR NStGTP,NCAMSR,NYESR NRFC(7),NCASCRNCAStR 
























































































0,00059 DO I10 1=I7 bTARI 
000060 NRE(-(T)= 6 START 
600061 110 CONTINuF START 
006062 C START 
00001,4 RF TON START 





o ELI STG6,l760410 5010S I1 
000001 SU6ROUTINF SIG STG 
000002 C qLGmrNT TRUTH GENERATOR FOR THE LEM PROGRAM SIG 
00000. C SIG 
000004 C HEADS DATA FROM TIE SEGMI.NT I) FILE AND IH SUBSIRATA'HTSTURICAIS G 
000005 C FILE. CAtCUL.AES'THE TRUE Ph AND TRUE PM FOR EALH SEGMENTt SIG 
000006 C AND GENERArES THi, SL MSNT TRLUIH FYlL bG 
00000? C SIG 
000000 C 11LSIPES THE TWO INPUT FILES (SEGID AND SIIST) THE FOLl OWING SIG 
000009 C OUANTITIFS ARE ItHIITS TO STh, *., TG 
000010 c ICA3F . CASF NUI4urR 51G 
0000I1 . C CUNHTY t LOUnTRY bTG 
000012 C tNIRIAL = FINAL hOTE LARLO ITERATION FOR THIS RUN SIG 





CIARTR START G1,40 pIN SU3 
SlA( T Z  START I,- 7Oti"t 61G 
0oo01 6 C ENPR : LNITN; ULI;ION STG 
000011 C F')z ENUINr, 70K-L SIG 
000018 C IbTG tF(;NIT TRUTH OPTION SIG 
000019 C -.0 10 VARY SCGMUFIT TRUT ERROR ON EVERY ITEHAIIONt big 
0O00pO C =1 TO ULl LPRXIR (:ONSIANT BY PFkFORMTNO CALCULATIONS ONLY ST; 
0000?8 C ON ThF FIk$,T IFRATIUN9 6TG 
000 (. C =' 10 ELIMINA!F SFR;CENT TRUTH EHROR (I ROR IS ZFRO) STG 
0000?3 C SFGNENT IRUTH IEILF WILL BE FRITLN ONLY UN TIIE FIRST SIG 
00000 C ITLRATION IF ITG = I OR 3 SIG 
oO0opS C SIG SHOULD NEVER BE CALLED IF ISIG = 2. bTG 
0000?6 C I TFR = MrTIE LARl U I TERAT ION NUuIIFR STG 
0000? C PRHTNII = PRtINT It Ar. f=l TO PRINT RrPO(T, =0 OTIPWISF) sic 






THF FULLOHNG OUTPUT UIIANIITIE5 AkE SIOFD IN COMMON BY SIT{ ... SIG 
OOQV, C HMrc(I)h) NO. OF DATA RECODS PROCESSED bY SG FkOM SEGI . SIG 
000nO C ?IfRC(S)z NO. OF DATA RFCOkDS PROCLSFO BIY SIC FROM SUBHST STG 
0000,;5 C NSFGT7( = NO. OF RECORDS WRITTEN ON THE SEGMENT TRUTH FILE. $TG 
O0oo0q C STG 
00(035 " C CUmMON BLOCK UFF INIfUS bIG 
OOO-6 C ARGUMtNT LIST FOR FkRUR PISOLCSSING ARGLST 
00001 1 COMMON /ARCLST/ AR'(L ST 
000038 1 HIFRNS ,NFATAI, NI'l RRS ,ARG ,ARG(0) ARN L ST 
00000;9 DTiFNSIO(I IARG(O) APGLST 
00000 EOUIVALFIhCE ( IAR.ARG ) A'GI ST 
0000111 C ARG.LST 
0000112 C COTIROL PARAMETERS FAR LEN PROGRAM CNIRHL 
(0003 COMMON /CNT(L / LNIRL 
O000014 I PRINTI ,NSI ARTSEEO(7) LNIRL 
0000115 
0000/S6 
INTttI R PHIITf LrIRL 
DOUBLF PIFCISIUN SE . LNTRL rj 




C CUNSTANT (IIANTITIES FUR LEM PROGRAM LONST 
COMUIN /CUNST / LONS . 




0000,I C C(tNST -- c 
000052C FILE OFFITIIIIONS AND RELORD LENGTHS F NFS 
0000', CONOUH /P itIFS / F ILFS 
O00004 1 ';L(,Il) ,LSLGII),CRfPw ,LCv0I'v ,SUISTLSUhH ,ALOUISLACO I ILI S 
00005.5 2 ,CAMsF ,LCAMbF,CANERR,LCAMLR9CASF ,LCASF ,YLSOII ,LYLSO FILFS 
0000116 3 ,SIrEXI,LSICFX,YESERX,LYESERSFGTRULSErTRCASDILCASO FILFS a 
0000'7 0 ;INT' 101P IIN t I ACU irAC SF ,iCASOS FIrS C 
0000 0 . jN1 GI it SI B)l)11 tI ilI14 sUI o:iSIAfUIiI5 l'AS? ICA tt I?1 rASV ,YrsnuT F I [rS 
0000S9 I *STGFX1,YESERRSFGTRU4tASDIStUUTP iTACW ,CASDSF fILFS 
OU0060 C FILFS 




COMMON /L ErMC 
1 TITO (tO) 
2 tFJDR ,ENoZ 
/ LF ICM 
,TCASF ,CtINTIfY,NTRIALHSTARTiPRINISTARTRSTARTZ LFMCM 
.TSTG ,ICAMS ITYFS ,IAV.0 *ICLASSISLXT f1SCC LrmCm 
0OO6b 3 ,ICASP ,ICAS3 ,IPRCAN,IF'RYStIpRLAt,ICSrSG1,SLCHICSESHvICSECL LEMCM 
000066 4 , ICSY, TISFE TCSLAC,ISEEDI ,tSEE2)8,fSEE05,PRELrD' HRSLEUDRSEED6 LFMCH 




DflUlLF PRFCISIOH RSEFO ,RSEEDI.RSEEO?,RSEED3,ISEEDtIRSELI)b 
1LiiCH 
LENC1 
000070 I , FEnb (SEFI I L(MCK 
OU0071 
000072 
EUIVAL.FNrL ( RSEEDRSFLOI 
INIFGFi RbTARTbTARTIRSIARTZENOR t.NOL 
LI MCH 
LF MCM 
000073 C Lfmrm 










P r (Hm 
PA(,[.H 
PAGrCm 
000078 C' STATISTICAL INFORMAITON FOR LEM STATS 
000079 COMI ON /S'fATS / ' STAT6 
00000 
O0V081 
I ti>P NSEOTRNCAMR,NYkSR ,NRFC(/)qNCASCRhNCASUR 
LOUTIVAI CN1 ( NI OVER ) 
STATS 
STATS 
000012 C STATb 










,IZONE ,ISTRATOSUBS I'SLG ,ITlAINIrTbPRI(6) S1t11A 









10IsJ~,Setr:SF0 , SLrn [,RPNU ,HISIPWARFA 
VOFLTPWlLLIPMCVI cV? ,CVS 










000091lO00070 DIlINf)N TOSEGOISO),6 ,51'i A , LItRP. t pra(ISe), PMCISO). FRPPW(IS0) SIGOTASTh~ni A 
000o9ocI, INIGIt OIDJO,GRPU T(,DTA 




c I OCAL VARIAtiI -bi, 
ST t; 
Q I 
000096 C NAME ALPHAHtJMFRIC FILENAME FOR THE SLt-MENT TRUTH FILE SIG 
0000P97 C ROSTf ) RFAD FLAG FOR SEGI ( IITO SKIP RFADING SEGIU 'FOR STG 
O010nit C O'L F'ASSt 0 OTHE14ISL.3 1G0 
0000'49 C E.No LENU-UF-DATA FLAG ( = I IHFN THE END OF DATA IS S GT 
000100 C UEIFk TE? ON SFGID AND/UR SUB1ST) sit; 





















llbF't I FILL OUT bHORt IL*ORDS ON SLTRU FTL.NIG 
WORDS RIO(UII(ED 10 FILL OUT SHORT RECORDS STG IJ 
OU01(06 C S TG 
000107 C LINKAGE ... CALL STG SIG O 
000108 
000109 













OOli12 C FRHHMS = FRROR ,ESSAGF ROVIINE St10 
000113 C IG 
000114 C I It ENA Fi'll SFGHbNT TRUTH FILF Sbt 
0001) 5 
000116 
O it OW;10 
DATA NAMF 
NAME L') 
/ IIHSLOI l4HRUTH /,1PO/0/ 
S1G 0 
o00l I I CiT 
000111 C ***t******4**Ot**4~ 4$f ***f** 7 
000119 C S7G 
000120 C- SG 
O061P1 C SKip HFADER RECORDS OF'SEGMENIID FILE AND SUBSTRATA HIST. FILFSTG 
-0001;2: RFWTND SEGID SIG 
00013P. RAr) (IFG Y) SIG 
000124 RfwINr) SUHAHST S1G 
O00b 
0001P6 
'. . READ (sUBHST) SG 
RFWTRD) SEGIPEJ STG 
0001?7 C WRITF IILAI)ER RFCORD OF SE6MENT TRUTH FILF SIG 
0001?8 NFII LZ I bFGTR - 4 SIG 
0001?9 vRIrL (SEGIRU) NAIE,ICASE,IISFG,( ZERO.1=I,NFIL.L) SIG 
00011O C' SIG 
0001l1 C. INITIA.I7E FLAGS. COUNTERS, ETC. S1G 
0001- NRL(')= .0 bTG 
000113 NRLC(3)= 0 SG 
000154 :N t;,IP = 0, SIG 
000115 :PSTU. = 0.0 SIG 
00016 ENDI) = 0.0 SIG 
0I001 1 I SUMPW = 0.0 SI G 
000148. i SLG = 0 5IG 
Ooo1'39 fI INF.= tXL ItE .TO 
000,10 C , t READ DATA RECORD FROM SUBSTRATA HISIORICAL FILE ST G 
OUNIIII C SIG 
00A1/12 
0011113 
Pool READ (sIJPHST) COUN2,IR.G72,1NE2,1SHA2,I.U.iS2,N3FG S3G 




; 2 DfEt I.CVICV2,CV3,CVq 5G 
P2q IF ( COUN2 JO. FN)FTL ) CO JO 600 sTI 
C ART, RGION AND ZONF FROM bSltlliST WITNIN IHE RANGE OETERHINEO MY SIG 
0601/11 C STAR tR.lS ART , F'1tOI,'AN) FNO2 SG 
000111 -IF 1 iPiG? - STARTR ) 200,230,240 5ig 
- 0001t9 c' - IIIG? = S ARTR. NOW rUPARE IZONT C TO SIART $1G 
000150 
l0i0l0, 
23,0 IF ( 'IOr2 .LT. SARTZ )- 0 O 200 SI; 
C TREG? .GF. STARITR ANLD ILZO14FC .G. SIARTZ SIG 
000 ?o40 IF C FNOR .FO. 0 ) GO TO e60 SIG 
000 13s IF ( Til? - CN.R ) P0,250,600 SIG 
.000 O4 C FTRG?= I fr.J COIPARL IZONE? TO END7 3IG 
0001S' ?0 IF ( I£ONFA .1. EFNDL ) G0 TO 600 GG 
OUOI C IE? .LE. ENL'R AND TjOtE L%. FN Z I(- G 
000197 20 IF.( NsFG *FO. 0 ) Co TO M0 biG 
Oo0iQ1 - C AVANCF 5041IS1 COUNrFR b ; 
OO(1S9 NREC(si)= RL(3) + I ,1G 
000110 C SIG 
000161 . C AR' WE READY 10 READ A SEGMENT FROM THF SEGMENT ID FILE SIG 
000162 C C WF MAY HAVE ALREADY RhAD THf FIR.ST SEGMENT FOR THE CURRENT IG 
000163 C BUIF37IATA BLFURE RFAI)WJU IHL SUBSTRATA FILE ) 8TG 
000164 IF ( pnSilO FO. O.o ) rO TO 300 - STG 
00015' 
000166 
C I SET FLAG TO READ FUmLNI 10 FILL NXl TIME THROUGH THIS LOOIC ITG 
- RDSIU= 0.0 SIGC 
000167 GO T61640 s" 
000168 C STG Ln t 
000119 
000170 
C RLAQ A DATA RLCURI) FROM TEiP L5tG[NT 1) IE SIG 





- I ,SLA,31.UIG(,RION0,ISW St, 




C ANiF N!L(;I N All ZINF FROM bl010 HIIHIN THE RANGE DETERMINED bY SIG 
C STARTR, STARTI, FNIo, AN) ENDZ. .SI C 
00017') 
Ouol7b 
IF ( TIE G - ST.ANTR ) 300,33U.310 bTG 
330 IF f 1/ONF .LT. STARI-7 ) G0 T 300 1Go 
0 
00017i/ C I1I (; *r:Ef. S.IARh1 AN 1 01-IL .GC. $TARTZ S.bl 
(1001741($ 3 ' IF C IrI( ,IJ, (I1 60 'iT1001 , 
000179 IF ( TRFG - EUJR ) 400,390,600 
000 1SO C IRFG= ENuR. NON COMPARE TZONE TO ENDZ 
0)001I 350 IF ( 17ONF .GT. END7 ) GO TO oO 
0001.I, C TRFG .LE. FNnR AND lEONE .LE. FNDZ 
oono i. C 

000114 C CUOMPARE- SUBSTRATA FROM SEGIU TO SUBSTRATA FROM SUBHST. 

O0uoIFb 40 IF ( TRFG - IRL;- ) 440410,470 
000o186 1110 IF ( IZONE - 170E? ) 44,0,420,470 
0001P7 420 IF ( IsTHAT - ISIRA? ) 440,4110,1170 
000188 430.f IF' C" USUB - S0852 ) '440,4k0,470
000 1fi C 
00010 C SUBSTRATA FROM SFGI LT. SOBSTRATA FROM SUHHSI 
0001() c SOHFTTNf; 18 HRUNG. THF FILES ARE INCONSISTENT v.IIH EACH UTHFR 
000112 C OR ONE FILE IS OUT OF ORDERL.bRITE ERROR MFSSAGE. OROP THIS 
OOl3 C SLI:PmNT AND COFTINUL. 
0001(14 ilqo IF ( ITrR IF. PSTARI + I ) CALL ER84ES (AHSTG,3HSTGI,0) 
000191 GO iC) 300 
00019b C 
000197 C SUDSIRATA FROM SFG7) .GT. SUBSTRATA FROM SLIIUHST. 
00019 3 C TIE'FN OF THE CURRENT SUBSTRATA FROM SUBSIST HAS [BEEN REACHED. 
000 09 C SFT FLAG TO SKI'P HrlADING SF6GI1 UN THE FXT PASS SI'4CE THE 
000200 C FIP T SEGMEINT OF THE NEXT SUBSTRATA HAS ALR.ADY BEEN READ FR(M 
O00;!I C St ;IO. 
000202! 470 1,0RI)SO- h1  
00203 GO TO 61 
000204 C IS THIS THE FIRST ITERATION FOR THIS RUN. 
n000os5 480 IF ( ITFR .(T. RSTARI + I ) GO 10 500 
000 06 C FIRST TIFRATTUN. TS SEGMENT FROM LGID IN IVSFG ARRAY FROM 

0o0eO C SOVIrSI 
000 08 DO 490 1-I,NSF(; 
O0o-09 IF ( ISEG .FQ. TUSEG( ) ) GO TO 500 
00(1200 1190 COIJII~uF 
000 , t C SLGMFNT IS NOT IN TOSEG. PRINT WARNING AND DROP THIS SEGMENT 
000212 CALL FRRFrS (3HSIG3HST,,2,0) 
O000is GO TO 300 
0002t'4 C 
000215 500 PWKI= pWK 
000216 pMHt= pKT*OELIPH 
000e17 C TEST FOR /.FRO ERROR CASE C ISTG 3 3 
000218 IF C IsT .i. G 5206o TO 
000219 C 
000220 C rOtApIITF TRUE PH AND TRUE PM FOR THIS SEGMENT. 
000??1 51HMA= PHKrv2/IO0.O 
0002 2 CALL BETAD (SFEI)(),PWk/OS.OSIGMAPWKIOTLRROR) 

000223 IAR(I)= TERROR 
0002?4 IF (ILPROR *NE, O)CALL ERRMES(1HSTG,3HSTG*bO) 
00002?5 IF(TERRIOR .FO.' )I'rKI = .01PitlK 
00006 PMMFA= PWKI*IILTPH-
000227 SI.MA- PMMEAN*LVS 
000V2? CAL! BFTAO (SF -(I),PMIFANSIGMAPMKI9,IRROR) 
00009 IAR(;(I)= TIR IN 
000230 r(ILf;RR qN~. A)CALL ERRMES(311STG3HS51,'4?0) 
000231 IF(ERRNR .r(. 3)P I z PMMEAN 
000232 C 
000233 P1~h61 100.U4I',hI 
000,1 p1h4 100.0+11HI'PK 
OU0235 C 
0002"i0 C WHITE RECOPRD ON SEGXFNT TRUTH FILE 
000,11 ( 20 iRIF S(f(IR U) UNTRY *TNFG, I70'f. 1SIPAT, TI 'US 7TSE*, TRAIN', ITSPRL 



































































































































































AUVANCF CLUNIERSk' 6TG 
NsLG&,= NSrGS f I SIG 
NREC'I)t NREC(1) * I TG 
NSCi'ph= NSLPTQ + I 
SUHPW= 9UPW * PWKI . 
*16 
GIG 
p.F.NbFGS)=PH(NbF 88)= PMXIPHNI STGSIG. 
GO TO 30U SIG 
GIG 
Nfl IF A S'IUSTRATUM. iT G 
SET EN)-OF-DATA FLAG SIG 
END=) 1.0 SIG 
IF ( PRINTF FU.' 0 ) GO TO 650 SIG 
COPIJIF AVFiAGE PM FoR THIS SUBSTRATA sic 
IF C tisrGS',.LO, 0 ) GO TO 650 SIG 
SNbs14- NSL(;'g SI(; 
AV 'Pvf= ;UMPI/SHHR S1; 
CUmpUIE RRIR IN SFGkNT PM SIG 
DO 630 T=I=NSEGS SIG 
kRRPi'(j)= PW(T) - PWK S,.G 
CO(TINuF SIG " 
SIG 
PRINT-SLGENT TRUTH REPORT GATA FbR THIS SUBSTRATA SIG 
SI G 
I6I ( HLIHF + NbI G+I .LE.. 'mX. INE ) G0 'TO 640 bIt, 
FJFCT PAGE AND PRINT HEADERS BEFORE PRINTING SEGMENI TRUTH UATASTG 
CALI FjFCT (5) bT6 
KRITL ((1UTP, I) SIG 
FOIRAT (/30X,13H5 E G M L N I I R U I H R E P 0 R 1// STG 
1 IIX,IIHTRIIE P FUR, 1XIIHIRUE P FOR,4.X,7HAVFRA6E,9XSHtRROR SIG 
. IX, 11IITRIIL 'H FUR/Mg SUIITHATA 51114SIRATA SL(;MFNT,6 S IU 
"HbrGfLNItIOX,21PWl2Y,'HTiN PjWX,7lH$UMLNT,5X,qHITERA!ION) . IG ' 
CALI PACL R (85,6+1) SIG 
WPIT (f)UTP,2) ISUSIbpWpI.)SLC((1) pW(I),AVLPIILRRPHG(1),PH(I) $1G 
1 ,t7IR SIC 
FORMAT (/I? ,F13.4,Il10,4F15.l'4) SIG 
IF ( NsFIS .LT. 
NRITL (CUTP,3) 
I ) ro in 650 , 
( IDSFG(I),P4(1),FRRPW(I)dPIM(I)fIt2,NSEG5 ) 
SI 
SIG 
FOWIAT ( 130 ,F 154,I S X. 2F I ', .l) STI, 
IT Wi.(,S ,ME NSFG, IIIFN PRINT IIARNING THAT SEGMENT IDS ARE SIG 
IJrcolfr CT . STG 
IAR( I) IIS - G 51 G 
I ( MSEGS .NE. USEG ) CALL ERRMFS (3HSTG.IKSTG,5,0) SIG 
N5sl(;5= 0 STG 
S'MP= v,0 SIG 
IF ( FNVD .F .0.0 )G G0 T 200 S1G 
FN0 
NFIt.L= 
OI ATA 0N 
LSFGTR - I 
SEG1D ANU/QI( SUBHST SIG 
bTG$Go 
1\) 
NRItMLNO-F 11 (SEGIRU)E SFGTRU 0FDFIL, C 7ERUI:INFILL SICSIG N 
IF 4NI4) S 0EIRU ST(; -, 
IF ( NSFBTR 
R11TURN 







o tLT STGERt,1.760,71 3903b gf I 
000001 SIBROIITINF STGERR (CnoDF) STGFRR 
000002 c PRINTS ERROR mESSAnES FOR SEGMENT TRUTH GENERATOR STGFRR 
000003 C 87I-RR 
00000/o 
0000n5 
C ARIJIMEtI LIST FUR FRROR PROCFSSING ARGt. ST 
COMMON /AHCLST/ APGI sT 




DIME:NSION IARG(10). Al'l,I sT 
EOUTVALLNCL ( IARbsAP' ) APGt ST 
C AR:I ST 
000010 c FILE DFFTNITTUN.S AND RFCORD LENGTHS FILFS 
.000011 COMMON /FILES / FILES 
000012 1 81G1P LLSEGIDrtOI'W LCROPW,SUAHSTLSUFH AC(4UISLA(q FTILEs 
000013 2 CAMSF ,LCAM8F,C0IERH,LCAMIRtCASF cLCASF YLSUIJTLYSU FilFlS 
00001/. 3 ,lrS1XT,LSIEX,YrS ERRLYSERSE(TUTf U,LSGTRCASDI LCAqU FTIFS 
0000 15 
000016 
I TNP 0HtP1 ' , ,LTACIJ ,CASISF ,LCASUS F TLFS 
INII' F p E ;0 D ,LR?"IM sU8FI-S IACUIISCAtIbF ,CAF1.FRqCASF ,yrsOur F1I. Fs 
000011 1 ST(, XTYESEfRRSE6;TRICASUIS, OLITP TACU ,CASDSF " TILFS 
o00olt C' FILES 
o0009 
0000p00O0uI 
C DATA FOR SFIN;M'T TRUTH GENF.ITOR 'bTDTA ( OHmIJuI /,qlI;DTA/ 8TI-f AI CUiINM(; 6G ILONF ISIRAT,16ULS .ISEG .,ITIAINIVSPRL(6) STuI)TA 
ou00?2 2 *SLAT .51ONG GHTO0,ISW ,COUN? ,IRfLR2 tILONF,ISTRA? STbOTA 
000013 3 ,IJLisS2,SLOTUSEr IFiNU ,HISIPW,AREA ',PWIK NAGQ bTVOTA 
00002,4 4 NA ,VFLTf'W4,DI TPlMCVI .CVZ .CV. ',CVM ,pNKI STVQIA 
000;)5S 1l KI yAVkI'W ,SUIPW ,lsNR iPIHMEANtpW ,Pm *t RRpN STtuDlA 
0000?6 6 ,SIRmA *EPRPIII ST(,flTA 
0000?7 DTNENSI(JN Irh-Er,(IS), ph(15O), PM(b0), FRRPW(150) SI(;f A 
0000?O INIFGFR IlTIONO., GRRPO STb1A 
0000?9 C 7IGMTA 
000o30 C 5TGFIR 
0000"i IN S= .I(:UI)E ,TGFRR 
000032 GO TO (00,2o0 ,300,400,500,600). IMES SIGFRR 
000033 C bTG kR 
000034 too WRITE (OUTPI) IRIG,TFG?,ILONFTzONF2,ISTIRATISTRA2,IIS.UISURSSTUFRR 
00003 1 FORPAT (7IrIOTHE St L"LNT I) FILE ANL) THE SUbSTRATA HISTURICAL FILE STGEHU "p, 
000016 LAR INCONSISTl NT/I.XI4NSEOTD SUIII$T/TH RFGIUNI1l,19/N E., 4I(;FRR 
000037 2 15,197iIl SIRATA,IIt,7J9/11i StUSIRATAI7,I9) bGFRR 
0000i GO TO 900 b%,-RH 
00039 C b 7,FRRR 
000040 PO0 WRITE (OUIP,2) ISEG, IRFG v171ON L ISTRATI,SIItS T6F R 
000011 
0000o 
2 FOR0AT (9II0SEGH NT 1,I I1H IS NOT IN IDb G FROM SURNSI FOR RFGION$TGrRR 
1 *IlIH , /ONF 14, 1014 , STRATA .14,IK'H , SIIBSRATA , 14/ SIIFRR 
0000115 P 5X,?;HSFU?1FNI tWILL HE ORUPVFD) SIGFRR 
0000114 GO T) 900 51 UFHH 
00001I5 C $1 uFRR 
000046 300 WRITE (IOUTP,3) IAR(;(I),FI'WKSIGNAPWKI ST(,FRR i CO 
00(017 3 FORMAT (IOIIOERROR Hk IURN FROM BEFAD ROUTINE. IEpe 12,11H PWK- SIGflRR ( DAJ 
0000U8 1 6I.,.H S1GNA-,FI3.6,7H PWrIwxrI3.,) kt, 





/I00 IqQlTL (O0UTP .4) I AR ( I ) .pMIEANSICMAf'AM I 






1= 0El.htgl4 SIGMA=tE13.b,7H PKILI3.b) 
GO TO 900 8Tt.FRR C 
0000 i01 GF'IR 
O000'L1 
0000),f 
900 WRITE (OUTP.5) IARG(I),NS1-G 51G RR 
PObIHAT IIOIliARNItJG.,. 'j3I(;S =I'I, D . NS.G (1RIM SUIHST) - UTC;f' R 
0000"d6 I Ifi/',1I SLr,E:INT IU MAY lEI JNCO RLI'T ) 51G RR 
ooobq GO TO 900 STtFRR 
000060 C sT (;IRR 
000061 600 WRITE (OUTP.6) SIGFRR
 
000(16, 6 FORMAT (60HOWARNING... NO SEGMENTS PROCESSED BY SFGMENT TRUTH GENESTGERR 
000{)h IRAnI4 ) SI F RR 
0000614 C STLFHR 
0000ob . '0 RFTIJRN bTGFNR 

























































00001J7 .. . . 








0 0 '02 
0l))0,7 
SUBRUU)TfINF SUMRFP 511MREP 
FLAGS AND CO)UNTERS$ FoR CAS $IMUL.ATOR CASFLG 
COAtMUN /['ASf.LG/ LASPLG 
1 H ,PPlLG tNBW 19WH 9WIN£)Oh%IPD OIPP tPPDATEtNREGS CASFLG 
2 MHZTOT tNTAtYSKNSI~NASt~ NRSSH 9NRLAMS CASFLG 
3 yENDC ,LN0RE t ENV1QONIRSTR 1H70TN1E, IRREG CASFLG 
a 9tDUS I LOS(i. ,I.US1 ,LOSSB P.tSS LD tLDSILD t LOS12 tLOS13 CAbFLG 
5 1 OS 14l #L[)Sbl'jt SI tLQSI/ ,LR.CUUNLRRFG tLR7uNELR6TR LA3FLG 
INIF(,FR . PPtL(; W114DOW , PPLDAIF 	 UA!),VL G 
CASP'[ D

FILE OFFINIrlU05S AND RFCOk(D LENGTHS fILF5 
C0111410 /Ft.LES /. ILFS 
1 St:;,!) ,LS11110,CHO(PW ,LCROPW, SUTAHISTLSUBIH ,AC(OUI;SLAC FILES 
2 9CAMSF .,L.CAM F #rAML.RRLCAMLR,CASF tLCASF 9YL.SOt1,LYtSU FTLrS 
3 t S.I{LX Tt [9] GEX YL 9LFR, LYESLR SE-(;I iU, LSI GTR CASDI StLCASU lFILEs 
h1 11 ' 0,UIIP OTAC ,LTACQ iCASqL) ,LCASU$ FILrS 
INIruFR S1:61) tCROP0 ISUfihSfACOUISCA. bF C(AMEkRiCASF 1YFSOUT HLFS 
1 tsT(,FxT YLSE RR, SF (,11Ut CASDIl$ U IP , ACO) 9CASDSF P ILFS 
1'ILFS 
I lf CONTRO)L CARD INPUT DATA Lrm, rI 
tI'l110N /I FEttcm / Lf 11CM 
1 TITLE-( 10) ILASF ClCt4TIlYNTRIALRSIARtTIPRIt:ISrARlRS7ARTZ L. mr.M 
2 rFNI)R 04,DZ ,IST7, ICA'43 9YFS IJACQ PILLASbISEWT qli CC I.Fmcm 
S ICAS? ,ItCAS3i ,IPIPCAM, IPkY0# WRLA3, ICSFs(., ILSLCo, ICS'.i#IC3LCC Lf MCM 
11 7Csf.Yli. ICSF.SE IrSEAC,IRSEFF RED tREU REE HFEtRE~i LtM Cm 
5 oRSF Fr7, IC$f STT CSECU, ICSEYS t7CSLCV, IcsFLD LF Mr.1 
DIFN5 I Ok RSELD 7 ) LF M{CM 
DOUPL.F PhECISIUN 1ISLFD tRSEEI)IRSEEL)?,RSE r)3,HSLE IRSEED5b LFH1CM 
I P3;FF[)6,tR5LFU7 LF Mr. 
FEOUTVALI 11CL ( ROL{LI),RStEnl ) LFf IC i 
INT FW'R kSTART tSTAR iR1 $ARTZLWDR rNF,'z LF MCM 
LF mCm
 




I. 	 NPAGF t INi. #MxL litNSTTL tSUliITL( 10) PAW CH 
PA6,F CH 
STATISTICAL INFORMATION FOR LEMH 	 5TATS
 
COMHON /5 1t. r'S / STATS 
1 1IT R NSf-G 1R, NCt MSIl,NYE.SH t NRFL(7) t H(.SCRNCASDP S TATb 
EO}UIVALI'NV'. NIFTIER ). TATS 
6TATS 
CA$ CONTROL CARO INPilT DATA AND CONSTANTS CASCM 
COMMON /(-ASCH' / - CA.5FM 
1' AR~fACF, Y(F o, 'I1)C F APRUTS0 0 ) PPH1JIS0,G2) t yPRIIIS (3.,2) LASCH 
' I ARF AP ) ,b'HAX tNH ISTY ,fill ,tTOPT AUN ITS91)rI S TF1 , 44I ND(4 ) CASCH -l
 
011? 1 Ol R ( if ) t APIR. , I Pll) ( 5, 1 ) 'OAIF IPIROATk(111) ALch!)
141 m 
IN'IHG R fillt TUPT, AUt!ITS,()IST (F gHiWlttD#tPR'(]P.APIFPPRUT)A E CAS CH an NO 
cpsFH(m
 
SUmmARY DATA 'llnR RFPORTS SUlIDA '
 
CO)MMON /,SUmI) TA/ 8 t I, DT A
 
I CV AII'lI f.Vt. VE , CVFP I V, CSU MH ( O {$ I 	 c)VII A , 5Dr CV PFI ifI! 
llr4/nj A 1 
rAS DAIA 31 T 15 (COlUNTRY DATA -- SFCOND PASS)} D.ETt$ 
COti.lUt P{I 7I S/ Uf;.I I s 
1 HHIAC , C ;AC ,AtRRC AV'ARC PLU ,PO ,RR~ PVR )F 
9TYC ,:YC /YLRRC 141C tHm.C tCTIC CIPC tCT3C tANAVC O-St T[3
 
A'lf'kVC,(.l L.WA CLFfF'PO#Ll AI CCL.PIFC AT CtFt.IPI C o'st 113; C 
lithmRIAL mIC , WlC US L 1 
000059 ' DS-.(I~'0FTI3(25) US'-ETIs 
000060 
00601,1 c 

















C I HEADERS 
CAL I I'JfC T( 3 ) 











f0DRMAT(/o '1Xt45liC D Ut it T R Y 
WRITE IillTP, 3000) rUNTRY,NT 
FfMM<AI(I X 91ALO)UN IRy ,A6 t iH 
WRIT L (0111p,110O) 
5 U M M A R Y 
ITERATION , 13) 












11000 FDRMAI(I/ 12X ,I'+i 6X #LHA R E A 9 169 1 H* ,OXIXOHY I 
I|tiAX,2011P R 0 1) U C I 1 0 N ) 
1NDyxAljN1T + 
WP 1fL(i:' ,"000 ) (A:11 D )tI l{ 0 w( PU S( 
1 (PPl1uTb(I , VJDX), I=t,b) ,btlmtR~ 
5000 FO)RPATC 1 1X, tilt, IUJX,1lAf,,6)k, I H# ,3A6, fH0.b,S A6)
104R1Tt (ol}IP , 6000)
6000 Fnkld.IT I(I X Ifit , 4 X,IH* ,I BX ,IH* ) 
E L 0 4X9 










0 0 0 0 A!2 
O0000?1 
0000114 
00 0 0 V5b 
00 a0P.6 
0 00)81 
0}0 00 81,R 
e o0008( 
0 0 0 0 9 0 
0 0 0 0 11 
oonr)e 
00009Opp=0 
0 0 0 9 I 
hRI Ti. (1)(irP 70(00) 
7 0 0 0 F OI AT C1 ,X IHtit ,I 3X ,P( ? rV ?8X ) ,21C V 95X , 11 4111O X tb6 S T D E V T 2X t 
I IP* , 1 ?X, 3(,?PcV 8X) ) 
WRITt (L)IMlR+000) 
8 0 0 0 F D RI10,T IX , I()HP tvr IC T I (N q I H * ,tX q4IH 1S T . ,5 Y ,T7HAN AL . t4A 3 yt
11 P'ARF A E-STI , tX, ' fF R 9'0P ,3 X , H14 v2X, MEb T ,b6X , 3 1PCT , I X *1H 
2 p x nlt r r. 111A t8HAIIAL PRI~t X,/01llD EST 01Y,511FERPUR ) 
ITf,( u I J IP t90 0U) 
9000 F 0R tA I( 1X ,5111MI , 3'X ,IH 2X HA , 5X ,3 ( )H ( P CI IR U F I) t3 11 $ 
1 5lY If'1 -U , X ,+5H t (RR R92 X , 1 11 2+eX , 1 HP R D , 4X , 1 0IIH CP C T TP U E ) ) / )
C 
C 1RITE UHlT PR1IIM ON POINT6 FOR FIRST PAGF 






5 UtMR i P 
blIimR FP 
S t11 . P 
bli Rl.P 


















0 U 0()109 
000110o 
F nH D( ) [{. ) GO TOl 10 
IPP=Ilp+ l 
WRITt (oMITP,t11O0) 1,(C, UMR(J.IPP),J=t IO)
1500 FOlV'AI(6X,II3X 0I O I F O 2 F .I 3 O, ]svRtP 
1 0 C NT Ira' 
IF(tJPDA'E.E Q .0) (,0 TO 30 
DO 20 I=I,NPAIF 
IPP=iPP+l 
R1TL(oUIP ?500) 1lPRD f2 I) IIP U(5 I) fIPRD(I q I) 
1 - (C $ UFIR (J tlPP) t+j=l llO 
000105 
~~~~ 
?O ONT IJul 
30 C (NT IfNUF 
C.ALL. PAf;ER(IPP) 
c 
C WRITE MTtl SOMMARy INFORMATION ONt FIRST PAGE 
S1URFP 
SIM Lp 

























0 0 0 1 8 
C .ALI I'A ZL P (h ) 
lAr ,= AC4ARFA('F 
TWAC= T6Af *ARl-ACF 
TYC = TYC *YCF 
f 'Pn bf- IP R lD r * P I + ISIC F 
WRIIL(t))UTP, il,00) 111hAC, (APRUISC [ INUX) v1=1,4 ) 
500 F')k+AI(I/1;X. ,Io[ISTr(14 1CAL AR1, A,3X tl 10.2t 3X# 110 ) 
ilI I ( 11, 1 ' , t h ) I VA C,(A 1114 1 1T ( I , I UX) II q) 
8 1111F r,. 
bINNER p 
sutnREP 
b ;I E 
, t M R L 
Pll~l) 
S14114.P 
,,i~U l yI, 
-
C) 
000119 4500 FVRMAT(?X,9iNTRF- AREA,9XtFI0.PX,4A6) 
*0001?0POIIT(OUiP,5500) TYC,(YPRIITS'(IINOX),tlm3) 
0001P! 5500 FORMAT ?XIOHTRIi. YIE-L tlf 10.?, 3X, 3A6) 
oo I?p. WHITE (,iUTP, 6500) TPRUDC. (PPRT$( I #INDX) I1 5) 






















C 'SECONI) PACE" 
C tIrAD[ HS 
CALl FjFCT(I I) 
hItITL (f1l IIP. 1000 ) 
NPITL(oUlTP,3000) CUNTRYNT 
I1 TI (ollfI,7b00) 
1500 FONIAI(//0X,?2HARLA CONFiDENCE LEVELS,?4X, 
1 28.PRUDUCTIO CUNFTDFNCE LEVELS ) 
IRvIT!(nlITPAbO0) 
8500 FOttIA'T(IX.1IIIRFUDTCTIoN ) 
j q50o), 
9500 FiRMAI(IXbiIP0I(Nr2X,2(IOHTRUE/ERROR2Xx7THFST/rST,2X. 
1 I R11L .S,3XS7HIR1L/hC, IIX)/)
C 
SIJIR E P 
btI IRLEP 
S (1 PE1P 























C WRITE OlIT PREPICTION POINTS FOR ,ECOND PAGE 
XPP , 
DO '10 1=1,4 
IF(IiIND-(1).b.0) GO TO 40 
IF'P-lI'p+l 
W"0iL(jtIIlP, 1l10) 1,(CSUMH(JtIPP),J=lI,1) 
1100 FOH14AT(Xll, Il3X2(4F 10.3 .1OX)) 
410 CONTINLIf 
I F(lJIATL...) (IX 1O 50 
( 60 i-l-,NPDATF 
II 'II=I Pp + I 













00 (I' 2 2100 FO UAI (2X,2( 12 , 11/12 10X2(iF.3F OX)) SI E0 
000 15.3 
000194 







00015I 7000198 3100 
CALL PAGLiP(TPP) 
CALL. PAAEP(3)
HPI.TEf oUTP 31001 















1 5510IUP/ERROR AREA AND PRODUC 1ION CON IVENCE LI-VELS ARE 9-' 
1 35ICALCUI ATLI) ONLY FOR FINAL ITERATION ) 
SET NLINE TO EJEC PAGF APTflR CUINTkY SUMMARY REPORT BEFORE 
PRINTING ANY MORE OUTPUT 












FLT TSAVFI,7604;7, 6t?47 I! 





















I ITkIN (1I,?P)9 TrIOTo TMM(Sq, -5), T.f (3,,4?bITVV (39,11,2 )
1 TPTRIL:, T7 ZULU((4) .TPLST (4), Tf"RR (1), TERTOT (3) TH (3) 9TV (3)1T C3) 
INTF OflRIUTI IJ0LI . 
















FOUTVALF NCL ( ITRAIN,CUIhJ7) 
.PAI0S 
COMMON/TNI)X/ I4"LX( I) II'01(41001e) ,IPNT.(200I ) ,lIPENVIPIN 
FILE DFFINITTUIS AND RECORD LENGTHS 
COMHUl /FILES / 
1 SL() LSEGIOICfnl'W ,LCROPW,SU8HSTLSUBH ,ACOUrS9LACO 
? ,CAMSI CCAMI CAHLRRLCAMLR#CASF ,LCASF ,YI:SOUT,LYlSU 
3 *S(GLXT,LSIGLX,YESLPR.LYrELRI,SELG'RU,)LSLGTR,CASISLCASD 
.T0P O1TP ,TACU *LTACi (ASUSFoLCASI)S,
IN IFGFi< SLGID ,LRUP,4 SUIIS IACOL'IS,, A.ISF ,CArMFRRvCASl .YFSOUT 
























COMMON /AR;LS T/ 
I Ni RRS *NFATAI.,NPFRRS,NAHG 
DTMIF14SION 1AR10)











. C 'OPFN F ILI 




IF(IOPT.NF.0) GO TO 10 
L=50 




o0003i RETIkN TSAVE **-I 
0000"s C ISAVE 
000016 
000017 






IF(IOPT.NF.-I) GO) To P0 




0 o oit C 

















I?(IOPT.NFa.) GO TO 1% 
IPLlJ=IiENo+ I 



























CALl RAIIACIF ITAC, 
RFI LIR1I 
IPFNl)7 TRAINI 100 INDX,I?) ISAVE 
ISs VIc 
O0000b C I SAVE 
0000u,6
0000%I 
C rINrSH) WHIIFS - 80141 
? (.06"4INut ,5IAVt 
yPolNltIPNT2 ISAVL 
0oOtgll I tUP1.10 .3)GO TO 0A;AvL. 
0000S19 lPOINTT(PrFwt$+t)=9999999 
000060 tALL S0RIAG(IPOUJTlIIPFN),IPNT2) 
000061. 
000062 
CALL RANACF(TACQ, O,0.O,Ot-t) 
RF TIMN 
0000Ai' C 
00006, C REALD FR's FILE, 
00006$ C 
600066 C FIND !NIIFX TO INDEX, BINARY SEARCH 
000067 
000066 
30 COROT ImU[ 
IL:l 
000069 1i=TPrtFl 




IF(IPINT(ILOO).FO.I SEC GO TO 35 
00007. IF (TPIfTILOK).GT.SLEfl) IHILOOK-1 
000074 IF(IPIINT (I'0Is%) .LT.ISLG) II tILObIil 
000015 IF(h.Ga.0C) GO TO 3 
00007b IRAD= 1 
000071 RLIIIR j 
000078 C 
000079 C FOUND CLRRECT INDEX 
000080 35 CONTIt'I I F 
00OO1 C 






















































SUBRUJTINE TSUB TSUB 
C CUMPUTES THE -UANTITY'T (SECOND TERM OF PPS AREA VARIANCE EQN.)TSUB 
C T IS GIVEN BY EO. 39 IN CAS PRnBLEM DESCRIPTInN. TSUB 
C TSUB 
C DATA BLOCK FOR'CAS CUMULATIVE FILE CASCUM 
C CAS DATA SETS 14, i5, 16, AND 17 CASCUM 
COMMON /CASCJM/ CASCUM 
1 CASCUM(32) , BIFFR.(504) CASCUM 
DIMENSION ICASC(32), DSET14(22), DSET15(22), DSET16(22) CASCUM 
I ,DSET17(28) CASCUM 
EOUIVALENCE ( ICASC,CASCIIM CA'SCUM 
EOUI-VALENCE ( )SET14,DSETI5,DSETI6,DSET17,CASCUM(5) ) CASCUM 
1 , ( SOAEIS,SQAERZ,SOAERR,SOAERCCASCUM(24) ) CASCUM 
2 , ( SQPERS,SOPERZ,SQPERR,SOPERCCASCUM(25) ) CASCULM 
3 , ( SOYERS,SOYFRZ,SOYERR,SOYERC,CASCUM(26) ) CASCUM 
C CASCUM 
C DATA BLOCK FOR CAS DISTRIBUTION FILE (DATA SET 19) CASDSB 
DIMENSION CASDSB ('303) CASDSB 
E(JUIVALENCE ( CASDSB,BJFFR ) CASDSB 
DIMENSION ICASD(303), HWA2K(60), WAKNEY(60), PIK(60) CASDSB 
EQUIVALENCE ( ICASD,HWA2K,CASDSB ), ( WAKNEY,CASDSB(61) CASDSB 
1 , PIKCASDSB(121) ) CASDSB 
C CASDSB 
C CAS DATA SETS 4, 5, AND 6 (AT STRATA ILEVEL) DSETA4 
COMMUN /DSET4 / DSET4 
I STRATA,TWASI ,HWASI ,EWASI ,XMLJS ,XCTIS ,ANVS1 JULY76 
2 ,TWAS2 ,HWAS2 ,EWAS2 ,XM2JS ,XCT2S ,ANVS2 ,T JULY76 
3 ,TWAS3,HWAS3,XCT3S 
4 ,XYS ,XESTYS,EVYRS ,P2IDPK,VIV2S ,VARS ,ANVARS JULY76 
5 ,FIIL4(57) 
INTEGER STRATA "II Y76 
DIMENSION DSET4(24), DSETS(7), DST6(3) JULY76 (V 
EQUIVALENCE C DSET4,STRATA ), I DSET5,TWAS2 ), I DSET6,TWAS3 DSET4 
C DSET4 
C TSUB 10 o 
CON = XM2JS/HWAS2 TSUB 
NS2 = XCT2S TSUB 
C COMPUTE ALL_ PI(K), THE SUM OF PI(K)**2 OVER ALL SUBSTRATA, TSUB 
C AND THE SUM OF PI(K)*"3 OVER ALL SUBSTRATA. TSUB 
SUM2= 0.0 TSUB 
SUM3= 0.0 TSUB 
DU 110 K=I,NS2 TSUB 
PIK(K)= CON*HWA2K(K) TSUB 
SUM2= SUM2 + PIK(K)w*2 TSUB 
SUM3= SUM3'+ PIK(K)**3 TSUB 
110 CONTINUE TSUJB 
C TSUB 
C COMPUTE CONSTANTS WHICH DEPEND ONLY UPON M2JS AND HWAS2 TSUB 
C INDEPENDENT OF SUBSTRATA rSUB 
CUNL= (XM2JS-1.0)/XM2JS TSUB 
CUN2= CON1/XM2JS TSUB 
CUN3 = 2.0*CON2/XM2JS TSUB' 
CON3S= CON2*SUM2/XM2JS TSUB 
CUN4S= 3.0CON3S/XM2JS TSUB 
CUN4S3= CON3*'SUM3/XM2JS TSUB 
'CUN5S2= CON4S*SUM2/XM2JS TSUB 
C TSUB 
NS2M1= NS2 - 1 TSUB 
DO 210 K=1,NS2MI TSUB 
WAKPIK= WAKNEY(K)iPIK(K) TSUB 
PIK2= PIK(K)**2 TSUB 
PIK3= PIK2'*PIK(K) TSUB 
C ISUB 
KP1= K + 1 TSUB 
DO 210 KP=KPi,NS2 FSUB 
PIKPKP= PIK(K)'PIK(KP) TSUB 
TERM2= PIK2*PIK(KP) + PIK(K)*PIK(KP)**2 TSUB 
'C TSUB 
PIKPP= CONI*PIKPKP A CON2*TERM2 - CUN3S*PIKPKP ISUB 
1 + CON3'*( PIK3*PIK(KP) + PIK(K)'"PIK(KP)**3 + P1K2*PIK(KP)**2 ) TSUB 
2 - CI)N4-S*TERM2 + CON5S2*PIKPKP - CON4S3-,PIKPKP TSUB 
C TIR 0 
T= T + ( PIKPKP - PIKPP )' ( WAKPIK - WAKNEY(KP)/ PIK(KP) )**2 TSUB 
210 CUNTINUE TSUB 
C TSUB No' 
900 RETURN TSUB N 
END TSUB .4 
ci 
Q, 
ELT WRAPUPt,1,76030. 50107 , 1 
00000I SUIsROUTTNF WRAPUP WRAPUP 









ACLFSS FILLES (CASCUM AND CASOIS) 
JNf-ORtATION AT Fil) OF IN. 
T'WAPUP 
WPAPuP 
6oOo kf0C NAPUP 
000006 C ARCUHLNT LIST FOR FRPUR PROCESSING AR61. ST 
000007 COItIMOL /AR(ILST/ AFPr,L ST 
00000 8 HNIRS ,NFATA NIFRRb,NARG ,ANG([0) APuLST 
0WWII9 
0000to 
DIMFNSIO I AR6(10) 
LOUIVALrNCL C TAR69APG ) 
ARILST 
AFPLI ST 
000011 C APt ST 




I ARFACF Y.CF 
/ 






P AFqF APS,'?P14AX tNIITISTYH.1 TOPT *AUISTTDIS FF ,HWINO(4) 
3 vii PI(OR (4) ,APRLP *IPR l NPDAIE,PRIATL(I'l) 




000018- C LASCH 
009019 C DATA bLOCK FOR CA$ CiMII ATIVF FILL CASCUM 






1 CASICtIV(3?) , HUFIR(504) 
DIMNSI014 ILASC(32), DsETl(22), 






000025 LOUIVALI-NCL C ICAbCCASCUM ) LAbCrU 
OUOb EOUIYAIF/1CLF ICEbtiI4,U TIDSUI6,DSETITCACUM(5) 3 CA$CIMi 





, ( SOPFRSSiPI R/ SOPpHRSUPE RCLACUU.2) 
s(YHRS, NUYIZ,$OYI iRSt)YFlRC ,CASCUH(26) 3 LASCUM LA6CUHt 
000030 C CASCUM 
000031 
000032 
C DATA 1OLurK FOR CAb UTSTHIOUTTUN 
vit1W-SION . CAS.SI1(. A31 
FILL (DATA SFI I9) LAbr)sl 
CA&Ds 
O0o003" EOVIVAI FNCL ( CASuSb.Il',FF ) LASDSB 
00003" 
00003 
DTN.ENSION ICASD(303), fRAI'K(6,0)9 WAKNFY(60), PIt(0) 
E')IJVALF NCE ( ICASDH4A2KCASUSIA )I ( WAKNFYCAbfSI(61) I 
LA$0$I% 
CASOSH 
000036 1 * PpIKvCASDSM(121) ) CASDSR 
000031 C CASOUB 





/rASF I G/ 










,1NDRLG tENI)/ON, IRSTH , IRZUNE; RRF6 
, NkSSIH NQ'lCAMS LASFLG 
CASFLG 
000043 4 1 USI ,LP$4 ,LUS I ,LOS8 1 9 , O 10O .1 DS I LDSO12 L.US13 LASFLG 
0000114 5 : DI1 LSt5 iLDSIA LObI? ,IRCOUNLRkEG i.tNZONELRSTR ALS G 
0u000S IlIFGE R PPFLG , WINDOW , P1DAIk LASiLG 
0000116, CAbFLG fk0 0 




NOHUN /( TRI. / .NTRL 
1 I'I <N1f, NSIAIRTSLFO(7)






0000f" J. CIlUIILE PiE CT ION- SELO C RIL 






/I ILL.S' / 
AND RECORD LENGTHS F TL.F6 
-11 s cI 






S I:G.X I 
LCAMSFCAM4L.PFLCAMLRCASF vLCASF 
LS I (f-I.X YLSL hRLYkSLR, SLG IPU,LSLI I .YESOUr[LYESO,f ASOT SLCA5U IISFS i I L F ; 
Ot)10'.l i .111' ki)IP )T AI L I ACU ,CASI)SF *Lr ASM, IT 1', 
0000S9 . I IJEGFR SEhID ,CROPW ,SUARISIACUUISC'ANSF *CAKERRvCASF YF80UT HILrS 
000060 :t ,SIGEXT,YLSERHSEGTRUtCASDiS,6UrP ,TACQ iCASDSF FILES 
000061 C FILFS 
0000/,2 C INDEX RECoRt) FOR CA$ CIINULAIIVF FILE (CASF) IYCASF 
0100063 COMMIN /TXCASF/ IILASF 
000064 1l TXCASF ( 1) ,LIXCAS ILY.ASF 
00001.5 C 1XL ASF 
000066 C DATA ULUCh FOR CAS DTSTHIUUIION FILE IXoISF 
000Oh7 COMMON /IXDISF/ , IXDbF 
000068 .1 TXrgSF( 0., LIXCIS IX1)SF 
O.00069 C OTb ... SOb ONLY ALLOWS UP TO 8 PRDICTION POINTS INCLUDING IXUISF 
00070 C RIOWTNDOWS ( bOb = I I + 8*63, INDFX + HEADER + I3 PHED. PIS.)IXINlsF 
000071 - C IXUI$F 
000072 C LEN CONTROL CARD INPUT DATA LF MCH 




2 ' ttIP.R s&Itl 
,TLASF ,CUNTHtY,NTRIALRST.ARTTPRINT,STARTRtSrARTL Lf Cm 
,ISTG ,ICAMS pIYP ,*IACO tICL ASSISLXT p16CC .fVCH 
000076 3 .ICAS? ,ICAS3 .]IPRCAMIPRYLSIPRCAS, CStS-, ICSLCHi,ICSES"# ICSLCE LfMCt' 
000071 4 ,It$YII('SESFtICSLACHSLEVUI ,P +RSA2,RSEED3.kSEED4,kSLEUStRSEE06 LFI'C 
000078 5 ,VbFEDIICSFSTILSECu,ICSEYSIWCSLCU.ICECMM 
000079 I)1MP NS1(IN RbE,(7) , LF Hf:M 
OOnOOiu DOUILF 'PRFClSION RflEFU ,RSEEOI ,SEED?,RSEEl3,RSEFD4, ISEEDI I mcM 
no00I I , bI N!,EF'U7 LI Hfir 
0000112 
00003 
E.UIVALFI CE ( RtEF.FfPSFE)I ) 
INTEGR RSIARTSTARI4,STN ZLNLDR ,ENDL 
INCH 
LF MCM 
00001lI .C LE'tCH 
000115 L STATISTICAL INFORMATION FOR LEH SIATS 
00000b 'COmmuN /STATS / STATS 
AUOOoP.1 I IIFR ,N!LGIP,NLAMSRNYESR IJREC(7),NCASCRNCASUP bTATS 
0000)8 EOUIVALENCE ( NI,1TER ) STATS 







1RITF HEADER RECORD ON CAS CUMULATIVE FILE 






CAscup' (3)= TCASE rON ry K'RAPUP 8UA P UP 
00005 ICASL(IJ)= 1 4 IIAPUP 
000096 'ICASC(5) = HFbS HWAPUP 
000097 ICASC(6) = ?V210T WNAPUP 
000098 ICASC(7) = HTHAT NJAPUP 
000099 C . ' WPAPLIP 
000100OU0101 C"'NHW= STORI0 8IOb[14 0)W NUMBFRS IN WORDS 10-13 OF HEADER RECORD hWARUPHP APUP 
QuOion D ITO I= iI IJRAICUP 




. IF (C wINDkI) *Eo. 0 
NfO= IjW 4 1 
ICASC(NIH49)= I 






000107 110 CONTINUE NfAPUP CD 
00016a C NP APUP 









00011. C STfRF 7ULU PREDICTION 'DATES IN WORDS lam27. OF HEADER RECORD WiRAPUP 
000113 DO Ic.0 kIt RAPUIJP 
00011 ICASOC4-13)n PhWAT(I) W APUt'c 
90015I 120 CONTINUF WRAPUP L 
000116 C IAPUP CD 
0061 17 L F~ll. IN U:ST OF lIEAUFII RECOID WITH ZFROS WI;Ai'JP 
O001 18 1 00 1 0nIpapLCASt I"PAlP 
000119 ICAscj7)= 0 WmRAPUP 
0001?0 130 CONTINUF WRAPUP 
00.01?A C WRAPOP 
S000la 
000123 C 
CALL RANACF ( CASFtICASCIMLCA3FtlXCASF,LIXCAS,2). 
COsl CAS CUMUI AT IVI F ILE 
WPAPUP 
hPAPUP 
0,00 1?4 CALL RAIACF (CASFvOqo0,0OOv-.l) hRAPUP 
0 0 0 1. CRAPUP F 
000?6 IF I oISTFF fu. 0 ) 60 TO 600 HPAPUP 
00011 C NAPUP 
0001?1 WHTF IIEAD.IR RFCORP ONTO CA8 DISTRIBIITION FILE.' WFAPUP 
0001?9 C NOTE THAT CASCUM ARRAY IS BEING USED INT.EAD (OF THE CA$DIS HRAPOP 
0001,50 C ARRAY. KRAPuP 
0001i) . CAbCUI{.= bHCASUIS hFAPUP 
000132 ICASC(7)B 0 "RAPOP 
000133 
n000jil'l C 
CALL RAL'ACF (CASDTS1iCASCUMt.CASDtIXDSFLIXDIS,?) 
CLrsF rAS DI SIRIBU1TlbN FILE ' 
NPAPUP 
RAIi'P 
00015 'CALL. JPAfACr (CASUIS90,9,0,O*00-1) hRAPUP 
000136 C WRAPUP 





81RSSH- NSSHSK + I 
NRCAMS - NCAMS + I 
WRAPUP 
tI' AI'IJ) 
0001110 N2 NRYES - NYLSSX + I NRAPOP 
OU0)1'11 NCASCR NRiFG3 + 1100T + NSTRAT * I APAPUp 
00011! NCASOT' t (NRLGh + N/.IOI t 3)4I'PP VdIAIPU$' 
0001'l3 C WPAPOP 
000144 CALL FJFCT (33) VIRAPIP 
00,i15 WRITE IOU1P-l) NSIART.NTNRECNItN2,NSEGTNiNCAMSRtNYESRNCASCR WPAPUP 
o00146 I NCASIR,SFFOiN1FRRS ,IRAPUP 
000llt1 C WPAPI'P 
000118 1 FORMAT (/'0i)C!HR U G R A M $ I A I U S I 4NF 0 R M A I 1 0 NmAPUP 
0061,19 IN //Iy.T5tX,?P'IIINITIAL MONTE CARLO ITERATION NRAPLIP 
000190 2 /bX , IbSY, 'IiINAL "HONTE LARLO TI RATIOIN 1RAPUP 
000151 3 //SX 5 3HRFCORPS READ FROM SEGMEHl it)FILE KPAPUP 
000uIj' 4 ' /5( '5.bX,4IIIRFCORDS READ FROM CROP WINDDn FILF WRAPUP 
0001%3 5 /SX X O4$'ROFP5 R.1.EAL) FRITOH SUiISIRAT. HISTORICAL FILE W*APUP 
0001c,4 6 /5X, IS,5X,33ShIit ORIS RFAD FRltO CAMS FRRUR FILL IPAPUP 
0005 7 /l'Y,IS,5bX, I1I ICOIiS t All FRfTM YES FR:RIH MOUFL F ILE WRPAPUP 
000i56 8 /5,X Ib,SX ,'14l0r0LlRr)S READ FROM bIGNATURE EXIENSION FILLE - fRAPUP 





//bX, 1b,8X, ,SkrFLIRDS 1I-A!) FRM CANS OUtPUTT F LF 
/Y I.b5X , I-RELD0RS RFAD F tROMyFS ERROR MODEL FILE : 
WRAPUP 
WRAPuP 
000110 C /X , T,SX,S9SRFLvcRDnS WRITIFN ONTO SLf.NENT TRUIH FILE WPAPUP 
000161 D eX, b5SX, 7,hFCORDb iRITI+ N ONI,l CAMS O11PUT FILE WRAPUP 
000162 E /5X,1S,bX,3HI(FL0.PS WRITIFN UNTO YES OUTPII FILF hRAPUP 
00011,3 F /SYI',XOHRFCRfS WIRITIFN ONLI CAS COtULATIVL FILE KRAPUP 




H //8X ,?2HlAN.OtI NUMBIR 
1//b X,1,bY l,'Il 
900 RFTURN 
,SELOZ 1 /6/ 











0 ELT YkS0l,760428, 74670 , I 
000001 $1IIRUUTTNF YES YFS 
000002 C YFS 
000003 C THIS SOOROUTINE CALCU.ATES"THE ESTIMATED YIELD FROM THE TRUI YIELD YES 
0060(14 C ANr, A RANDOM NUIBIP FROM A B) TA DISRIHUTIONt A BIAS AND A Yl S 
000005 C STANI)A) DrVIATION. IT NELDS INPUT FILE YESLRIHR ANy PRODUCES Yf 3 
o000b C OUTP11T FILE YESUii, ALSO AN OPTIONAL REPORT. YES 
000007 C YF s 
000008 C LEM CONrROL CARD INPUT DATA LF MCM 
000009 COMMON /1LMCH / LF MCM 
000010 1 ' TITLF (10) ,TCASE CIJNTRYNIRIALkSTART,IPPINISTARTRISTARTZ LFhrM 
00001 1 2 ,FWOui 0,LI1Z , T:,TU , ICAMS ,IV b IACO vlLIASS,ISFX'f tbCC LIf 1CM 
000012 3 1 .IPRCAM,IPRYLSIPPCAS,SICSFSC.ICSLCt,ICbSFSIt9LtCE LFICH,ICAS? ICASS, 
000013 4 I FYMyLCSESEf CLACNSEFDIf ,rLflIiHSEED3,IfbFEDqIHSLEU5,RbEEDb 
000014 5 RS[ tD7, ISFSr, fCBL.O, ICSEYSt ICSECU, ICbFCD 
00001' 0IM 'N.1ON 'PbEfC(7) 
00O00 DOUFILF PRFCISTON RSEF ,RSELI)I ,RSEED?PtEEO3'RSEE04,RSELD5 
000017 1 ,PSFFIb'RSLED7 
000018 EOUIVALENCL ( RSFEI),PSFEDI ) 
000019 INJ1FGF.R PSTARTISTA11P,SIARILZENR ,FNDL 
0000?0 CL 
)Oo)?I C CUITIUI PARAALTEI'S 1Ok LEH PRUGRAH 
0000or COMMON VC!4T,(L / 
0000 3 I f'RTNTF.NSIARTSEEP(7) 
000014 INIF(,FR PRINTF-
0000P5 DOUB1LE P~rCTSIuN SEED 
0000pb c 
0007 C AI,.UjlHI LIST FOR IRROR' PROCESSING 
6000? COMMON /ARr LI / 
0000;19 1 NLIRS ,NFATALNPERhS,NARC; tARC( O) 
000030 DIMENS ION IARG(10) 





010033 C F LCL OFFTNI ITONS AND RECOlD) LENGTHS 

000"14 COMMON /FIt ES / 

0000 5 I SL(,I ,LSLGII)DCHOPW LCkOPW,SU1HI1,LSUVII *ACIUTS,LACO 

000016 2 (CANSF ,LCAbFCAMERRLCAHRCA.M ,LCASF l,YLSOMI1,LYL1 

0000o"7 3 ,SICEXTLSI(;LX,YESERR,LYLSLRSLGIIU.LSEG!P('CASOISLCASD 

000033 1i ,I IPTUtlP4TAC. ,LTACU ,CASUSF,LCASOS 

000039 IN iU FR SL(.Id) KCROP1 ,.SUBSIACUIIIS,AIb0F ,CAMFkRCASF 
000000 I ,SILb XT, YLSFI'RtSELGTlU ,CASI)1SUkIP ,TACO ,CASDSF 
O000A I 
000012 C STATISTICAL TNFOI"-PtON FUR [EM 
000003 COMiMON /STAI / 
0000114 1 IIru ,NSEGTRNCAtSR .NYESR ,NREC( jNCASCRhCASUR 
00o0lls EOUIVALFNCL ( NI,/TLR ) 
0000116 
C0000/ PAflE LJECT CONTROL PARAHETERS FOR LEM 
l /PACE 
0000119 1 ( 111 -MXL IN3., NSITL ,SUI ITL (10) 







0000"1 CM(IItOI/YLSIN/ CU, IiLGr1ZONF v ISTHAIYTHUhIZULU(6) , 1A() 
000o- I 50(,) 
O00no' COfII4UN /YLSUT/ CTIL), REr.I0, IZOID IS I R ,YSTR I'PRDD(h), YSCI (6), 
0000"SL I V9Y t(&) 
0000',5 I)T MFN. IN YNAM-. (2) 9 TOUT (3) 
000056 DAITA IrILL /0/ 
000(0,7 OAI A yNAIj ( I )/.HYFb/,YNAM1rwM /IH 1 -1 



















































.INEW = 0 
YES 
lN LW 
000061, RFWTINO YESLRR' YES 
- 00006A RFWTIII' YISOIT1 YES 
000063 NY[ Sl=O - yE S 
000064 NLC(',) I yES 
000065 hARG=O Yf 5 
000066 NSTTL=O YES 
000067 C YfS 
000068 C SKIP IiLADFN YES 
000069 HFAP(YESERR) YES 
* 00,0070 C YS 
000071 C...."SKIP TO iFGINNING ZONE YES 
(000072 10 hEAIMYFSH.IRR) COIJN,IRGtTZONEISTRAItYTRUt yFb 
000073 1 (1I41 U(1) .VIAS(I) tSD(I 111=t6) YI S 
000074 IF(COItj.N&.,ZZZZ) GO To ?0 YES 




C IF CANNOT FIND START 7ONE, REPORT 
















GO TU 10 YFS 
YE S 
0000114 C WRITE IFAOER TO OUTPUT MEI YES 
O000081 WRITLCyESOUT)YNAMEL(1) ,YAE(2),ICASFt (IFILLI1=1I 1LMP) YES 
000080 22 COMII'iF YES 
00008'7 1 =CIll YEs 
000011 B 
Oo00o9 




0000"00 ISlRIr=ISTHAT YES 
O0o0qIooooa ySIRYTHUFcvrs0 YFS ',-
000113 C WRItL IFAIniG UN OUTPUI RPOrT IF OPTION ON YES 
000094 IF(PRINTF.EO.O)
009J.YES 
GO TO 28 YE S V 
00"096 
000097 
IF(INE uF.tI) I 
IF(TNiw.GT.l) GO TO 27 
YrSE  
yFS 




iRIL(OIJIP,I0?0) ITRYES Y"S 
000101 LO00 FOR'VAT(3.XO8HTFS YIELD ESTIMATE DATA REPORT -ITERATION NO. 'YES 
000102 YFS 
000103 27 CONT IIuF YES 





WRITUIIIP , 10?0) 







000108 J610 OIIAMT( eXlICOIJNTHY ,A08,H REGION .I?,6H LONF .13pqH STRATUM ,13)YFS 
00010 WI?TI. (nIhI10?0)1VS ' " 




1030 FOIrOT(6XI4hPREOICT.DATL *i?MTHUE YIELD *2XIAHESTIM.YILLD f 
Yi b 
YES 




lIiTl (OcIRs bov() 
1011O FORIAT(6XiHO/OY/YR bx ,lthICUIN./i4LCiAR 






0(1111 P CONTIVIUjI ,y S 
00011 C . INlIALyi? OUTpI IffLORD TO jruos YS 
000119.000.1P0 O0' 5 J=196,I.7PPI)CJ) =0 YFSYFS 
000121 YSCI (J)--O. YtS 
-000122 VSYCIiJ)=O. YI S 















DO 110 J=196 
IF(IZIfL.IJ(,I) EQ.,O) GO TO 50 
YES 
YIS 




, J=Y TI 
YFS 
YES 
000151 C IFS 
000132 C CHECK PO-I No FkRORl'STIM, OPTION YFS 
00013 rr(iYrs.Lo.3) Go 10 So YES 
000 13'4 CALI, FtETYf(SEFh(S) .0. + .Rn. I, IFRf YE-S 
ou 0I'si5 '.i y (I),tYSiR +UIA8(.I),F8NbDL(J) Y(E­
0001:4u I (YbCUJ) ,t..o)'YscieJ)=OO y'rs 
0'00117 30 CONTINuF YES 
000138 C YVs 
0001I9 C 'IF REPORT OPTION ON, PRINT LINE ON REPORT YES 
0001110 
000 I1II 




O001(12 Ep5'O.o00001 YF 
0001113 IF(YTI.UT.O.O)FR=O.0 Yr 5 











EII1MAI (1X,1?,IH/t12,Ili/,I24X,F I0.2,4X, 
CONTIlUF 
Il0.26XE-6. ,2XFO.2) Y s 
YES 
0001119 9O CONTINUE" Yr S 
000110 C YEs 
000111 C WRITE R-c('RD TO OUTPUT FILE YFS 





Yb CI (d) 
I 
V , YC I (J) J= I f ) Yl-S 
YF S 
0001s5 C YES 
00()1,6 
0001I 
C REAl) NEXT UrCORO 





RF AD(YEStR)(OUN, THFGI/UtE#I.STRATYTRUFt 
1 (1LII(L tT) 1IYAS( I) I.5 (1) *I.= 6)NNFC1"(S):NHIkC(S)4 
YES 
YFSU S 
000161 II'(f.Nr)/.LQ.. Al'f.fUUN *N[ *IML) GO 10 ?2 YIS 
000162 IF(FrI4,Z.L.0.AD.COUIN .F0.ZZZ7) G0 TO tO YFS 





*AIJ-'.CIIH.Mr. 'FiZZ7/) 0 T0 Sb 





000167 GO TO 22 YES <D w 
0006$ C YE . 
000169 C' CANNOT FINO ENDING 7oNL YES ro' 






1I POR/I Il lIt 






000174 C YrS ci 
0001/5 
000176 
C WRITE IPAILFR RFLORH) 
lr', (S}) lItFC (5)-I 
TO OITPUT FILE AN CLEAN UP Y1 S 
10 C 
01017/ l' tPg YL3U- "Y 5 








0 FLT YSUBtl,7601279 39100 , f 
000001 FUNCTION YSUB (AAB) YSUB 
- 000002 C CUMPUTFS THE UUANTITY Y USED IN THE CONFIDENCE LEVEL Ystif 
000003 C CAL CULAI IbiS. YSUII 
'000004 . C YsUI 
000005 C CALLING SOLIUNCE PARAMETERS *.Y ySUB 
q0000(0 C AA'= VAItIAIJLE YsUOn 
000007 C I = RFPF4RCCE VALUE YSURI 
000008 C YSLII 
006069 C ARGUMt. r LIT FOR FRROR PHOCESS1NG ARGLST 
000(010 
000011 
COHA4N /AIHW;L SI / 
I (JERRS ,NFATAL,NPERRSNARG .AR(1O) 
AP GLST 
AP&,LST 
000012 ,DTHfNSION IAR (iO) Artt, ST 
000013 EOUIVALFNCE rARG.ARG ) APWI sT 
000014 0 ACiLsT 
000015 C YSUl 
000016 
00001 1C 
DATA IF?7P / 0 / YSUII 
iSll 
00001 8 C YSUR 
000019 A = AA YSUfl 
0000,10 
0000;I C 






A TS.ZFGATIVFi OR ZERn. 
( -A I.T. I.E-7*R ) GO TO l10 
Yq$0 
YSUPf 
* 000024 ARG(3)= A YSUR 
0000?bl 
0000?b 
A4 (6I) I" 
IrTP= ITU 4 I 
YSUB 
YVUi 
QO00?I IF( cTOR .LT. 6 ) CALL ERRMES (3HCASI#HYSUBI8,O) ,yU R 
000023 110 A= 0.0 y,SLi1 
0002.;9 C y tSIIB 





g0 RF TURN' 
END 
yIUB 
YS U1 
I1I TOC 
U,. 
, %?,0 
N 0­
0~0++0 
C 
